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PREFACE
The COVID-19 outbreak has changed our collective behavior over the first half of 2020. A
large part of the behavior shift has focused on the Internet and its use in everyday life. As events
shut down, workplaces and schools moved virtual, and other avenues for entertainment closed
their doors, the world shifted Internet habits. In both temporary and lasting ways, this odd time
has changed how we use the Internet.
Digital technologies have become a critical enabler of connectivity, facilitating the continuity
of our regular lives and connecting people more than ever before. As cities and countries have
been asking the population to stay at home, more people have turned to their computers and
smartphones as a lifeline and tools to substitute their in-person activities online. Some habits
may continue in "new normal" ˗ or at least until a long-term solution to the current challenges,
such as a vaccine, is found.
Hence, the need to access reliable digital infrastructure has become increasingly important.
Specific aspects of ICTs are critical in a period of isolation, such as increased ICT opportunities
from telework, telemedicine, food delivery and logistics, online and contactless payments,
remote learning, and entertainment.
According to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), while research on
digitization’s contribution to mitigating pandemics' impact is limited, emerging evidence is
compelling about its positive effects. In the medium term (e.g., 2021), countries with top
connectivity infrastructure could mitigate up to half of the negative economic impact.
Realizing this shift of behavior, NETAPPS2020 with the theme of Enduring Internet Use and
Growth in the Pandemic Era discusses Internet Protocols, Architectures, Applications,
Network Services, Security, Privacy and Trust in its tracks.
NETAPPS2020
InterNetWorks Research Lab
School of Computing
Universiti Utara Malaysia
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considered
problematic
when
considering
power
consumption. Moreover, the vast majority of LPN that use
Bluetooth low energy for communication run on small
batteries, which dies after a period of time, and thus the issue
with have very strict power requirements [4, 5, 6]. Research
has been conducted in Bluetooth mesh low energy networks
to reduce energy consumption but the issue of high-energy
consumption has still not been resolved. When the battery runs
die in Bluetooth LPN networks, nodes are inoperable which
makes the LPN networks useless. There are three modules in
an LPN: sensing, processing, and communication. The largest
consumer of power is the LPN communication module. The
communication module transmits and receives data during the
active state, and continuously scans the air interface for
incoming messages during the idle state [3]. As well as, friend
nodes and Time-to-Live (TTL) is a field in which all
Bluetooth mesh low energy include and commonly used to
improve the performance, increase lifetime for LPN and
manage the caching of data and controls the maximum
number of hops over which a message is relayed, but in fact
and the issue for both features are still not good for reducing
power consumption in Bluetooth low energy [3, 7]. In addition
to that, there are three energy performance parameters that
developed analytical models for reducing the power
consumption and increase LPN lifetime in Bluetooth low
energy such as the average current consumption, the
theoretical lifetime of a battery-operated, and the energy
consumed per each user data bit delivered by Bluetooth LPN,
but it was not developed well to reduce energy consumption
and make the LPN lifetime as long as required [4]. Therefore,
problems and issues mentioned above, along with the impact
that Bluetooth LPN networks can have on WSN development,
will be addressed in this proposal during literature study and
implementation and backed up to some extent with
measurement results. This proposal focuses on investigating
the possibility of making use of both the power consumption
and the higher lifetime for the LPN by dynamically adjusting
the configuration of the battery to allow building more energyefficient sensor networks based on Bluetooth mesh low energy
thus combining the energy efficiency of ultra-low-power
radios with the interoperability of Bluetooth low energy with
a long operational lifetime.

Abstract—wireless sensor network (WSN) are spatially
distributed autonomous sensors to monitor physical or
environmental conditions, such as temperature, sound,
pressure, and to cooperatively pass their data through the
network to a main location. Thus, the Bluetooth one of the
wireless signals that is used for communication sensors
networks. However, this used many sensors devices in connected
networks can also be considered problematic when considering
power consumption. In addition to that, the vast majority of
Low Power Nodes (LPN) that use Bluetooth low energy for
communication run on small batteries, which dies after a period
of time, and thus the issue with have very strict power
requirements in WSN networks. Therefore, the design and
development of network is carried out using Bluetooth MeshLow Power Node (M-LPN) flooding in WSN as wireless
networking technology. However, Bluetooth M-LPNWSN
architecture supports network topologies like mesh networks.
As well as, develop analytical models for the Bluetooth MLPNWSN average current consumption, and the theoretical
lifetime of a battery-operated Bluetooth M-LPNWSN, the
energy consumed per each user data bit delivered by the
Bluetooth M-LPNWSN, and Analyze the behaviors of
Friendship in the Bluetooth M-LPNWSN. The average time of
spent by each type of node at different states is calculated for
Bluetooth M-LPNWSN, it is found that a simple battery
powered sensor with a capacity of 10 mAh, and send a data
message every 1 millisecond, simulation time 60000, can achieve
a lifetime at node 53 of up to 113.4586 days, while the
approximate life is 365 days. The results conclude for Bluetooth
M-LPNWSN that the low power nodes spend most of the time in
sleep state unlike the Bluetooth M-LPN, resulting in energy
conservation and increased lifetime, Bluetooth M-LPNWSN
shows better performance compared with the conventional
Bluetooth M-LPN and the lifetime of LPN improves by
56.164%.
Keywords—Bluetooth,
Bluetooth M-LPN, LPN.

I.

WSN,

Bluetooth

M-LPNWSN,

INTRODUCTION

The number of WSN in the any-area is increasing rapidly
and is predicted to more than a thousand sensor nodes [1]. The
telecommunication of WSN that used in each sensor network
is a radio transceiver with an internal antenna or connection to
an external antenna, a microcontroller, an electronic circuit for
interfacing with the sensors [2]. This includes a significant
range of applications that will increase congestion on the
license-free 2.4 GHz Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM)
band [3]. The communication protocols utilizing the ISM
band need to coexist and preferably interoperate. However,
this great increase in connected networks can also be
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This paper comprehensively reviews the latest Bluetooth
M-LPN flooding WSN networking. First, it introduces the
WSN background and the design of the Bluetooth MLPNWSN network. Then, it reviews features, stack, Friends
nodes, LPN and describes a variety of approaches that take
advantage of existing Bluetooth M-LPNWSN networks. it
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arrange can be gotten to specifically from a portable phone or
tablet without the requirement for a gateway. Interoperability
is the key to success for any smart home deployment as each
smart home may utilize products from various vendors.
Standard message formats for defined use cases (Models)
enable rapid deployment and interoperability assurance with
other Bluetooth M-LPNWSN products. This series of articles
discusses key concepts required to understand Bluetooth MLPNWSN. It will focus on Bluetooth M-LPNWSN capability,
privacy and security features, and how to select a device for
your smart home or agriculture application. This first
proposed in the series discusses the key elements of a
Bluetooth M-LPNWSN.

identifies critical aspects of Bluetooth M-LPNWSN
interlocking network solutions and discusses their advantages.
Finally, it highlights the current power consumption modeling
with simulation for the Bluetooth M-LPNWSN system and
comparing with traditional Bluetooth low energy.
II. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK (WSN)
WSN is a modern lesson of remote systems that are getting
to be exceptionally well known with a colossal number of
civilian and military applications. It may be a wireless
network that contains disseminated free sensor devices that
are implied to screen physical or natural conditions [8]. Hence,
it is comprising of a set of connected minor sensor nodes,
which communicate with each other and exchange data and
information. These nodes get data on the environment such as
temperature, pressure, humidity or toxin, and send this data to
a base station. The last-mentioned sends the information to a
wired network or enacts a caution or an activity, depending on
the sort and greatness of information checked [9]. Normal
applications incorporate climate and timberland checking, war
zone reconnaissance, physical checking of natural conditions
such as pressure, temperature, vibration, poisons, or following
human and creature development in timberlands and borders.
For nodes in a nearby zone network to communicate
appropriately, standard get to protocols like IEEE 802.11 are
accessible. Be that as it may, this and the other protocols
cannot be specifically connected to WSNs. The major
distinction is that, not at all like devices partaking in
neighbourhood region systems, sensors are prepared with a
really little source of energy (as a rule a battery), which
channels out exceptionally quick [9]. Consequently, the
requirement emerges to design unused protocols for MAC that
are energy mindful.

IV. BLUETOOTH M-LPNWSN FEATURES
In Bluetooth mesh flooding, the network layer plays a
significant part. All the network messages got and transmitted
within the network layer utilize either the advertising
conveyor or the GATT carrier. The relay and intermediary
highlights within the organized layer offer assistance in
empowering large-scale mesh systems. The transfer the
highlight is utilized to relay/forward organize PDUs gotten by
a node over the promoting conveyor. The intermediary
includes is utilized to relay/forward network PDUs got by a
node between GATT and advertising bearers. A Bluetooth MLPNWSN consists of nodes with a few include sorts. Fig. 1
gives a high-level representation of a Bluetooth M-LPNWSN.
As can be seen from the Fig., it has nodes with the taking after
include sorts:

III. BLUETOOTH M-LPNWSN SYSTEM DESIGN
Without any debate, Bluetooth Low Energy has ruled the
WSN space. Applications like smart domestic, homehealthcare, and resource following enormous advantage from
Bluetooth Low Energy capabilities. Be that as it may,
Bluetooth Low Energy communication between devices has
been restricted to either one-to-one or one-to-many. In
expansion, the arrangement of Bluetooth Low Energy is
challenging due to constrained range, particularly in situations
like homes where a few devices may be covered up behind a
few dividers relative to other devices. These factors have
made it difficult to control the complete domestic from a
single area. Many-to-many communication is required such
that any node can get messages from numerous devices and
send messages to different devices. For case, consider a
gathering of four light bulbs that got to be controlled utilizing
different portable phones. It too has to be able to get set
messages from a dimmer and/or an inhabitancy sensor. This
requires many-to-many communications. For Bluetooth Low
Energy to be the foremost valuable in applications like smart
home, smart buildings, and smart cities, engineers require
many-to-many communications and a mechanism to expand
the extend whereas permitting a few devices to function
employing a little battery. Bluetooth Mesh addresses these
concerns. Bluetooth Mesh is developing as a favoured home
mechanization technology since nodes in a Bluetooth Mesh
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Fig. 1. Bluetooth M-LPNWSN system

The Relay highlight empowers a node to relay messages
over the advertising carrier. Ordinarily, each powered node is
likely to incorporate the Relay highlight as it has the control
required to listen continuously for advertising packets and
hand-off it to other nodes. An illustration of the Transfer
highlight in utilizing maybe a smart light bulb or a wallpowered light switch within the home computerization
application. On the other hand, nodes that operate on little
batteries are improbable to have the Relay include because it

2

retransmissions and affirmations at this layer. The
functionality of the upper transport layer includes
encryption, decryption, and authentication of the
application data and is designed to provide
confidentiality of access messages. This layer is also
responsible for the generation of transport control
messages (friendship and heartbeat) internally and
transmits those messages to a peer upper transport
layer. These messages are encrypted and authenticated
at the network layer. In this proposed encryption,
decryption, authentication, and heartbeat messages are
not supported. The functionality of the lower transport
layer includes segmentation and reassembly of upper
transport layer messages into multiple lower transport
layer messages to deliver large upper transport layer
messages to other nodes. This layer also defines the
friend queue used by the Friend node to store the lower
transport layer messages for a low power node. In this
proposed, segmentation and reassembly are not
supported and both the upper and the lower transport
layers are implemented as a single transport layer
object.

requires Rx to be on continuously and for the device to listen
to the publicized packets. Doing so would deplete the battery
rapidly. The LPN feature is one of the foremost vital
highlights of Bluetooth M-LPNWSN. Not at all like a node
with the Relay include, a node with the LPN feature does not
have to be compelled to tune in to publicized packets
persistently. A node with an LPN feature spends most of its
time in the device’s low-power mode whereas its Friend node
collects messages on its behalf. The LPN wakes up at
characterized interims and pings its Friend nodes to check for
any pending messages. After communication with the Friend
Node, the LPN goes back to a low-power rest state. Usually a
valuable highlight for applications that work on a battery.
Applications such as sensor nodes within the home
robotization, cost labels in a retail outlet, etc., can advantage
from the LPN highlight. Be that as it may, the transmission
time at the End node depends upon the application activity.
Essentially, the transmission time at the LPN is affected by the
arranged the esteem of the poll timeout. A node with the
Friend highlight will tune in for any messages that are relayed
within the network and planning for a related LPN. The Friend
node will store these messages and provide it to the related
LPN when the LPN wakes and queries the Friend node. Since
the Friend Node has to store messages for one or more LPN,
the Friend Node may require more memory than other node
sorts. The sum of memory required is subordinate on the sum
of data/commands required to be put away on the Friend node
that will be communicated to the LPN amid a polling
operation. The Bluetooth core specification includes a low
energy version for low-rate wireless sensor network, referred
to as Bluetooth M-LPN or Bluetooth Smart such as
NRF52840, 2020. The Bluetooth M-LPN stack consists of the:
GATT, ATT, Security Manager Protocol (SMP), L2CAP, LL
and PHY as shows in Fig. 2 [10]. The Bluetooth M-LPN was
added to the standard for low energy devices generating small
amounts of data, such as the notification alerts used in
applications like smart home, smart agriculture, health-care,
fitness, and WSN. As well as, The Bluetooth M-LPN profile
such as nrf52840 dongle defines the fundamental
requirements to implement mesh networking solutions for
Bluetooth M-LPN. The mesh stack is located on top of the
Bluetooth M-LPN core specification and consists of the [5]:
x

Model Layer characterizes the models, messages, and
states required for client scenarios. For example, to
alter the state of light to on or off, a Generic on-off set
message from the non-specific on-off demonstration is
utilized. This proposed supports as it were two models,
generic on-off and light gentility with set and status
messages.

x

Foundation Model Layer characterizes the models,
messages, and states required to arrange and oversee
the work network. This layer is utilized to arrange
components, distribute, and membership addresses.
This proposed expect that the node is designed with all
addresses.

x

Access Layer characterizes the interface to the upper
transport layer and the arrangement of the application
information. It too controls the encryption and
unscrambling of the application information within the
upper transport layer. This proposed supports
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x

Network Layer defines the encryption, decryption, and
authentication of the lower transport layer messages. It
transmits the lower transport layer messages over the
bearer layer and relays the mesh messages when the
Relay feature is enabled. It also defines the message
cache containing all the recently seen network
messages. If the received message is found to be in the
cache, then it is discarded. The message cache is used
by the relay nodes (nodes in which the 'Relay' feature
is enabled). In this proposed encryption, decryption
and authentication are not supported.

x

Bearer Layer is an interface between the Bluetooth MLPN stack and the Bluetooth Low Energy core
specification. It is also responsible for creating a mesh
network by provisioning the mesh nodes. This
proposed assumes all the nodes are already provisioned
into a mesh network. The two types of bearers
supported by the B Bluetooth M-LPN are advertising
bearer and GATT bearer. This proposed considers only
the advertising bearer.

x

Generic Access Profile defines advertising data (AD)
types for carrying mesh messages over the advertising
bearer. This Bluetooth M-LPN supports the Mesh
message AD type and it is used for exchanging
network layer messages between mesh nodes.

x

Link Layer defines Broadcaster and Observer roles for
message exchange between the nodes within the
Bluetooth M-LPN network. In a Broadcaster role, a
node always advertises whereas in an observer role the
node always scans for the advertisers. Each node in the
mesh network switches between these two roles to
serve as a Bluetooth M-LPN. Fig. 3.2 illustrate mesh
stack is located on top of the Bluetooth M-LPN core
specification.

asynchronous-sly polls the Bluetooth Mesh-Friend Node for
possible incoming messages by sending a request message to
the latter. After sending the request, the Bluetooth MLPNWSN returns to sleep mode. After Receive Delay ms,
which allow the Bluetooth Mesh-Friend Node to prepare a
response, the Bluetooth M-LPNWSN starts listening for up to
Receive Window ms. Upon receipt of a request, the Bluetooth
Mesh-Friend Node can send a stored message to the Bluetooth
M-LPNWSN, if any. After receiving the last stored message,
or after the end of the receive interval, the Bluetooth MLPNWSN enters sleep mode again. The maximum time
between two consecutive requests is defined by the poll
Timeout parameter. Fig. 3 depicts a diagram that represents
the described polling process.
Fig. 2. Bluetooth M-LPNWSN stack over the advertising bearer.

V. BLUETOOTH M-LPN MANAGED FLOODING WSN
The Bluetooth mesh profile indicates the methods to
optimize the flooding operation for a productive network.
Usually called managed flooding. Therefore, the major
strategies utilized in overseen flooding are [5]:
 Message Cache: All nodes must execute a network
message cache. The message cache contains all the as
of late seen arranges messages. In case they gotten
message is found to be within the cache, at that point it
gets discarded.

Fig. 3. Illustration of a Bluetooth M-LPN polling a Bluetooth M-FN, and
the related Bluetooth Mesh parameters involved.

 TTL controls: the number of bounces a message is
transferred in an organization. Choosing an ideal TTL
esteem moderates’ power over the organization. On the
off chance that the TTL esteem at a node is more
prominent than or break even with to 2, it demonstrates
that the message may have been handed-off and can be
relayed. TTL esteem less than 2, shows the message
may have been transferred but will not be relayed.

Ordinarily, a Bluetooth M-LPNWSN running as a sensor
gadget will intermittently poll the Bluetooth Mesh-Friend
Node and filter the channel after each ask for getting Window
ms, in expansion to sending information messages containing
sensor readings as appears in Fig. 4. Note that, since
advertisements are for the most part utilized to carry Bluetooth
Work messages, one request or one information message
transmission is ordinarily performed by sending 3
advertisements.

 Heartbeats: Pulse messages are sent by the nodes
intermittently. It is utilized as a sign to the accepting
nodes, that the sending node is lively. At the accepting
node the ideal TTL esteem for distributing a message
to the sender is determined from the heartbeat message.

VI. LOW POWER SUPPORT IN BLUETOOTH M-LPNWSN
Since Bluetooth M-LPNWSN run on limited energy
sources (e.g., small batteries), it remain by default in sleep
mode in order to save energy Bluetooth M-LPNWSN can
transmit messages at any time, since it is assumed that at least
one of their next hop devices will be always ready to receive
and forward such messages. However, in order to allow
Bluetooth M-LPNWSN be able to also receive messages,
Bluetooth Mesh Upper transport layer defines the concept of
a friendship, which is a special relationship between a
Bluetooth M-LPNWSN and a one-hop neighbour which it
refers to as Bluetooth Mesh-Friend Node. The latter, which is
selected by the former among its one-hop neighbours, stores
messages intended for the Bluetooth M-LPNWSN while this
node is in sleep state. The Bluetooth M-LPNWSN

2773-5966 ©2021 NETAPPS

Fig. 4. Polling and data message transmission operations carried out by a
Bluetooth M-LPNWSN.

VII. FRIENDSHIP IN BLUETOOTH M-LPNWSN SYSTEM
WSN is known to be an exceedingly resource-constrained
lesson of networks where energy consumption is one of the
elemental concerns. Most of the sensors are battery-powered
devices. In WSNs, sensor nodes are conveyed on a huge scale
and hence it is unreasonable to supplant the batteries of sensor
nodes. In this manner, each sensor node must utilize power
effectively to outlive for a long time. The Bluetooth MLPNWSN characterizes the friendship usefulness for the
energy-constrained gadgets. The transport layer (upper and
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lower) within the Bluetooth M-LPNWSN is primarily mindful
of the Friendship usefulness. It characterizes two sorts of
nodes. [5]. A low power node incorporates a constrained
control source and works at diminished recipient obligation
cycles. This node switches to on state as it were to get
information packets. A friend node empowers the friend to
highlight and stores the messages ordained for low power
nodes. This node transmits the messages as it was when the
low power nodes unequivocally request. This proposed
bolsters friendship between one friend and one low power
node. Companionship is built up between friends and low
power nodes. The low power node starts the companionship
as before long because it is provisioned into the Bluetooth MLPNWSN network. This proposed to accept that fellowship is
as of now set up between companions and low power nodes.
After the friendship is set up, the friend node stores the
messages on behalf of a low power node within the friend line.
A polling instrument is utilized for optimizing energy
consumption at the low power nodes. The Bluetooth work
message trade between the low power node. Get delay
parameter indicates the time between low power node sending
a request and tuning in for a reaction from the friend node.
The low power node is in a rest state for the total length of the
get delay. The collector window parameter indicates the time
for which a low power node tunes in for a reaction from the
friend node. low power node is within the checking state for
the total term of the get window. The poll timeout parameter
indicates the most extreme time between two successive
demands from a low power node. Inside the poll timeout, in
case the friend node or the low power node comes up short to
get an ask or reaction from the other node, friendship is ended.
Occasionally, low power nodes poll friend nodes for any
information messages put away within the friend line. After
polling the Friend node, low power nodes enter the sleep state
for the length of getting delay. The Friend node employments
the get delay getting ready the reaction for the low power
node. After the get delay, the friend node reacts to the low
power node sometime recently the whole of getting delay and
get the window. Bluetooth M-LPNWSN is designed to
empower device to have exceptionally low power
consumption. A few chipmakers counting Cambridge Silicon
Radio, Discourse Semiconductor, Nordic Semiconductor,
STMicroelectronics, Cypress Semiconductor, Silicon Labs,
and Texas Rebellious had presented Bluetooth Low Energy
optimized chipsets by 2014. Devices with fringe and central
parts have distinctive power necessities. A think about by
signal software company Walkway labs detailed that
peripherals such as vicinity guides as a rule work for 1–2 a
long time fuelled by a 1,000mAh coin cell battery. This can
be conceivable since of the power effectiveness of Bluetooth
Low Energy protocol, which as it were transmits little. packets
as compared to Bluetooth Classic which is also suitable for
audio and high bandwidth data.

are identified. Moreover, the friend node supports the LPN to
stay live for a long time. The simulations show that there is a
chance of having a path between the selected source and
destination nodes, even if some of the intermediate relay and
end nodes fail in the network. Within the final two sections, it
modelled and evaluated the energy consumption execution
parameters of a Bluetooth M-LPNWSN. Fig. 5 also
illustration friend node, relay nod, listen node, and sleep node
for Bluetooth M-LPNWSN. While the simulation is running,
each node calculates the time spent in various states
(transmission, listen, idle and sleep) of the node. This helps in
calculating the lifetime of a node within the network. it
simulated this, Bluetooth M-LPNWSN with 55 nodes
randomly distributed in a 160m - 200m field. Moreover, it
observes that Bluetooth M-LPNWSN takes some advantage
than Bluetooth M-LPN in terms of node life time and
transmission. It is due to the fusion between Bluetooth M-LNP
and the balanced way in term of cluster head election
introduced by the Bluetooth M-LPNWSN. One of the
fundamental features of a project is its unitability for the low
power and energy-constrained nodes. This proposed models
the energy profiling of low power, battery operated Bluetooth
M-LPNWSN that implement an energy saving feature called
friendship. Energy is computed based on the time profiled at
various states (transmission, listen, sleep and idle) of each
node in WSN. The derived results show that the low power
nodes always consume less energy by spending more time in
sleep state, thus resulting in energy conservation and increased
lifetime.

Fig. 5. Bluetooth M-LPNWSN stack over the advertising bearer.

The performance of proposed prove more the Bluetooth
M-LPNWSN for transmission, listen, and idle in friend nodes
is always larger than the relay nodes, low power nodes, and
end nodes. The lifetime of a low power node depends on the
time for which the node is in listen state. Most of the time, a
low power node is in listen or sleep, idle state for a given poll
timeout. The time for which the node is in listen state is
determined by the receive window for every poll request made
by the low power node. The low power node spends the
remaining time in sleep, idle and transmission state. However,
the time spent in listen state for low power node is nil. The
average time of spent by each type of node at different states
is calculated for Bluetooth M-LPNWSN. The results conclude
for Bluetooth M-LPNWSN that the low power nodes spend
most of the time in sleep and listen state unlike the Bluetooth

VIII. MODELING AND SIMULATION THE POWER CONSUMPTION
OF BLUETOOTH M-LPN WSN
The design of the Bluetooth M-LPNWSN network,
consisting of a fifty-five nodes mesh network, and some of
these nodes are conFig.d as friends, low power, relays, and
end nodes as shows in Fig. 5. The source and destination node
pairs, power source, and their corresponding TTL values are
specified and the paths between source and destination nodes
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M-LPN, resulting in energy conservation and increased
lifetime as shows in Fig. 6.

up to a term of all states wherein the device isn't in sleep mode.
Then, Tsleep can be calculated as:
(4)

ܶௌ ൌ    ܶୟୡ୲ 

where Tact can be gotten as appeared within the following
equation:
௧௨௧

ܶୟୡ୲ ൌ σଵଷ
ୀ ܶ  ்

౩ ା்ఽిే ା்౩ ି்

Based on the profiles of the advertisement transmissions and
the checking interim, another calculates the Bluetooth MLPNWSN normal current consumption. It to begin with the
objective is deciding the Bluetooth M-LPNWSN normal
current consumption, indicated Current Average. As
presented in Section 3.2 (Bluetooth M-LPN Stack) Bluetooth
M-LPNWSN remains in rest mode by default, and each Poll
Timeout sends an ask to its Bluetooth Mesh-Friend Node. In
expansion, the Bluetooth M-LPNWSN transmits a data
message once each. (TData =TIfs+TACK+TIfs-Tmin). Since the
last-mentioned performs a request-scan cycle each Poll
Timeout, and it transmits a sensor perusing each TData, Current
Average can be gotten as appeared following [4].
ଵ
௧௨௧

ቀσଵଷ
ୀ ܶ ܫ 

௧௨௧
்ವೌೌ

σଽୀଵ ܶ ܫ ቁ

ܶ୪୧ୣ୲୧୫ୣ ൌ ௨௧

ଵ
௧௨௧

ቀσଵଷ
ୀ ܶ ܫ 

௧௨௧
்౩ ା்ఽిే ା்౩ି்

(1)

ܶ୪୧ୣ୲୧୫ୣ ൌ

ாሾౚౢ౬౨౯ሿ 

ܧሾூౚౢ౬౨౯ሿ ൌ  ܫୟ୷୪୭ୟୢሺͳ െ ܴܮܨଷ ሻ

(7)

(8)

Where Eldelivery depends on the frame loss rate (FLR), and
on the payload size, denoted IPayload. The data message sent by
the Bluetooth M-LPNWSN will be correctly delivered to a
next hop if at least one of the corresponding three individual
advertisement transmissions that carry the data message is
successfully received. Bluetooth M-LPNWSN enables endto-end communication in large-scale device networks to
support applications like smart lighting, industrial automation,
sensor networking, asset tracking, and many other WSN
solutions. This result shows the plot of lifetime of low power
node at node 53 as a function of poll timeout for receive
window values 1 milliseconds, 10 milliseconds and 20

(3)

The following decide the normal term of the rest interim
inside a poll timeout interim, Tsleep. Let Tact be the normal add
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Then, assuming that frame losses are uncorrelated, the
expected amount of data delivered by the device per
transaction is determined as:

(2)

σଽୀଵ ܶ ܫ ቁ

(6)

Note that the previous equation aims at capturing an
important aspect of a realistic battery behaviour, which is the
degradation of its characteristics over time. it assumes that Iselfdischarge is a constant value as a function of time. Finally, it also
models the energy consumed by the Bluetooth M-LPNWSN
per user data bit delivered to a neighbour, ECdelivery. Let V
indicate the battery voltage of the Bluetooth M-LPNWSN. Let
E[Idelivery] denote the expected number of user data bits
delivered per (TIfs+TACK+TIfs-Tmin). It obtains ECdelivery as
shown next:

where Tmin is round trip time, TData and TACK are the time
duration of a Data and an ACK frame, respectively. As can be
seen, Current Average can be determined by using Equations
(1) and (2).

ݐ݊݁ݎݎݑܥ௩ ൌ

େୟ୮ୟୡ୧୲୷ౘ౪౪౨౯

ఽ౬౨ౝ ାூ౩ౢషౚ౩ౙ౨ౝ 

It cannot settle limits are expressed by the Core
Determination for Bluetooth Low Energy in respects to the
number of transmissions inside a single Association Occasion,
in spite of the fact that the last frame must be gotten at slightest
Interframe space (TIfs) sometime recently the beginning of the
taking after connection event. A single transmission is
composed of one Information frame, one acknowledgment
(ACK) frame, and the correspondent [11].

ܶ ൌ  ܶୈୟ୲ୟ    ୍ܶୱ    ܶେ    ୍ܶୱ 

(5)

As can be seen, Current Average can be determined by
using Equations (1) and (5). Based on this performance
parameter, it is possible to obtain the theoretical lifetime of a
Bluetooth M-LPNWSN, denoted Lifetime, assuming a battery
capacity of Capacity battery (expressed in mAh), and a battery
self-discharge current, Iself-discharge, as shown next:

Fig. 6. Average time statistics of deferent Bluetooth M-LPNWSN.

ݐ݊݁ݎݎݑܥ௩ ൌ

σଽୀଵ ܶ
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milliseconds. System parameter that used for Bluetooth MLPNWSN as illustrates in table 1.
TABLE 1. Parameters that used in simulation proposed.
Parameters

Value

TIfs

0.5 ms

ACK

40 bytes

BLE radio throughput

2 Mbps

Message size

41 bytes

Transmission power

0 dBm

size

160 m x 200

Total Nodes

55

Battery Capacity

10 mAh
Fig. 8. Life node versus receive time for both (A) Bluetooth M-LPNWSN
(B) Bluetooth M-LPN system

The results in the derived plot conclude that the lifetime of
low power node is directly proportional to the poll timeout
compared to the Bluetooth M-LPN as shows in Fig. 7. Fig. 8
illustrates a Bluetooth M-LPNWSN network with the
Bluetooth M-LPN for node lifetime versus receive time out. It
found that Bluetooth M-LPNWSN network better than the
Bluetooth M-LPN, where the node life time stay long. Fig. 9
determining the energy consumed per delivered bit ECdelivery,
for a battery-operated Bluetooth M-LPNWSN by using
equations (7) and (8). The results obtained as a function of poll
timeout, for different receive window and (TIfs+TACK+TIfsTmin) setting, and different FLR values.

Fig. 9. Life time node versus energy consumption for both (A) Bluetooth
M-LPNWSN (B) Bluetooth M-LPN system

Fig. 10 depicts the lifetime node of the Bluetooth MLPNWSN, in receive window, for the same Poll time out
settings considered. Fig. 11 shows the theoretical Bluetooth
M-LPNWSN lifetime is inversely proportional to the average
current consumption. Bluetooth M-LPNWSN lifetime grows
with Poll time out, with an asymptotic lifetime of 365 days
that is limited by the sleep state current consumption. For low
Poll time out values, the Receive window setting becomes
relevant, since active states have relatively significant
duration and current consumption compared to sleep intervals.
Bluetooth M-LPNWSN current consumption decreases with
poll time out, and increases with receive window. For high
Poll time out values, using different receive window settings
leads to negligible performance differences. Remarkably, the
data message transmission rate is irrelevant in terms of current
consumption, except for very high sending rates in the order
of 1 Hz or greater. The energy consumed by the Bluetooth MLPNWSN by each delivered bit increases with
(TIfs+TACK+TIfs-Tmin), as in fact the energy consumed during

Fig. 7. Life time node versus poll time out for both (A) Bluetooth MLPNWSN (B) Bluetooth M-LPN system
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automation, sensor network, asset tracking, and other IoT
solutions that require tens, hundreds or thousands of devices
to communicate with one another. Therefore, Bluetooth MLPNWSN protocol technology allows Bluetooth devices to be
linked together to form a large network. By extending
Bluetooth 5 with M-LPNWSN protocol many devices can
now be connected in a network and thus communicate with
each over long distance in an energy-efficient and secure
manner. The Bluetooth M-LPNWSN protocol is simulated
and evaluated by using MATLAB version R2020a.

sleep intervals is significant. Message losses increase the
energy cost of data delivery.
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Abstract— Internet of Things (IoT) provides a platform for
sensors, devices and “things” (objects) to interface and
communicate seamlessly within a smart environment. It
enables a convenient sharing of information across platforms.
In addition, wireless technologies and the opportunities
offered by the Internet technology place IoT as the next
revolutionary technology. IoT provides several benefits for a
smart campus through the integration of things, connectivity
and intelligent systems such as smart learning, smart library,
smart sports complex, smart healthcare, smart water and waste
management, and smart energy consumption, etc. In this
paper, the Internet of Things (IoT) for smart campus was
discussed conceptually. The paper examined the smart
campus concept and services, and provided possible smart
campus architecture. It showed the applications of IoT to
smart campus, IoT usage on a smart campus environment and
some open challenges facing IoT for smart campus and some
possible way forward.

Emmanuel Mkpojiogu
School Of Computing
Univeristy Utara
Malaysia
Sintok, Kedah, Malaysia
emelnuel@hotmail.com

Smart Campus is an important research direction in urban
IoT. This is because theoretically a campus is a small town.
Therefore, the application of IoT to smart campus provides
valuable insight for the application of urban IoT [1]. This
concept is geared towards developing a campus that utilizes
resources efficiently, delivers high quality services to the
campus community with highly reduces operational costs.
Furthermore, smart campus provides the following additional
benefits: 1) provision of interactive and creative environment
for students and faculty members, 2) provision of secured
payment systems, 3) provision of transparent voting systems,
4) promotion of smart energy management, 5) offering of realtime incidence warnings and effective surveillance systems,
6) provision of automated maintenance and business
processes, and 7) maintenance of efficient parking and access
control management, etc. [1]
This paper is a conceptual paper on Internet of Things
(IoT) for smart campus. It shows the applications of IoT to
smart campus, the usage of IoT on smart campus and provides
the open challenges facing IoT for smart campus while
proffering the possible way forward out of these challenges.
This paper is organized as follows: Part II examines smart
campus concept and services, Part III provides smart campus
architecture, Part IV shows the open challenges facing IoT for
smart campus and provides the way forward, and Part V ends
the paper with a conclusion.

Keywords—Internet of Things, Smart Campus

I. INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) is a new communication paradigm
that refers to and envisions the idea of connecting everyday
life’s object to the Internet. These connecting objects or things
are assembled with microcontrollers, transceivers to support
communication. They are conFig.d with protocol stacks that
will realize the interaction of the objects with one another to
arrive at common objectives without the intervention of
humans. Thus, IoT makes the Internet more immersive and
pervasive [1-5]. This paradigm offers a platform for sensors
and devices to communicate seamlessly within a smart
environment and supports information sharing across
platforms in a convenient way [6]. The strength of this
paradigm is derived from the fact that it is interacting with a
wide range of devices like drones, robots, security alarms,
surveillance cameras, monitoring sensors, actuators,
household appliances, smart vehicles, office equipment,
displays, power generation systems, heating and airconditioning systems, etc., which generates massive data to
provide new service to people and corporate bodies [1-2]. IoT
can be applied to several domains, such as, industrial
automation, mobile healthcare, healthcare monitoring and
assistance devices, medical aids, home automation, smart
grids, automotive, intelligent energy management, elderly
assistance, water and waste management, traffic management,
among others [1-2][7].
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II. SMART CAMPUS CONCEPT AND SERVICES
The diversity of services offered to variant user-groups
within the campus that demand reduced costs along with the
delivery of high-quality services ushers in the need for smart
campus [1]. The effects of the services delivered is not
restricted to only academics or the academia, but also to
environmental, financial, and social areas of the campus [1].
IoT for smart campus is inevitable. A typical smart campus
incorporates the following: smart grid, water and waste
management, learning environment, intelligent buildings,
parking, transportation and traffic, business processes,
location services, safety and security, housing and dinning,
social and sports activities, health and fitness, and special
needs services, etc., [1].
A. Smart Learning
In an intelligent environment, the process of learning is a
recursive process of four stages, namely, learning,
assessment, interaction, and analysis, which echoes the
sustainable and recursive nature of intelligent systems [1][8].

9

Furthermore, building stress can be monitored using suitable
vibration and deformation sensors. To reduce the cost of
construction testing which is continuously desired but
however quite expensive, a complete characterization of
buildings and environmental conditions is needed. This
characterization is made possible by human operators and
provides real-time warnings [1-2][14]. In addition, it will be
possible to combine vibration and seismic readings in order to
better study and understand the effect of light earthquakes on
campus buildings. The obtained database can be made
publicly accessible in order to make the campus community
aware of the care taken or to be taken in preserving the campus
buildings. The practical realization of this service, however,
requires the installation of sensors in the buildings and
surrounding areas and their interconnection to a control
system, which may require an initial investment in order to
create the needed infrastructure [2].

The main goal of intelligent learning systems is to consider
the aspiration of students, their level of knowledge, and their
intellectual talents which results in an articulated learning
environment for them. Teaching and learning have over the
last decades changed considerably and tilting towards the
utilization of advanced technology [1]. To provide a contextbased personalized learning experience, an approach that
profiles the learners based on their behavior over a campuswide social network was proposed [1][9]. In this approach,
sensing and mobile learning technologies with web servers
that were simply conFig.d to achiever ubiquitous learning
environment were employed. This notwithstanding, in terms
of learner’s behavior and context design, further testing is still
required [1][9].
Furthermore, MIT, in partnership with Microsoft began a
collaborative research that developed several projects that
aimed at having an intelligent campus (MIT iCampus) [10].
For example, a class communicator system and a class
learning partner were investigated to overcome the
communication issues between instructors and students in a
classroom, and to improve learning experience during lecture
by supporting exercises and feedback instant assessment and
analysis [1]. Tablets, laptops, and mobile phones, and
wearables devices play significant part in promoting smart
learning. These devices should be used in education to
improve education quality at reduced cost and satisfy the
needs of learners [1][35].

Reporting and Collaboration: For reports to be generated
for managers in the campus, report generating tools are used.
Reports generated include among others, staff attendance,
building occupancy, usage patterns, usage of energy, real-time
warnings. To improve various business processes and
workflow across different departments and colleges in the
campus, interdepartmental collaboration is crucial. However,
the sharing of information and reports, and enhancing
communication between interested parties is a way of
achieving this goal [1][13]. Increase in the productivity of the
campus community using the intelligent buildings comes as a
result of the comfort they derive from such buildings [1][15].

B. Smart Governence
IoT improves the internal and external efficiency of the
university campus governance. It enables the campus
community (staff and students) and other relevant persons to
access official documents and policies. IoT ensures that
public services work efficiently and enable the monitoring
and managing of public safety. It helps in responding quickly
and effectively in emergency situations on campus. IoT
enables e-governance and transparency in governance on
campus [11].

D. Waste and Water Management
Using IoT, waste and water management, two essential,
but expensive services rendered by a university to its
community, can be cost effective. Prior research in the area
of waste management suggests the planting of sensors at
waste bins, and waste trucks for the collection of real-time
data for analysis can enhance smart waste management.
Sequel to the analysis, the system will suggest cleaning
schedules that are better. It will also suggest an economical
and better route for waste contractors. According to the
authors, this system was cost-effective in comparison to the
traditional waste management method [1][16-18].

C. Smart, Intelligent and Healthy Buildings
A building that is intelligent incorporates the best systems,
materials, concepts, and technologies that are available and
integrates them to realize a building that meets or even
exceeds the performance requirements of stakeholders in the
building sector (such as owners, managers, and users, together
with both local and global community) [1][12]. However, in
the construction industry, there is no standard guideline on
how to build intelligent buildings. This has led those interested
to take novel approaches in other to achieve desired goals
[1][13]. Intelligent buildings can be viewed from two major
standpoints: 1. ICT Infrastructure, 2. Reporting and
collaboration.

Another area where IoT has proven to be beneficial is in
water management. Its application increases efficiency and
productivity. It automates data collection and manages and
coordinates many other subsystems [1][19]. In addition, a
user-centric smart water management system that monitors
consumption and analyzes collected data and presents results
graphically for improved readability [1][20]. This kind of
system can also be implemented on campus to provide users
with information about water consumption. Furthermore, a
description was made of a sustainable prototype for smart
metering devices and the associated network. The
experimental project was geared towards building a metering
device that is sustainable [21]. There was another experiment
on water management system. It centered on the monitoring
of water distribution on a medium campus scale using
ultrasonic water level sensor to measure water levels and
communication network. Though the gathered data was for
short term monitoring, the monitoring system showed results

ICT Infrastructure: Servers are required to capture data
collected from all sensors and at least one fast backend
network is also required for both business and building
systems. The automation process of buildings requires the
usage of various types of sensors. For instance, sensors that
switch off the services in empty spaces; achieve the detection
of levels of carbon-dioxide in offices and classrooms, adjust
building temperatures, and measure the pollution and
humidity of open spaces as well as surrounding areas.
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demonstrated a parking guidance system for car parking to
assist drivers in parking properly [1].

that were interesting, such as, it was feasible to monitor the
water management system using technologies that are low
cost, water levels of campus reservoirs were not managed
properly, and presence of low level leaks which could not be
discovered without the experiment [1] [22-23]. Verma et al.
[23] described a custom-built low-cost ultrasonic sensor
which measures water levels within the range of 10m and
with an accuracy of 1.5% full scale. The collected data is also
sent by the sensor through a sub-GHz based wireless network
for further analysis [1].

G. Automation and Salubrity of Public Buildings
H. Another important application of IoT technologies is the
monitoring of the energy consumption and the salubrity
of the environment in campus buildings (college blocks,
administration offices, etc.) by means of different types of
sensors and actuators that control lights, temperature,
and humidity. By controlling these parameters, indeed, it
is possible to enhance the level of comfort of the campus
community and all stakeholders that live and/or work in
the campus environment. This may also have a positive
return in terms of productivity, while reducing the costs
for heating/cooling [2] [15].

E. Campus Energy Consumption
Along with air quality monitoring service, IoT can be
utilized to monitor the energy consumption of an entire
campus. This enables campus authorities and community to
get a clear and detailed view of the amount of energy needed
by the different services (public lighting, transportation,
traffic lights, control cameras, heating/cooling of buildings,
etc.) Thus, this makes it possible to identify the main energy
consumption sources and to set priorities in order to optimize
their behavior. In order to obtain such a service, power draw
monitoring devices must be integrated with the power grid in
the campus [2]. For example, the sensors are liable for
checking all the occasions that emerge in their current
circumstance and sending the data to a capacity framework.
The framework stores the data in a private cloud where all the
information is handled and changed to introduce quality
information for the following stage [56]. The big data
architecture is accountable for choosing and analyze the data,
through analysis process, it gives the grounds the information
important to decide. For instance, on a hot day, the sensor
framework screens the temperature and the environment of
every one of the classrooms [56]. A combination of current
technologies with sustainable and environmentally friendly
resources together can only act as the catalyst to reshape the
present educational institutes by the concept of smart cities in
general and smart campus in particular [58].

I. Smart Transportation
In a smart campus, vehicles are be viewed as floating sensors.
They sense and report explicit traffic information like those
of traffic conditions, road maps, transportation supply and
demand, along with implicit information and knowledge, like
traffic accidents, driving strategy, and route navigation [54].
Based on these mined information, potential applications of
smart transportation could be helpful to drivers, passengers,
and campus administration [54]. Smart transportation
through the monitoring of traffic dynamics could be
employed to monitor traffic dynamics, such as construction
of road map, monitoring of real-time traffic flow, prediction
of possible traffic jams, discovery of traffic accidents, and
alarms of improper driving behaviors. Other smart
transportation servives include: i) intelligent navigation
services; ii) guidance for itinerary; iii) dynamic dispatch of
public transportation resources [54].
J. Smart Public Health
Campus public health could be enhanced through the mining
traces of patients, susceptible individuals, and unhealthy
people within the campus community [54]. Patients’ traces
could assist in monitoring the social and physical activities
associated with bodily health conditions. Traces of
susceptible individuals are critical for understanding,
mitigating and controlling disease spread. Inferrences are
made from traces and this could be used for persuasive health
[54]. Smart public health applications could be used for
monitoring behaviors of patients, controlling dissemination
of epidemics, in reducing health problems and could help to
make campus dwellers healthier by monitoring and
encouraging exercise follwing data mined from say campus
obesity [54].

F. Smart Parking
IoT can be utilized to dramatically change the way cars are
parked on campus to a smart parking one. The smart parking
service is based on road sensors and intelligent displays that
direct motorists along the best path for parking in the campus
[2][24]. This service leads to a faster time to locate a parking
slot and this implies a fewer carbon-dioxide emission from
cars, lesser traffic congestion, and a happier campus
community and visitors. Furthermore, by using short-range
communication technologies, such as Radio Frequency
Identifiers (RFID) or Near Field Communication (NFC), it is
possible to realize an electronic verification system of parking
permits in slots reserved for campus residents or disabled,
hence providing a improved service to the campus
community, dwellers and visitors that can legitimately use
those slots and an efficient tool to quickly spot violations [2].

K. Smart Campus Security
Security is fundamental in a campus grounds, and for this,
there are frameworks of sensors or video observation
frameworks that create data about any occasion 24 hour daily.
The capability of these frameworks permits their information
to be utilized for different exercises, for example, recognizing
patterns or distinguishing extraordinary necessities of the
populace [56]. The checking limit added to the investigation
cycle permits self-ruling control of the administrations
oơered by the campus. Campus security is closely related to
human trace data because the security is about individual
activity and social events. Mined data could be utililized to

A proof-of-concept system which uses ultrasonic sensing
technology and database system used in assigning parking
spots to students living in dorms based on their preference was
implemented in KFUPM [1][25]. This system, however,
works only for cars that are pre-known. This is because the
system requires that cars and drivers information are stored in
the database. In addition, Atmadja et al. [26] proposed and
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fault detection system will be easily realized on top of the
street light controllers [2]. More so, a campus IoT can also
provide ways to monitor the quality of the air in crowded areas
in the campus [29]. In addition, communication facilities can
be provided to let health applications running on joggers’
devices be connected to the IoT infrastructure. In such a way,
people can always find the healthiest path for outdoor
activities and can be continuously connected to their preferred
personal training application while training on campus. The
realization of such a service requires that air quality and
pollution sensors be deployed across the campus and that the
sensor data be made publicly available to the campus
community [2]. Furthermore, a campus IoT can provide a
noise monitoring service to measure the amount of noise
produced at any given hour in the campus to ensure a health
environment for learning and research [2][30].

make inference on a lot of human related behaviors, like the
occurrences of social events, abnormal gatherings of people,
misbehavior of individuals, movement of criminals and the
lost, and behaviors of people in disaster [54]. Based on the
human and crowd behavior information gathered, campus
security could be improved in many ways, for example: i)
detecting misbehavior of individuals from abnormal traces
that could provide hint of potential misbehavior of
individuals; ii) Searching and tracking critical people. Lost
people and those in disaster could located. Traces of
suspected criminals could infer actual criminals, gangs, and
insecure communities
L. Smart Campus Commerce
Smart campus can improve commercial activities within the
campus. For instance, business activities in malls and other
business centers can be enhance with smart campus
commerce. Campus advertisements and campaigns could be
aided [54]. Applications of smart commerce may include the
following: i) location-based services with commercial
application that include location-based social networking
services like Foursquare, location-based recommendation
services, driving navigation, and itinerary guidance; ii) smart
advertising based on human flows and concentration of
people; and iii) improving of shopping services by
knowledge of consumer consuming behaviors [54].

In addition, a possible smart campus service that can be
enabled by IoT includes the monitoring of traffic congestion
in a busy campus setting. Though camera-based traffic
monitoring systems are already available, low-power
widespread communication can offer a denser source of
information. With IoT, traffic monitoring may be realized by
using sensing capabilities and the GPS installed on modern
vehicles [2][31], and adopting a combination of air quality
and acoustic sensors along a given road or street on campus.
This information is of great importance for campus
authorities and communities. It will help the authorities to
discipline traffic offenders and to send officers where needed
and assists the campus community to plan in advance the
route to reach the office or navigate around the campus [2]

M. Other Services and Applications
As Pan et al. [54] further posit other services of smart
campus include: smart campus physical planning among
many others. In addition, Saad et al. [27] demonstrated an evoting system that uses RFID technology for the
authentication process on a university campus. According to
the authors, their system meets the data integrity, voters’
privacy, and system availability requirements. Furthermore,
Du and Tang [28] introduced a smart card access control
system that uses cloud computing technology to provide
multi-level access control over the university campus. This
system realizes the reengineering of access control
management including the main managerial process. This
notwithstanding, the proposed solution while it can be used
for several things such as payments on campus, limits the
usage of the card for access control.

III. SMART CAMPUS ARCHITECTURE
This section presents the basic architecture of IoT in Smart
Campus, as shown in Fig.1, Smart Campus Architecture. We
imagine that the engineering of Smart Campus in view of IoT
is made out of three level of processing which are Trace,
Knowledge and Application. The architecture under these
three processes composed four different layers, i.e., sensing
and interconnecting layer, data layer and service layer.

In smart campus, the learning procedure is directed
through e-Learning framework that makes it workable for
students to have the capacity to join gaining from anyplace,
whenever with the web association [41]. E-learning equips
with video conference facility so it is feasible for students to
confront the instructor from better place. In addition, virtual
class can help recreation for students to take care of issue in
learning. Virtual class also can be utilized for practicum
lessons.
In addition, smarting lighting is another benefit of IoT. The
optimization of the street lighting efficiency is an important
feature. Smart lighting service can optimize the street lamp
intensity according to the time of the day, the weather
condition, and the presence of people on campus. In order to
properly work, such a service needs to interweave the street
lights into the smart campus infrastructure. It is also possible
to exploit the increased number of connected spots to provide
WiFi connection to the campus community. In addition, a
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Fig.1 Smart Campus Architecture
In the architecture (Fig.1) at the trace level, the way
trace data of massive moving objects can be collected in a
campus is considered. At this level is the sensing and
interconnecting layer. On campus, many single and
interconnecting sensors and devices could be utilized to detect
and report location information [54]. The sources of these
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At that point it will interface with interconnecting layer
which included information transmission and data
transmission among various gadgets and domain spaces.
Protocols engaged with this layer, i.e., 6LowPAN, IPv4/IPv6,
and RPL Communication and transport protocols involved in
this layer, i.e., Wifi, Bluetooth, NFC and RFID.

trace data could be from mobile devices, vehicles, smart cards,
and floating sensors, etc. Diverse location data could be
provided via GPS, WiFi, GSM, RFID and Bluetooth [54-55].
The trace data elicited from the sensing and interconnecting
layer implies the underlying patterns and laws of mobility on
campus [54]. From the data mined from trace level, a
knowledge level encapsulating rich information about humans
comprising their activities, social events, and social
relationships and other information on campus with its
semantics and dynamics is formed and all mined data are kept
in the data layer [54-55]. According to Pan et al. [54], trace
mining issues can be classified into six categories, inter alia:
i) mobility and its patterns, models, and prediction; ii) human
behavior at it presents itself from location to activity and
event; iii) social relation, trace-based on social analysis; iv)
campus characteristics with its semantics and significance; v)
campus dynamics, expression, visualization, and evaluation;
and vi) privacy with respect to disclosure and protection [54].
The following are captured: i) location string and geographic
information (with single trace), co-presence and visiting
information (with multiple trace), and location semantics and
time information (with other forms of trace). IoT devices
produce a steady stream of crude information data, which
cannot be recognized for important information except if the
information is processed through the utilization of strategies,
for example, knowledge discovery and machine knowledge
[60]. The heterogeneity of the data produced from different
IoT deployments are reliant on the application services. IoT
devices are designed with custom conventions that consider
the asset obliged nature of these devices, to protect power
utilization related to device operations. The most widely
recognized IoT application-layer conventions are Constrained
Application Protocol (CoAP), Message Queuing Telemetry
Transfer (MQTT), Advanced Message Queuing Protocol
(AMQP), and Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [60].At
the top of the architecture is the application level that embeds
the service layer. Applications available in this layer include:
smart campus energy, smart healthy buildings, smart learning,
smart waste and water management, smart parking services,
smart governance, smart transportation, smart public health,
smart campus physical planning, smart campus security, smart
campus commercial activities among others.

The purpose of the service layer, or application layer, is to
provide several services for Smart Campus communities. The
purpose behind the data layer incorporates to store the
massive, trifling, and heterogeneous data produced from a
variety kinds of monitoring devices in the sensing layer [48];
extracting the information from the big sensing data and
representing the significant information in sensible and
effective ways by using data mining techniques such as
ranking, regression and classification [48], [50]; decision
making and service supporting [49], [51]; and knowledge
maintenance and management [52]. Despite that, the
technology of Big Data Indexing with Artificial Intelligent
approach will also able to manage and analyze the
heterogeneity of the data generated from various IoT devices.
Protocols involved in this layer, i.e., MQTT, CoAP, AMQP,
Web socket, and Node.
IV. OPEN CHALLENGES AND FUTURE DIRECTION
The realization of IoT networks is faces with two main
challenges: First, the IoT novelty and heterogeneous nature
portend some technical difficulties due to the lack of best
practices; second, the lack of approved and complete business
model that encourages investment also presents some business
difficulties [1][31-32]. Furthermore, the smart campus
implementation is faced and challenged by three types of
obstacles, namely, technical, financial and political. These
challenges are similar to those faces by smart city
implementation [1-2][34].
Technical: Barriers in this perspective include:
interoperability, standardization and configuration, privacy,
security and safety [1][35]. Any technology that will be
adopted for the promotion campus services must be safe for
public use on campus. The usage of low energy devices,
intensive communication, and the heterogeneous campus
environment makes meeting the security and privacy
requirements for smart campus somewhat difficult. On the
other hand, the interoperability and standardization in a
heterogeneous environment like the campus allow for the
evaluation and comparison of devices, competition between
manufacturers, promote the introduction of the device into the
campus ecosystem, and ultimately maximize the benefits of
all user-groups in the campus [1]. However, the adoption of
IoT on campus will lead to the use of hundreds and even
thousands of actuators, sensors, and other “things”.
Configuring manually is an enormous burden. Hence, there is
the need for thorough investigation of new ways automated
configuration of IoT devices [1][36-37].

The reason for the sensing and interconnecting layer is to
acknowledge universal detecting. In addition to RFID sensing
enabled by wireless sensor networks (WSN), people-centric
urban sensing is becoming popular [44], [45]. Further, people
centric detecting can be classified into three classes: single
sensing trace, which focuses on individual observing and
archiving; multiple or social sensing trace, which focuses on
sharing information inside social and specific groups; and
open public sensing, which works on sharing data with
everyone for the greater public benefit (such as location
semantics for entertainment) [44]. Both multiple sensing and
public sensing could be could be aggregately called group
detecting, or participatory detecting, or shrewd detecting.
With the prominence of advanced smart phones with various
sensors such as camera, audio, and accelerometer, among
others, another group detecting worldview called mobile
crowd sensing (MCS) is emerging [46], [47]. Discovery
protocols involved in this layer, i.e., Physical Web, mDNS,
and DNS-SD.
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Financial: With respect to financial barriers, the limitation
in universities’ resources, coupled with the present situation in
the economy of the world and the shrinking investments in
public services hinders smart campus markets coming into
fruition and reality, irrespective of immature experiences
encountered so far. A clear business model is lacking.
However, a possible way out of the challenge is to first
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develop those services that conjugate social utility with very
clear return on investment such smart building and smart
parking. This will act as a catalyst for other added values
services [1-2].

• Make the campus more secure and more secure with
associated reconnaissance cameras, savvy locks and edge
controls.
• Lower costs by utilizing electricity, water and building
controls to diminish power and water utilization
consumption.

Political: Possible obstacle is occasioned by the attribution
of decision making power to the different stakeholders [2].
Even though political obstacles may not be as tough as
financial and technical barriers because the Vice Chancellor
of the university can in most cases resolve such crises as they
present themselves, it is nonetheless a challenge. The lack of
collaboration between different departments and colleges, the
business process re-engineering, and the opposition of antitechnology employees as well as bureaucratic red tapes are
potential obstacles and challenges that need to be resolved [1].
The likely way to remove political roadblocks and bottlenecks
is to institutionalize the entire decision and execution process,
and concentrate on strategic planning and management of
smart campus aspects into a single dedicated department in the
campus [2][38].

• Create a greener campus by connecting sensors and grounds
framework to preserve power and lessen carbon impression.
This paper discussed conceptually the Internet of Things
(IoT) for smart campus. It examined smart campus concept
and services, and provided possible smart campus
architecture. It showed the applications of IoT to smart
campus, and IoT usage on a smart campus environment.
For students and staff in smart campus, these sorts of
Smart Campus applications raise the scholastic involvement
in effective ways. Students can learn and educators can
instruct in the way that is best for them. Campus would more
be able to effectively exploit of the universe of data and
aptitude at their student’s fingertips and enable them to find
new voices and bits of knowledge that they never approached.

A door of opportunity is opened for researchers to
investigate and promote campus services using innovative
solutions through smart campus technology. However, as
most current research works are focusing on learning
environment, energy, and intelligent buildings, there are still
yet a great number of campus services yet to be given adequate
attention. These services are inter alia: social and athletic
activities, location services, transportation and traffic control,
safety and security, and housing and automatic dinning [1]. It
is envisaged that with proper and adequate planning,
investment, and management, IoT can assist in automating
and delivering improved services to the campus community
[1].

Students in an assortment of subjects can utilize
information from their own particular lives and conditions to
make their course work more significant, fascinating and
locks in. What's more, with universal portability and network,
students would more be able to effectively incorporate
examination and cooperative work into their lives and
reinvest time that generally may have been squandered. The
paper also provides some open challenges facing IoT for
smart campus and also offered some possible way forward.

V. CONCLUSION
[1]

IoT provides a platform for sensors, devices and “things”
(objects) to interface and communicate seamlessly within a
smart campus environment. It enables a convenient sharing
of information across platforms. In addition, wireless
technologies and the opportunities offered by the Internet
technology places IoT as the next revolutionary technology.
IoT provides various benefits for a smart campus through the
integration of intelligent systems such as smart offices, smart
buildings, smart parking, smart water and waste
management, smart traffic control, smart healthcare, and
smart energy consumption, etc., within a smart campus
environment [6] [39-40]. To create keen smart campus
services, it is basic to break the different between various real
factors, different service provider and diverse data sources
[57]. In the meantime, campus can utilize their advanced
framework to convey different applications and
administrations that raise life on grounds. Once the campus
has connected gadgets, sensors, applications and
investigation over a typical framework, they can:

[2]

[3]
[4]
[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

• Enable new Smart Campus way of life encounters like way
finding and location based services, smart parking and
traffics, associated lighting and building control frameworks,
and the sky is the limit from there.
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[9]
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Abstract— The needs for emerging different
communication technologies in the current and future
network become necessary to achieve the development goals.
So, the enhancement of any technology will reflect on the
whole system. However, the improvement in the peering
selection process will enhance the D2D communication
performance that will reflect on the overall network
performance and move forward to implement more
technologies in the network. This paper aims to provide a
review of the peering selection process and explain the main
factors that could enhance performance. Also, it explains the
importance of making the selection by considering the social
relationship between users. The procedure of peering
selection should be accurate and prevent privacy leakage that
can be achieved if the peering selection considers the right
factors in terms of social relationship and connection status.
Keywords—Device-to-Device,
Generation Wireless Network
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bandwidth and limited coverage. Therefore, a set of D2D
pairs can establish multi-hop routes or form a cluster, which
may autonomously operate with zero minimal or total
operators’control. Due to the massive number of users and
different types of application, the enabling of D2D
communication needs to consider the relationship between
users [3].
Thus, users need to check the relationship with their
destination before establishing connection. The relationship
between both peers should be built on trust to protect each
other. So, applying the social-aware factors will enhance the
privacy of users and establish a connection with trusted
users and avoid the connection with untrusted users [4].
However, the success of applying D2D communication in
the future depends on the trust situation because if trust is
not considered, it will fail the D2D applications [5].

Fifth

INTRODUCTION

The last several years have witnessed an unforeseen
evolution in mobile broadband traffic and users’ desire for
high speed data access. According to Cisco visual
networking index, smartphone traffic will be higher than
that of PC by 2022, where smartphone traffic will be 44%
while the PC traffic will be 19% of IP traffic. Also, wireless
and mobile devices will use 71% of IP traffic. Recent report
published by Cisco declared that mobile data traffic will
increase sevenfold between 2017 and 2022 reaching to 77.5
exabytes per month and 3% of all Internet video traffic will
be due to video surveillance by 2022. The global mobile
devices will expand from 8.6 billion in 2017 to 12.3 billion
by 2022. Over 422 million of devices will be capable of
achieving 5G. Globally, the average 5G Nexus will generate
21 GB of traffic per month by 2022 [1].

Fig. 1. Node Selection [6]

In Fig. 1, it is showing the general case of D2D
architecture and different type of devices connected and
some of these links not allowed or blocked based on the
connection conditions or social relationship [6]. Some
researches depend on the information from the social
network for improving the D2D performance. Social
information can define the common relationship between
different users, which helps to improve peering selection
through available users [7], [8]. Therefore, an appropriate
social-aware peer selection scheme can be fused into the
communication system to address these challenges [9]. The
selection of peers is also challenging in terms of reliability
since communicating with the wrong peers in the trusted
relationship may affect data integrity and cause privacy
leakage [7]. The performance of D2D communication can

Such a massive desire of the users for mobile data has
been the primary motivation behind seeking alternative
cellular architectures. These can bring about paradigm
shifts in the utilisation of limited available frequency
resources in an efficient manner. Moreover, it is believed
that introducing D2D communication into the
heterogeneous multitier cellular networks will significantly
promote the performance of recent 4G cellular technologies
in terms of system capacity, coverage, peak rates,
throughput, latency and user experience [2].
Compared to other conventional communication
techniques, D2D communication is a very efficient method
for communication due to its short wavelength, high
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be improved if the peer is selected in an appropriate way
based on the condition of communication and social-aware
status. Consequently, in a case of inappropriate selection of
peer, the connection may drop or become unstable [10].
The cooperation between users is essential to have an
efficient D2D communication system; however, most users
do not provide data to unknown users due to privacy issues.
At this point, it is essential to define the relationship type
to clarify the user status whether trusted (close friend,
friend, a friend of friends), or not trusted
(strangers/malicious) [10], [11].
In addition, further performance comparison indicated
that the social dynamic peer selection scheme does not only
maximise connection performance, but also guarantee high
privacy protection. An advanced peering and mode
selection techniques to establish a reliable D2D connection
should be designed concerning users’ demands and socialaware status in such a way that they can select the best peers
and optimum mode of communication among available
modes [8], [12].

discovery is mandatory for two potential devices so that a
connection can be established for D2D communication on
the direct link. However, the interested peering parties have
to listen only to detect the discovery signal. The discovery
signal can be designed as a sequence and messages, which
include at least the target identity. In this case, both the
proximity and identity discovery will occur at the device
side. In some cases, multiple requests of the discovery
signal are required due to the high demands for resources
and high multiplexing factor.
This paper focuses only on the peering selection process
and shows the impact of social relationships factor in this
procedure as follows:

x

The steps of linking between peer discovery and peer
selection can be explained as follow [19]:
i. In the discovery phase, each device searches for a
potential peer within its radio proximity for D2D
communication. It evaluates the identity of the discovered
peer to determine its credibility for D2D communication.
This phase involves a number of messages, which are
exchanged between devices and BS in which information
about their respective link qualities are communicated.
Then, the communication procedure is established whereby
the new D2D pairs can initiate actual communication.
ii. The communication phase involves channel
estimation, mode selection, resource allocation, power
control, actual information transmission and reception.
When the mode selection chooses to communicate using a
D2D link, the peer has to select its suitable peer to establish
the link using a procedure called peering selection [7], [8],
[20].

II. IMPACT OF PEER SELECTION ON D2D
COMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE
The implementing of D2D communication is an
important aspect of the 5G network that the future systems
will hopefully overcome most of the limitations of the
current technologies as long as they are fully controlled. On
the other hand, the need to decrease the amount of data to
be exchanged between BSs can be added as another
advantage [13], [14]. Hence, the challenge is not only in
adopting D2D communication system, but also in providing
a stable connection based on the conditions concerning
social factors. Thus, trust between peers is imperative for an
efficient D2D communication and to make it worth to be
applied and merged with other technologies [6].

x

Recently, the application of social factors in modern
technologies has become universal due to the need of
finding new ways to improve performance and satisfy the
users. Peering selection process is based on selecting the
peer to establish the D2D connection at a particular area,
which is a challenging task due to the huge number of users
[15], [16], [17]. The long period required in the selection
process for the best device will cause high power
consumption, which reflects on the battery drain speed.
Furthermore, delay in obtaining the optimum D2D-pair is
considered the main issue especially for delay-sensitive
applications [18].

PEER SELECTION PROCESS

As the peering selection is part of the D2D
communication, this part should synchronise with the other
techniques of the D2D communication system. Peer
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Selection Based on Social-Aware Status

An efficient peering selection is important due to the
massive increase of users and connected devices to the
network. Social information can be considered in selection
decision, which can play a role in protecting privacy if the
selection considers the trust relationship between users.
Also, the selection process might be enhanced by adopting
social factors [3], [21]. To make the adoption of the socialaware factors applicable, the selection must be fast and able
to design it in a way that can improve the selection and
minimise processing time [22]. So, the enhancement on
performance and privacy drive can be used in multiattribute decision modelling to find the best peer and
establish the D2D connection, while the communication
and social attributes can be used to rank the peers and select
the best one [21].
In [23] the social-trust-aided D2D communication was
proposed by considering the social trust to improve the
D2D communication and the clustering coefficient in graph
theory was employed to check the social-link possibility.
Using social trust among users with secure transmission
may obtain the ideal bound of potential performance.
The continuous mobility of the device reflects negatively
on the performance of the D2D connection if the
connection conditions are not considered. the social-trust
aided D2D communication was proposed by considering

When D2D connection is selected as a communication
mode, the challenge is on how to select the best peer among
the available peers due to the massive number of peers and
hesitation on privacy limit. Also, most of peering selection
studies considered only peer communication attributes
(such as distance and delay attributes) in peering selection
decision while ignoring relationship status that will affect
the connection quality and user’s privacy.
III.

Prior Steps of Peer Selection
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the social trust to improve the D2D communication and the
clustering coefficient in graph theory was employed to
check the social-link possibility. Using social trust among
users with secure transmission may obtain the ideal bound
of potential performance.
Nevertheless, these approaches were based only on
social relationship to apply the D2D communication
system. Social relationships cannot guarantee that the D2D
connection can meet the stability and performance level
required to establish the connection. The continuous
mobility of the device reflects negatively on the
performance of the D2D connection if the connection
conditions are not considered [17].
Also, in [24], the connection was established based on
trusted relationships between peers by evaluating the users
based on social actions for peers. They built the evaluation
process to check the peers based on these scales, which are
close to real value. This way, the connection between peers
guaranteed the trusted relationship between peers before
establishing the connection, but it regretted the connection
conditions that may cause losing the connection or
degradation of the services.
So, to have an efficient peering selection method, it is
necessary to consider different parameters related to the
connection conditions based on the two main aspects.
Firstly, there are parameters of the status of the link
between peers like delay and throughput. Secondly, there
are factors which are related to the social relationship
between the peers and how to make the peer selection based
on the type of the relationship or block this peer if the
relationship does not match the requirement or may harsh
the link.

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

IV. CONCLUSION
This paper has discussed the main points of peering
selection in the D2D communication system, which can
help in improving the performance of the D2D
communication system. The peering selection support
users to meet their demands for diverse types of
applications by serving them in any expected situation and
anywhere for various types of applications. So, the
improvement of the peering selection procedures is very
important and needs to consider different factors to make
sure that always the peer will choose an optimum peer to
establish the connection.

[17]

[18]

[19]

[20]
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NDN architecture can be represented by the hourglass [22] in
Fig. 1.

Abstract—Named Data Networking (NDN) is one of the
potential future Internet architectures that attracts groups of
active researchers to study and focusing on the aspects of
domains in this architecture. One of the critical issues study by
the researchers is the security concern for NDN to deploy in the
future. Content Poisoning Attack (CPA) is one of the threats
that is crucial to be solved before the deployment of NDN. CPA
needs to be studied in terms of its attack mechanism and the
results of affecting the network system. This paper provides a
survey of the proposed solutions to overcome the attack, which
are classified into four categories; hash function and algorithm,
forwarding strategy, content verification and hardening
network device. Furthermore, this paper shows the comparison
between IP based and NDN architecture and the CPA sequence.
Finally, there are challenges that need to be look into in order to
mitigate CPA.

Fig. 1: Hourglass comparison of IP and NDN architecture
[22]

Keywords— Content Poisoning Attack (CPA), Named Data
Networking (NDN) security.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1 indicate in terms of security, the NDN architecture
provides content-based security at immediate layer from
content compare to IP architecture which implement security
mechanism at the upper layers such as session or application
layer. The hourglass compares the architecture build in two
main domains of the Internet. IP based is presently in used by
the host and server participating in the network and connection
oriented between source and destination. In contrast, NDN
architecture has put priority for the data instead of the content
provider connection with the consumer. The in-network cache
ability in the NDN router has increased the capability to
disseminate data efficiently in the network compart to IP
based architecture which emphasize on the connection
between consumer and original content provider. This paper
is going to discuss about CPA and approaches from
researchers to overcome this issue.

Content Poisoning Attack (CPA) is a content-based attack
in Named Data Networking (NDN) which distributing a fake
content under a legitimate routable name. The data oriented in
NDN, the in-network cache facility implemented in NDN
architecture which aims to increase the ability to disseminate
data in minimum time has put NDN in a vulnerable state of
data integrity attacks, and one of the most concern issues is
CPA.
The usage of Internet nowadays is as important as the need
of electricity for the citizen. It is not too much to mention that
the Internet is capable to make it possible for communication
to happen regardless the global distance and in limitless time
frame. The establishment of the Internet over more than 30
years is now directed to a different angle as massive content
has been produced and distributed. Due to the necessity of the
Internet in the community, the scarcity of host-to-host
addressing scheme is alarming. Presently, the architecture of
IP addressing in focusing on the source and destination
between communicators. Since the trend of emphasizing the
content despite the original source has promoting the new
future Internet architecture; NDN. NDN architecture
eliminating the usage of Internet Protocol (IP) address but
assigning the routable name in forwarding data and rely in
local cache to enhance the capability of disseminating data in
lowest latency. The comparison between IP architecture and
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II. CONTENT POISONING ATTACK
A. CPA definition
CPA is content oriented attack by distributing a fake
content bind with a legitimate name which resulting in
preventing the request consumer to receive a valid content
[48]. The attacker respond the request from consumer before
the compromised router able to respond with the valid content.
To be able respond immediately upon request, attacker need
to be located in the network nearby to the legitimate content
provider. To overcome this attack is vital because CPA is easy

20

attack, or any human intervention like in Denial of Service
(DoS) attack. Due to this attack environment in the NDN
architecture, CPA is a vital issue that need to be solved. This
issue has attracts many researchers for doing active researches
to proposed the solutions in overcoming the issue. This paper
will proceed on the proposed solutions approaches by the
related CPA field researchers.

to launch since it does not need the information of content
popularity ranking in-network cache. Hence, due to this nature
of the attack, the poisoned content can affect the whole NDN
network in a short period of time and degrade the network
security performance [12].
B. CPA attack sequence
Research done by [19] describes the sequence of CPA to
be launched by the attacker. When a consumer issues an
Interest packet, I_pack requesting to obtain an information,
the attacker will sense the request and producing a fake
content. The attacker will bind the fake content with a valid
name and signed digitally. The fake content and its digital
signature are packaged, and stamped with a valid name as
Data packet, D_pack. The D_pack will be forwarded to
consumer who issued the I_pack, with retrieval public key.
However, the consumer request is not fulfilled because the
received D_pack, does not consist of valid data although
named as a valid content. The aim of the attacker to distribute
poisoned content in the network is accomplish in further
success with low latency when other consumers requesting the
same data due to the capability of in-network cache by NDN
router. Poisoned content can be disseminated in the network
and the capability on of in-network cache has worsen the
situation. Due to this scenario of attack sequence has attract
researchers in NDN domain to overcome this issue and
proposed solutions in order to minimize the existent of CPA
in NDN future Internet architecture. The attack summary
sequence between consumer, C and attacker, A is illustrated in
Fig. 2.

III. SOLUTION APPROACHES
CPA occurs when poisoned or invalid content is
disseminating by the attacker, matching to a valid name
requested by the consumer. Poisoned content is either invalid
data or fake content received by the consumer. The content is
signed with valid signature or wrong key, or even invalid
signature to the key. Focusing on the need to overcome the
security issue of CPA, groups of researchers are doing active
research on finding and proposing the solutions to solve the
CPA. In this section, it will elaborate more on the approaches
practiced by the researchers in proposing the solution.
A. Hash function and algorithm
Research done by [4] proposing a homomorphism of hash
function which able to enhance the transmission of data and
improving the security of network data. However, the
proposed approach detecting CPA in theory and verification
steps and process involved using quantitative research thus the
limiting the actual effectiveness in real environment. A
research done using a technique hash-based naming by [14]
performing data validity without signature verification, which
has an advantage in reducing overhead cost by the router
however this approach is only suitable in static environment.
By using proposed ranking algorithm, the researchers [18]
develop an access control policy mechanism to identify the
existent of unauthorized attack in the simulated environment.
This mechanism works only in ICN architecture and addresses
the specific type of DDoS attack. Researchers [3] developed a
detection algorithm with delay approach, which aims to
conceal the data privacy for security purpose, but this
mechanism is only can be applied only when the attack exist
in the network, thus prevention to avoid the attack is not
applicable by using this approach. Besides technique to detect
and identify CPA, an approach by giving access control to the
genuine owner of the data is proposed by [11] using Merkle
Hash Tree which is light and capable to identify the data
integrity, hence minimize the existent of CPA in the network.

C : send I_pack
A : create fake
D_pack

C : wait D_pack
A : bind fake D_pack
with digital signature

C : Dissatisfied and
resubmit I_pack
A : CPA
accompliesh

C : receive fake
D_pack and key
A : CPA accomplish

C : receive fake
D_pack
A : send fake D_pack
with digital signature

However, the CPA in actual network environment may not
as predictable in simulation environment. Hence, these
approaches need to be implement in simulation environment
which closely represent the actual network. Due to this issue
and awareness, there are groups of researchers emphasizing
the need to develop a simulated attack scenario which closely
in representing the actual CPA environment in NDN. By
simulating the scenarios, the proposed solution is developed
and minimizing the gap between actual and experimented
scenario.

Fig. 2: CPA sequence
Fig. 2 illustrate the sequence of CPA from the beginning
until the attack is accomplish. It is clearly display that the
attack is in a complete and a never ended cycle. When the
attack is accomplished, it does not fulfill the initial intention
request by the consumer. Hence, the consumer needs to
request again. As long as the attackers are exist in the network,
the CPA is easily launched in a short time since there is no
need to get cache popularity rank like in a cache poisoned
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To be able in simulating attack scenarios which closely
represent the actual scenario is a great contribution because
to implement a solution, the approach must be based on the
situational issue. Knowing to the importance of this attack
scenarios to overcome the CPA issue, there are researchers
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are moving forward in doing research to develop the attack
scenario as similar as the actual attack environment.
Research done by [6] has focusing on realistic attack
scenario by developing it with suggested topology. The
topology is based on attack behaviors and assumptions for
design purpose. It also includes experimental setup with
attack evaluation, emphasizing critical weaknesses in the
protocol layout and its implementation. Due to the focus of
the researchers in developing the attack scenarios, the
experiment does focus on mitigating strategies and does not
take into consideration of large scale topology.

C. Content verification
Key binding rule involved self-certifying on routable
names to verify content signature [8], with aims to reduce the
network overhead and the burden of router. It is also targeting
to reduce the overhead for publishing new content since the
names assigned can be self-certified to verify the data
integrity. In order to implement the self-certifying names
using the key binding rule, the current I_pack format need to
be adjusted to include the public key. In order the process of
name verifying to be done before forward to router, it will
slow down the whole process of forwarding hence, does not
fulfill the objective of NDN architecture which aims to
disseminate data in low latency. Furthermore, CPA can still
be launched by the attacker because there is a possibility of
its existent from compromised or malicious NDN router.
Research done [10] proposed a solution for CPA by perpacket verification. Eventually, the solution is suitable of ICN
architectures in general but need to be further evaluated. Perpacket verification is good but in large network scalability,
there will be too much verification overhead. Due to the need
to overcome the verification overhead, researchers [20]
proposed mechanism to minimized verification overhead by
limiting it to popular content only. However, this mechanism
requires router to identify popular content which will increase
the router overhead and issues on finding the optimal data.
Similarly, in the effort to contribute a solution for minimal
verification overhead, [21] suggest for data groups
verification but high computational overhead is expected as
large size of group requires verification time consuming.
Hence, it is not adaptable to different policy compare to initial
one.
Verifying process involved the network device such as
router. In realization of this, groups of researchers are taking
consideration on proposing solution by tightening or
hardening the security of network devices.

B. Forwarding strategy
There are other groups of researchers contributing in
proposing solution by forwarding strategy technique to solve
the CPA issue in NDN architecture. Research by [7] proposing
two evasion strategies in forwarding packet. The strategies
able to identify valid content and dynamically adapt in
topology where there is the existent of attacker hence,
avoiding the attack. Due to the evasion strategy by defeating
prefix attack, the solution may consume time as it takes many
rounds to find the legitimate path thus increase the network
latency to disseminate data and increase the overhead cost of
network devices.
To overcome the single path issue, researchers [15]
proposed a mechanism in in propagating multiple paths per
destination, instead of one best path as it will prevents the
prediction path by the attacker. This mechanism aims to
prevent the attacker from disseminate invalid content to the
consumers. Due to the mechanism in providing multiple path
to forward the D_pack, it will put emphasize on end-to-end
connectivity. In other words, regardless the forwarding path,
the main concern is to get the D_pack safely delivered to the
consumer. Emphasizing end-to-end connection does not
reflect the research domain of NDN since NDN architecture
is content-centric, data-oriented dissemination in the network.
Same situation with proposed solution by [9], which specify
the use of source and destination prefixes in stateless mode to
overcome the problems to related stateful forwarding to aim
tightening the security in NDN. However, the use of source
and destination approach is more likely suitable in IP
architecture compare to NDN architecture. It is not fully
accordance with NDN implementation.

D. Hardening network device
Network devices such as routers and switches are
important in forwarding packets and frames. Dissemination
of data in a network depends on the capacity of the router to
forward request from consumer in Interest packet, I_pack and
return with D_pack, Data packet with valid data as requested.
Due to the importance role of data, groups of researches are
doing active researches in order to secure the router from
being manipulate or compromised by the attacker.
Furthermore, with the functions of in-network cache of router
in NDN architecture, data are easily target by attacking the
router and poisoned the content. This makes the CPA is vital
to overcome as it is easily launched in a short time [12], does
not need popularity rank in-network cache and human
intervention and spread by compromised router.

Similar approach in forwarding strategy to overcome the
CPA, researchers [16] proposed on-path detection by per-hop
content integrity check. The advantage of this proposed
scheme is it’s adaptable with content-centric format in general
and the NDN routers are capable to detect any on-path
attackers when forwarding the D_pack. However, there is no
standard protocol for neighboring router to establish key
exchange among them as there is no existence of global
namespace ownership in the packet.

Research done by [17] focusing on data transmission by
uncompromised router to ensure the data integrity is
consistent. The proposed solution does not rely the innetwork verification to lessen the burden of router overhead.
However, the suggested solution is not suitable to be applied
in a large network because compromised router may still exist
along the path with compromised host. It may alleviate the
problem, but not solving the problem thoroughly. Group of
researchers, [1] proposing a scheme to block bad content
producer and block bad packet from entering the network.

Although the forwarding strategy is another side of
contribution to solve the CPA, there are strengths and
weaknesses to be improved before it can be assured as the
main solution to overcome CPA. Ongoing research on
different approach is taking places before NDN architecture
actual implementation such as self-certifying for I_pack and
D_pack.
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This scheme is effective with in-network verification. The
proposed solution consists of two major parts to overcome
CPA. Router verification and digital signature verification by
the edge router. Due to this scheme to be effective, although
the edge router plays part in verifying the packet, the
malicious or compromised intermediate router can still exist
and launched the CPA. The network could not exclude
malicious intermediate routers from the transmission path
and the traffic will turn to heavy, and edge router cannot
sustain to complete the verification task.

No.

NDN is a future Internet architecture that is potential to
deploy as contrast to the present IP based architecture. The
increasing numbers of participants of hosts in the current
network connections has been main triggers for the
researchers to study on the future Internet architecture.
Scarcity of connection-oriented based by using the IP address
is the main driven objective to develop the future deployment
of NDN. One of the aspects in NDN is the security concern by
listing the potential threats in the network based on its
characters of routable names. Due to its priority in
disseminating data with low latency has attracts the attackers
to launce CPA. The aim is to collapse the main objective of
sending the valid data to the consumer. Altered content or
invalid key signature is the way CPA works.
As a conclusion, the major challenges to overcome the
CPA issue can be categorized as follows:
x Maintaining at the lowest latency on disseminating data.
x Reducing the router overhead and network burden.
x Totally block the existent of the CPA attackers in the
network.
x Identifying and eliminating compromised routers and
hosts.
x Differentiate between valid consumer and posing attacker.
x Realistic attack scenarios that represents closely to actual
environment of NDN in dynamic topologies.

CPA Proposed Solutions
Technique / Mechanism / Scheme
Homomorphism of hash function
[4]

As NDN is the most potential future Internet architecture
preferable to be implemented, the NDN security aspect is vital
due to the nature of NDN in emphasizing data integrity. The
validity of content with high dissemination is the main
features of NDN. Data received by the consumer must be valid
and trustable regardless the source of the data.

Hash-based naming [14]
1

Ranking algorithm [18]
LIVE : Lightweight Integrity
Verification [11]
Realistic attack scenarios [6]

2

Forwarding strategy
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learning in the IoT environment” is presented. The remainder
of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines and
explains Botnets in an IoT. Then, Section 3 defines and
discusses techniques used in anomaly detection in IoT
environment. Afterward, Section 4 summarizes researches
that used Deep Learning as a Botnet detection technique.

Abstract— The steady growth in the adoption of IoT devices in
various aspects of life poses serious challenges to network
security. Many previous works indicate that botnets form
threats. This is because they can be used to detect and exploit
IoT devices' vulnerabilities to attack them. Those works also,
outline the use of various techniques for detecting botnets. This
paper surveys the use of Deep Learning (DL) techniques for
detecting botnets in the IoT environment. An extensive
literature search was conducted on various online databases,
then findings were filtered by reviewing abstracts, introduction,
and conclusion. A summary for a sample of recent research
papers is presented to simplify future work. This work is
important to assist network security researchers to have an
initial insight on various DL-based detection techniques for
botnets in the IoT environment.

II.

A. Definition
The botnet is a term that consists of two words, which are:
Robot and Network. Being a top researched topic, various
definitions were presented through the literature. The
following table summarizes some of these definitions:
TABLE I.

Keywords— Network security, Botmaster, Intrusion detection,
Systematic literature review, Data mining

I.

Ref

[1]

INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things IoT is defined by [1] as a network which
connects devices to facilitate information exchange, improve
computational abilities and communication as well as
enhancing sense. It is used to conduct human-to-things and
things-to-things communication.
Security is considered the main challenge for an IoT
environment and it has been a hot topic for around a decade
now. IoT network includes various heterogeneous types of
devices, it may include low-cost ones with no security
measures to protect them. Moreover, most of them save
passwords and credentials by default. Yet, these reasons and
more make IoT devices vulnerable to an attack.
Botnets are an example of the major threats that may be
faced in IoT environment and most security attacks were
botnet-based attacks.
Anomaly detection is one of the popular solutions to catch
security attacks. They are defined as software that is used to
monitor the data flow within a network and capture whether
it includes any unfamiliar or malicious pattern. Basically, it
has been used and studied through the literature on various
kinds of networks and using different algorithms.
This paper will present a survey of botnet detection
techniques using deep learning in an IoT environment.
Starting with botnets definition including stages and
structure. Followed by a discussion on detection techniques
along with a suitable taxonomy for botnet detection in an IoT
environment. Afterward, deep learning techniques are
defined and explained. Finally, a summary of the most recent
studies about ‘botnet detection techniques using deep
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BOTNETS

[2]
[3]

[4]

BOTNET DEFINITIONS FROM PREVIOUS STUDIES
Definition

A connected group of computers and devices and
work cooperatively to run malicious activities to
corrupt the victim
Number of infected hosts called bots, which is
controlled by a human operator called Botmaster
System of customized computers controlled
remotely by a botmaster. A botnet can execute
various noxious activities, for example, phishing,
spam messages, Distributed Denial of Service
DDoS, and spreading malicious programming.
A network of infected end-hosts called bots are
controlled by a human who is called botmaster
and used to exploit other hosts vulnerabilities.

B. Botnet Stages
A botnet goes through three main stages as explained by
[2] which can be summarized as follows:
1) Infection: use malware to attack new hosts and recruit
them as new members of the bot. this may be performed
through several methods such as; unreliable downloads,
exploit the vulnerability, untrusted mail… etc after being
infected, the host becomes part of BOTNET.
2) Command and Control: once infected the botmaster
communicates with the host via commands.

25

3) Malicious Activities: Execution of attacks such as
DDOS, spam, and information theft.

Fig. 1 shows what exactly happens in botnet stages. For
building a botnet, infected devices are highly needed or as
they are called "bots". The more bots you add, the bigger the
botnet becomes, and the higher the impact you get. So, the
size really matters for committing the cyber-crime which is
mainly targeting financial benefit. [6]
C. Botnet As A Threat
Like worms and viruses, bots are programs that are used
to exploit vulnerable hosts and expand their reach. Afterward,
recruit as much as possible of connected devices. In the
current stage of the IoT environment around us and living in
a world that is described as "computers everywhere" and
these computers are all day connected. This increases the
chance of being attacked. Statistics showed that in 2008,
spam emails were generated by 6 botnets [7]. 16-25% of
computers connected to the internet in 2013 were part of the
botnet [8]. According to Spamhaus Malware Labs, 10,263
botnets hosted on 1,121 different networks in 2018 were
identified and blocked. That is an 8% increase from the
number of botnet C&C in 2017 [9].

Fig. 12. Botnet Structure

Fig. 13. Botnet Detection Technique Taxonomy, [10].

Fig. 14. Derived Botnet Detection Techniques Taxonomy
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complexity of cyber-attacks helped in changing the tendency
to use deep learning (DL) [15]

III. DETECTION TECHNIQUES
Many researchers had taken botnet detection and monitoring
as a problem that needs extensive investigation. Especially
when IoT environments were introduced and become real-life
situations, increased security and privacy made it even more
important. The field of "Botnet detection" has been studied
thoroughly for the last decade in literature. Researchers have
used different approaches and studied the topic in various
aspects.
Following is the taxonomy of botnet detection techniques
proposed by [10], which shows major specifications used by
researchers to study Botnets.
Based on Fig. 2, a derived criterion to survey botnet
detection techniques is illustrated as shown in Fig. 3.

D. Deep Learning (DL)
DL is defined as a branch of Machine Learning (ML) that
has three types of techniques, namely, supervised, semisupervised and unsupervised learning. DL Uses Multi-Layers
of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) check Fig. 4, and each
layer has activation functions included which give non-linear
output out of raw input. Usually, the more layers added, the
deeper the model and the higher the performance. The whole
concept is said to be inspired by human brain functionality.
[16, 17]

A. Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS)
IDS have been widely studied and within different types
of applications such as networks, clouds, and IoT
environments. Basically, their main goal is to catch any
abnormal data flow and report the managing website. IDS are
categorized into signature-based, anomaly-based, and DNSbased IDSs [11]. The benefits of using IDS may be
summarized to a feature that is included in these systems to
have the ability to save signatures of recognized botnets.
However, the disadvantages are; first, the low refresh rate of a
signature update may result in not detecting anomalies as
required. Second, frequent refresh for the signature repository
is highly needed to be able to detect freshly launched botnets.
[12]

Fig. 15. ANN Architecture

B. Anomaly Based Detection
IDS work here based on guidelines already saved within
the system. These guidelines help in classifying data into
"normal" or "abnormal" and require further investigation. IDS
is usually used to maintain IoT environment security. This
environment consists of a network of connected devices and
IDS is responsible for analyzing network traffic to catch
attacks and malicious activities. Afterward, in case of a truly
identified attack, a message is sent to the decision-making
system as a warning for action-taking purposes. These IDSs
were categorized in terms of detection technique used into
several groups, such as statistical-based, machine learning,
and data mining-based, rule-based…etc. [13]

Recently DL has gained attention more than traditional
ML approaches. This is due to being able to learn more
features, reduce the complexity of training models, higher
accuracy, and capability of dealing with huge datasets as
explained in the previous section about the curse of
dimensionality. [18-21]
ANN is considered a useful and applicable approach after
the enhancement of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). CNN is usually used
with multi-dimensional arrays of data as an input to
manipulate their hidden properties and they include three
layers: convolution, pooling, and fully connected layers.
While RNN is used to deal with sequential information and
they get the name recurrent from the fact that they execute the
same function for each element in the sequence and output is
generated depending on the previous computations. [22,23]

C. Data Mining and Machine Learning
In IoT IDS, there is an orientation towards using data
mining and machine learning techniques as [1] stated. Data
mining is well known as the process of extracting knowledge
from enormous data stored in data warehouses and
information repositories. Also, this process is not aiming only
to classify currently stored data efficiently, but also to
generalize rules to classify new data. [14] Nevertheless, IoT
data described as high-dimensional data, and the process of
analyzing it, to detect anomalies, is complex and will require
a massive amount of training data. This was solved by
introducing the Feature selection (FS) process to reduce the
number of features that represent this data, which may be
hundreds to thousands of features. Such numbers may also
affect the classification negatively as they may include noise,
redundant, or unimportant features. This curse of
dimensionality along with other reasons such as the increased
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DL approaches are being applied in a wide range of fields
and topics currently such as e-commerce, image processing,
cybersecurity, speech recognition, language translation, and
sentiment analysis. Nevertheless, cybersecurity and more
specifically anomaly detection will be studied in detail in the
following section.
IV.

METHODOLOGY

This study employed the systematic literature review
guidelines and standards proposed by [24]. This consists of a
set of well-defined stages conducted in line with a predefined
protocol. SLR consists of three phases: planning, conducting,
and reporting the reviews according to [24]. These phases
consist of the following processes: (1) identifying RQs; (2)
developing a review protocol; (3) determining both exclusion
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and inclusion criteria; (4) selecting search strategy and study
process; (5) quality assessment (QA); and (6) extracting and
synthesizing data.

proposed model that used RNN as a DL algorithm it
outperformed other models that applied the same
benchmarked datasets.

A. Identifying Research Questions (RQs)
To achieve the main objectives of this study, we propose
three key research questions:

Another DL botnet detection model was introduced to
achieve zero-day botnet attacks by [34]. The proposed DNN
and feed-forward backpropagation ANN techniques were
found to have the best performance with 99.6% accuracy
when compared with SVM, NB, or backpropagation
algorithms for the same benchmark dataset.

x
x
x

RQ1: What is the designed taxonomy and framework
for Botnet detection techniques in IoT?
RQ2: What are Botnet detection techniques that have
been used in IoT?
RQ3: What are the results of applying DL for Botnet
detection in IoT?

Furthermore, a study by [36] used a hybrid PSO algorithm
along with a voting system called (BD-PSO-V) first to select
outstanding features of detecting botnets. Then, a deep neural
network algorithm, support vector machine (SVM), and
decision tree C4.5 were included in the voting system to
identify and detect botnets effectively. BD-PSO-V simulation
results were promising and registered a performance
improvement in terms of accuracy for both used benchmarked
datasets.

B. Developing a Review Protocol
The review protocol considered a vital step in SLR,
because it decreases study bias and differentiates SLR from
traditional methods of reviewing the literature. Our protocol
categorizes the review background, search strategy,
development of RQs, extraction of data, criteria for study
selection, and data synthesis.

Moreover, a study conducted by [40] discussed the
experiment of using DL RNN and LSTM in botnet detection
then compared the results with ML algorithms, namely; SVM
(Support Vector Machine), LR (Linear Regression), and KNN
(K-Nearest Neighbors) in terms of accuracy for the same
benchmarked dataset. The proposed model results were 99%
accuracy and 100% precision with an effective recall and f1score value of 99.8%. This was proved to be outperforming
SVM, LR, and KNN.

C. Search Strategy
An extensive search was conducted through E-digital
resources and online databases such as Scopus and science
direct and only high-impact-factor publications were selected.
The main keywords included for the search were “botnet
detection techniques, botnet detection using deep learning,
deep learning for IoT botnet detection”.

Finally, [41] proposed an ML botnet detection system with
sequential architecture, along with a feature selection
approach to achieve high performance, ML algorithms were
(ANN), J48 decision tree, and Naïve Bayes and detection
performance was 99% as experiments showed.

D. Criteria for Inclusion and Exclusion Articles
After getting results only publications of the years 2018,
2019 and 2020 were selected for the review process and the
rest were excluded. For instance, results registered 49 research
papers published in Scopus for 2020 only and 214 in Science
Direct for the same year and topic. Afterward, a filtration
process is applied by reviewing the title, abstract, and
conclusion to get the most relevant of these found papers and
table 2 summarizes some of the findings sorted by year of
publication. While the next section summarizes a sample of
selected studies published in 2020.

V.

VI.

This paper introduced botnets and detection techniques
taxonomies studied in the literature. Also, derived a taxonomy
that is followed for this survey to focus on detection
techniques used for botnets in the IoT environment.
Furthermore, introduced Deep Learning and reasons for
orienting research recently to it. Moreover, SLR is applied to
specify current stage of Deep Learning techniques exploited
in detecting botnets in IoT. Papers published between 2018
and 2020 were selected for intensive study as discussed in
methodology. As a result, a list of most relevant research
papers proposing DL and applying it in detecting botnets is
summarized in Table 2 including the major information
required about each one. Finally, it was found that various
types of DL algorithms have been applied, improved, and then
studied thoroughly in the literature to solve the problem of
detecting botnets. These DL algorithms were found to record
high accuracy when compared with traditional ML
algorithms.

SUMMARY OF BOTNET DETECTION TECHNIQUES USING
DEEP LEARNING IN THE IOT ENVIRONMENT

Major studies that were conducted in 2020 were, [1]
Presented two-levels DL botnet detection system using DNS
queries. The system can handle big data in real-time. The first
level used Siamese Networks to get the similarity score and
dissimilar s are passed to the second level which used DL for
detection and classification.
While [25] proposed Particle Deep Framework (PDF) for
botnet detection which included three main functions. First,
extract network flow then verify integrity especially for
encrypted networks. Second, optimize DL parameters using
the PSO algorithm. Third, (MLP) neural network is used to
detect and trace abnormal events.
Another study [30] developed a multiclassification
NN based model that focused on aiming at fast training, realtime detection, and higher accuracy. FastGRNN is the
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2020
2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

[34]
[35]

[36]

[37]

[39]

[40]

2020
2020

[41]
[25]

2020

2020

[1]

[32]

2019

[38]

2020

2018
2019

[33]
[24]

[31]

2018

[27]

2020
2020

2018

[26]

[28]
[30]

2018

Year

[23]

Ref

Journal

Journal

Journal

Journal

Journal
Journal

Journal

Journal

Conference
Journal

Journal
Journal

Journal

Journal

Conference
Conference

Journal

Journal

Journal

Type

Paper Information

SUMMARY OF MOST RELEVANT STUDIES

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

BD-PSO-V system, which is a combination of PSO and X-means algorithms and
machine learning methods, i.e. Deep Neural Network, SVMLib, and C4.5 decision
tree
Distributed Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) and Long-Short Term Memory
(LSTM) network
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

Extreme learning machine (ELM) which has been developed for Single Hidden Layer
Feedforward Neural Networks (SLFNs)
DNN and feed-forward backpropagation ANN
hybrid of LSTM and RNN

Vector Convolutional Neural Network (VCDL)

Self-Organizing Map (SOM)
Fast, accurate, stable, and tiny gated recurrent neural network (FastGRNN)

Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
Particle Swarm Optimizer based Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) neural network

Siamese neural network (sometimes called Twin NN)

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) neural network
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

Deep Learning Neural Network

LSTM Recurrent Network

combination of convolutional and recurrent neural network

Methodology

TABLE II.

Feature
Analysis
Classification

Classification

UNSW-NB15

N_BaIoT

N_BaIoT

ISOT and
Bot-IoT

Classification

N-BaIoT
Bot-IoT and
UNSW_NB15
Kaggle
MedBIoT and
Mirai-RGU
UNSW’s BotIoT

USTC-TFC
2016
DMD-2018

ISCX-Bot2014
CTU-13
MCFP
Classification
Classification

and

CTU-13 and
ISOT
HogZilla
CICIDS 2017

CTU-13
ISOT
CTU

Dataset

Classification

Classification

Classification
Classification

Classification
Classification

Classification

Classification

Classification
Classification

Classification

Classification

Classification

Taxonomy

Accuracy: 99%

Accuracy:96%, 100%

Accuracy:94.80%

Accuracy:99.2%
Accuracy:99.36%
Precision:97.97%
Recall: 98.86 %
Accuracy:99.88%, 99.64%

Accuracy:99.74%
Precision:99.99%
Recall: 99.75 %
Accuracy:98.67%

Highest accuracy
F1-score:99.99%, 99.04%

Accuracy: 89.9%
F1-score: 91.9%
Accuracy: 99%
Accuracy: 99%

Accuracy: 96%
Precision:99.95%
Recall: 99.97 %
F1-score: 99.91 %
Accuracy: 100%

Accuracy: 99.3%
F-measure: 99.1%
Precision:81.26%,Recall:
99.34%
F1-score: 89.40%
Accuracy: 99%

Performance Measure

[42] Shokri, R. and Shmatikov, V., 2015, October. Privacy-preserving
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Abstract— Blockchain has been reported as one of the
technologies that could change the Internet architecture
in the future. By offering better mechanism that increases
trust in the network, it gives possibilities for the future
Internet, Named Data Networking (NDN) to adapt such
mechanism. This paper focuses to look into the potential
trust mechanisms of Blockchain to be adapted in NDN.
Systematic Literature Review (SLR) is used as a
technique to dig into current researches to identify
research that supports the research question. From the
findings, the consensus mechanism has been seen as the
potential mechanism that offers trust in Blockchain.

paper describes the steps used in the Systematic Literature
Review method. Next, the formulation of the research
question takes place and the literature search is done.
Inclusion-exclusion criteria is described in the next section.
Then, quality assessment of the literature searches is done,
and the literature is collected. After that, the data is analyzed
in the next section. Lastly, conclusions and suggestion for this
paper is presented in the last section.
II. METHODS
The review process is a process on how the systematic
literature review is done. There are four processes to be taken.
The process can be seen in Fig 1.

Keywords—Blockchain, Named Data Networking, trust
mechanism, consensus mechanism
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INTRODUCTION

The Blockchain has been known to provide better security
and trust throughout the network. The protected database
which is called chain will distribute between the users in the
network. The distributed ledger has made Blockchain to
provide transparent and trusted transaction. Every user in the
chain will have the authority to check and validate the block.
However, the block is not editable and cannot be tampered
without the consensus of another member in the network.
Trust has always been the main concern in network,
especially in Named Data Networking (NDN) environment
where everything is distributed and there is no central
authority that will control the authentication. Thus,
Blockchain has been seen as a suitable mechanism to be
paired with NDN since both are distributed and Blockchain
offers a trust mechanism that can make the network more
secure. Trustless in Blockchain mean a system that can be
trusted rather than the reputation of a central authority.
This paper presents a review of trust in Blockchain
technology by using a systematic literature review (SLR)
method. The review focuses on the trust mechanisms in
Blockchain and NDN. The aim of SLR is not just to answer
and provide evidence to the research question, but also gives
guidelines on how the literature searches can be done
strategically. This paper is organized as follows. Firstly, this

Fig 1. Review process of the systematic literature review.

The review process starts by formulating the research
questions. The research question needs to answer the research
objective and reflect the body of knowledge of the research.
The next step is the literature search that will be based on the
searching process steps. After searching the literature, the
literature

*The author is currently a doctoral researcher at the InterNetWorks Research
Laboratory, School of ComputingUniversiti Utara Malaysia,Sintok, Kedah, Malaysia
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rated by Yes=1, Partly=0.5 and No=0. This score is based on
Dyba & Dingsoyr [2], Kitchenham et. al [3] and Shakeel et.
al [4]. The checklist of the score can be seen in Table III.

A. Research Question
Research questions are built to answer the aim of the
objectives of this paper. The objective of this paper is to
analyze the trust mechanism in Blockchain technology to be
adapted to the Named Data Networking environment. Thus,
the research question to this objective is,

TABLE I.

INCL#

Inclusion Criteria

INCL1

Major topic to be searched will
focuses
on
authentication
mechanism, user and data
authentication, authentication in
NDN, trust in the future Internet,
trust mechanism.

INCL2

Articles and publications need to
have a clear objective, problem
and methods.

What is the potential mechanism in Blockchain that can offer
trust in Named Data Networking?
To answer the research question, related articles and
publications from 2015 to 2020 were searched. From the
searched articles, the keywords, research problem and the
objective of the articles are accessed.
B. Search Process
The search process is a process of searching the related
articles from journals, proceedings, and published work.
Electronic databases like ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore
Digital Library, SpringerLink and Google Scholar are
contributed in this searching process. Fig 2 shows the steps in
the searching process.

TABLE II.

C. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
After the searching process has been done, all the
searched articles will be filtered by using inclusion-exclusion
criteria. This process is done to ensure that the searched
articles fulfilled the requirement of the research and suitable
in the area of knowledge. Through the results of the filtered
articles, the research can acknowledge its key study and
deliver a strong solution or suggestion to answer the RQs [1].
The inclusion-exclusion criteria of this research can be seen
in Table I and Table II respectively.
D. Quality Assessment
After the articles and publications being finalized, the
data will be extracted to avoid any bias in determining papers
to be reviewed. Quality assessment of the articles and
publications will be done to each of them to get the
assessment score. The higher the assessment score, the valid
the articles on this research. The quality assessment score is

2773-5966 ©2021 NETAPPS

EXCLUSION CRITERIA

EXCL#

Exclusion Criteria

EXCL1

Articles and publications that did
not focus on authentication
mechanism, user and data
authentication, authentication in
NDN, trust in the future Internet,
trust mechanism.

EXCL2

Survey journal.

EXCL3

Short articles, lecture notes, and
not peer-reviewed journals.

TABLE III.

Fig 2. Searching process step in systematic literature review.

INCLUSION CRITERIA

ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS AND SCORE FOR QUALITY
ASSESSMENT

Num.

Assessment Questions (QA)

Assessment
Score

1

Is the articles or publication is Yes/No
peer-reviewed or refereed?

2

Do the articles or publications Yes/Partly/No
clearly state the objectives,
problems and the appropriate
keywords?

3

Is there any experiment being Yes/Partly/No
done in the research?

4

Is there any data collected from Yes/Partly/No
the experiment?

5

Is there any data analysis being Yes/Partly/No
done with parameters/metrics to
evaluate?

E. Data Collection
Table IV shows lists of related publications on users and
data authentication based on the quality assessment score.
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III. DATA ANALYSIS

TABLE IV.

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS BASED ON QUALITY ASSESSMENT
SCORE

Nu Publications
m

QA
1

QA
2

QA
3

QA
4

QA
5

QA
Scor
e

1.

[5]

Y

T

T

P

Y

4.5

2.

[6]

Y

Y

P

Y

Y

4.5

3.

[7]

Y

Y

Y

P

Y

4.5

4.

[8]

Y

P

P

Y

Y

4.0

5.

[9]

Y

P

Y

P

P

3.5

6.

[10]

Y

P

P

Y

P

3.5

7.

[11]

Y

P

Y

Y

P

4.0

8.

[12]

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

5.0

9.

[13]

Y

P

P

Y

Y

4.0

10.

[14]

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

4.5

11.

[15]

Y

Y

Y

P

Y

4.5

12.

[16]

Y

Y

Y

P

Y

4.5

13.

[7]

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

4.5

14.

[17]

Y

P

Y

P

Y

4.0

15.

[18]

Y

Y

P

P

Y

4.0

16.

[19]

Y

P

N

N

N

1.5

17.

[20]

Y

P

N

P

P

2.5

18.

[21]

Y

P

N

P

P

2.5

19.

[22]

Y

P

Y

P

Y

4.0

20.

[23]

Y

Y

P

P

Y

4.0

21.

[18]

Y

Y

N

P

Y

3.5

22.

[16]

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

5.0

23.

[24]

Y

Y

Y

P

P

4.0

TABLE IV.

In [12], Conti, Hassan & Lal have suggested an
authentication protocol that supports Blockchain technology
for mobile distribution called BlockAuth. BlockAuth works
as producers’ prefix authentication mechanism to guarantee
only legitimate routine updates have the permission to
advertise. Issues arise in the current authentication
mechanism are often related to handoff latency, increasing in
packet loss, signaling overhead and cause insecure
connection when handling the network forwarding
information. These issues can be mitigated by using
Blockchain technology that offers security, privacy and
access control.
The consensus is one of a promising mechanism offers by
Blockchain to ensure trust distribution and transparent
transactions to the network. Trust and authentication relate to
each other. Authentication has been discussed in many
researches and there are many methods that have been
introduced by other researchers. However, the authentication
types and requirements differ between them. Table V shows
the difference authentication requirement between
Blockchain and other authentication methods.
Based on Table V, mutual authentication specifies mutual
decision from participating members on authenticating
members entering the network. Otherwise, it will become
one-way authentication if it involves only one party to do the
authentication. No additional hardware specifies the
authentication process does not need any add on devices to
do the authentication process. Examples of authentication
that need additional devices to do the authentication process
are biometric and token authentication. For the multiple
credentials, it presents several levels in authenticating the
user or data identity and registration. During those levels, the
user or data will need to introduce themselves and keep the

AUTHENTICATION METHODS AND REQUIREMENTS
Password
authentication
[25], [26]

Two-factors
Token
Biometric
SSL/TLS CAPTCHAs Single
authentication authentication authentication [35]–[37] [38], [39]
sign-on
[27]–[29]
[30]–[32]
[33], [34]
[40]–[42]

Mutual authentication
No
hardware

From Table IV, Conti, Hassan & Lal [12] and Hamdane
& Fatmi [24] mark the highest QA scores of 5.0. According
to this score, the highest score means the research is closely
related to this research and fulfill the requirement needed.

additional

/

/

/

/

Multiple credential

/
/

Registration

/

Offline phase

/

/

/
/

/

/

Karberos Blockchain
[43], [44] [45]–[47]
/

/

/

/

/

/

/
/

Decentralized

/
/

User to Machine

/

Machine to Machine

/
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/

/
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/
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record before the authentication process happens. For the
offline requirement, it will allow the authentication method
to be used without the availability of Internet connectivity.

consensus as their authentication mechanism to increase trust
and security in their network.

While decentralized means, there is no central server or
third-party involvement needed to do the authentication
process. User to machine means the authentication process
occurs from the user to the server or central authority.

As a promising technology that offers valid transaction
agreement of transaction, Blockchain consensus also imposes
trust as one of its advantages [53]. Up until now, a numerous
consensus mechanism has been introduced by the researcher.
Some of them are, Proof-of-Work (PoW), Proof-of-Stake
(PoW), Proof-of-Authority (PoA) and Proof-of-Trust (PoT).
Through this consensus mechanism, trust can be built in the
trustless environment by trusting the structure of the network.
Thus, in the environment of NDN, the trust will be achieved
by authentication of the publisher with is an unknown entity
that publishes the content and later will be kept in the cache.
It is answering the research question that being asked in
Section A which is a consensus mechanism in Blockchain is
the potential mechanism that offers trust in the NDN network.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Meanwhile, machine to machine happen between the
servers and the authentication process will not involve any
human intervention.
IV. RESULTS
From Table V, it is clearly stated that Blockchain offers
more advantages than the other authentication methods.
Blockchain provides a mutual agreement between user to
machine and machine to machine. To do the authentication
process, there are no additional devices require to in order to
accomplish the process and in Blockchain authentication, it
involves multiple credentials from the participating parties in
the consortium before any changes made to the data. The
most essential characteristics of Blockchain is, it is
decentralized which is suitable to the NDN environment. This
brings advantages to Blockchain as it can solve the single
point of failure issues and data tempering issues [48].
Contrary to the existing server-based network, there is no
central authority and third-party authentication needed. Thus,
the security and the privacy of the network will be enhanced
[49].

This paper believes that Blockchain technology is suitable
to be adapted to NDN network. Through the consensus
mechanism in Blockchain, it will increase the trust level in
NDN especially to the producer and the content in the cache.
Thus, this can avoid any consequences and attacks such as
content poisoning and cache pollution attack in the NDN
network. In the future, we will investigate other mechanisms
of Blockchain that can be adapted in the NDN network.
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Abstract The wireless sensor network (WSN) has emerged as
an important technology in monitoring the environment and
phenomena. Border surveillance using barrier coverage is one
of several applications in WSN. Barrier coverage is a critical
problem for security applications in WSN designed to detect
intruders attempting to infiltrate protected areas. The topology
of WSN typically depends on the target application and the
geographical region where the sensor nodes are deployed.
Deployment of a linear sensor applied to the border area where
the sensor nodes are placed manually along a straight line across
the region. However, it is not practical to implement it in hostile
environments. There are several strategies can be used to
optimize the barrier coverage and connectivity. Therefore, a
good deployment of sensor nodes should be considered to
perform a barrier coverage in the border region. The placement
of sensor nodes affects the performance of border surveillance
applications and operations.
Keywords wireless sensor network, barrier coverage, sensor
node deployment, border surveillance

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN)
has emerged as a powerful platform for integrating the
physical and digital world. WSN is used for tracking and
monitoring applications, including environmental monitoring,
smart agriculture system, habitat monitoring, healthcare
application, risky or disaster monitoring and military
applications in security surveillance [1, 2]. In the
environmental monitoring area, sensor nodes can be used to
measure the amount of sunlight, humidity and temperature of
the climate pressure. Sensor nodes are used by the military to
monitor the intruder across the geographical area protected by
the WSN application.
One of the most recent monitoring applications in WSN
is border patrol and surveillance [3]. National border
monitoring is one of the major concern of any country to
protect and control their border from unauthorized cross
border activities [4]. The border commonly separates the
country physically using wall or fence. WSN has emerged as
a promising technology that can assist the authorities in
patrolling and monitoring the security area especially at the
critical or inaccessible area.
According to [5], the coverage is commonly explained
how well a sensor network sense and monitor the region of
interest (ROI) and as the quality of service (QoS)
measurement in WSN applications. The coverage types will
be different based on the application. In border surveillance,
barrier coverage aims to minimize the probability of
undetected penetration through a sensor network. In barrier
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coverage, the deployment of the sensor nodes can be classified
into two approaches; linear or static deployment and nonlinear or dynamic deployment [6]. The placement of sensor
nodes in WSN border surveillance is a key problem that is
closely related to coverage and connectivity in the ROI or
barrier coverage area. The position of sensor nodes affects the
performance of the application and operation of WSN border
surveillance. As a result, a good placement of sensor nodes for
both coverage and connectivity should be considered for
barrier coverage in the border region.
The rest of the paper is presented as follows: Section II
presents several background of border surveillances. Section
III describe the barrier coverage. The barrier coverage issues
and challenges are presented in Section IV. The barrier
coverage strategies presented in Section V and the whole
paper summarized in Section VI.
II. BORDER SURVEILLANCE
Land and sea are the doors of the country. Border security
is the main concern in all countries to protect against illegal
activity and threats of terrorism. Continuous monitoring of
border surveillance has become a requirement to every
country due to terrorist threats, smuggling activities,
increment crime, illegal immigrants and human trafficking
[16]. Border surveillance application is required to monitor
t
[7]. Patrolling
also occurs along predetermine route during a specific
interval time. There required an extensive human resource to
patrol and control the border country.
The border surveillance required a real-time monitoring
with the accurate results. One of the major challenges in
border surveillance and monitoring of long stretches of
borders area is the necessity for troop involvement in
patrolling locations. The land barrier of the country is
typically constructed by walls and fences. However, in some
nations, the border area is surrounded by natural obstacle such
as dense forest, rocky mountain, steep paths, swamps and
rivers. Fig. 1 illustrate the Malaysia-Thailand border, covered
by natural obstacles and hostile areas.
Hostile area,
natural obstacles

Fig 1. Boundaries of border covered by hostile area and natural
obstacles

These areas are difficult for troops to enter and patrol the
border in the region border at the aforementioned area. The
problem with monitoring and protecting these borders is the
troops to be deployed and the distance area to be covered.
Therefore, it will limit the patrolling activities for border
surveillance and monitoring. With limited troop involvement,
WSN technology can provide precise monitoring and control
of the border region.
III. BARRIER COVERAGE
Coverage is a fundamental requirement for WSN
applications and reflects the performance of sensor nodes in
monitoring a ROI. The rate of coverage is an important
parameter that influences WSN's performance and QoS. The
coverage can be classified into three types: area coverage,
target coverage and barrier coverage. The coverage
requirement is vary depending on the application. Some of the
WSN monitoring applications required area coverage, which
relies on the ROI's maximum coverage of the entire area. In
some applications, such as environment application, full area
coverage is not necessary where a certain degree of coverage
is acceptable. Target coverage refers to observing or
monitoring a specific number of targets. This type of coverage
has been used in military applications for monitoring the
enemy troop and capturing real-time video of target event.
Barrier coverage refers to the detection of movement
across a barrier of sensor nodes [8]. In several applications,
sensor nodes are used in barrier area to detect the intruders that
attempt to enter the entire area. The applications used to
monitor the movement detection along the international
border to detect illegal intrusion. Unlike area coverage, barrier
coverage does not care of event happens in the ROI unless
there are intruders penetrating the ROI. Barrier coverage does
not required full area coverage of the ROI to be covered by
sensor nodes, which significantly reduces the cost of sensor
deployment [9]. According to [1, 10], there are two categories
of barrier coverage namely as weak barrier coverage and
strong barrier coverage that reflect the quality of the detection
of the events on the boundary of the ROI. Weak barrier
coverage requires only the detection of intruders moving
along congruent crossing path. However, there are some paths
which may be complex and cannot be detected by any sensor.
A strong barrier coverage requires intruder to be monitored
and detected with arbitrary moving path. Therefore, barrier
coverage in WSNs is an ideal solution for the purpose of
intruder detection of security applications.
IV. BARRIER COVERAGE ISSUES IN BORDER SURVEILLANCE
Border surveillance using WSN are deployed at perimeter
or border locations for monitoring and to detect unauthorized
intrusions. The application becomes critical due to the risk of
intrusion on border and some border locations are located in
hostile area. There are several solutions using WSN for border
surveillance applications. The authors [9, 11] found the
solutions using WSN in border surveillance application by
organizing the network nodes as line-sensor. Every movement
passed through the barrier area will be detected by the sensor
node. In other hand, the sensor nodes are deployed in a
deterministic position in a single line through the border.
Therefore, the deployment should guarantee the barrier
coverage. Fewer sensor nodes need to be deployed in a perfect

linear sensor deployment in order to maintain the barrier
coverage [12]. This topology of deployment will impact the
performance of monitoring when a failure occurs between
nodes where there is no alternative route to forward the data
to the base station. Any gaps or interruption in monitoring area
will cause a severe damage to the security of the border
country.
The important aspect of the success of the surveillance
mission is to provide full coverage of the surveillance field
[13]. The coverage degree in the ROI is the first concern in
deploying the sensor nodes. In [14], the authors studied on
the barrier coverage of a line-based or linear sensor
deployment strategy and how sensor mobility can be
exploited to improve barrier coverage. The authors consider
a line-based sensor deployment strategy with a distributed
random offset (LNRO) where the sensor nodes are dropped
along a straight line of barrier area. The algorithm proposed
by [14] also present an algorithm to find barrier gaps and
relocates the sensor nodes to overcome the coverage hole
while minimizing the energy consumption between sensor
nodes. The proposed algorithm organized all sensor nodes in
a linear line to achieve barrier coverage. However, as the
number of mobile sensor nodes increases, the range of
movement required to cover the barriers coverage will be
decreases. Therefore, the alternative is not practical where a
lot of sensor nodes are needed to be deployed to obtain barrier
coverage after the initial random deployment.
The sensor nodes can be used in deterministic or random
deployment based on the nature of the monitoring area and the
WSN applications [15]. However, in the harsh environments
and inaccessible area such as battlefield, disaster area or
border surveillance, linear deployment is infeasible and very
risky. The sensing coverage of the sensor nodes may have
gaps where it depends on the sensing range, number of
sensors, and deployment scheme. Typically, border
surveillance requires the monitoring of a large geographical
area. Therefore, a linear sensor is not practical to be
implemented in a hostile or inaccessible area. To overcome
the aforementioned problems, a random deployment of sensor
nodes is required to be deployed in a non-linear or dynamic
deployment. The sensor nodes are deployed from the aircraft.
There are studies on barrier coverage summarized in TABLE
1 with the implementation of barrier coverage in random
deployment of sensor nodes.
TABLE I. Summary of barrier coverage studies in random deployment
Author
Description
[16]
presented some concepts the strong barrier coverage, weak
barrier coverage, and probabilistic barrier coverage
[17]
implement distributed algorithm to build several separate
barriers in order to ensure optimal coverage in a random
deployment of sensor nodes
[18]
energy-efficient barrier coverage for directional sensor
networks with mobile sensors.
[19]
used concept of mobility to improve the barrier coverage
solve the problem of energy efficient for barrier coverage
using mobile sensors.
[20]
proposed mobile barrier deployment algorithm on sensors to
move cooperatively and form maximal K strong barrier.
[21]
optimal strategy of movement based on the optimization
problem to provide a strong barrier coverage.
[22]
proposed new distributed algorithm depend on the virtual
forces to present the movements of sensors.
[9]
construct a strong barrier coverage by using mobile sensors
to close the gaps located inside the deployed stationary
sensors.

TABLE 1 shows that mobile sensor nodes are used in
barrier coverage with a random deployment of sensor nodes.
In some barrier coverage applications, the sensor nodes
cannot be implemented precisely at the desired location due
to deployment constraints such as hostile area. Therefore, the
random deployment is the only choice where the sensor nodes
are randomly deployed around the target area. Such
applications can benefit from mobile WSNs if the deployed
sensors can autonomously move after deployment to achieve
the desired barrier coverage. The autonomous mobile sensor
node can be used to relocate the position of the sensor node
after the initial deployment in order to achieve the barrier
coverage and to maintain the connectivity between connected
nodes [6, 23].
V. BARRIER COVERAGE STRATEGY IN WSN
The node placement in sensor node deployment will affect
the various network performances metrics such as coverage,
connectivity, throughput, energy consumption and delay in
WSN applications [24]. The best way of the sensor nodes
deployment needs to consider maximize possible of coverage
and connectivity in the ROI. It is not realistic and impossible
to place the sensor nodes in a large area with predetermined
or deterministic positions. Instead, it requires random
deployment. However, the coverage and connectivity
requirements cannot be guaranteed in random deployment, as
the exact location of each sensor cannot be formed. Even in
the high node density, complete coverage and connectivity of
the monitoring area cannot be 100% guaranteed. Thus,
random deployment can lead to a coverage hole, sensing
overlapping and disconnected nodes [25]. As an alternative
to overcome this problems, mobile sensor nodes can be used
in WSN deployment [26].
Crucially, WSN requires the node placement of sensors
network to be designed in order to determine the physical
location of the sensor nodes [27]. Sensor node placement
influence the coverage monitoring area and connectivity
between nodes. Therefore, the optimal node placement
approach needs to be implemented to maintain the coverage
area and connectivity. In order to solve both problems, the
solution reflected on the positioning of sensor node rely on
the WSN application [28, 29]. The solution can be reached
through the first phase of WSN, which is how the planning
position of sensor nodes is implemented. This is important to
ensure the maximum coverage, and minimize the overlapping
and coverage hole in the target area. The maximum coverage
and fully connected area also can be achieved with optimal
placement of minimum number of sensor nodes.
Different strategies can be implemented to optimize
coverage in WSN. Classification of the strategy can be
divided into 3 groups: force based, grid based or
computational geometry [30]. Fig 2 summarized the
approach used in each coverage strategy.

Fig 2. Coverage strategy in WSN

The grid-based strategy is a type of deterministic
deployment where the sensor nodes positions are fixed based
on regular grid pattern such as triangular lattice, hexagonal
grid and square grid. A comparison between the
aforementioned different grid-based techniques is
summarized in TABLE 2.
TABLE II. Comparison between Grid-based Techniques
Techniques
Advantage
Disadvantage
Triangular,
Provide
multiple Coverage
rate
is
square and
coverages and maintain depending to the ratio
hexagonal[30]
the connectivity
of sensing range, Rs
and communication
range, Rc that give an
impact to the network
performance
Triangular[30]
Achieve a full area Did not consider
coverage
with
a network connectivity
minimum number of
sensor nodes
Square[30]
Achieve a coverage and Did not consider
connectivity with a obstacle and sensor
minimum number of mobility
sensor nodes.

The computational geometry strategy is based on
geometrical objects such as points, polygons and line
segments. The most popular computational geometry strategy
used in WSNs are Voronoi diagram and Delaunay
triangulation. TABLE 3 show the comparison between
computational geometry strategy used in WSN.
TABLE III. Comparison between Computational Geometry Strategy
Techniques
Advantages
Disadvantage
Voronoi diagram
Improved
the Valid for
and distributed
coverage for rotatable heterogenous sensors
greedy algorithm
directional sensors
that have different
[31]
sensing range and
different sensing
angles
VEC, VOC and
Ability to extend to Complexity of
Minimax[32]
large deployment and coverage hole
to reduce coverage detection.
hole
Poor performance on
initial cluster
deployment lower
communication range

The force-based strategy is a simple node placement
strategy. It based on the virtual force approach where the
sensor nodes are subjected to attractive, repulsive and null
virtual force. The comparison between force-based strategy
is shown in TABLE 4.
TABLE IV. Comparison between Force-based Strategy
Techniques
Advantages
Disadvantage
VFA [33, 34]
Provide acceptable
High computational
coverage and
capability for the base
connectivity
station to new
Ability to deal with
position calculation
obstacles
Van der Walls
Higher coverage rate Did not consider
force-based [35]
and can deal with
connectivity and
obstacles
power consumption
DVFA [36, 37]
Achieve full
Additional cost in
coverage and
traveled distance
connectivity
EVFA [38]
Provide ideal
Did not deal with
deployment of
obstacles
sensors nodes that
ensure simple
coverage and
connectivity

Based on the coverage strategy summary stated in TABLE 2
to TABLE 4, the force-based approach is an applicable
strategy suitable to implemented in a barrier coverage area.
The Virtual Force Algorithm (VFA) is force-based strategy
provides acceptable coverage and connectivity.
The VFA is used to redeploy the sensor network after an
initial random deployment [39]. Each sensor node in the VFA
acts as a source of force for all other sensor nodes within its
communication range. The VFA approach uses attractive or
repulsive methods to exert force between nodes. When the
distance between two sensor nodes is close enough, the force
is repulsive. The force method intends to separate them, but
when two nodes are far from each other, the force becomes
attractive and attracts them closer [40, 41]. The attractive
method can avoid the coverage holes while the repulsive
method can prevent the redundant coverage or sensing
overlapping.
Metaheuristic algorithm also has been proposed by most
researchers as a solution of the problems in deployment,
coverage and connectivity in WSN environment. The
metaheuristic algorithms are intended to search for the best
solutions and select the solutions or best candidates. It also
ensures that the algorithm can effectively explore the search
space. There are some popular metaheuristic optimization
algorithms such as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Ant
Colony Optimization (ACO), Tabu Search, Bee Algorithm,
Firefly Algorithm and Cuckoo Search (CS) Algorithm [42,
43]. A number of optimization techniques have been
implemented in placement of WSN node such as Particle
Swam Optimization [44], Genetic Algorithms [45, 46] and
Ant Colony Optimization [47]. The summary of the
researcher's metaheuristic approach is listed in TABLE 5.
TABLE V. Summary of the advantages and disadvantage of
metaheuristic approach in WSN problems
Techniques
Territorial Predator
Scent Marking
Algorithm
(TPSMA) [48]
Biogeographybased optimization
(BBO)[49]

Gradient method
and simulated
annealing
algorithm[50]
Genetic algorithm
[24]
Glowworm Swarm
Optimization
(GSO)[51]

Firefly
Optimization
Algorithm[42]
Cuckoo Search
Algorithm[43]

Advantages
ensure maximum
WSN coverage area
for effective
monitoring
optimize the coverage
in WSN

improve area
coverage and barrier
coverage with
minimum number of
sensor nodes
requires a smaller
number of relay
nodes to provide Kconnectivity
where the sensor
nodes move and
attract rely on the
distance between the
sensor nodes and
their neighboring
sensors
increase area
coverage and
Minimize power
consumption
maximizing the target
coverage with a
minimum number of

Disadvantage
overlapping area
leads to slow
convergence and can
decrease the lifetime of
the WSN network or
even deplete the sensor
node energy due to
limited energy
resources
only consider 1-k
connectivity to the
base station

sensors. It can find
the optimal locations
of the sensors, fast
convergence and
fast local search

Overall, these studies show that Cuckoo Search (CS)
algorithm outperform the various metaheuristic algorithms in
solving the optimization problems in WSN as shown in
TABLE 5. Some researchers implement optimal strategy in
mobile barrier deployment to optimize the barrier coverage
in order to form a strong barrier coverage. The coverage goal
and position of sensor nodes and deployment strategies must
be considered in barrier coverage. Thus, to perform a barrier
coverage in the border region, a good positioning of sensor
nodes for both coverage and connectivity should be
considered.
VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this paper has presented a broad overview
about the deployment issues of barrier coverage in border
surveillance. Barrier coverage in wireless sensor network can
be thought of as how well the wireless sensor network is able
to monitor a particular region of interest. This paper reviewed
the issues and technique of barrier coverage.
Various strategies can be used to optimize the coverage in
WSN, which are classified into three groups: force-based,
grid-based or computational geometry. Instead of these
strategies, the placement of sensor nodes in the WSN
environment will also affect coverage and connectivity in
barrier coverage. The force-based strategy is a suitable be
implemented to overcome the problem in random
deployment. This strategy used a method of virtual repulsive
and attractive forces. There are some metaheuristic algorithms
used to optimize the coverage and connectivity in WSN. The
coverage goal and position of sensor nodes and deployment
strategies must be considered in barrier coverage. Therefore,
a good deployment of sensor nodes should be considered to
perform a barrier coverage in the border region. The
placement of sensor nodes affects the performance of border
surveillance applications and operations.
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requirement, these solutions are not considered to be good
enough. Based on the futuristic perspective, it’s vital to
develop a new Internet architecture that can handle all the
upcoming applications requirements, whereas it's noticeable
that most of the current solutions usually adopting the basic
models based on wired Internet protocol stack and IP
assignment to mobile ad-hoc node [2], [3].

Abstract— Named Data Networking (NDN) is an evolving
network of Internet architecture uses a modern paradigm of
network connectivity focused on the identity of content on the
Internet. By naming data instead of locations, the NDN changes
the basic network service abstraction from delivering packets to
destinations to retrieving the named data. In wireless network
environments, NDN faces two main challenges namely
limitation of battery power and intermittent connectivity. Due
to the energy limit, the nodes soon die or become congested if
they have low residual energy, high transmission rate, or limited
Pending Interest Table (PIT) space. The aim of this study is to
propose a forwarding mechanism called Energy-aware
Multipath Forwarding Mechanism (EMFM) to forward
incoming interest packets in order to reduce the usage of energy
in the nodes thus sustaining the network’s lifetime. EMFM
considers nodes’ battery power and PIT size into account to
predict the next forwarding hop in the overall packet
transmission process. A simulation was conducted using the
ndnSIM tool to design and evaluate EMFM and compared with
On-demand Energy-based Forwarding Strategy (OEFS). The
outcome of this study is significant to demonstrate that EMFM
can enhance the network lifetime of NDN wireless nodes.

In order to handle these needs, the Information-Centric
Network (ICN) has been branded as a new Internet
architecture that can shift Internet architecture from host to
host to a receiver-driven architecture [4]. In ICN, the focus of
the communication paradigm is on the content and change the
perspective from (where) to (what). The interest in ICN has
increased significantly among both academic and industrial
institutions [5]. Also, ICN offers an enhancement of several
areas of content retrieval, including mobility, protection,
scalability, and efficiency [6].
Compared to the existing architecture, it is obvious that the
ICN paradigm does not support additional control overheads
such as add-on safety mechanisms, address resolution, and
congestion controls. Several ICN-active projects in the world
are running in this sphere, for example, PURSUIT, 4WARD
[7], [8], and CCN [5]. Between each one of these projects, the
named data network received the biggest attention among the
research community after Jacobson’s revolutionary paper
been released [9].

Keywords—Named Data Networks, Wireless Network,
Forwarding Strategy, Energy Consumption.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years and decades past, the Internet has observed
different forms of semantic redistribution and involvement of
new concepts. Thus, enabling the accommodation of more
users and device interactions to the outer world to access
multi-services and numerous versions of information.
Moreover, Internet has connected billions of gadgets with
large heterogeneity in their respective functionality, examples
such as mobiles, tablets, wireless sensor devices, actuators,
smart home appliances, and several more wired or non-wired
physical objects that interact and establish good cooperation’s
among their peers and other things/objects. This aids in the
provision of an intuitive content-based application or service
with a common goal of creating a smart world [1].

NDN is found to be both faster and simpler for
communication operations and yet it is found to be replacing
the existing IP architecture with named content. Even though,
the latest three decades of constant effort in respect to both
fortes and limitations of the existing Internet architecture,
NDN offers integral strong functionality such as innetworking caching, security primitives, multipath routing,
and flow balance mechanisms. Moreover, names are used to
uniquely identify every piece of content and the
communication is primarily focusing on the content manes
separated from their location [10].
Architectural NDN has two distinct types of messages
Interest and data packets are to be used for correspondence
purposes. In addition, three distinctive table types are to be
used to make precise determinations by Interest and Data
packets. These tables are referred to as the Content Store (CS),
the Pending Interest Table (PIT), and the Forwarding
Information Base (FIB). In CS, data packets composing

As a result of the significant increase in the usage of
social networks, digital media, e-commerce, and smartphone
applications, becoming essential to deal with the Internet as
a distributed network. Recently both peer-to-peer (P2P) and
content delivery network (CDN) architectures are used as
a platform for content-centric networks to achieve the
purposes. Nevertheless, for the future application
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Likewise, timers and packets repression were suggested to
prevent packet collisions in the NDN-based vehicle setting
in [17], [14], [20]. The delayed Interest packet time frame
is longer than the Data packet time frame for which Data is
given higher priority over the Interest packets. In addition, the
above blind transport systems are based on a uniform random
timer, while this proposal's deferred timer consists of
intermediate nodal residual energy and does not blind the
transmission on a flood basis too.

content are cached for future usage. In comparison, the PIT
table is commonly used to control packets of interest. It
usually holds all pending request entries that are required for
relevant data packets from other nodes. In comparison, the
FIB table is used for forwarding. It consists of the data on the
interface and loaded with both incoming and outgoing using a
routing protocol capable of modifying it periodically. The
process of canonical communication in the NDN is done. by
consumer node as it is responsible for sending an Interest
packet to a provider node to get a Data packet. NDN nodes
require an appropriate traffic control mechanism as multiple
subscribers bid for the same connexon or multiple resources
that can contribute to node battery drain and PIT inundated.
For that, the packet Interest will be dropped or retransmitted
that increase the delay of fulfilment the Interest packets.

On the other hand authors in [17], [14], [20], [21], [22]
selects next transmitters based on the understanding of
network-related information, such as the distance of
transmission, message Redundancy, geo-location, and data
retrieval rate.
The main concept of aware forwarding is to pick the next
forwarders. The authors in [22][ proposes to select the farthest
node on each quadrant as the forwarding sponsor by sharing
information between senders of interest and recipients of
two widespread types of messages. Exchanging dedicated
information for the collection of relay nodes will make the
system more complex. The deferred time frame dependent
on the transmission distance that provides for the farther
nodes a greater priority for the forwarding of interests without
exchanging additional information in a Dual Mode of Interest
(DMIF), [23]. In Neighborhood, Aware Interest Forwarding
(NAIF) scheme [24] is based on two main historical factors:
the data recovery rate and the forwarding rate. The relay
node choices are based on two significant historical factors.
The first is the proportion between the number of packets
of data successfully recovered and the number of packets
of interest sent. The second represents the fraction of the
incoming packets of interest that a given node sends.

This paper describes the Energy-aware Multipath
Forwarding Mechanism (EMFM), and how to achieve
acceptable utilization at the same time provide high network
performance. Also, explains how the design and
implementation of EMFM considered the battery and PIT of
the node in selecting an appropriate path in wireless ad-hoc
networks that extends the network’s lifetime, takes care of the
connectivity, and satisfies delay constraints.
II. RELATED WORK
Researchers have recently implemented many forwarding
strategies to address increasing challenges in the wireless
network and are thus one of the most significant technology
networks that demonstrates architectural strength and
deployment platter type connectivity for large applications.
M. Amadeo [11], a more versatile device architecture was
suggested for accurate recall from various wireless sources
based upon data suppression, data collision prevention, and
interest in the carriage of data in interest packets. However,
it was noted from the proposed system that the study was
primarily suited for wireless single-hop architecture. In [12],
[13], interest packets forwarding based on multi-hop network
formats are concise. A delayed-time blind flood was planned
to detect possible suppliers in [14]. Moreover, based on [15],
each NDN node maintains a path during a blind flooding
transmission during the data packet forwarding to encourage
future forwarding of interest. Similarly, in [13] simple blind
and complete transmission support reactive Positive Namebased Routing (RONR) and Vanilla Interest Forwarding
(VIF).

Disseminating communications over a wireless NDN
network with a limited number of transmissions; a Gossip
algorithm called BlooGo [21] is built in. The principle behind
this definition is that the message can only be transmitted by
a relay node if its vicinity4 is not specifically included in the
senders. The analogy is carried out based on a bloom filter. In
short, the above-known transmission systems need additional
algorithms for choosing the relay nodes, while the known
transmission in the DMIF relies on the information left
without extra overhead in the passing data packets. A Provider
Aware Forwarding (PAF) framework for direct interest
forwarding following the blind flood in literature has been
built by the authors [17], [14], [20]. The distance between the
local node and the potential providers of content is maintained
by a distance table by either node. The consumer selects the
closest one after several data packets have been obtained and
maintains the provider ID and the duration information for
future interest packets. Intermediate node will transmit the
interest to the direction of the chosen provider.

Ad-hoc NDN wireless network research has focused
largely on vehicle communications. Reactive transfers on
named wireless ad-hoc data networks can be divided into two
categories, according to the survey conducted: blind
forwarding and awareness-based forwarding [16]. Blind
forwarding with timer-based packet deletion schemes for the
purpose of controlling interest forwarding and avoiding
broadcast storms[17], [18]. The authors create a collision
avoidance approach based on a uniform random timer in [18]
to help the dissemination of NDN-based V2V traffic
information. Furthermore, in [18], a constructive data-push
method is being proposed to speed up data spread, which
varies in the original NDN concepts. Nevertheless, [19]
suggested an energy transport strategy (OEFS) ad-hoc
protocol to take into consideration the node of residual energy
in the transmission process.
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Since the fundamental principle of information, transfer
lies in the selection of potential forwarders or service
providers. Providers focused on understanding the network
data such as the distance of transmission, redundancy of
messages, rates of location, and data recovery [17]. However,
the battery energy was included in [19], but it was ignored the
node charge which mainly affected the faster power drainage.
Moreover, much research on Internet transmission on wireless
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network performance will degrade from the loss of the
connection node.

networks of name data was performed, but the energy sources
were less concentrated [23].

Using EMFM that takes the battery energy and PIT load
to forward the interest packet. Consumer B will follow this
scenario: if node B acts as the consumer node and needs to get
the data from node P it has the two paths to reach node P. The
first is through node D and the second through node E. For the
first interest, node B will check if there is any power and load
the records for nodes D and E in the FIB table to forward
accordingly. If there is no record, node B will send the interest
to all paths until it receives the first data packet from each path
and forwards it to the next interest base as determined by the
weight of each path. For example, if node C forwards packets
to node E, node B will forward packets using path D, as shown
in Fig. 1, because node D has a higher weight than node E;
and node D will forward the packet to node G because node G
has a higher weight than node F, and will forward it to the
producer node P and the data packet take the revers path to
node B.

III. ENERGY-AWARE MULTIPATH FORWARDING
MECHANISM
EMFM was enhanced mechanisms that measure the
remaining energy and PIT level of a neighbor node to give a
percentage weight for each node and keep it in the FIB for
use in every next forwarding decision. EMFM adds two bits
to a data packet to report node battery energy and the PIT
level to the down nodes. The EMFM selection considers all
the next-hop nodes and checks the value of their remaining
energy and PIT levels recorded in the FIB; the path with the
highest battery capacity and lowest PIT level is selected. The
other paths are classified based on the battery level and PIT
occupancy. If a forward node does not have the highest battery
level and the PIT becomes congested, packets are forwarded
to the next classified path in node to utilize the network’s
resources. As the network has heterogeneous nodes with
different PIT and battery capacity, each node will normalize
the maximum capacity of the battery and PIT and record it
to return data packets. This mechanism thus answers the first
of the research questions, highlighting the direct influence of
battery and PIT load on network performance. Therefore, the
main goals of EMFM are:

IV. EMFM ANALYSIS
EMFM uses battery strength and PIT occupancy to make
the forwarding decision. Each node monitors the remaining
energy of its battery and PIT level occupancy to compute the
energy drain rate for every T second sampling interval. To
minimize the intricacy of heterogeneous nodes with different
PIT and battery capacity, nodes are normalized to the
maximum capacity of the node battery and PIT by as follows.

x To increase the lifetime of the networks.
x To balance nodes and achieve high resource
utilization.

x Normalized node’s battery level (E[E]) is defined as the
ratio of the remaining energy (RE) to the maximum
energy level ()ܧݔܽܯ.
ܧሾܧሿ ൌ

ோா
(
ெ௫ா

1)

Normalized node’s PIT load (E[P]) is defined as the
remaining ratio of the current PIT size (CP) to the
maximum PIT load ()ܲݔܽܯ
In order to better reflect the current state of energy
spending, we give higher priority to the present sample drain
of nodes, ܴܦ rate for node ݊ to show the remaining battery
when the ݊ node is drained, i.e. how long the ݊ node will
hold up with routing activities focused on local traffic
conditions on its amount of residual energy and PIT level. The
related expenditure it is possible to describe a function as:

Fig. 1. EMFM Model

For example, the loss of connection occurs because of
increasing the load on the node until its battery is drained. As
Fig. 1 shows, node B represented as a consumer and needs to
receive content from the producer P. Nodes D and E represent
as paths to producer P. Nodes A and C are consumers
participating in the network and they are interested in different
content from node P. While node B has two paths to move the
data from P, it has the advantage of sending the interest in
multipath mode.

ܴܦ ൌ ܧ ןሾ ܧሿ 
ߚ ܧሾܲሿ ( 2 )
EMFM effectively combines two parameters with
weighing
factors α; β and based on the normalizing criteria values and
using weights of importance ranging from “0” to “1”. In this
study, the ܴܦ metric value as in Formula (3) set the
assumption to importance weight for battery power and PIT to
α = 0:6 and β = 0:4 as energy is critical in wireless networks
and should have more weight than other PITs [25].
The EMFM is based on selecting the path ݎெ , contained in the
set of all possible path ݎ the next hop, that presents
the highest maximum lifetime value, that is:

For that, if node B sends its interest on one of these paths,
for example, the path from node D while node A uses the same
path, node D will receive heavy traffic from the two nodes,
this will give node D a traffic high transmission rate, causing
it to lose its residual energy and being drained, affecting the
return of the desired data to nodes A and B. As a result, the
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ݎெ ൌ ݎ ൌ ݉ܽݔא ܴܦ ( 3 )

propagation model and the random walk point mobility model
with speed 2-4 m/s in 700*700-meter area. Moreover, every
node's energy was set to 100 Joules. The receipt, transmission,
and idle state consumption have been set 0.9603W, 1.74W,
and 0.6699W. The content was 4,000 data packets, each
packet consisting of 1040 bytes with a send rate of 6 Mbps.
Simulation time was set to 700s and the results were presented
after ten times of running.

Due to changes in the energy drain rates at nodes, the status of
the chosen path will change over time; a new route
performance relies on the forwarding mechanism. To
incorporate EMFM in the wireless forwarding mechanism, all
nodes consistently should have a new route that takes account
of the continually changing power conditions of network
nodes.
 ܧሾܲሿ ൌ

B. Metrics
The performance of EMFM was compared with the OEFS
the protocol proposed for Named Data Wireless Networks,
taking the energy residual energy metric as the forwarding
decision, which makes it a good candidate for comparison.
Even though performance metrics may mean different things
to different researchers depending on the context, this study
will consider three performance metrics:



( 4 )
ெ௫

1) Content Download Time: It is known as the average
time taken by the user to download all data packages
of one content[19] and is calculated as following
formal:
ܶ ൌ ܶ െ ܶ ( 5 )
σ

்

ܦ௧ ൌ భసబ  ( 6 )

Where ܶ is the time that takes to download whole
content and ܶ is the time of first data packet received
of the content and ܶ is the time of last data packet
received of the same content and ܦ௧ is the average
download time.
2) Total energy consumption: Defined as the total energy
consumed by all nodes during the simulation time [23]
and calculated as follow:
 ݅ܧൌ ݁ሺܾ ݎെ ܾ ݏሻ

(7)

்ܧ௧ ൌ σୀ ܧ ( 8 )
Where ܧ denotes the total energy consumed by one
node in the network and ݁ is a factor indicating the
energy consumed per bit at the received node while ܾ
and ܾ௦ is the number of bits received and send by the
node and ்ܧ௧ is the total energy consumption in all
networks.
3) Data Redundancy: known as the average number of
replicate data packets the user receives due to NDN
caching[19] and calculated as follow:
ܦ ൌ σ ݀ ( 9 )
σ

The proposed mechanism implemented in ndnSIM [26]
with two evaluation scenarios. First, one consumer and one
the producer was added and the number of intermediate nodes
changed. Secondly, the number of producer and consumer
pairs were increased, with a constant number of intermediate
nodes.

C. Analysis
The efficiency of the two strategies was evaluated by
considering the node density and the number of producer and
consumer pairs in the network. In Fig. 2 EMFM and OEFS

A. Experimented Steps
The default interest and data packets used in ndnSIM
were connected using the IEEE 802.11g signal, Nakagami
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Where Di is the sum of di duplicated data packet of one
content and R is the average number of duplicated data
packet and n is the number of the different content
received by the consumer.
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are compared based on the content download time. One
producer and consumer were used in the simulation scenario.

Fig. 4. Network Energy Consumption vs Number of Nodes

Fig. 4 shown both strategies evaluated in terms of network
energy consumption. EMFM performs better than OEFS
because of the load distribution that EMFM uses to forward
packets. Since the output of the two strategies was assessed
by increasing the number of producers and consumers in the
network, as shown in Fig. 5, we assessed 50 nodes. The
download time was evaluated and shown in the initial pair
and the two strategies performed almost the same. However,
when the pairs were increased from 2 to 5, the performance
of EMFM became more reliable because the network had
more paths for forwarding that saving the node time. The
opposite was seen in OEFS as the network became congested
and nodes entered the danger state, and so did not forward the
packets and drop them.

Fig. 2. Content Download Time vs Number of Nodes

As shown in Fig. 2, Owing to the larger number of nodes and
packets, as the number of nodes increases, the download time
increases. Because of the multipath process, the content
download time of EMFM was lower than OEFS in the initial
stage. When the number of nodes was increased the OEFS
took longer because it only acts when the node has
insufficient battery energy and reaches the danger state.
Converting the node to a lost node affects network
performance. On the other hand, EMFM takes the PIT load
near the battery energy to forward the packet and prevents the
node from reaching the danger stage and being lost to the
network.

Fig. 5. Content Download Time vs Number of Pairs
Fig. 3. Data Redundancy vs Number of Nodes

In Fig. 6 the performance of the two strategies was
measured in terms of data redundancy and showed that both
strategies performed nearly the same. When the number of
pairs increased, the gap between the two strategies widened
and EMFM performed slightly better. Fig. 7 shows that
the total energy consumption in EMFM and OEFS increased
when more consumers were added, because of the large
number of requests for the content. In contrast with OEFS,
EMFM performed better in terms of energy consumption,
since it supports the flexible mode shift for the interest
packets multipath forwarding according to the result of the
FIB lookup.

Fig. 3 shows the data redundancy performance of the two
strategies. In the initial stage, the performance of both
strategies was very similar because there were few participant
nodes and their power were still high. The retransmission of
interest minimized this but when the number of nodes
increased, the overhead increased too. This delayed the
returned data packet and caused the consumer to issue a retransmitted interest. On the other hand, EMFM improved in
the following stage because some nodes in OEFS entered the
danger state and stopped receiving interest packets, without
replying by acknowledgment to the down node. This caused
the down nodes to issue more interest packets and more
redundant data.
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2014. [3] This Roadmap specifies the mission and vision of
the country towards IoT and highlights advantages and
disadvantages of implementation of the IoT system in the
country. This paper aims to discuss security and privacy as
obstacles that could affect implementation of the IoT in the
country. To be precise, the focus of this paper is on the
intention paid in the Roadmap to the issue of privacy and
security and the magnitude of such intention. To achieve this
objective, the second section of the paper makes an overview
of the Roadmap through analysing the context of its main
headings. The third section focuses on privacy and security as
emerging issues mentioned in the Roadmap. The discussion
here will focus on security and privacy as the legal means to
protect interests of persons and property. The fourth section
examines and analyses protection of privacy and security of
data in the current legal system of Malaysia. The discussion
will be restricted to the Principles set by the Personal Data
Protection Act 2010 (PDPA). Finally, conclusion and
recommendations are provided in the fifth section.

Abstract—Malaysia is geared to maximizing the digital
technology and Internet of Things to reap the full benefit of the
digital economy. In 2014, the Government came up with an
important policy document entitled the National Internet of
Things (IoT) Strategic Roadmap (‘The Roadmap). Hopes are
mounting that the IoT will be smoothly and speedily adopted in
Malaysia amid various concerns relating to data security and
data privacy. This paper investigates how the Roadmap frames
the concerns of data security and privacy vis a vis the IoT in
Malaysia. Employing a doctrinal and library research, this
paper finds that while the Roadmap complements or supports
the existing legal framework, its objectives will only be achieved
if those legal requirements are complied with.
Keywords—security, privacy, Internet of Things, Malaysia

I.

INTRODUCTION

Technology has penetrated all aspects of modern life and
left its positive and negative prints therein. Keeping data and
information in the technological environment secure and
private is important for earning technology benefits and
avoiding its drawbacks. However, security and privacy are
challenging issues in the virtual world (cyberspace) as well as
in the real one. Like other cyber emerging issues, concern
about security and privacy rises with every new waves of
technology. The Internet of Things (IoT) is one of those
technological waves that raise the concern about security and
privacy of data flowing and residing in the cyberspace. This is
because IoT technology is being used in almost all segments
of life such as smart grids, environmental monitoring,
logistics, intelligent transportation systems, e-health. [1]
Regarding personal data particularly, IoT devices that could
collect personal data like smartwatch, fitness tracker, smart
eyewear, smart clothing, wearable medical device and
wearable camera [2] can be found everywhere. The nature of
IoT as an ever-connected network and device and its wide
penetration into human life make security and privacy of this
technology among emerging issues that regulative bodies
around the world pay much attention to.

II.

IoT has been in the developmental agenda of the
international community and it is considered as a means that
can be used to boost economy and other social sectors. For
example, the United Nations (UN) through its specialized
agencies such as the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) involved in continuing discussions about IoT and issued
recommendations which aim to provide a unique definition to
the phenomenon. [4] In most continents of the planet there are
growing roots of IoT structures but the development of such
structures differ from a place to place. Like its counterparts in
the world, Malaysia has embarked on IoT and introduced its
National Internet of Things (IoT) Strategic Roadmap in 2014.
The country has a proper environment for development of IoT
and the number of Internet users in the country are
continuously growing. According to the Malaysian
Communications and Multimedia Commission (MCMC),
Internet users increased from 76.9% in 2016 to 87.4% in 2018.
[5] Moreover, the MCMC found that smartphones are the
most common means used to connect to the internet as they
are used by 93.1% of users.

Malaysia joined the IoT caravan and became one of those
many countries that put IoT in their national agenda and
consider it as a rapid growing technology that could bring
tangible benefits to citizens, businesses and governments. To
this in practice, the Malaysian Minister of Science,
Technology and Innovation (MOSTI) published the country’s
first National Internet of Things (IoT) Strategic Roadmap in
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The IoT Roadmap provides an overview of Malaysian
mission and vision towards IoT. Apart from IoT definition and
megatrends, the Roadmap discussed the importance of IoT
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functionality and overlook security of IoT devices. [8] This
results in that data flow in the IoT ecosystem can be
manipulated and IoT devices can be tampered and used as a
means to steal data, interrupt business operations, distribute
denial-of service attacks and even disrupt critical
infrastructure. [9]

and readiness of the country to implement IoT. For example,
it mentioned that the IoT economic potential for Malaysia is
forecast to reach RM 9.5 billion in 2020 and the growth will
continue to RM 42.5 billion thereafter. In terms of
employment opportunities, IoT was also estimated to create
more than 14000 high-skilled employment opportunities by
2020. It could also serve the research community and help
them commercialise R&D outputs.

The complex of IoT security could explain the particular
stress of the Roadmap on security of IoT. Additionally, the
wide usage of IoT and the consequence of data breach could
be another factor that makes security among the priority.
According to the Roadmap, IoT technology is been used in
some specific areas of the Digital Lifestyle Malaysia such as
connected healthcare, home and community living,
traceability and people-friendly community and pointed out
the role that IoT implementations can help transform and
enhance these areas. [3, p. 37] In addition to the Roadmap, the
Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission
(MCMC) has published a Technical Report aiming to clarify
technical regulatory requirements for IoT and also serve as
technical reference for IoT interested stakeholders. [10]
Moreover, the MCMC has also published a white paper about
regulatory challenges of IoT. [11] Security and privacy are
among the issues rose in these documents.

Regarding readiness of the country for IoT, the Roadmap
mentioned that Malaysia has a suitable environment for IoT
and a strong ground in terms of technical, political, societal
and political aspects. Nevertheless, the Roadmap highlights
some obstacles that can hamper implementation of the IoT
system in the country including, among others, barriers to free
market competition exist, rural adoption, technology phobia,
technology complexity, data accessibility and security and
privacy concerns. All these factors can impede
implementation of IoT in the country, according to the
Roadmap. Therefore, the Roadmap outlines that its
achievement strategic keys include (1) formulating an
interoperability framework that harmonises the heterogeneity
and complexity of standards and technologies to enable fast
development and deployment of the IoT and (2) instituting a
centralised regulatory and certification body to address
privacy, security, quality and standardisation concerns [3].

In the Report, the MCMC identified and discussed five
technical regulatory challenges namely, (1) technical
standardization, (2) spectrum requirement, (3) mobility
requirement, (4) network numbering and addressing and (5)
security and data privacy. As can be seen from the above,
most of these issues discussed by this Report are technical
issues. However, the Report acknowledged the increase of
cyber-attack via IoT and noticed that aspects of data privacy
and security requirement have been overlooked. In the aspect
of security, the MCMC white paper established some
measurements and steps to be taken to mitigate IoT risks.
Apart from asserting that IoT devices have been used to
launch attack, the white paper recommended subjecting IoT
devices and systems in Malaysia “to close scrutiny and
certified to a minimum level of vulnerability and penetration
testing.” [11, p. 12] The MCMC seems to take a holistic
approach to secure IoT from both cyber and physical threats.
For instance, it sees that while cyber security can help
minimise service interruption, physical security would
minimise theft and vandalism. Additionally, MCMC White
Paper recommended some practical steps to be taken
including (1) incorporating “security in the device security
programme,” (2) introducing “certification scheme on
vulnerability and penetrability of IoT systems and devices”
and (3) cooperation with agencies such as cybersecurity and
police to safeguard IoT. [11, pp. 12-13] These steps and
measurements suggested by the regulatory agency (MCMC)
are important and workable and thus they should be followed
by IoT stakeholders in order to reap the benefit of IoT and
avoid its drawback. All the above shows the important of
security of IoT and the concern about it in the Roadmap and
other relevant documents issued by the relevant authority in
the country.

Further on, alleviating concerns over data security and
privacy has been made as a part of the long-term strategy to
create an open community data framework. This was to be
achieved through opening up public data with the intention of
expanding the applications of IoT [3]. Obviously with this
objective and strategy, settling data security and privacy
problems must be one key success factors of the deployment
of IoT in Malaysia.
In this paper, the focus will be on the concern about
security and privacy of data flow in the IoT environment. The
next sub-section will be devoted on security and privacy
governance as mechanisms or tools used to protect people and
their interests in the digital age.
III.

SECURITY AND PRIVACY AS EMERGING LEGAL ISSUES

Like other technologies, using IoT has advantages and
disadvantages. Without doubt security and privacy of data in
the IoT environment are important and at the same time
difficult to fully be achieved. The following paragraphs
discusses the issue and highlight the cause of the concern
about security and privacy in the IoT environment.
A. IoT Security Concern
Conventionally, information security aims to ensure
availability, integrity and confidentiality of data. [6] In the
IoT, this is not easy to be done because insecurity of IoT is
caused by many factors. On one hand, securing IoT requires
communication security (securing data from its source to
destination), network security (availability of the service to
legitimate users) and securing data in its storage (observing its
confidentiality and integrity) and on the other, implementing
strong security mechanism in IoT devices is not an easy task
because these devices have limited “computational
capabilities, memory and battery power.” [7] Moreover, the
comparative among the manufactures leads to focus on
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Like security, privacy in the IoT sphere has also been
seriously considered by the Roadmap and other relevant
documents among the concerning issues that could impede
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The General Principle, while acknowledging personal data
as either sensitive or non-sensitive data, mentions that
personal data shall not be processed without the consent of the
data subject or other legal grounds such as serving interests of
the data subject or compliance with legal obligations, etc.
[PDPA 2010, S 6 (1 & 2)]. As an illustration, this Principle
mentions that personal data shall not be processed unless the
processing is (1) for legitimate purposes related to the activity
of the data user; (2) the processing is necessary for that
purpose and (3) the data itself is adequate and not excessive
for the said purpose [PDPA 2010, S 6 (3)].

implementation of IoT [3]. This is so because IoT technology
has facilitated the aggregation of enormous types of data
about ordinary citizens, consumers, organizations and groups
and such data can be used as a means to discover people’s
interests and visited places. [12] Moreover, apart from
facilitating the aggregation of countless data about
individuals (e.g., tooth-brushing, refrigerators and fitness
tracking devices can reveal tooth-brushing habits, types of
food and activities of persons), IoT challenges the social
norms and expectations that distinguish between privacy in
public and private places. [13] For example, IoT bring
monitoring technologies (e.g., surveillance cameras, location
tracking) that are usually found in public places to private
places such as home and personal cars. [13] These and other
privacy challenges justifies the Roadmap concerned about
privacy of the IoT users when it stated that “connected
devices can communicate with consumers, transmit data back
to companies, and compile data for third parties such as
researchers, healthcare providers, or even other consumers.”
[3, p. 23]

2-The Notice and Choice Principle
This particular principle could be considered as the most
important principle in the virtual world. In fact, it “has been
the dominant approach to regulate the Internet.” The
importance and relevance of the notice and choice principle is
that it obliges the data user to give ‘written notice’ to the data
subject informing him about the processing of his personal
data, the purposes of such processing, rights and obligation of
the data subjects and how to contact the data user for executing
these rights, the means available for limiting data processing,
the third parties to whom the personal data is disclosed or
might be disclosed and such like [PDPA 2010, s 7 (1)].
Moreover, this principle asserts that the written notice shall be
given as soon as practicable when the data subject is firstly
asked to provide the personal data and when the data is firstly
collected by the data user. In other scenarios, the written notice
shall be given to the data subject before the personal data is
used for new purposes or disclosed to a third party [PDPA
2010, s.7 (2)].

Regarding privacy challenges, the MCMC Report
asserted that solving issues related to privacy and security is
an important for flourishing IoT. It is also emphasized
protecting privacy and certainty of legal rules relating to data
collection and flow as this could promote the end users’ trust
and confidence in IoT. To overcome IoT challenges to
privacy, the MCMC Report recommended developing some
strategies to promote transparency, enhance security and
observe privacy, among other things. Additionally, the
MCMC white paper acknowledged that data protection could
be an issue in IoT and thus it recommended working with the
department of personal data protection. [11] More
importantly, the MCMC Report viewed that “the existing
privacy guidelines imposed on operators can also be applied
to IoT applications and services.” [10, p. 19] The idea of
applying existing privacy guidelines to IoT services and
applications is an important innovative idea that could help
fill the gap of IoT regulatory aspects. Even though the words
of the MCMC statement seems to mean service providers, the
idea can arguably be furthered to include applying provisions
of PDPA 2010 and its sub-regulations to IoT.

3- The Disclosure Principle
This principle prohibits disclosing personal data for new
purposes or a new third party or parties without the consent of
the data subject or other legal grounds mentioned in section
39 of the PDPA [PDPA 2010, s 8 (a&b)].
4- The Security Principle
This principle provides that the data user shall implement
practical steps to protect personal data under his hands. The
details of it will be discussed later on.

It can be said that the emphasis of the Roadmap and the
MCMC documents on the necessity of taking privacy and
security into account when dealing with IoT are clear evident
that the ignorance of the security and privacy could affect IoT
implementation. This leads us to discuss the current legal
provisions or legislation applicable to data protection in the
country. This will be done in the next section.

5- The Retention Principle
This principle prohibits keeping personal data after the
purposes of its collection are fulfilled and obliges the data user
to take reasonable steps to ensure destruction and deletion of
personal data after the purposes of its collection are fulfilled
[PDPA 2010, s.10 (1&2)].
6- The Data Integrity Principe

IV. CURRENT LEGAL RESPONSE
The most relevant legislation to be looked at for ensuring
security and privacy of IoT is arguably be the PDPA 2010 as
this Act is most important legislation dealing with data
protection in the country. The PDPA establishes seven
principles (s. 5-12 of the Act) to be implemented in processing
personal data in commercial transactions. The Act makes
contravention of these principles as an offence punishable by
a fine, or imprisonment or both (s. 5 (2) of the Act). The
following is a brief discussion of these principles.

Data integrity mentions that the data user shall take
reasonable steps to ensure the accuracy, completion, etc., of
the personal data in his hand [PDPA 2010, s.11].
7- The Access Principle
This principle revolves around the necessity of giving the
data subject the right to access, correct, up-date, etc., his
personal data kept by the data user where such activities are
acceptable under the PDPA [PDPA 2010, s.12]. See the table
below for details of the seven Principles of PDPA 2010.

1- The General Principle
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TABLE V.

THE 7 PRINCIPLES OF PDPA 2010

Principle
General
Principle

Notice and
Choice
Principle
Disclosure
Principle
Security
Principle
Retention
Principle
Data Integrity
Principe
Access
Principle

attention paid in the Roadmap to the issue of privacy and
security and the reason behind that. The discussion also
includes the existing legal framework available to the country
to deal with concerning issues such as privacy and security of
data in the digital age and the efficiency of such framework in
the era of IoT. It finds that the Personal Data Protection Act is
one of the primary legislations that help to achieve data
security and privacy in Malaysian IoT environment despite the
limited scope only to personal data. It calls for more research
on how other legislation can help to achieve the objectives of
IoT in Malaysia in near future.

Rules
Personal data includes sensitive and non-sensitive data.
Data shall not be processed without the consent of the
data subject or other legal grounds. It shall also be
adequate and not excessive in relation to its processing
purpose.
The data user shall give ‘written notice’ to the data
subject informing him about the processing of his
personal data, the purposes of processing, rights and
obligation of the data subjects and how to contact the
data user for executing these rights…
Personal data shall not be disclosed for new purposes
or a new third party/parties without the consent of the
data subject or other legal grounds.
The data user shall implement practical steps to protect
personal data under his hands.
Data user shall take reasonable steps to destroy data
after its collection purposes is fulfilled.
Data user shall take reasonable steps to ensure the
accuracy, completion, etc., of the personal data in his
hand.
The data subject has the right to access, correct, update, etc., his personal data kept by the data user in
accordance with rules of PDPA.
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(P2P) overlays, and Network Address Translation (NAT), all
violate, in different approach, diverse characteristics of the
initial Internet architecture, noting that these were not the
original design’s part [2]–[5]. Information-Centric Networking
(ICN) projects on the other hand have demonstrated that the
yearning will before long be an accomplishment in accordance
with the enormous help it has been accepting through European
Union FP7 ventures, ICN Research Group (ICNRG) at Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) and the Internet Research Task
Force (IRTF) [6]. This new network architecture addresses
many of today's Internet problems (content distribution
efficiency, security, congestion, etc.), in order to avail users
with a better communication network [7]–[11]. Be that as it
may, when a network is stacking more information than what it
can deal with, network congestion diminishes service quality
[12]–[14]. For example, the ICN paradigm which was recently
proposed has the aim of diverting from the existing Internet
architecture whose major abstract is characterized by locationbased on repository addresses and transmission to the
architecture, whereby the location-agnostic content identifiers
is the major abstract. The implementation of this paradigm has
been proposed by a number of certain architectures. However,
the most prominent one is known as Named Data Networking
(NDN) (also addressed as CCN [15]). NDN means that every
network router envisages the ubiquitous deployment of content
caches [3, 16, 17]. Therefore, this study reviews and evaluates
previous works on NDN architecture during the operation of
cache replacement strategies.

Abstract— In today’s context, multimedia has evolved into a
feature that is indispensable on the Internet with respect to the
advanced developments faced in digital media and networking
technologies. Named Data Network (NDN) is one of InformationCentric Networking (ICN) architectures which is gaining
increasing attention, as an important direction of the future
network architecture research. This architecture is centered on
content and it is worth noting that content caching plays a key
role in NDN. This study focuses on highlighting certain gaps by
comparing common caching strategies in the different predicted
scenario of the future. In addition, a ndnSIM analysis on the
performance metrics of caching replacement techniques (FIFO,
LRU, LFU, ARC, and CCP) in NDN in terms of a cache hit ratio,
server load, and throughput, results in rational outcomes that
seem to serve. Based on the results, the CCP procedure gives the
preferable end result for popularity among the presented
techniques. This study would positively benefit both purveyors
and users of Internet videos as it shows the presentation of
various techniques with varying sizes of the content store.
Keywords— Information-Centric Networking, Name Data
Network, Future Network, Cache Replacement Strategies

I.
INTRODUCTION
Content dissemination is at present the common Internet
utilize case, representing the lion's share of worldwide Internet
activity and growing exponentially. There has been a dramatic
increase in the amount of Internet traffic resultant from content
distribution in the past decade. For instance, in 2017, the traffic
accounted from the video alone was 75% of the global Internet
traffic, and studies have forecasted that there will be a
continuous increase reaching to 82% of global Internet traffic
by 2021 [1], [2]. This constant and rapid growth in the amount
of Internet traffic regarding content distribution and related
phenomena have been a severe challenge to the global Internet
scalability. The reason for this adverse effect is partially
attributed to the truth of the Internet being unsuitable for
content distribution which happens to be the present major use
case. This challenge evolved from the fact that the original
design of the Internet envisaged its major use case as host-tohost communications. Therefore, there is a general assent that
the most efficient approach to solving the problems of content
distribution is by adopting globally distributed in-network
caches. This is because, a diversity of add-on patches, such as
Content Delivery Networks (CDNs), Mobile IP, Peer-to-Peer
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The paper is then divided in the following manner: segment
II provides a description of the Named Data Networking,
section III presents the characteristics of the Operation of NDN
Architecture, section IV describes cache replacement
strategies, section V discusses the cache replacement strategies
and problems in NDN, section VI simulation and evaluation,
and section VII is the conclusion.
II.

NAMED DATA NETWORKING (NDN)

NDN is characterized for offering certain enhanced features,
such as, the use of data packets with content names [2], [6],
[18]–[20], rather than using source and endpoint addresses.
Using the communication of content name evict the necessity
of application precise middleware. This is because of unique
content names for communication permits routers in the
tracking of packets’ states, which supports a large number of
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sure that the re-routing strategy can recover the package’s
longest prefix of interests. These procedures guide the NDN’s
Content Store and justify it as a temporary cache for the data
packets that will have to be received by the router. As such, the
packaged NDN data’s autonomous component becomes more
meaningful. It is important at any point where it has been put
away incidentally in order to meet future interests [13, 16, 23].

functions, which is an advantage over IP routers. Still
differing from IP, in NDN, all data packets are verified by the
consumer and signed by its producer. The data packets are
contained in itself and independent of their source of retrieval
and forwarding point. These features give room for in-network
content caching for achieving requests to be made and

IV.

A. Least Recently Used
One of the cache replacement stratagems that is easy to use
and simple to understand is the strategy coined as Least
Recently Used (LRU). This strategy is instigated using the
concept of timestamp, and the process involves a removal of
the least recently used object, that is, the object that has not
been made use of in a long time. The removal initiated when
the maximum size of the cache is exceeded, involves a new
object being introduced in replacement of least recently used
evicted [27]–[33].

Fig. 1. Building blocks of the NDN architecture [18]

innately allow mobility of user. NDN routers, in addition,
support multi-path forwarding, which implies forwarding of a
user request at the same time, to multiple interfaces. Although,
NDN and Internet are similar in terms of their layered
hourglass architecture, there are certain functional diversities
between correspondent layers [6,15,18], as displayed in Fig. 1.

B. Least Frequently Used
Another cache replacement strategy introduced in this
article is the Least Frequently Used (LFU), which is a cache
auxiliary strategy following the concept of removing requests.
Although, in this case, the least frequently used request is
removed, to be replaced by a new request in the free space
available in the cache. This strategy also possesses that
advantage of simplicity and ease of use, similar to LRU. The
concept follows maintaining a counter for counting the
frequency of the request, while replacing less frequent request
with new incoming ones [28, 29, 33].

III. OPERATION OF NDN ARCHITECTURE
This section is linked to the diagram shown in Fig. 2. This
diagram demonstrates how each NDN router maintains three
data structure form. Here, the interest and data packets can be
forwarded using Forwarding Information Base (FIB), Content
Store (CS), and Pending Interest Table (PIT). Given these three
processes, one can observe that the re-routing strategy guides
the operation. Then, this re-routing strategy determines where
and when to divert each of the NDN architecture’s trays. For
this type of situation, all the PIT Interests’ stores are
considered as routers. However, they were not able to fulfil the
stage [13], [22]–[24]. For the majority of cases, the interesting
package prompts the substance’s preparatory examination

C. Adaptive Replacement Cache
The fundamental thought behind the Adaptive
Replacement Cache (ARC) is to keep up two LRU
arrangements of pages. One rundown, say L1, consists of
pages that have been viewed just once "as of late", while the
other rundown, say L2, consists of pages that have been seen
at any rate twice "recently". The things that have been seen
twice inside a brief timeframe have a low between entry rate,
and, henceforth, are considered as "high-recurrence". ARC
keeps up a reserve registry that recalls twice the same number
of pages as in the store cache [34]–[36].
D. Cache Content Popularity
This cache replacement strategy known as Cache Content
Popularity (CCP) is based on content popularity. To assess the
quality of the cache replacement strategy, content routing is
implemented by considering the remaining size of the
available space in the existing cache. The process follows that
after a data packet yet to be stored is received by a content
router, the estimation of the transformation between the
inception size of the cache and the statistical dissemination of
the cached content needs to be measured to obtain the
remaining space of cache size. On the basis of CCP, there will
be a replacement of the content having the minimum
popularity and its record in the Content Popularity Table
(CPT) will be deleted simultaneously. The newly arrived
content would then be cached in the Content Store (CS), at the
same time setting up its own record in the CPT [37].

Fig. 2. Forward processing in NDN node [13]

through an NDN router, which in turn results in a preliminary
content store examination to match the data. This is performed
to restore the interest packets on their sources and the data
packets on the router interface. However, if this process is not
done, the router is used to lookup the name of the PIT. As
such, if there are matching entries, the interest’s incoming
interface with the introduction of the PIT is simply recorded by
the router [21, 22]. Nevertheless, if the input do not match PIT,
then the router will readdress attention for the data product,
which in turn is based on the FIB information, along with the
strategy of adaptive forwarding router [16], [26]. This makes
2773-5966 ©2021 NETAPPS
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In an instance where a content request is initaited from an
intermediate node which serves as a transitional hub, and there
is a cached copy of the router, then in such a case, the request
is fulfilled locally. This prompts the issues with respect to
design, of caching strategies regarded as effective [11], [41]–
[43] The cached data can optionally have a long-FreshnessPeriod (long-life) period before the cached data are replaced
because the expiration of Freshness-Period only means that
the initaitor may have initaied or created newer data [43]–[45].
This purpose is indispensable to the dissemination of
information that is accessed by a large number of users, e.g.,
disaster-related information [43], [44], [46]–[48]. Most
popular data packet get the most demands in terms of requests,
while an enormous part of data packets, which are put away in
the cache, are never requested in the futire and that
consequentlsy makes the cache occupied [46, 47]. Data
packets can hold an occupied cache in Content Store (CS)
forever before some new, more common content with
significantly higher hits happens. This can enable the cache to
be filled by data that has been common previously but seldom
used recently. So the new arrival content cannot be saved [16,
48].

E. First-In-First-Out
Another cache additional stratagem is the First-In-First-Out
strategy, with the acronym FIFO. The strategy operates by
setting and maintaining a finite-size queue of tags T.
Therefore, it is possible to model a solid k-way FIFO cache set
S, as k-tuple cache tags, being arranged from left to right in
descending order (that is, starting from last-in to first-in). Note
that there will be no change in the cache set when a cache hit
occurs, although a new tag is inserted at position 0 when a
cache miss occurs [38].
F. Popularity Prediction Caching
The Popularity Prediction Caching (PPC) is lumped-level
in-network caching replacement stratagem that makes
predictions of how popular video chunks will be in the future.
A recorded value of the popularity of content in PPC is noted
and then arranged in order based on how many historical
requests are made. Nonetheless, this approach of adopting
statistical concepts with respect to popularity of chunk-level
has its shortcomings, particularly in video applications [39].
V.

CACHE REPLACEMENT STRATEGIES AND PROBLEMS IN NDN

TABLE I: REPLACEMENT STRATEGY CATEGORIES

The cache replacement strategies have an important role in
NDN. This is because in general, replacement strategies are a
significant piece of accomplishing the profoundly modern
cache mechanism. This replacement strategy plays the role of
removing the data parcel from the cache and makes room for
new data packets entering the cache. Be that as it may, a cache
cannot store the whole data packet that will be requested, based
on the account of its restricted size. Accordingly, space for the
new data packet is given by the cache replacement strategies
[24, 36]. This applies to a cache brimming with the data
packets. Consequently, the new data packet will at that point be
embedded into the cache.
There are a few important factors (characteristics) of a data
packet that can influence the replacement process [19], [29]:
x
x
x
x
x

Recency: times of the last reference to the data packet.
Frequency: the number of request to a data packet.
Size: the size of the data packet.
The cost to fetch the data packet: cost of fetching a
data packet from its publisher.
Access latency of data packet.

Brief Description

Available
Replaceme
nt

Disadvantage

Recency
Based
Strategie
s

It uses recency factor to
remove data packet

LRU [26,
27,
28,29,30,3
1,32]

Download latency
of data packet

Frequenc
y Based
Strategie
s

It uses object popularity
(or frequency count) to
remove data packet

LFU [26,
29, 30]

Make occupied
cache and
download latency
of Data packet

Frequenc
y/
recency
based

It combines both spatial
and temporal locality
together maintaining
their characteristics.

ARC [34]–
[36]

Download latency
of Data packet

Popularit
y Based
Strategy

It uses a popularitybased hit rate factor to
remove the data packet.

CCP [37]

Depend on
previous

VI.

popularity

SIMULATION AND EVALUATION

An in-depth evaluation study is presented, with the aim of
quantifying how effective the other strategies by using the
simulation scenario as shown in Table II.
For an illustration, consider a situation where the
percentage is 30%, this denotes that if there are 103 unique
content objects, then every node has the ability to cache 300
content objects. Note that in the real network, there is a
limited number of cached contents in every node. Therefore,
the concept adopted is to observe the efficiency of the cache
by altering the size of the cache. Fig. 3 shows a portion of the
network topology.

There can be an incorporation of all these factors into the
replacement decision. Therefore, depending on these factors,
the replacement strategies can be classified into four
categories which are Recency-based strategies, Frequencybased strategies, Recency/Frequency-based strategies, and
popularity-based strategies for NDN.
Table I presents the replacement strategy categories
respectively. There are several strategies based on these
factors above, and the recent replacement strategy in NDN is
explained.
Note that decision timing of the cache can be founded on
replacement of content and content arrival at the router. In
order to initiate an improvement of the current network
performance, there should be no deletion or erasing of content
except in cases where the said content reaches expiration. It is
however worth nothing that, when referring to caching, one can
make it move one-level upstream inside the cache hierarchy.
2773-5966 ©2021 NETAPPS

Category

TABLE II: SIMULATION SCENARIO
Parameter
Content Routers

36 nodes

Cache Size

1-10 GB

Catalog Size
skewness equals
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Description

1000 elements
Zero

the small difference is a sign in a cache hit ratio.
Fig. 5 illustrate the performance of the various cache
strategy in respect to the average network throughput with
varying cache sizes. Likewise, the average throughput of CCP
is significantly reduced compared to the situation without
having to cache the network. Thus, the CCP outperforms the
others (LRU, ARC, LFU, and FIFO). throughput performance

Fig. 3. The network topology
Simulator

ndnSIMv2.3 under NS-3 (see
http://www.nsnam.org/).

Simulation time

400 sec

No. of Simulation

10 runs

Average Bit Rate

100 Mbps

replacement strategy

FIFO, LRU, LFU, ARC, and CCP

performance metrics

cache hit ratio, server load, and
average network throughput

Fig. 6. Average server load

Fig. 4 and Table III shows the productivity of the diverse

is affected by the packet-switched network congestion like a
resource discussing problems which have commonly been
posing an important threat to be able to attain the requirements
of NDN networks and the Internet specifically.
The average server load performance of the cache strategies
with different percentages of cache capability is displayed in
Fig. 6. The findings show that CCP can achieve a lower load
on the server than with other cache strategies. For instance,
when the percentage is at 30%, the decrease in server load is
approximately 7.75% in comparison with LFU. Note that the
smaller the cache capability, the more obvious the ffectiveness.

Fig. 4. Cache hit ratio

VII. CONCLUSION

TABLE III: HIT RATE ON DIFFERENT CACHE SIZE
Cache Size (MB)
1000

5000

It is important to address how significant in-networking
caching is in NDN. This is because NDN is a recently
proposed network architecture for the future. Consequently,
this paper exhibits its viability in contrast with traditional
systems, for example, FIFO, LRU, LFU, ARC, and CCP. The
simulation results show that CCP can altogether decrease of the
server load, increase the higher cache hit proportion and add to
an expansion in the size of the network simultaneously.
Similarly, from the results obtained from the average
throughput, it is evident that CCP performs more favourably
than LRU, ARC, LFU, and FIFO. Consequently, future
examinations intend to put into consideration the introduction
of designs which will have the property of being a more
intelligent cache strategy and more in addition, being adopted
to more complex network scenarios with real service
applications.

Cache Hit

10000

X
X
X

FIFO

LRU

LFU

ARC

CCP

0.06

0.08

0.09

0.11

0.12

0.14

0.18

0.21

0.26

0.31

0.38

0.42

0.53

0.47

0.64

cache strategies for given scenario with varying sizes of the
cache with respect to the determined cache hit proportion. The
CCP over the LRU and LFU for all various cache size
obviously shows essentially the best outcomes. Bearing in
mind that cache hit proportion is generally adopted to give a
decent understanding of the caching performance of the
network when the data packets are distributed in a consistent
way dependent on the dimensionality of the caches. Therefore,
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The limitations of IoT devices mainly of storage and
computation power, have established a lightweight
authentication research area, and it has been in existence for
years now. In 2010, Cheikhrouhou et al. [5] designed an
authentication scheme for wireless sensor networks (WSN)
with a lightweight feature. The scheme allows a mobile user
authentication before gaining access to the WSN. Then, He
and Chan [6] implemented an authentication scheme with
anonymity that is claimed to be secure and lightweight. It
made use of low-cost functions such as one-way hash
functions and exclusive-OR (XOR) operations, which made it
suitable for mobile devices that have limited power to operate
[7]. These are some examples of works on lightweight
authentication schemes available in the literature. A quick
search on Google scholar using the keywords “lightweight
authentication schemes” returned 74,600 documents while the
keyword with parentheses returned 1080 documents (as of
October 2020). It demonstrates that the topic is growing with
many studies are contributed and added to the literature and
academic databases. The plethora of studies regarding this
topic caused overloaded information in the literature which
may cause a delay in searching and synthesizing relevant and
necessary information about the topic. It is true, especially for
new researchers and developers in the area of the
authentication scheme in the IoT environment. Thus, there is a
need to simplify the searching process by providing a review
that covers the fundamental aspects of the topic.

Abstract— Authentication in the Internet of Things (IoT) is vital
to give legal or legitimate access to an authorized user or device
to access a resource within the environment. However,
strengthening and securing authentication schemes in an IoT
environment is challenging work due to the limitations in the
devices such as storage and computation. Further, applying the
conventional authentication schemes on the IoT environment
may not be able to materialize and cause inefficiency to the
authentication process as well as the resources. Consequently,
developers designed many lightweight authentication schemes to
address the limitations. The plethora of studies regarding this
topic caused overloaded information in the literature. Hence,
there is a need for a work that gathers and synthesizes the
information to facilitate other researchers and developers in
getting fundamental aspects of it as well as comprehensive
information on the state-of-the-art of the topic. Hence, this study
aims at gathering and reviewing existing lightweight
authentication techniques and mechanisms for the IoT
environment and identifying an effective method, approach for
lightweight authentication through a systematic review.
Primarily, this study aims at reviewing the techniques and
mechanisms used to achieve a lightweight authentication scheme
for IoT environments, as well as the methods to evaluate the
lightweight feature of the schemes. The review presented in this
study could assist researchers and developers in understanding
the topic from its fundamental aspects and current
developments.
Index Terms – authentication schemes, authentication,
lightweight cryptography, encryption algorithms

I.

INTRODUCTION

In this article, a study of the lightweight authentication
scheme was done to understand the development in the area,
especially the techniques that have been used to achieve the
lightweight feature in the scheme. The study also intends to
explore the approach and method to measure the efficiency of
lightweight techniques. This study adopted a systematic
review as the primary methodology for obtaining the results.
A detailed review of the existing lightweight authentication
schemes was further conducted and reported in this article. The
remaining of this article is organized as follows. Section II
explains the methodology and planning. In Section III, the
result and comparison of the lightweight authentication,
whereas discussion of the findings are presented in Section IV,
while Section V provides the conclusions of the article.

An authentication scheme is a method for authenticating
and verifying the identity of individual users, devices, or
requests made to access a resource. There are different types
of authentication available for different demands, factors, or
purposes. There are three-factor groups that affect or are utilize
for authentication purposes [1]. The first is the Knowledge
factor, which is something the user knows, like a password.
Second, the Ownership factor is something the user has; like
smartcards and smartphones. Third, the biometric factor is
what the user is; like behavior pattern, facial, and fingerprint.
Based on the three-factor groups, there are two categories of
schemes named single- and multi-factor authentication
schemes [1], [2]. Many authentication techniques and methods
like text passwords or graphical passwords, smart cards,
biometrics, social network credentials, and location-based
have been used in the IoT environment [3]. SFA uses a single
authentication method or techniques to authorize users or
devices within the environment; while multi-factor
authentication is the combination of any single-factor
authentication techniques [4].
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II. THE METHODOLOGY
This study conducted a systematic review to survey the
existing works and developments in lightweight authentication
schemes in the IoT environment. Kitchenham [8] designed a
systematic review process intending to summarise the existing
evidence on a specific topic or to identify gaps in the existing
studies, as well as providing a background to position a new
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research activity. Initially, the methodology is intended for the
software engineering field; however, it has been widely
adopted and applied in many review studies of various fields
[9], [10]. Error! Reference source not found. shows the
process applied in this review.

III. ANALYSIS
This section presents the outcomes of the review, which
have been organized based on the three RQs specified in the
previous section.
A. Lightweight authentication techniques and mechanisms
Lightweight authentications emerge to bridge the
limitations found in the IoT devices. Researchers have adopted
many approaches to achieve a lightweight authentication
scheme. For example, researchers adopted Elliptic-curve
cryptography (ECC) as a key exchange mechanism between
authenticating devices to achieve lightweight [11]. Yao, Chen,
and Tian [12] achieved a lightweight authentication scheme by
using a no-pairing attribute-based encryption (ABE) scheme
based on ECC. The scheme is based on the Elliptic-curve
Diffie–Hellman (ECDH) assumption instead of the bilinear
Diffie-Hellman assumption. A key generation method using
ECC encryption was applied to develop a group authentication
protocol based on a non-pairing certificates authentication
protocol (COP) [13]. Provision of low computation cost,
storage cost, and protection of attack was achieved by using
ECC and Lamport OTP (LOTP) algorithm, as this algorithm
uses a smaller key size and lesser infrastructure [14].

Fig. 1. The generic process of the systematic review [9], [10].

The first step is to carry the planning of the review, which
identifies the needs for the review and development of the
review protocol. Then, the next step is conducting the review.
This step involved identifying the relevant research or studies,
pick the primary studies, perform a quality assessment of the
selected studies, extract the data from the study, and synthesize
the data. The final step involved reporting the findings of the
review. In conducting the study, the following research
questions (RQ) were developed to establish the investigation:

A group-based authentication technique and encrypted
with ECC was implemented to achieve lightweight
authentication. This method allows the sensor nodes in WSN
to establish one authentication key to the group-based node,
which frequently authenticates the base station. Thus, it
reduces the number of iterations which consequently
improving the energy consumption with an appropriate
security level for the exchange of the authentication key [15].
Almulhim and Zaman [15] implemented a three-factor
authentication scheme (i.e., password, smart card, and
biometric) on a multi-server environment using ECC. This
research made use of Burrows–Abadi–Needham (BAN) logic
in proving the accuracy of the mutual authentication and
session key agreement security [16]–[18]. Naoui et al. [19]
adopted ECC to lighten the computation cost and password
security at the sensor node, which secures the communication
between the node and gateway name home energy manager.
The scheme was evaluated using the Scyther tool, which
showed the effectiveness of the solution for IoT devices.

RQ1-What are the techniques and mechanisms used to achieve
a lightweight authentication scheme for an IoT environment?
RQ2-How to measure the efficiency of the lightweight
authentication scheme for IoT environment?
RQ3-What are methods to evaluate lightweight authentication
schemes for IoT?
Many scholarly databases were engaged in the study, such
as Scopus, Science Direct, IEEE Explore, Springer, and
Google Scholar. Error! Reference source not found. defines
the strategy and technique used to perform searches from the
databases. The search involved many terms such as
lightweight (L), authentication (A), internet of things (IoT),
environment (E), a user (U), framework (F), multi-factor
(MF), device (D), and the combination (C) of the terms. A
reference manager was used to manage the downloaded
reports and articles from the databases.
TABLE I.

Rao and Prema [20] implemented a research technique that
modified ECC to an ECC-based digital signature algorithm
(ECDSA). The approach focuses on providing authentication
of devices to servers. The study considered signature
generation time, verification, and hashing time methods. The
evaluation of the proposed scheme on Raspberry-Pi 3
demonstrated that it outperformed the traditional BLAKE2b.
Adhikari and Ray [21] proposed an SFA based on ECC, and
the analysis of this approach shows resistance to various
relevant cryptographic attacks. In providing mutual
authentication, Griffin [22] and Sharma and Kalra [23] used
the Diffie-Hellman key exchange (DHKE) algorithm. BAN
logic and random oracle model were used in the security
analysis of the proposed scheme. The result confirms that the
scheme is resilient to security attacks. Further analysis was
done using an automated tool named the automated validation
of internet security protocol and applications (AVISPA),
which confirms its robustness against multiple security
attacks.

SEARCH STRATEGY FOR THE REVIEW

Terms

L:
lightweight
A:
authentication
U: user

Combinations

C1: L + A + IoT
C2: L + U + A + IoT + (F or E)
C3: L + U + MF + A + IoT + (D or F)
C4: IoT + U + A + L + F

IoT: Internet
of things
E:
environment
F:
framework

D:
device
MF:
Multifactor

The study performed a partial review to obtain potential
and useful articles for the review. The articles were judge base
on their abstract and conclusion, and once an article is
considered suitable, a critical review follows by extracting its
methods and analyzing its results.
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security analysis showed that the scheme saves energy and
resistant to different types of attacks. Challa et al. [16] and
Tewari and Gupta [34] proposed the use of ECC to secure
three-factor authentication and key agreement protocol [35].
The scheme is proven to be secure through formal security
analysis under the real-or-random (ROR) model and BAN
logic. A simulation was carried using the AVISPA tool, which
shows the scheme is secure, and low communication and
computation cost. Gupta et al. [36] proposed a simple XOR
and one-way cryptographic hash function to provide security
and maintain equilibrium between its efficiency and
communication cost. The proposed protocol was evaluated
using BAN logic and informal security analysis with AVISPA
[37], [38]. Dammak et al. [39] proposed the token-based
lightweight user authentication for IoT devices to enhance the
robustness of authentication. The proposed approach made use
of XOR and hash function algorithm. A formal verification
was done using the AVISPA tool, which demonstrated the
robustness of the proposed scheme, including the token and
perfect forward secrecy. Yao et al. [40] designed a multicast
authentication mechanism using a one-way accumulator to
achieve lightweight authentication in small-size IoT
applications.

Qiu, Xu, and Ahmad [24] presented a two-factor
authentication scheme using a key agreement protocol with
ECC for a dynamic identity. Based on the dynamic approach
of this study, it is robust against various attacks with more
security protection. The analysis conducted shows that the
scheme is resistant against active and passive attacks, which
was proven using the Dolev-Yao model and BAN logic.
Further verification was done using AVISPA, and it proves its
security against attacks. Kou et al. [25] proposed a one-way
hashing function with XOR operation for a three-factor
authentication. The proposed authentication protocol used a
password, smart card, and fingerprint, which fulfills the
mutual authentication between users, gateway nodes, and
sensor nodes. The evaluation of the scheme demonstrated that
it is reliable in protecting the information against security
attacks. Mir et al. [26] and Dhillon and Kalra [27] presented
the use of XOR as a key-encryption algorithm to overcome the
issue of security, computation cost. This approach was proven
using oracle and BAN logic. The researchers went further to
perform formal security analysis using AVISPA, which
showed that the proposed scheme was secured [28].
Dhillon and Kalra [29] and Jiang et al. [30] proposed ECCbased multi-factor authentication schemes that are secure
against active and passive attacks, especially main-in-middle
attacks. The studies compared the security features and their
performance, which proves that the schemes are robust against
security attacks and at the same time achieves efficient session
key agreement [13], [29]. The use of an unclonable function
(PUF) and XOR operations provides efficient computation,
communication, and storage costs as well as security for a
WSN environment [31], [32].

In general, nine techniques can be used to achieve a lightweight
authentication scheme in the IoT environment. Those techniques are
ECC, ABE, LOTP, ECDSA, XOR, PUF, HMAC, DHKE, and COP.
We analyze the occurrence of those techniques in thirty-eight
studies. We found that ECC and XOR are the two techniques that are
frequently used in authentication schemes. Hash functions are also
frequently used in lightweight authentication schemes.

Studies and their lightweight techniques

Khemissa and Tandjaoui [33] and Mahmood and Ning [7]
proposed a single-factor authentication scheme based on
keyed-hash message authentication (HMAC) and nonces. The
proposed scheme achieved an authentication approach with
less energy consumption and good security performance. The
TABLE II.

Num.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Studies
Mahmood
and Ning
(2016) [7]
Kumari et al.
(2018) [11]
Yao, Chen,
and Tian
(2015) [12]
Shen et al.
(2018) [13]
Shivraji et al.
(2015) [14]
Almulhim
and Zaman
(2018) [15]
Challa et al.
(2018) [16]
Chandrakar
and Om
(2017) [17]
Lu et al.
(2015) [18]
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ECC

II presents a summary of the techniques and mechanisms
that the studies have used to achieve a lightweight
authentication scheme.

STUDIES AND THEIR LIGHTWEIGHT TECHNIQUES

ABE

LOTP

Techniques for lightweight
ECDSA XOR PUF HMAC
9

DHKE

COP

9
9

9

9
9

9
9

9
9

9

9
9
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

31.
32.
33.
34.

Rao and
Prema (2019)
[20]
Adhikari and
Ray (2019)
[21]
Griffin
(2015) [22]
Sharma and
Kalra (2019)
[23]
Qiu, Xu, and
Ahmad
(2019) [24]
Kou et al.
(2019) [25]
Mir et al.
(2015) [26]
Dhillon and
Kalra (2017)
[27]
Al Imran and
Mridha
(2017) [28]
Dhillon and
Kalra (2019)
[29]
Jiang et al.
(2017) [30]
Gope and
Sikdar (2019)
[31]
Tewari and
Gupta (2017)
[32]
Khemissa and
Tandaoui
(2016) [33]
Tewari and
Gupta (2017)
[34]
Mohammedi,
Omar, and
Bouabdahhah
(2018) [35]
Gupta et al.
(2019) [36]
Chatterjee et
al. (2018)
[37]
Xie, Tang,
and Chen
(2017) [38]
Danmak et al.
(2019) [39]
Roy,
Chatterjee,
and
Mahapatra
(2018) [41]
Dharminder
et al. (2020)
[42]
Zhu et al.
(2020) [43]
Wang, An,
and Chnag
(2020) [44]
Lara et al.
(2020) [45]
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9

9

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

9

9
9
9
9

9
9

9
9
9

9

9
9

64

9

9

9

9

35.

36.
37.
38.

Nikooghadam
and
Amintoosi
(2020) [46]
Fotouhi et al.
(2020) [47]
Muhsin and
Yassin (2020)
[48]
Wu et al.
(2020) [49]

9

9

9

9

9

9
9

Roy et al. [66], implemented a smart card-based threefactor authentication engaging hash and XOR function. The
authentication scheme provided user anonymity and light
storage in the server. To achieve low storage, the researchers
made use of XOR as it allows light storage in the server. An
informal verification done with ProVerif shows that the
scheme achieved low storage. Almulhim and Zaman [15]
defined low computation cost as a reduction of energy usage
between the nodes in the IoT environment. The research made
use of the ECC technique and integrated a group of nodes
between the sensor nodes and servers to reduce the
computation cost. This research outlines a result which shows
the number of sensor node during communication adds to the
level of computation cost, by integrating a group node between
the sensor nodes and server, the computation cost was reduced.
Error! Reference source not found. shows the summary and
comparison of the efficiency of lightweight authentication.
The table compared four studies in the aspect of
Communication cost, Low computation cost, and low storage.

B. Measuring the efficiency of lightweight authentication
The previous section has presented the techniques and
mechanisms to achieve a lightweight authentication scheme.
This study further analyses the approaches that have been used
in measuring the efficiency of lightweight schemes. The
efficiency approaches in measuring the efficiency include
security (S), low storage (LS), and low computation cost
(LCC) [7], [19], [20], [29], [50]–[52]. Security in a lightweight
authentication scheme signifies the trust in the authentication
scheme, and the question is always, how secure is the
authentication scheme to prevent intrusion of attack.
Achieving adequate security measures, low storage, and low
computation cost are dependent on the lightweight
authentication techniques adopted [53], [54]. Due to resource
constraints, the main focus of IoT devices is the
implementation of techniques that utilizes LS, LCC, and
handles security [55].
Rao and Prema [20] verified the security efficiency of
lightweight authentication by implementing a modified
BLAKE2b hashing algorithm with an ECDSA scheme. This
technique demonstrated improvement in signature generation
time by 0.7% to 1.91% and the verification time by 7.67% to
9.13%. It was also robust against the man-in-the-middle attack
and distributed denial of services. Shivraj et al. [14] designed
a one-time-password (OTP)-based security scheme for
authenticating various IoT devices. It used a lightweight
identity-based ECC scheme and Lamport’s OTP algorithm for
implementing a two-factor authentication scheme. The
evaluation revealed that the proposed scheme outperformed
the existing OTP algorithms.

Gope and Sikdar [31], implemented a lightweight
authentication scheme using XOR and PUF techniques. The
use of mutual authentication between devices was carried out,
and this authentication was verified using BAN logic and
AVISPA. Turkanović et al. [67] implemented a scheme to
authenticate users, sensors, and gateways mutually. The study
made use of the XOR encryption technique to achieve a secure
and lightweight authentication system. Das et al. [68] made use
of ROR and XOR for mutual authentication between wearable
devices and a mobile terminal. Chang and Le [69], integrated
XOR, and ECC encryption technique to achieve lightweight
authentication. The performance of the authentication scheme
was verified using AVISPA. The study applied smart card and
node capture as its authentication factor. Error! Reference
source not found. summarises the analysis.

In general, an authentication scheme comprises four phases
[11], [56]–[58] namely:
i. The initialization- It is the process it takes for each node,
gateway, and server to establish communication. The
exchange of keys in this process determines the level of
security, communication cost, and computation cost the
authentication scheme achieves [59].

TABLE III.

COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF LIGHTWEIGHT
AUTHENTICATION

ii. Registration- The authentication scheme uses an
encryption algorithm to create a secure channel for the
registration of user authentication details [58], [60], [61].
iii. Login- The use of the authentication mechanism such as
password, username, smartcard, and biometric (just to
name a few) to access an IoT system or environment [62].
iv. Authentication and key agreement- This stage initiates the
key encryption agreement to achieve a high-security level
for a lightweight authentication with low computation, and
communication costs, as well as utilizes low storage space
[63]–[65].
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9

Studies

Technique

Gope and
Sikdar
(2019) [31]
Das et al.
(2018) [68]
Turkanovic,
Brumen,
and Holbl
(2014) [67]
Chang and
Le (2016)
[69]

XOR and
PUF
ROR and
XOR
XOR

XOR and
Hash
function

CC
(bytes)
32

LCC
(ms)
6.34

LS
(bits)
Nil

35

8.22

256

35

8.22

256

51

40.53

378

The studies in Table II were further analyzed for
information on their efficiency measures. The studies that have
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and applications [26], [27], [36], [70], [71]. On the other hand,
ROR is a function that replaces cryptographic hash functions
used in authentication schemes. It uses random assumptions in
the hash function of the scheme to prove that a system or
protocol is secure [72]–[74]. Error! Reference source not
found. summarised the number of studies from Table II that
utilized the three evaluation methods. Some studies used more
than one method to evaluate the schemes.

the efficiency measures were synthesized to see the pattern of
occurrences for the measures. Some of the studies combined
multiple measures, while some other studies only included a
single measure for the efficiency of the authentication
schemes. Security is the primary measure that most
authentication schemes have. The low computation cost
further follows it. The limited number of studies focused on
measuring the authentication scheme from the aspect of low
storage. Some studies have no information about the efficiency
measures; hence they were not counted and included in the
analysis. Error! Reference source not found. presents
elements adopted to achieve an efficient authentication scheme
and Error! Reference source not found. presents the
frequency of the efficiency measures for the lightweight
authentication schemes based on the techniques and number of
the techniques that have been implemented in the selected
studies.
TABLE IV.

BAN logic
19

S
6
1
2
15
1
2
1
1
1
30

LS
3

10

40

15

35

20

10
5

4
15

6

15

3
5

2
1
2

0

0
HMAC

XOR
S

ECC
LS
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Fig. 2. Lightweight authentication efficiency

C. Evaluation methods for lightweight authentication
In analyzing the results of RQ3, this review found that
three primary methods have been applied to evaluate
lightweight authentication schemes. Those methods are BAN
logic, AVISPA, and ROR. BAN logic is used to a set of rules
to define and analyze the exchange of information in an
authentication scheme. It helps to determine whether the
information exchanged during the authentication process is
secured and trustworthy [26]. The method has also been used
to prove the completeness and trustworthiness of many
lightweight authentication protocols [16], [18], [36], [37].
AVISPA is an automated tool for verifying authentication
schemes and the security analysis of internet-based protocols
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ROR
1

This study managed to review the techniques and
mechanisms to achieve lightweight authentication schemes for
the IoT environment. However, the study does not explicitly
classify the cryptographic approach that the scheme used and
the purpose of the techniques such as symmetric encryption,
asymmetric encryption as well as the purpose of using the
cryptographic techniques. Therefore, there is an opportunity to
critically study the purpose of the cryptographic technique in
the authentication scheme such as securing the user credential,
protecting the privacy of the users, and the device checking the
authenticity of the message.

30
25

Evaluation Methods
AVISPA
23

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

LCC
6
1
2
6
1
2
1
1
1
21

1
5
1

AUTHENTICATION SCHEMES EVALUATION METHODS

The review presented in this study attempts to reveal the
techniques and mechanisms in authentication schemes for
achieving a lightweight feature within an IoT environment.
The review listed nine techniques including elliptic-curve
cryptography, attribute-based encryption, Lamport one-timepassword, elliptic-curve cryptography-based digital signature
algorithm, exclusive-OR, unclonable function, hash message
authentication, Diffie-Hellman key exchange, and certificates
authentication protocol. Further, the study also found the three
standard measures for evaluating the efficiency of lightweight
authentication schemes namely security, low storage, and low
computation costs. Further, the study also revealed that
AVISPA had been used as the primary tool for verifying the
protocol of the respective authentication schemes. BAN logic
was also used as a technique to evaluate authentication
schemes in the IoT environment.

LIGHTWEIGHT AUTHENTICATION EFFICIENCY

Techniques
XOR
LOTP
HMAC
ECC
ABE
DHKE
ECDSA
PUF
COP
TOTAL

Number of times each technqies are used

TABLE V.
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High-Speed Packet Access (HSPA) and Long-Term
Evolution (LTE) networks. This is a robust indication that
supports the forecast of the increase in the use of mobile
broadband and 5G connections have appeared on the scene
started 2019 and will grow over 100-fold from about 13
million in 2019 to 1.4 billion by 2023 [2].
According to Metis [5], 5G network goals are 1000 times data
volume, 10-100 times data rate, 10-100 times number of
devices, 10 times longer power consumption, and 5 times
reduction in end-to-end latency.

Abstract— Ultra-Dense Network (UDN) is the extreme
densification of heterogeneous Radio Access Technology (RAT)
that is deployed closely in a coordinated or uncoordinated
manner. The densification of RAT forms an overlapping zone of
signal coverage leading to frequent handovers among the RAT
and degrading the system performance. Effective and proper
consideration of RAT selection mechanisms is required to avoid
the unnecessary handover among the RAT. This study aimed to
evaluate the performance of selected multi-attribute decisionmaking mechanisms for RAT selection in investigating the need
to choose a new RAT and further determine the best amongst
the available ones. The evaluation of selection mechanisms
consisted of three mechanisms which were Simple Additive
Weighting (SAW), Technique for Order Preference by
Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS), and VIseKriterijumska
Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje (VIKOR Method).
Subsequently, an Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) technique
was used to calculate the weighting for each criterion. The
implications of the research are significant in providing reliable
RAT selection within Dense Network, thus supporting
heterogeneous RAT deployment in 5G networks.

The vision of the 5G network architecture considers multiplebase stations (BS) with different transmitted power levels and
multi-tier radio coverage such as femtocell and wireless
hotspot overlaps and the use of heterogeneous Radio Access
Technologies (RATs) such as 802.11n, 802.11ac and LTEenB [3]. This network description is a Multi-RAT dense
network (Dense Net). Fig. 1.1 displays the assumed overview
of a dense network for a smart airport.

Keywords- Long-Term Evolution, RAT, Analytic Hierarchy
Process, Multi-Attribute Decision Making, TOPSIS

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless data services consumed by mobile devices continue
to increase each day. Based on a report released by Cisco [2],
global mobile devices and connections have reached 20
billion in 2020. The phenomenon not only shows the growth
in the number of subscribers but also an expected increase in
mobile data traffic in future networks [2]. Besides, according
to researchers [3], the 5G (fifth generation) wireless network
needs to have the ability to fulfill the increasing needs of new
multimedia and broadband applications such as 3D TV,
HDTV, VoIP, mobile gaming, virtual and augmented reality
and machine-type communications.

Fig. 1: Smart airport dense network scenario
Maintaining an optimum user experience in a dense network
environment depends on coordinating a RAT selection and
management at network and device levels [6]. RAT selection
mechanisms should be more alert when users move around or
between coverage areas of the different RATs in a smart
airport.

The current technological devices have now become more
affordable due to the reduction in prices, hence increasing the
number of users. This growth has also prompted the analysis
of the 5G network. Of the estimated 29.3 billion mobile
devices and connections by 2023 [2], it is expected that
around 80 percent of the users will subscribe to mobile
broadband service which will be provided mostly by the
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This leads to a process of switching between RATs, known
as vertical handover. As users move inside and outside of the
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Meanwhile, authors Silki et al [13] compared five MADM
algorithms which were SAW, Multiplicative Exponent
Weighting
(MEW),
TOPSIS,
Grey
Relational
Analysis (GRA) and AHP for handover latency in a
heterogeneous network. The results indicated that TOPSIS
gave the best target network compared to other algorithms.
The researchers [11] employed context aware with AHP to
choose among multiple alternatives with predefined
objectives considering both network and user context and
authors [14] proposed a VIKOR method for vertical handoff
decision in 3G wireless network. The performance evaluation
was carried out and results were compared with the results of
SAW and TOPSIS.

airport, handovers between RATs in the proximity of the
users have to be handled efficiently. The radio link handling
including the diversity between the different areas of the
airport and the infrastructures of the mobile radio has to be
handled efficiently and smoothly without users having to
experience interruptions based on the pre-selected criteria of
smart airport applications used by the users.
The main challenge in the future network at a smart airport is
on how to select the best Radio Access Technology (RAT)
among the multiple Radio Access Technologies (RATs)
available and to ensure that user connection should not
frequently change between one RAT to another RAT; which
in other words, there should be a lesser number of handovers.

Authors Martinez- Morales et al, [15] compared the MADM
algorithms for vertical handoff in 4G wireless network.
MADM involved for the performance comparison were
SAW, MEW, TOPSIS, VIKOR, ELimination Et Choix
Traduisant la REalité (ELimination and Choice Expressing
REality) (ELECTRE), GRA and Weighted Markov Chain
(WMC). Results showed that SAW, TOPSIS and VIKOR are
the best algorithms compared to others in network selection
and authors [16] proposed a hybrid fuzzy approach, which
assesses each alternative in terms of distance measure
calculated by a modified VIKOR method.

II. RELATED WORK
The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) algorithm is a
computational approach that divides the problem into subproblem and analyses the initiation and decision making to
choose the new RAT [7]. AHP considers multiple criteria
with the hierarchical approach to maintaining the importance
of each criterion at different levels and hence, enhancing the
overall decision making. The Simple Additive Weighting
(SAW) approach employs the linear additive function to
determine the preferences in decision making.

According to the related study, we decided to select AHP as
the main mechanism for weighting calculation together with
Simple Additive Weighting (SAW), Technique for Order
Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS),
VIseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje
(VIKOR) mechanisms for this research based on several
research that was conducted previously in the network
selection field; whereby the authors suggested to use these
MADM methods to extend the network researches.

Hence, a new approach based on the fuzzy VIseKriterijumska
Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje (VIKOR) method is
also used to obtain the rankings. This method focuses on
ranking and selecting from a set of alternatives and
determines compromise solutions for a problem with
conflicting criteria [8]. VIKOR is a helpful tool in MADM,
particularly in a situation where the decision-maker is not
able or does not know how to express a preference at the
beginning of system designing. VIKOR ranks alternatives
and determines the solution named compromise that is the
closest to the ideal.

A. RAT Selection Overview
RAT selection has been fostered since the integration of the
diverse wireless networks to achieve the “Always Best
Connected” paradigm with heterogeneity, along with the
integration of and interoperability among RATs. Context is a
concept in which a system reacts dynamically to trigger an
action based on gathered information. In the context of a
multi-RAT environment mapping, a user’s device used with
the available RATs is of the essence. Researchers Adnan et
al. [28] surveyed on the different approaches of decisionmaking algorithm based on RSS, bandwidth and a
combination of both (RSS and bandwidth) and concluded that
the current decision algorithms lack deliberation of various
network parameters pertaining to the 4G/5G specifications.
Thus, the challenge is to formulate various parameters based
on the context of a network and user preference for intelligent
decision making. RAT selection comprises three phases:
system discovery, decision making and execution [29].
System discovery is a process based on the measurement and
analysis of the criteria to decide on the need for a new Point
of Association (PoA). Information about each network is
stored in the information database of the core network of each
RAT and is updated periodically to determine RAT

The Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal
Solution (TOPSIS) measures the relative efficiency among
the available alternatives, accounts for limited inputs and
ranks based on the closeness towards the ideal solution.
Depending on the closeness, it calculates the positive and a
negative ideal solution towards the decision making. TOPSIS
carefully chooses to target the network, which is probably to
be the adjoining ideal solution and distant from the worstcase solution among the available alternatives.
Authors [9] proposed SAW and Weighted Product
Model (WPM) methods for their research in network
selection within a heterogeneous wireless network. The
performance of delay processing was evaluated and
compared. The results show that SAW performed well in
deciding the target network compared to Weighted Product
Method (WPM). Authors Mahardhika et al, [10] used
TOPSIS as the method for handover decision algorithm in
heterogeneous network. They used six criteria to evaluate the
performance of handovers.
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the application will also be connected to the nearest parking
system and be able to report traffic conditions based on users’
locations.

availability to User Equipment (UE) for better service
delivery and to trigger a switch from the current serving RAT.
Decision making in the RAT selection decision is also known
as a network selection or system selection as it decides on the
next target RAT. The mechanism employed to analyze the
criteria helps to decide on the best RAT choice. Thus,
decision making needs an intelligent mechanism to evaluate
and make decisions based on the requirements for attaining
the desired seamless communication. This was the main
focus of this research.

C. Media & Entertainment

Execution means the new target PoA is chosen based on the
previous two phases (system discovery and decision making).
Execution means to be attached to the new RAT while
releasing the old RAT.

This application will provide access to new media
entertainment such as YouTube, Netflix and Hulu, and users
will be able to create real-time videos. Besides, for future
networks, there will be more virtual reality devices and
wearable devices available in the market. Thus, more high
definition games online and map location-based games are
expected to be offered in a 5G network. Media and
Entertainment will also provide human to human
communications (e.g. video and voice calls).

B. RAT Selection Criteria

D. Social Media & Browsing

Many studies have acknowledged the various techniques for
RAT selection based on the availability of a network
resource. The conventional approach recognizes Received
Signal Strength (RSS) for system discovery and decision
making; however, this is inadequate for a heterogeneous
network serving multiple RATs. There are a few main criteria
related to the network, as described below; however, only
RSS, data rate, Delay, Packet Loss and security were
proposed as network parameters for this research.

In this application category, users will use this application to
retrieve and browse HTML components of a Web page and
social media applications (e.g. Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram) apart from e-mail.
E. Banking
Nowadays, banking applications have become a vital
application to be installed in users’ mobile phones as they
allow easy access for online payment and money transfer. In
the future, users’ mobile devices are expected to make
transactions using only the scanning functions of these
devices.
The applications can be divided according to the classes of
traffic as shown in Table 1. There are four traffic classes
according to the 3GPP release 7.0.

III. PROPOSED MODEL
The applications proposed to be used in a smart airport were
measured based on the network parameters and classes of
traffic. Below is the description of the smart airport
application model that was used in this research as shown in
Fig. 2.
A. Airport Personal Assistant
In a 5G network, the personal assistant application will assist
users starting from their home to the airport. This application
will provide a departure schedule based on users’ booking,
data analysis on the road between the users’ house and the
airport, and it will also provide live weather forecast. Once
the users have reached the airport, this application will assist
and guide users’ movements in the airport based on their
location. It will also allow users to interact with airport
customer services to assist them while they are at the smart
airport. In the future, this application will also be able to
integrate with virtual and augmented reality advertisements.
B. Transport & Destination (Tourism) Applications

Fig. 2: Smart airport applications

This application will consist of tour information at the smart
city which is integrated with virtual and augmented reality
advertisements, and will enable users to manage their
booking transport (e.g. Bus, Train, Taxi, Uber and Grabcar)
and hotel (e.g. Booking.com, and Agoda.com). Furthermore,
TABLE 1: CLASSES OF TRAFFIC
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Traffic classes

Description

Requirement

Smart Airport
Applications Model

1.

Background

One-dimensional transport. For
example, users sending SMS or
emails.

Packet Loss Rate (PLR) is a critical aspect.
Delay, Jitter and Throughput are relatively less
important.

Social Media
and Browsing.

2.

Conversational

Two-dimensional transport. For
example VOIP and video
conferencing.

Delay and Jitter are very important, while PLR
and Throughput are relatively less critical.

Media and
Entertainment.

3.

Interactive

Two-dimensional transport based
on request/response mechanism.
For example, chatting and online
financial transactions.

Delay and Jitter are very important, while PLR
and Throughput are relatively less critical.

Airport Personal
Assistant,
Transport and
Destination
(Tourism), Banking.

4.

Streaming

One-dimensional transport. For
example, watching a video or live
match on the web.

Delay is not important, while Jitter and
Throughput play a vital role.

Media and
Entertainment.

multiple case illustrations presented in this section
graphically illustrates the average delay in each of the
MADM methods, i.e. TOPSIS, SAW and VIKOR for each of
the applications in a smart airport network scenario.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Performance evaluation was conducted based on three
performance metrics: the number of handovers, average
bandwidth and average delay. Handover refers to the switch
from one RAT to another, and in this research, the RAT
selection in UDN mainly focused on the vertical handover in
which a RAT was heterogeneous. The handovers executed
during the thirty simulation runs were tracked, and the
number of handovers hit in each of the MADM approaches
was calculated. In general, findings show that the selected
TOPSIS had a lower number of handovers compared to the
SAW and VIKOR. A number of handovers refer to the
quantification of the number of times a user’s equipment
moves from one RAT to another. The multiple case
illustrations presented in this section graphically illustrate the
number of handovers in each of the mechanisms i.e. TOPSIS,
SAW and VIKOR for each of the applications.

A. Simulation Scenario
This network scenario was assumed to be used in a 5G ultradense network of a smart airport environment. Based on this
network scenario, 30 simulation runs were conducted within
10 minutes for each run by using MATLAB Simulation. The
number of handovers, average bandwidth and average delay
were measured during the simulations. The best RAT was
selected based on the least number of handovers, high
bandwidth average and low delay average as detailed in Table
2 and Table 3 which show the network parameters with
expected standard values for each network scenario used in
this research.
TABLE 2: SIMULATION SCENARIO

The average bandwidth was calculated by the thirty
simulation runs; and the time assumed for a connection from
the user equipment (UE) to RAT was randomly generated
from one to ten minutes for thirty people. In general, TOPSIS
showed an average bandwidth that was higher compared to
SAW and VIKOR. When users experience the highest
bandwidth, their usage would be more convenient and
smoother. The multiple case illustrations presented in this
section graphically illustrate the average bandwidth for each
of the MADM methods, i.e. TOPSIS, SAW and VIKOR for
the applications respectively.

Simulations

The average delay was summarized based on the thirty
simulation runs. The assumed time of the connection from the
user equipment (UE) to RAT was randomly generated from
one to ten minutes and was expected for thirty UE. In general,
TOPSIS showed an average delay that was lower than SAW
and VIKOR. When users experience a lower delay, they
would be able to receive and send data more efficiently. The
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#Runs

30

Network
Parameters

Received Signal Strength (RSS),
Data rate, Delay, Packet Loss and
Security

Network
Scenario

802.11n, 802.11ac, HeNB, LTE-enB

Performance
Metrics

Handover, Average bandwidth,
Average Delay

TABLE 3: NETWORK PARAMETERS WITH EXPECTED
STANDARD VALUES FOR EACH NETWORK SCENARIO
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Criteria

RSS
(dbm)

Network
802.11n

Data
rate
(Mbps)

Delay
(ms)

Packet
Loss
(per
106)

Security

-72 to
-92

7.2 to
72.2

100 to
150

10 to
20

Low (13)

802.11ac

-57 to
-62

7.2 to
96.3

80 to
100

10 to
15

Low (13)

HenB

-75 to
-120

75 to
300

80 to
100

10 to
15

High (67)

-75 to
-120

75 to
300

80 to
100

10 to
15

High (67)

LTE-enB

Packet
Loss

2

4

2

1

4

Security

3

1

0.33

0.25

1

TABLE 8: SOCIAL MEDIA AND BROWSING
Data
RSS
Delay
Packet
Security
rate
Loss

Table 4: Saaty Table

Data rate

1

2

0.16

0.2

0.5

RSS

2

1

0.25

0.16

0.33

Delay

6

7

1

2

5

Packet
Loss

5

6

0.5

1

4

Security

2

3

0.2

0.25

1

In this research, the priority of each application was set
according to Saaty Table as explained in Table 4 and shown
in Table 5 to Table 9 as follows:

Data
rate

TABLE 5: AIRPORT PERSONAL APPLICATION
Data
RSS
Delay
Packet
Security
rate
Loss
Data rate

1

2

0.25

0.2

1

RSS

0.5

1

0.2

0.16

1

Delay

4

5

1

1

4

Packet
Loss

5

6

1

1

5

Security

1

1

0.25

0.2

Data rate

1

2

0.25

0.2

0.33

RSS

0.5

1

0.2

0.16

0.25

Delay

4

5

1

0.5

0.5

Packet
Loss

5

6

2

1

3

Security

3

2

0.33

Data rate

1

2

0.33

0.25

0.25

RSS

0.5

1

0.25

0.2

0.2

Delay

3

4

1

0.5

0.5

Packet
Loss

4

5

2

1

1

Security

4

5

2

1

1

Table 10 shows the final Fig.s for weighting after
Consistency Ratio (CR) was calculated. All the values are
consistent; which was CRأ0.1. The three weighting methods
used to perform the performance metrics analysis were
TOPSIS, SAW and VIKOR.
TABLE 10: FINAL WEIGHTING

1

TABLE 7: MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT
Data
RSS
Delay
Packet
Security
rate
Loss
Data rate

1

3

1

0.5

0.33

RSS

0.33

1

0.33

0.25

1

Delay

1

3

1

0.5

3
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Security

1

TABLE 6: TRANSPORT AND DESTINATION
Data
RSS
Delay
Packet
Security
rate
Loss

4

TABLE 9: BANKING
RSS
Delay
Packet
Loss
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Airport
Personal
Applicatio
n

Travel and
Destinatio
n

Media and
Entertainmen
t

Social
Media
and
Browsin
g

Bankin
g

RSS

0.13

0.13

0.07

0.03

0.16

Data
rate

0.02

0.13

0.09

0.07

0.06

Delay

0.34

0.34

0.36

0.19

0.16

Packet
Loss

0.34

0.34

0.36

0.19

0.16

Securit
y

0.13

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.44

applications inclined more on the reliability on delay rather
than on packet loss and data rate. The handover was tested in
the context of differentiating the applications used by users.
Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the interpretation of the
different approaches employed in the interactive traffic for
thirty runs. TOPSIS outperformed other mechanisms as it had
the least number of handovers. The applications for these
interactive classes of traffic for Airport Personal Application
are shown in Fig. 3; whereas Banking Travel and Destination
are shown in and Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Results on Number of Handover
1) Airport Personal Application

4) Media and Entertainment

Fig. 3: The number of Handover for Airport Personal
Application
2) Banking
Fig. 6: The number of Handover for Media and Entertainment
Fig. 6 displays the numbers of handovers for streaming and
conversation as being lesser in TOPSIS compared to SAW
and VIKOR. When users’ preference is conversational, Delay
and Jitter are crucial for the Media and Entertainment
application while Packet Loss and Throughput take the back
seat. With TOPSIS, the number of handovers for streaming
and conversational class of traffic was reduced by 14 when
compared against SAW and VIKOR which recorded 19 and
28 handovers, respectively. Since the application was delay
sensitive, a contextual decision was implied in accordance
with RAT with all the criteria and higher priority to delay
criteria than just the signal alone. The contextual decision
prioritises the criteria preference for the requested
application; however, it does not isolate other criteria. In fact,
it harmonises all the shortlisted criteria with the priority to the
application sensitivity in determining RAT.

Fig. 4: The number of Handover for Banking
3) Travel and Destination

5) Social Media and Browsing
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Number of Handover

Handover

Fig. 5: The number of Handover for Travel and Destination
Since they are in the same class of traffic for Interactive; Fig.
3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are discussed together. Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5 show that the number of handovers is comparatively
lesser in TOPSIS compared to SAW and VIKOR. As the
priority of users when using this application is interactive,
this means that they used the data connection to chat, make
online financial transactions and etcetera. Thus, the
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Fig. 7: The number of Handover for Social Media and
Browsing
Similarly, Fig. 7 shows that the number of handovers with
background for TOPSIS, SAW and VIKOR were at 11, 18
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and 20, respectively. For the background, Packet Loss Rate
(PLR) is a critical aspect, followed by Delay, Jitter and
Throughput which are considered as relatively less important.
The decision in the case of streaming data prefers high data
rate, in congruence with other criteria along with the available
RAT, whereas for the interactive class applications i.e.
Airport Personal Application, Travel and Destination and
Banking, the mechanism prioritises Delay and Packet Loss
compared to other criteria. Hence, the decision was made
with the preference of collaborative criteria, but mainly
prioritising the different class of applications. Hence, from
the multiple case illustration and experimental results, it can
be ascertained that TOPSIS is the mechanism that reduces the
number of handovers quantitatively based on the multiple
criteria proposed.

Fig. 10: Average Bandwidth for Travel and Destination
As they belong in the same class of traffic for Interactive, Fig.
8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 are discussed together. As for the
Interactive applications, Bandwidth and Packet Loss are
relatively less important. However, Delay is important in
ensuring that data are successfully transferred and received in
full packets. Fig. 8 shows that TOPSIS was stable and did not
go below 60 Mbps during the simulation process. SAW and
VIKOR, on the other hand, show instability as some of the
time, bandwidth dropped below 20 Mbps. Nevertheless,
SAW achieved the highest bandwidth compared to VIKOR
and TOPSIS. For the Banking application which is
represented by Fig. 9, it shows that TOPSIS was better than
SAW and VIKOR. In most runs of the simulation process,
SAW achieved a bandwidth which was mostly below 50
Mbps while VIKOR remained stable between the 50 Mbps
and 150 Mbps range, and TOPSIS remained consistent on
120 Mbps and above during the simulation. Fig. 10 which
represents the Travel and Destination application shows that
SAW performed better than TOPSIS and VIKOR.

B. Results on Average Bandwidth
1) Airport Assistant Application

Fig. 8: Average Bandwidth for Airport Personal Application

4) Media and Entertainment

2) Banking

Fig. 11:
Entertainment

Fig. 9: Average Bandwidth for Banking
3) Travel and Destination
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Average

Bandwidth

for

Media

and

Media and Entertainment represent conversational and
streaming in the traffic classes. Fig. 11 shows that TOPSIS
was better than VIKOR and SAW in terms of average
bandwidth. As streaming depends on data rate transfer, it
requires the highest bandwidth that can give the best
experience to users. SAW achieved below 50 Mbps most of
the time during the simulation process while VIKOR and
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TOPSIS were consistently above 100 Mbps, in general,
throughout the simulation.

3) Travel and Destination

5) Social Media and Browsing

Fig. 15: Average Delay for Travel and Destination
As they are in the same class of traffic for Interactive, Fig. 13,
Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 are discussed together. For the Interactive
class, Bandwidth and Packet Loss are relatively less
important. Delay, however, is very important in ensuring that
data are successfully transferred and received in full of
packets. Fig. 13 shows that TOPSIS was stable and remained
consistent and had the lowest delay value compared to SAW
and VIKOR during the simulation process. The results show
that SAW and VIKOR were unstable as some of the time, the
delay increased to more than 100 Mbps. For the Banking
application which is represented by Fig. 14, it shows that
TOPSIS was better than SAW and VIKOR. In most runs of
the simulation process, SAW and VIKOR showed a delay
between 100 Mbps and 120 Mbps while TOPSIS remained
consistently below 100 Mbps during the simulation.
Similarly, Fig. 15 which represents Travel and Destination
shows that TOPSIS was better than SAW and VIKOR in
terms of the average delay. TOPSIS remained consistently
below 100 Mbps during the simulation process.

Fig. 12: Average Bandwidth for Social Media and
Browsing
Fig. 12 shows that TOPSIS remained consistent above 100
Mbps compared to SAW and VIKOR which were between
the 30 Mbps and 100 Mbps range. However, for background
traffic, data rate does not play a vital role as long as all the
results are positive and meet the requirements of background
in this class of traffic.
C. Results on Average Delay
1) Airport Assistant Application

4) Media and Entertainment

Fig. 13: Average Delay for Airport Personal Application
2) Banking
Fig. 16: Average Delay for Media and Entertainment
For the Media and Entertainment class of traffic, Fig. 16
shows that TOPSIS was better than VIKOR and SAW for the
average delay. As streaming depends on data rate transfer, the
lowest delay can give the best experience to users. In most
runs of the time during the simulation process, SAW achieved
more than 100 Mbps while VIKOR inconsistently showed an
average delay between the 80 Mbps and 100 Mbps range. In
general, TOPSIS was consistently below 100 Mbps delay
throughout the simulation.
Fig. 14: Average Delay for Banking
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5) Social Media and Browsing
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]

[8]

Fig. 17: Average Delay for Social Media and Browsing
[9]

Fig. 17 shows that TOPSIS was consistently below 100 Mbps
compared to SAW and VIKOR which were between the 100
Mbps and 140 Mbps range. However, for background traffic,
Delay does not play a vital role as long as all the results are
positive and meet the requirements of background in this
class of traffic.

[10]

VI. SUMMARY

[11]

Based on the results of the experiments conducted, in general,
the AHP-TOPSIS method gave the best results compared to
the AHP-SAW and AHP-VIKOR methods. The main priority
of this research was on the number of handovers; therefore,
the best method is expected to produce a fewer number of
handovers. The other two performance metrics i.e. average
bandwidth and average delay were used to validate the
research result as a good result is synonymous with a smaller
number of handovers.

[12]

[13]
[14]

In conclusion, the performance analysis done based on the
number of handovers shows that AHP-TOPSIS is better than
AHP-SAW and AHP-VIKOR. Therefore, it is suggested that
AHP-TOPSIS is used as a method for a 5G Radio Access
Technology (RAT) selection mechanism for the future
network in a smart airport.

[15]

[16]

A. Limitation
[17]

There was a limitation during the implementation of this
project.
Criteria. Network parameters selected for this research may
no longer be important when the 5G network is finally
deployed; thus, important network parameters that would suit
the network environment need to be re-selected as it would
help in selecting the good or not so good RAT based on their
performance.

[18]

[19]

[20]
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Abstract— This paper presents a web-based appointment
system through the web or mobile devices that assist lecturers,
coordinators, and admins to be acquainted with the time of
appointment wherever they are. Further, the current procedure
is consuming time in complex steps to apply subjects for
teaching next semester. Hence, a web-based subject & lecturer
appointment system for academics aims at bridging the gap by
designing and developing a more efficient system for all
lecturers to apply for the preferred courses and classes to teach
next semester. The system allows lecturers access to the system
by connecting to the Internet. The system was developed using
Hypertext Pre-processor (PHP) and My Structured Query
Language (MySQL) as a database management system. This
will enable the web application to be robust, cheap, and capable
of operating on various platforms. This system is suitable for
higher education Institutions and has a user-friendly interface
as it can record all previous assignments and timetables for the
current teaching semester.
Keywords—Web-Based
Application,
management system, Academic Institutions

I.

Internet at any time. They do not need to get the form from the
coordinator and pass back the form to the coordinator after
they fill it up. Other than that, this is a secure system which let
all users enter their identification numbers, names, and their
own unique passwords in order to log in to the system. All the
personal information will be shown on the main page after
lecturers log in to their own accounts. Besides, the system will
allow lecturers to change their passwords in the setting part.
Web applications have a user interface based on the browser
that interacts with the user and can manage large amounts of
data [4]. Subject & Lecturer online appointment system is also
a user friendly and a useful remainder system for the lecturers
as the current teaching class timetable appeared on the main
page. Various aspects of appointment processes, such as
confirmations, reservations, and cancellations are controlled
automatically [5]. In the Subject & Lecturer online
appointment system, lecturers can check the time and place
for the current semester teaching classes by login into the
system. At the end of the semester, all lecturers just have to
log in to their own accounts and add their favourite subjects
for teaching in the coming semester. After that, lecturers just
need to click the submit button and the coordinator will
receive the form. The system will show the status of the
approval of the Subject & Lecturer appointment online form.
This web application programmed with Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) and JavaScript allows lecturers and students
to relate with each other in real-time [6]. The application set
up on multiple platforms from laptops to mobile devices
enables the lecturers, coordinator, and admin to interact with
the system wherever they are [7]. The objective was to design
lecturers-coordinator web-based Subject & Lecturer
appointment systems in tertiary institutions with the aim of to
model the user requirements of the Subject & Lecturer
appointment system, to develop this system based on webbased application and to efficiency the system by just click on
the mouse instead of fill in and submit the form. Apart from
that, as a database server, it is a software product with the
primary function of storing and retrieving data as requested by
other software applications—which may run either on the
same computer or on another computer across a network.
Currently, before every semester starts the lecturer needs
to get the Subject Teaching Appointment Form from the
coordinator. After lecturer’s fill-up the form, they need to
pass it back to the coordinator and the coordinator will decide
which subject is more suitable for each lecturer who teaches
in the coming semester based on the lecturer's experience and

Appointment

INTRODUCTION

The web-based systems have helped in restructuring most
of the tasks performed every day, which make lives simple
and less complicated. The web-based subject & lecture
appointment system can help to easily manage and coordinate
the academic courses with less time spent to assign subjects to
each lecturer for the next semester. Appointments that are
done manually can be tedious and time-consuming as seen by
experience [1][2]. One extremely important aspect of the
subject & lecture appointment process is the clashing in time
for a lecturer’s classes which may need considerable time to
discover. Therefore, there is a need for fast checking of all
conditions in a secure system that protects the information of
the coordinator as well as lecturers. Previously, these
appointment schedules were carried out manually thus, there
were Subject & Lecturer online appointment systems for
academic institutions.
A web-based subject & lecture appointment system within
a university is an important idea, as it minimizes time used not
only for the lecturers and coordinator but the university
administration staff [3]. Subject & Lecturer Online
Appointment System for Academic is an online webpage
system that provides online form service to all lecturers and
coordinators. This system will help lecturers and coordinator
save their time because they can access the system using the
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after receiving system design documents, the work is divided
into modules or units and actual coding started. All
components will function after complete code is written. A
real system was completed during this phase.

qualification. However, there are some rules and conditions
that need to be applied when the coordinator assigns a
suitable subject and class for a lecturer. For the lecturer, there
are only 3 subjects that can be applied for teaching in the
coming next semester. After that, the coordinator needs to
check all the rules and conditions before assigning the
approval or assign a subject to the lecturer. The rules and
conditions are the experiences of the lecturer towards the
subject, is there any subject that time collision with this
subject, if this occurs, then the coordinator need to choose
another class and compare the time one by one, there will use
up a lot of time. Other than that, the coordinator needs to
check the university’s rules as well, which is if any of the
lecturer’s relatives in that class, then the lecturer cannot
assign to that class.
II.

During the implementation phase, the actual product is
created. System implementation can be an exciting phase for
the users because their idea for the project becomes something
tangible. Project developers begin building and coding the
software and make sure to fulfill all user requirements and
their expected results. Last, The Maintenance Phase occurs
once the system is operational. It includes implementation of
changes that software might undergo over a period, or
implementation of new requirements after the software is
deployed at the customer location. The maintenance phase
also includes handling the residual errors that may exist in the
software even after the testing phase. This phase also monitors
system performance, rectifies bugs, and requested changes are
made to keep the system live, maintain code, and update the
software when required. Fig. 1 below shows the methodology
that has been used for this system.

METHODOLOGY

The web-based application utilized 2-tier techniques of
server/client architecture software. The client is described as
the network application which applied the services of the
server. The server proffers services to another host upon a
network. In web system technology, the web interface will be
demanded by the client before necessary interaction can occur.
The web server offers services such as authentications, web
pages generation on request, and database operations. The
server/client interaction occurs through Hyper-text-transfer
protocol (HTTP), a protocol on the Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol (IP/TCP) suite. The programming
language employed was the Hypertext Mark-up Language
(HTML), Javascript, and Bootstrap Cascading Style Sheet
(CSS) with Hypertext Pre-processor (PHP). While the
database used is MySQL.
Subject & Lecturer Appointment System development
involves 7 processes which are:
x Planning phase
x System requirements & analysis
x System design
x System development
x Integration & testing
x Implementation
x And maintenance
First, survey the current situation and construct a title and
some problems for the title. Analyze all problems faced by the
current procedure. After that, list all methods to solve these
problems efficiently and get solutions for these problems.
Then, define the project goal by analyzing all the systems and
users’ requirements. Later, identify the inputs and outputs and
define the functions of the system which are in the System
Requirements & Analysis phase. After defining the system
and users’ requirements, begin the design phase of the system.
The system design is based on define modules, architecture,
components, and interfaces of the system. Then, draw various
Unified Modelling Language (UML) diagrams such as use
case diagram, activity diagram, sequence diagram, and so on
to specify the system more clearly. After that, the system
development phase is developing the whole system by coding.
The code is written code in the design phase. This stage
develops the software by generating all the actual code. The
PHP language is used for developing the Subject & Lecturer
Appointment System. In the Integration and Testing phase,
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Fig. 1: Methodology of subject & lecture online appointment
system

III.

DEVELOPMENT AND RESULTS

This section describes the design and development of the
subject & lecture online appointment system. The
requirement for this web-based system divided into two
which are a functional requirement and a non-functional
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requirement. Table 1 shown the functional requirement of the
subject & lecture online appointment system where table 2
shown the non-functional requirement of this web-based
system. Three priorities are specified for the requirements
that are Mandatory (M), Optional (O), Desirable (D). Listed
below describe the functional requirements of the app:

M – mandatory requirements (something the system must
do)
D – desirable requirements (something the system preferably
should do)
O – optional requirements (something the system may do)

TABLE: FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT OF SUBJECT & LECTURE ONLINE APPOINTMENT SYSTEM
Requirement ID

Requirement Description

SLOAS01

LOGIN

1

SLOAS01_01

Lecturer shall choose id type on the dropdown button before login

M

2

SLOAS01_02

Lecturer shall login on the system by username and password

M

3

SLOAS01_03

Lecturer shall click "Logout” button to logout

M

4

SLOAS01_04

Coordinator shall choose id type on the dropdown button before login

M

5

SLOAS01_05

Coordinator shall login on the system by username and password

M

6

SLOAS01_06

Coordinator shall click "Logout” button to logout

M

7

SLOAS01_07

Admin shall choose id type on the dropdown button before login

M

8

SLOAS01_08

Admin shall login on the system by username and password

M

9

SLOAS01_09

Admin shall click "Logout” button to logout

M

10

SLOAS01_10

Admin can have privilege to login for management

D

SLOAS02

MANAGE COORDINATOR

11

SLOAS02_01

Admin shall click “Manage Coordinator” button in main menu page.

M

12

SLOAS02_02

Admin shall input coordinator name in search box and click “Search” button in
manage coordinator page

O

13

SLOAS02_03

Admin shall click coordinator name to open a new page of coordinator information
(View coordinator information)

O

14

SLOAS02_04

Admin shall click “Edit” button to edit coordinator information in coordinator
information page.

D

15

SLOAS02_05

Admin shall click “Delete” button to delete coordinator in coordinator information
page.

D

16

SLOAS02_06

Admin shall click “Add” button to add coordinator in manage coordinator page

D

17

SLOAS02_07

Admin shall click “Home” button to go to main menu page

O

SLOAS03

MANAGE LECTURER

No.
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18

SLOAS03_01

Admin shall click “Manage Lecturer” button in main menu page.

M

19

SLOAS03_02

Admin shall input lecturer name in search box and click “Search” button in manage
lecturer page

O

20

SLOAS03_03

Admin shall click lecturer name to open a new page of lecturer information.

O

21

SLOAS03_04

Admin shall click “Edit” button to edit lecturer information in lecturer information
page.

D

22

SLOAS03_05

Admin shall click “Delete” button to delete lecturer in lecturer information page.

D

23

SLOAS03_06

Admin shall click “Add” button to add lecturer in manage lecturer page

D

24

SLOAS03_07

Coordinator shall click “Manage Lecturer” button in main menu page

M

25

SLOAS03_08

Coordinator shall input lecturer name in search box and click “Search” button in
manage lecturer page

O

26

SLOAS03_09

Coordinator shall click lecturer name to open a new page of lecturer information.

O

27

SLOAS03_10

Coordinator shall click “Add” button to add lecturer to the specific course on the
page of lecturer information.

D

28

SLOAS03_11

Coordinator shall click “Delete” button to delete lecturer to the specific course on
the page of lecturer information.

D

29

SLOAS03_12

Coordinator shall click “Edit” button to edit lecturer to the specific course on the
page of lecturer information.

D

30

SLOAS03_13

Coordinator shall click “View Teaching History” button to view the lecturer
experience on the page of lecturer information.

D

SLOAS04

MANAGE SUBJECT

31

SLOAS04_01

Admin shall click “Manage Subject” button in main menu page.

M

32

SLOAS04_02

Admin shall input subject name in search box and click “Search” button in manage
course page

O

33

SLOAS04_03

Admin shall click subject name to open a new page of subject information.

O

34

SLOAS04_04

Admin shall click “Edit” button to edit subject information in subject information
page.

D

35

SLOAS04_05

Admin shall click “Delete” button to delete subject in course subject page.

D

36

SLOAS04_06

Admin shall click “Add” button to add subject in manage subject page

D

37

SLOAS04_07

Coordinator shall click “Manage Subject” button in main menu page.

M

38

SLOAS04_08

Coordinator shall input subject name in search box and click “Search” button in
manage subject page

O

39

SLOAS04_09

Coordinator shall click subject name to open a new page of subject’s lecturer
information page.

O
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40

SLOAS04_10

Coordinator shall click “Edit” button to edit subject’s lecturer and group
information in subject’s lecturer information page.

D

41

SLOAS04_11

Coordinator shall click “Delete” button to delete subject’s lecturer and group in
subject’s lecturer information page.

D

42

SLOAS04_12

Coordinator shall click “Add” button to add subject’s lecturer and group in manage
subject’s lecturer information page

D

43

SLOAS04_13

Coordinator shall click” Submit” button to submit the final decision.

D

44

SLOAS04_14

Lecturer shall click “Manage Subject” button in main menu page.

M

45

SLOAS04_15

Lecturer shall input subject name in search box and click “Search” button in
manage subject page

O

46

SLOAS04_16

Lecturer shall click subject name to open a new page of subject information page.

O

47

SLOAS04_17

Lecturer shall click “Add” button to add subject in manage subject information
page

D

48

SLOAS04_18

Lecturer shall click “Edit” button to edit subject in subject chosen page.

D

49

SLOAS04_19

Lecturer shall click “Delete” button to delete subject in subject chosen page.

D

50

SLOAS04_20

Lecturer shall click “View Teaching History” button to view teaching subject
history in history page

D

51

SLOAS04_21

Lecturer shall click “Status” button to view the apply status

D

Table 2: Non-functional requirement of subject & lecture online appointment system
No.

Requirement ID

Requirement Description

SLOAS05

Security

52

SLOAS05_01

The private information of user will be protected

M

53

SLOAS05_02

User can log in only by enter correct username and password

M

SLOAS06

Performance

SLOAS06_01

High performance and process are always up to date

SLOAS07

Operational

SLOAS07_01

User can be accessible to any electronic device.

SLOAS08

Usability

SLOAS08_01

Easy for the user to become familiar with and competent in using the user
interface during the first contact with the website.

54

55

54
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Priority

M

M

M

55

SLOAS08_02

Show pop out message to warning user that really need to do that operation

D

56

SLOAS08_03

System will direct prompt out message to ask lecturer is that register same
subject as previous and will direct go to that subject directly once the
lecturer click “OK” at the pop out message during add subject.

D

x

particular environment will be involved in the use case
diagram for accomplishing particular goal [9]. The use case
diagram has used in the proposed Subject & Lecturer online
appointment system. The use case for the system consists of
three sub-use case diagrams, as shown in Fig. 2.

Use Case Diagram

Use case diagram became an important practice for
capturing the functional requirements [8]. A set of possible
sequences of interactions between the system and users in a

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 2: Use case diagrams (a) Manage Coordinator (b) Manage Lecturer (c) Manage Subject

information (syllabus), the teaching history for the subject,
add lecturer to take subject by group by subject, edit a group
of the assigned subject, delete request, and also submit the
final decision in the final submission.

The functional requirements in Table 1 include login,
manage coordinator for admin which includes view
coordinator profile, add new coordinator, search for a
coordinator, edit coordinator information, and delete
coordinator. While the manage lecturer for admin role is view
lecturer profile, add new lecturer, search for lecturer, edit
lecturer information and delete lecturer. The manage subject
for admin is view subject information, add a new subject,
search for a subject, edit subject information and delete
subject.

While the lecturer role is search for subject
information and download subject syllabus, add a subject,
delete request (subject), view applied subject, view applied
subject status after submitting the request in the view applied
subject page, and view teaching history.
The functionality of the Subject & Lecturer online
appointment system not only helps the coordinator check all
the rules and conditions, but it is also protecting the lecturer’s
personal information and keep a single credential that the only
user can access the system with the correct username and
password. Subject & Lecturer online appointment system is
having a user-friendly interface as it records all teaching
history for each lecturer. Furthermore, it is also avoiding
human error that the lecturer no need to key-in anything, the

For the coordinator role, there are two categories which are
managing lecturer and subject. On the first page, the
coordinator received all the new requests from lecturers of
their applied subject teaching in the coming next semester.
Besides, it is included a search for lecturer room and teaching
history, add subject to the lecturer, edit a group of the assigned
subject, delete request, and submit the final decision in the
final submission. Other than that, the coordinator also can
manage subject which included a search for subject
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process can be done in just a few clicks. The simple steps for
a lecturer to apply subject for the coming next semester are:
x

Choose the subject (shown in Fig. 3)

x

Submit a request for the final decision (shown in
Fig. 4)

x

View status (shown in Fig. 5)

x

View class information like date, time, and venue
after approval (shown in Fig. 6)
Fig. 6: The box displays all information about the subject that has
been approved

IV.

EVALUATION

This section presents the usability of the subject & lecture
online appointment system, where the system has been tested
by running the system on Google chrome (most suitable),
Mozilla Firefox, and Internet Explorer with the local host
server. Twenty respondents that consist of admin, coordinator,
and lecturer have been involved to evaluate the system
prototype from the School of Computing at University Utara
Malaysia. Every respondent was given a brief description of
how to use the proposed system, test the system, and answer a
prepared survey questionnaire. The survey contains 28
questions measured by a 5 Likert Scale in order to prove the
usability and measure the user satisfaction of the proposed
system. The obtained results from the questionnaire indicate
that a high percentage of the respondents agree that the subject
& lecture online appointment system is easy to use, secure as
protected all personal data, and achieved the key target of the
project..

Fig. 3: The page of apply subjects for lecturers

V. CONCLUSION
The Subject & Lecturer online appointment system was
designed and developed in this research. This system could
ease the process of distributing the subjects to the lecturers at
the beginning of every semester avoiding the human key-in
error and human checking error. This system improved the
performance, efficiency, and effectiveness of applying and
managing subjects for lecturers and coordinators. The
Subject & Lecturer online appointment system successfully
enabled performance and accuracy checking of all the rules
and conditions. The Subject & Lecturer online appointment
system can be also extended to other facilities of other
schools in universities or other universities.

Fig. 4: The page of submit request for lecturers
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Abstract—Traditionally, the network fault
tolerance mechanism was insufficient to handle
network traffic during network failure. The network
administration needs to manage the fault tolerance
mechanism manually which causes long duration of
distortion and disconnection. Additionally, network
administration has to monitor the switches and
routers periodically. Software Defined Network (SDN)
is designed to handle the fault tolerance issue during
network failure. A controller in SDN has the
intelligent to direct network traffic to available path
during congestion. The main advantage of this
controller is that this controller can work with the
algorithm programmed in directing network traffic
engineering. This aim of this research is to implement
a fault tolerance mechanism namely topology
discovery during congestion. The topology discovery
algorithm is able to calculate the neighbor path and
suggest an available path during heavy traffic. This
topology discovery algorithm keeps calculating and
thus can fully utilize available links. Having
implemented this topology discovery in the SDN
controller, it is believed that network can recover from
network failure immediately and thus provides
smooth connection to the network community.
Keywords—SDN, fault-tolerance, topology discovery
I. INTRODUCTION
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Many previous works have explored many
possibilities on how new functionalities SDN can deliver.
However, it has been little investigation on how to deal
with an age-old yet common problem in computer
networks: network failures. Network failure, such as
network device failures of link disconnections, can disturb
normal traffic forwarding even if there is an alternate path
in the network. However, there are insufficient research
and experience in building fault-tolerant mechanisms.
SDN-based network is aimed to exploree ways to
cope with link failures in SDN-based networks.
Hhowever, the proposed mechanisms do not completely
recover from faults. The network link does recover from
failures but is restricted to multi-rooted tree topologies.
There are three fault domains in SDN-based networks. (1)
Data plane, where a switch or link fails, (2) control plane,
where the connection between the controller and switch
fails, and (3) controller, where the controller machine fails
[1,2]. This research plans to address these three fault
domains. This research is initially focused on building a
SDN-based fault-tolerant mechanisms for data plane
faults. The main challenges on building a fault-tolerant
mechanism based on SDN are:
• Current mechanism from old-aged networks do not
work with SDN networks.
Running current mechanism that usually operate on
old-aged networks, such as rapid spanning tree
protocol (RSTP), together with a SDN controller
algorithms do not work well without proper planning
or large modification. The reason is because two
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control planes coexist. However, these two control connectivity. The Internet network also must provide
planes are decoupled from each other. There are no rigorous security and performance guarantees, even while
interaction or information exchange between these recovering from failures.
two control planes.
Software-defined network (SDN) is a method for
• Although SDN-based network has many advantages,
Internet network that allows network administrators to
pure SDN-based mechanisms are not advanced.
manage network services through lower-level
The central controller in SDN-based network can functionality [3,4]. The traditional network does not
collect routing path from routers and gather the support the dynamic, scalable computing and storage
information of the networks. With these routing path needs of more modern computing environments such as
and network information, the controller can run data centers [5]. SDN is designed as an emerging
centralized algorithms that are more efficient as architecture that is dynamic, manageable, cost-effective,
compared to distributed algorithms that have limited and adaptable, making it ideal for the high-bandwidth,
information during link failures. Nevertheless, dynamic nature of today's applications [6,7]. This is
OpenFlow SDN is a flow-based mechanism where done by decoupling or disassociating the system that
every first packet has to obtain information from the makes decisions about where traffic is sent (the control
controller for forwarding mechanism. This is plane) from the underlying systems that forward traffic
inefficient if the number of nodes increase. The to the selected destination (the data plane). This
reason is because the number of flows can grow architecture enables the network control to become
exponentially. As a result, the number of forwarding directly
programmable
and
the
underlying
mechanisms that need to be updated to recover from
infrastructure to be abstracted for applications and
a failure can be tremendous and therefore increases network services. SDN mechanism is to allow network
the recovery time.
designers to construct networks that meet their end-toThe aims to reduce the fault-tolerance and recovery end requirements, rather than forcing them to stitch
time is therefore become the main objective in this together existing protocols, each with their own
research. The the later part of this research, the dynamic capabilities, features, and limitations [3,4]. In previous
traffic engineering for managing the fault tolerance works, there are many researchers work on
mechanism in SND is discussed in more details.
implementing failure discovery mechanism in SDN
controllers. Unfortunately, network engineers are lack
of experiences in designing the failure recovery rules
II. BACKGROUND
Dynamic traffic engineering is a mechanism that and protocols. It is a challenge for the network engineers
the Internet network engineering dealing with the to come out with an algorithm that can automatically
problem of performance investigation and performance consolidating these mechanisms. Currently, network
enhancement of operational Internet networks. Network engineers are working together with the aim to come out
traffic engineering consists of the mathematical with an algorithm that can handle the network failure.
calculation and algorithms that aim to measure, Network engineers need to have skills to enable the
implementation of fault tolerance mechanism in SDN
characterize, model, and control of Internet traffic.
Optimizing the performance of an operational network, controller. Additionally, other than the fault tolerance
at both network traffic and resource levels, are main mechanism that works to avoid network failure, there is
objectives of Internet network engineering. This is a need to consider the security and performance issues.
achieved by calculating traffic performance matrix, Therefore, network engineers are working closed
while utilizing network reliably and quality. Traffic together to design a sigle program that able to handle all
these functions.
performance matrix includes packet delay, packet jitter,
packet loss ratio and throughput. A main aim of network
Internet traffic engineering is to provide reliable network
III. SDN FOR DYNAMIC TRAFFIC
performance. This can be achieved by designing
ENGINEERING
algorithms that follow rules, procedures and protocols.
As discussed in the literature review, SDN is
As all these are followed, this can avoid faults, errors, setting up of control plane, data plane and application
failures distortion and disconnection within the network plane. SDN separates the control plane and data plane of
infrastructure.
networking devices and introduces a well-defined
Fault tolerance mechanism enables the network interface, the OpenFlow protocol [8,9], between the two
to continue connected properly in the case of the network planes. The SDN architecture is showed in the Fig. 1
failure in a particular link. Networks are expected to be below. The OpenFlow between the control plane and the
connected without any disconnection, even there are link data plane acts as a controller and performs the
failures happen between the network connections. In the intelligence which is to control the data flow. OpenFlow
traditional network, many networks have employed fault is out of networking devices and it is placed in a
tolerance mechanisms that allow routers and switches to centralized server called controller. This OpenFlow
rapidly respond to link failures, recovering connectivity provides centralized control over a network.
in a very short duration. At the same time, the Internet
network is expected to perform much more than provide
2773-5966 ©2021 NETAPPS
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Fig. 1. SDN Architecture [8.9]
The OpenFlow controller is an operating system
for the SDN network. OpenFlow performs the control
applications and functions, for example routing protocols
and layer 2 forwarding mechanism [10,11]. This
mechanism
performs the underlying network
infrastructure. Therefore, OpenFlow enables the
applications and network functions to treat the network
as a logical entity. There are many versions of OpenFlow
available for free. The most widely used SDN OpenFlow
controller is the OpenFlow v.1.3 protocol. OpenFlow
v.1.3 enables the controller to control the OpenFlow
switches. The OpenFlow v.1.3 switches contain many
flow tables and a secure OpenFlow transmission. The
flow tables and a secure OpenFlow transmission are used
for packet lookup and are used to forward the packets.
The OpenFlow transmission is a conception layer. A
secure link is establishedd between switches and the
controller via the OpenFlow protocol. This transmission
performs the underlying switch hardware. There are
newly OpenFlow version which is OpenLow v.1.5. For
OpenFlow v.1.5, a switch can have one or more
OpenFlow transmission that are linked together to
multiple ccontrollers. In general, SDN is a flow-based
control strategy. With the OpenFlow, a controller can be
defined as how the switches should performs the flows in
a SDN when a source node sends.
Having OpenFlow acts as an controller, the fault
tolerance mechanism is implemented in the OpenFlow
protocol.The fault tolerance mechanism is able to detect
the possibility if a disconnection may happen. The
mechanism keeps on calculating the next node
information until a fault information is detected. The
mechanism reacts accordingly when fault information is
detection as shown in Fig 2. below.
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Fig. 2. Topology Discovery Fault Tolerance Mechanism
over SDN
As shown in Fig. 2 above, this is the topology
discovery mechanism that is able to identify available
path during congestion. This topology discovery
mechanism is implemented in the SND central controller.
This algorithm is kept on running with the aim to suggest
neighbour path to the network traffic.
Periodically, the topology discovery mechanism
calculates the neighbour nodes. When there are
congestion or fault information, this algorithm starts to
calculate possible path from neighbour links. There are
two conditions happen
a. If there is only one path available
i. When there is only one path available, the
algorithm calculates is this only path is valid.
ii. If this is a valid path, the controller will select this
valid path to forward network traffic. Although
congestion happen, this is the only path available.
b. If this is not a valid path, the controller will calculate
any other possible path. Then, this algorithm directs to
the possibilities of multiple path.
i. If there are more than a path available
The controller calculates if paths are in the same
diversity
ii. If the paths are in the same diversity, the controller
selects the most diverse path.
If the paths are not in the same diversity, the
controller selects the last congested path.
Having perform this topology discovery mechanism,
the SND controller can identify the possible available
links with neighbour nodes. Link failure can be reduced
with this topology discovery mechanism in SDN
controller.
This topology discovery fault tolerance
mechanism is implemented over a simulation tool. The
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results have shown a significant improvement. The next performed for 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 clients. The results also
session presents the preliminary result of SDN fault show that SDN performs better as compare to traditional
networks.
mechanism over the traditional network.
From Fig.4, it can be observed that as the number of
client increases, the throughput decreases. The reason is
IV RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 3 shows the preliminary result of SDN fault because as the number of client increases, the bandwidth
tolerance mechanism over the traditional network. The is distributed to many clients. By implementing SDN
simulation is performed with different number of nodes. enhanced protocol, throughput is significantly increased.
IV CONCLUSION
The novelty of this research is the topology
discovery mechanism that is to be implemented over the
SDN architecture. The topology discovery mechanism has
the ability to detect the link failure happen and a new links
for the network connectivity. Having performed this
mechanism, the disconnection caused by link failure is
solved by implementing a new route. The implementation
of this method will significantly reduce the end-to-end
delay between connected nodes which can also minimize
response time which could improve the overall
performance.
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Abstract - A decentralized computer architecture that
processes and stores data between source and cloud storage is
Fog Computing. The current concept of fog computing attracts
many researchers because it brings cloud services closer to the
end user. Among all the other problems prevalent in fog
computing is the security threat which is one of the big
challenges in fog computing. The purpose of this study is to
obtain an overview of the fog computing model architecture, to
compare performance with the Cloud Computing model and
security threats. Therefore, the authors have conducted a
systematic literature review (SLR) on the issue of security
threats in fog computing scenarios in a structured approach to
understanding haze understanding. Initially, the usual security
threat issues are identified through in-depth surveys and then
the literature becomes available to support the systematic
analysis of the study. This SLR reveals that the security threat
to fog computing is being carried out by researchers around the
world. However, the approach related to the fog environment is
still lacking in the method of security threat aspects. Most
researchers prioritize safety aspects in consideration of fog
levels. there is still a need to address the threat of fog computing
security as an area of serious concern. The aim of this study is
to show a systematic review of the latest studies on architecture,
threats, presented by Fog Computing. As such, it provides an
overview of the relationships and challenges of this new
technology. The results of this study will provide a clear and
comprehensive difference between fog computing and cloud
computing that is being explored and still requires the attention
of researchers.

which is defined as decentralized computing infrastructure
[5]. This system is vulnerable to cyber-attack or data loss, part
of the problem can be solved with hybrid help in analyzing
network security[6].
The modern Fog Computing (FC) technology offers a
wireless and embedded distributed local computing platform.
Other advantages include effective, quick and inexpensive
scaling and pooling of local contents and resources, Fog
computing offers many [7].

Keywords— Fog Computing, Cloud-based Computing, Security
Threat, Internet of Things (IoT), Systematic Literature Review
Fig. 3. Taxonomy Security Issues in Fog Computing

I.

INTROUCTION

Fog computing has many applications [8].Protection is
significantly improved as encrypted data travels into the
center of the network [9]. Then, the information passes
through firewalls and other security points as it gets closer.
Along with all the advantages provided by fog computing,
there are many security issues that can affect modern
technology, data security , data theft, and performance [10].

A decentralized computer architecture that processes and
stores data between source and cloud storage is Fog
Computing [1][2]. The concept of fog computing's potential
currently attracts many researchers as it brings cloud services
closer to the end user. Cisco describe it as the fog computing
is used as a cloud-based extension from the heart to the edge
of the network [1][3][4]. Fog computing is known as fogging
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(https://link.springer.com/),
ACM
Digital
Library
(https://dl.acm.org/) , MDPI (https://www.mdpi.com/).

Fig. 1 demonstrates the taxonomy of security issues from
different threats and security issues affecting fog computing.
The key security concerns the authentication, confidentiality,
privacy and availability of information, as these mechanisms
help to maintain control of access for designated individuals
or entities[11].
The safety factor is one of the considerations to be taken
when talking about fog, such as data protection, which can
present numerous problems. Unfortunately, security in fog
computing has not been systematically identified. Research
on fog computing safety is still in its infancy [12].

B. Article Selection Strategy
The initial step of the search includes the use of the search
string described in the above step to select literature. Where
to filter the literature by choosing the title and the
accompanying keywords. Then pick the title and abstract
collection. The basis for the selection of a specific research
article in relation to the proposed research work must be
determined in advance, in order to remove uncertainty during
the selection process. The authors therefore considered in
Table I the criteria used for inclusion and exclusion:

Research begins with the taxonomy of fog computing,
followed by architecture and features of fog computing. this
research presents security and explores security in fog
computing.

TABEL I. INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION CRITERIA

II. METHODOLOGY

Inclusion criteria

An analytical approach to gathering knowledge, this
technique uses an interpretive perspective. Various case
studies are drawn from academic papers, most of these
studies offer an overview of the comparison of fog
computing, architecture, characteristics, benefits, and threats
of fog computing. The research method consists of collecting
contextual knowledge through systematic literature analysis.
Therefore, the authors chose to undertake a systematic
literature review in an attempt to achieve an outline on fog
computing.

1.
2.
3.

2.

A. Data Search Strategy

Papers that explicitly
discuss Fog Computing.
Papers that present a
comparison of Cloud and
Fog Computing.
Papers that discuss the
architecture
and
characteristics of fog
computing.
4. Papers that are focused
on presenting security
challenges
in
fog
computing.

1.
2.

Papers not related to fog
computing
2. Unreachable papers

C. Research Questions

The main purpose of this search is to produce good
literature in conducting surveys to support this research. In
the context of this research, the types of publications
considered are journal articles, books, conference papers.
Studies relevant to fog computing were searched using
keyword combinations. Publications are searchable based on
a database of repositories that include Google Scholar
(https://scholar.google.com/),
ScienceDirect
(https://www.sciencedirect.com/), Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Xplore Digital Library
(https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/), Computer Society Digital
Library (CSDL) (https://www.computer.org/csdl/home),
Springer Link (https://link.springer.com/), ACM Digital
Library
(https://dl.acm.org/)
,
MDPI
(https://www.mdpi.com/) and Sultanah Bahiyah Libraries
(https://library.uum.edu.my/).

Researchers have discussed various issues related to fog
computing, security in and through fog computing,
etc.[13][14][15]. Based on the discussion above, the
researcher describes several questions in table II as follows
in supporting and conducting a systematic review of this
research.
TABEL II. RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND CORRESPONDING OBJECTIVES
Research questions
What is the difference and
comparison
between
cloud
computing and fog computing?
What is the description of the
architecture of the fog computing
infrastructure?
How
to
determine
the
characteristics of fog computing?
How is the security in fog
computing and the proposed
solutions for fog computing?

Fog Computing, Stability, Design, Functionality,
Compare, and Problems are the list of keywords used to
identify the search string. Two Boolean AND and OR
operators are used to interlink keywords together to create the
final search phrase. For the very same text, quotation marks
are used, too. The key search string is as a result : “Fog
Computing” AND “Security” OR Security Fog Computing
“Architecture” OR “Comparison & Characteristics”. or do a
keyword search: “fog computing + security fog computing +
fog computing comparison + fog computing characteristics.
The keywords above are searched through the Science Direct
database (https://www.sciencedirect.com/),Springer Link
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Exclusion criteria

Research objectives
To gain insight into comparisons
on cloud computing and fog
computing.
To get an overview of the
architectural infrastructure of fog
computing
To identify the characteristics
present in fog computing
To identify security in fog
computing and offer good security
solutions in fog computing

III. COMPARISON BETWEEN CLOUD COMPUTING & FOG
COMPUTING

The researcher compares the two models in this section to
see similarities and distinctions and addresses some of the
issues inherent in the Cloud paradigm so that the Fog
paradigm can be solved or at least minimized. Fog computing
is a distributed computer system in which data is logically
stored between the cloud and the data source, known as fog

92

networking. Fog is separate from cloud computing. A Cloud
is a centralized framework that represents multiple internet
users while the fog is a distributed computing structure,
which operates between remote and hardware as an
intermediate unit. Data that can be sent to the cloud and
handled locally is controlled by Fog computing. The theory
of Fog Computing is somewhat close to that of cloud
computing. But the following few parameters demonstrate
the difference between these two similar definitions. The
comparison of cloud and fog computing is summarized in
Table III.

management
Allocation/Scheduli
ng
Interoperability

TABEL III. COMPARISON TABLE OF FOG COMPUTING & CLOUD COMPUTING
[16]
Parameters
Server nodes
Location
Client and Server
Distance

Fog Computing
At the edge of the
network
Single/Multiple
hops

Cloud Computing
Within the Internet

Vulnerability

Very low
probability
Wireless

High Probability

High
Dynamic,
opportunistic
Enhance
proficiency and
execution of
process that
should be
transporte
d to the
cloud for
handling,
investigati
on and
storage

Low
Fixed, static

Kind of last mile
connectivity
Proximity
Deployment

Goal

Computational
focuses

Fog operates on
network edge

Abstraction Level
scalability Degree
Support of
Multitask
Level Transparency
Run time

High
High
Yes

Type of Requests
Allocation unit
Level of
Virtualization
Accessible type
Transmission
Security

High
Real time
services
Lots of High
allocation
All shapes and
sizes (wide
&narrow)
Vital

Infrastructure

IP
Device to device
Possible,
determined
Flexible

Support of
Operating System

hypervisor
virtualization

Ownership
Service negotiation

Multiple
SLA based

Support of User
management

Centralized

Resource

Centralized
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Leased line

rescheduling of
failed tasks

Service price

Utility pricing
and Pay per use
as go

Type of service

CPU, network,
memory,
bandwidth,
device, storage
Significant Fog
applications
involve real-time
interactions
rather than 228
batch
processing.
Low
Service
Unlimited
Unlimited
Next Generation
of Internet and
computing

Response Time
Critical object
Number of users
Resource
Future

Give a request of
greatness change in
the practical,
powerful
provisioning of IT
administrations

Interoperability
between
heterogeneous
resources.

Failure
management

Example of real
world

Multiple hops

Centralized

d
decentralized/centraliz
ed
Web Services (SOAP
and REST)
Strong (VMs can be
easily migrated
from one node to
other)
Utility pricing,
discounted for larger
customers
IaaS, PaaS, SaaS,
Everything as a
service
Amazon Web Service
(AWS), Google
apps

High
Service
Unlimited
Unlimited
Fog Computing

Comparison table III reveals that for Fog and the cloud,
few criteria are similar for mobile connectivity, virtualisation,
multitasking, openness, service negotiations, vital object,
number of support users and services offered [17]. In contrast
to cloud computing, Fog computing delivers a solution within
a limited span of time, but the cloud takes high. The other
criteria Fog computing gives better advantage. Other than
cloud storage [18][19], are other parameter categories, such
as request sort, delivery, protection, user management,
management of resources, scheduling, interoperability,
malfunction management and service pricing.

Data and applications
are processed in
the Cloud
High
High
Yes
High
Real time services

IV. ARCHITECTURE & CHARACTERISTICS OF FOG COMPUTING
The following pages have described several architectures
for Fog Computing:

Lots of small
allocation
All shapes and sizes
(wide &narrow)

A. Specific Architecture of Fog Computing
The generic architecture of Fog Computing consists of the
following elements:

Vital

1)

IP
Device to Cloud
Undefined
3 models (PaaS, IaaS,
SaaS)
A hypervisor (VM) on
which
multiple OSs run
Single
SLA based
Centralized or can be
delegated to third
party
Centralized/Distribute

2)
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IoT Endpoints: which contain end devices
including sensors, gateways, edge devices, and
other physical items, which execute the necessary
features and supply end device-installed
applications [20]. This is a data storage unit. The
IoT endpoint gathers data from other users and
processes those data in real-time in the data
processing unit for the IP network. For more
analysis, the remaining data is processed in the
cloud.
IP (Internet Protocol) Network: provides
distributed intelligence to collect the data from and

3)

in the Cloud system connected to IoT Endpoint
devices (e.g. sensors) in order to transfer the
requisite data for possible storage and processing
purposes. Its key objective is to create a contact
relation. IP networks use distributed intelligence,
for instance big data mining, to promote
intelligence representation [21]. Distributed
knowledge is viewed as an effective analytical tool
that offers an effective interpretation of what
individuals should do and how objects, instruments
and the sociotechnical system can be built and
measured to inspire human beings.
Central Control and Media Unit: It is a computerbased unit in the computer world, where data
resides, but is not interpreted, collected and
analyzed as required in the data processing unit.
This system is used to archive, question and
evaluate companies.

Services, and Mobile Packet Core functions are the
responsibility of Core Networking and Services.

B. Fog Computing Environmental Model
In landmark research papers titled “Improving web sites
performance using edge servers in fog computing
architecture” [22] and “Fog computing and its role in the
internet of things,”[3] as proposed the Fog Computing
Environmental Model which organizes output using edge
servers in fog computing architecture. This model is depicted
in Fig. 2. The whole Fog computing environment has been
divided into three separate layers:

2)

Distributed Intelligence: Fog Computing
This layer is the primary edge layer, widely known
as the It's MultiService Edge. The infrastructure,
Wi-Fi, Ethernet and Programmable Logic
Controller (PLC) can be found on this layer 3 G /
4 G / Long-Term Evolution (LTE). It is like a
network of fields.

3)

Distributed Intelligence: End-Point Computing
This layer contains a variety of embedded devices,
objects and sensors. It illustrates how wired and
wireless networks bind intelligent and less
intelligent stuff such as the vehicles and the
computer.

C. Fog

Computing

Architecture

by

Joud

Khattab[21]
In August 2017 Joud Khattab launched the Fog Counting
Model (Fig. 3.). In this approach, as briefly articulated, Fog
Architecture is divided into seven stages.

Fig. 3. Fog computer architecture by Joud Khattab (adapted from [21])

1) IoT Sensors and Actuators

IoT sensors and actuators form the lowest
layer of the architecture [23]. This layer
is globally dispersed and helps to
calculate, communicate or add the
captured value to the next layer via the
processing gateway. In this layer, IoT
actuators play an important role, as the
operation of the IoT process or device is
their responsibility. They take data and
translate it to mechanical or electrical
moments from remote sensors. Actuators
normally respond to sensor changes in
ambient aberrations.

Fig. 2. Fog computer architecture (adapted from [16])

1)

Centralized Intelligence: Cloud Computing
Data Center Cloud may be used for application
services Hosting, handling. Internet Protocols (IP),
Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS), Quality
of Service, Multicast, Data Protection, Network
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2) Fog Devices
The nearest architectural layer consists of a "Fog
Computer" portal to connect sensors to the Internet,
border control systems and physical computing devices
[24]. This layer can handle different modules.
3) Data Generation

This layer further processes the data
obtained from different sensors, RFID
and other IoT products. Some data can be
used in real time, some of the remaining
data can be sent to the cloud
environment. This layer produces a vast
number of results.

Fig. 4. Characteristics of Fog Computing

1)

4) Infrastructure Monitoring
It monitors resource usage and the availability of sensors,
actuators and IP networks in this layer. Monitoring and
managing infrastructure systems and software. The
tracking part, depending on needs, offers information
gathered for other resources and applications.

2)

5) Resource Management
Resource control is the central layer of Fog architecture.
It is computer-based components that handle resources
systematically in such a way that excess resources are
nearly reduced to nothing. This layer has a reliable,
programmable interface for smooth hardware
management and power. API for tracking and managing
of physical resources such as CPU, Memory, network and
IoT devices (Generic Application Process Interface). The
most critical feature of this layer are placing and the
scheduler elements, as they monitor the status of the
resources available.

3)

4)

6) Application Model
This layer of the Fog architecture is a sensor-controlled
model in which sensors frequently or eventually publish
calculated data. The software runs on the Fog system
subscription and processes sensor data.
7) IoT Applications
IoT scenarios include health care, processing,
governance, residential construction, home automation,
protection for residents and more [25].

5)

D. Characteristics of Fog Computing
Near the end machines are Fog Computing Services. This
computational paradigm is a big advantage over other
conventional computing models because of the proximity to
the terminal computers. Fig. 4 demonstrates some important
elements.

6)
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Geographical distribution: Fog has requested a
broad-based implementation in comparison to the
more clustered cloud. The Fog will be strongly
involved in maintaining high-quality streaming by
proxies along highways and tracks for moving
vehicles [26].
Decentralization: The model of fog computation
is autonomous. No central server is available to
handle electronic resources and facilities. Fog
nodes then coordinate themselves and interact in
order to provide end users with IoT applications in
real time [27].
Location Awareness: The desire to Fig. out the
geographical location of an apparatus is location
consciousness [28]. The fog node is bound to the
closest fog node, the fog node knows the location
of the fog client [29]. Site recognition can be used
for targeted publicity or in an emergency [27].
Real time interaction: Instead of batch
processing, fog computers enable real-time
interaction. Effective time processing involves
rising reality, gaming and processing of real time
sources. Fog computing offers rich network
information, traffic information and status data,
thanks to the proximity of the edge.
Save Storage Space: Fog Computing is one of the
best solutions to prevent erroneous or unrelated
data traveling across the whole network, while
saving disk space and reducing latency [30].
Low Larency: The data generated by sensors are
transmitted to cloud data centers in the cloud and
IoT ecosystem from IoT devices remotely [31].
This triggers end-to - end delays, such as delays in
the delivery of IoT devices to remotely located data
center, delays in data processing and delays in
cloud response to end-user. Hence the high latency
of cloud computing. The fog computing node is
next to the IoT system which offers computing
resources without using the cloud which makes
decisions based on local data. The latency of

7)

8)

9)

Some benefits are obtained owing to the variations
between fog and cloud computing. The benefits are provided
below.

response is also even smaller than that of cloud
computing [32].
Heterogeneity Support: the Fog Computing
infrastructure offers machine, storage and
networking facilities between end devices and
standard cloud data centers on a network edge that
are typically but not elite[33]. The building blocks
Cloud and Fog [34] are computing, storage and
network tools.
Mobility Support: For certain Fog computing
applications, accessibility help play a key role in
enabling direct connectivity with mobile devices
by using protocols [35]. For example, the
separation protocol Cisco Locator / ID using a
distributed directory scheme to distinguish the
identity of the host from the site 's identity.
Close To The End User : In order to reduce data
transfer gaps, data should be closer to consumers
than stored in distant data centres [30].

1. Scalability is the potential of a network to expand in
capacity. A network of fog is a flexible network. If
traffic in one region is too high for the present fog
nodes to manage, it is easy to position another fog
node to take off any workload. In addition, nodes
may be extended to rural areas where coverage has
traditionally been hard to provide [27].
2. Possible Improvement in Privacy As data
collection takes place at the edge of the network,
central organizations no longer have to store the
data. Users are able to take more control of their
knowledge. Knowledge collection occurs closer to
the consumers. It is possible to delete information
that can connect a single person to a piece of data at
the edge before transmitting it further to the
centralized agency [27].
3. Dependability and Reliability Dependability were
improved by fog computation in two respects.
Second, a single body would not be relied on by
consumers. When it becomes a centralized agency,
it is possible to use inaccessible fog nodes instead.
Second, in one region, multiple fog nodes may be
installed. If one node becomes unable, you can use
many others instead [36].
4. Bandwidth and Storage Reduction Fog nodes will
filter out unwanted data [27]. Not all the knowledge
obtained by IoT devices is valuable. The volume of
data submitted into the cloud would be minimized
by filtering unwanted data on the edge. The cloud
will then concentrate on only important details, i.e.
information that will improve the system 's
awareness.
5. Location Awareness and Context Location
awareness is the ability to determine the
geographical location of a device [18]. This form of
data is helpful. It does have privacy issues, though.
A fog node will know where the geographical
position of a fog client is since a fog client would
connect to the nearest fog node. For targeted ads, or
in an emergency, location recognition may be used.
6. Data processing in Motion Fog computation has
the potential to interpret details. In motion, e.g.,
being able to draw real-time conclusions [37]. Cloud
computing performs batch processing, while a pulse
of data can be analysed by fog computing. It is
helpful to be able to evaluate a stream because data
is most useful right after development. Timing is a
critical component of the device for many IoT apps
to work as expected. The initial, record, store and
analyze process, which is how cloud computing
operates, does not work well with sensor data. The
value, right after it is sensed, is the best, and should,
Therefore, right after formation, examine them.

The characteristics of fog computing have good
advantages over cloud computing. We can see a detailed
explanation in Table IV.
TABEL IV. CHARACTERISTICS TABLE OF FOG COMPUTING & CLOUD
COMPUTING

Characteristic
Requirements
Architecture
Location awareness
Location of node
Latency
Number of nodes
Processing power of
nodes
Distance
between
the client and server
Mobility support
Data analysis
Delay Jitter
Security
Attack on data
enroute
Geographical
distribution
Real
time
interactions
Type of last mile
connectivity
Service Access
Scalability
Availability
of users/devices
Content Generation
Content
Consumption
Software
Virtualization

Fog Computing

Cloud Computing

Distributed
Yes
Within the Internet
Low
Many
Low

Centralized
No
At the edge of the
local network
High
Few
Nearly Unlimited

One hop

Multiple hops

Supported
Data in motion
Low
Can be defined
Very low probability

Limited
Data in rest
High
Undefined
High probability

Distributed

Centralized

Supported

Supported

Wireless

Leased line

At the Edge / On
Handhold Device
High
High
Tens of Billions

Through Core

Anywhere
Anywhere
User
Devices/Netowrk
Equipment

Average
High
Tens/Hundreds
Millions
Central Location
End Devices
Central
Facilities

of

Corporate

V. ADVANTAGES & DISADVANTAGES OF FOG COMPUTING

A. Advantages of Fog Computing
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channel and consumer mobility will result in
transmission loss and delay.
3) Spam: Spam data refers to undesirable content,
including redundant material, fake user data
created and disseminated by attackers. Spam
would result in excessive use of network services,
dishonest social friends, and even leakage of
privacy.
4) Sybil: In order to compromise or monitor the
efficiency of fog computing, Sybil attackers either
exploit false identities or misuse pseudonyms. For
example, they might create false crowdsensing
reports and could not trust the crowdsensing data.
Furthermore, attackers of Sybil could invade
private information for legitimate users.

B. Disadvantages of Fog Computing
1. Expensive: Fog computing is very expensive when
the company has to procure machines such as hubs,
switches, gateways.
2. Complex system: Fog computing uses multiple
nodes and is an additional layer in data processing
and storage systems , making it a very complicated
computing operation.
3. Scalability: Cloud is more flexible than Fog.
VI. SECURITY THREATS IN FOG COMPUTING
Due to centralized data management and programming
frameworks, cloud infrastructure can be hacked by external
attackers. Significant cloud storage vendors have
successively arisen from large-scale data breach incidents,
such as Google, Amazon, and Yahoo. Cloud protection has
become an important element that restricts cloud computing
growth. Fog computing is considered a more reliable
infrastructure than cloud computing as a non-trivial extension
of cloud computing for the following reasons: First of all, the
data gathered is temporarily stored and processed by local fog
nodes that are nearest to the data source, eliminating reliance
on an Internet connection. Storage, sharing, and review of
local data make it impossible for hackers to obtain access to
user information. Second, there is no longer a real-time
sharing of information between the system and the server,
making it impossible for eavesdroppers to discern classified
information from those users.

5)

Jamming: An intruder purposefully creates a large
number of false signals to jam communication
networks or computer facilities [40], so that all
users are prohibited from regular communication
and computing.
6) Eavesdropping: Malicious attackers listen to chat
networks to intercept packets and read information
[41]. This form of network attack is very
successful if the data is not encrypted.
7) Denial-of-Service: An attacker disrupts the
resources offered by fog nodes to render them
inaccessible to its intended users by overwhelming
the target fog nodes with unwanted requests [42].
This attack consumes network bandwidth to block
legitimate users from reacting to their requests.
The fog node is very vulnerable to Denial-of Service (DoS ) attacks relative to the cloud, as its
available resource is small.
8) Collusion: Two or more individuals collide
together to cheat, confuse or defraud other legal
institutions or to achieve an unfair advantage. In
fog computing, two or more parties can collide to
improve their attack capabilities, such as multiple
fog nodes, IoT devices, IoT cloud devices, or fog
nodes with IoT devices [43].
9) Man-in-the-Middle: A manipulative attacker
stands in the midst of two parties to remotely
transmit or alter the sharing of data between the
parties, but both parties assume that they
communicate directly with each other [44].
10) Impersonation: A malicious attacker pretends that
a real user has access to resources offered by fog
nodes, or impersonates a real fog node providing
false or phishing services to users [45].

However, it is not possible to render fog computing
secure. Since it also inherits numerous security threats from
cloud storage. The following attacks [38] can be launched to
interrupt fog computing in particular.

Fig. 6. Security and Privacy Threats in Fog Computing [38]

1) Forgery: In addition to forging their identity and
accounts, malicious attackers can also create false
information to deceive other organizations [39].
Furthermore,
network
services
including
bandwidth, storage and power are used too much,
based on the false data.
2) Tampering: In order to interrupt fog computing
and degrade its efficacy, a tampering intruder may
maliciously decrease, pause, or change the
transmission of data. Any tampering habits are
difficult to define, as the state of the wireless
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the user, resulting in the disclosure of the privacy
of the user. Unfortunately, the positions of users in
fog computing are difficult to secure. As a user can
access the resources offered by the closest fog node
using IoT devices, this fog node can assume that
this user is close to and far from other fog nodes.
In addition, if a customer has connections to
several services provided by fog nodes deployed at
various locations, the route to fog nodes can be
revealed.
VII. CURRENT RESEARCH RELATED TO SECURITY IN FOG
COMPUTING
Security is one of the main problems with fog computing.
One of the most critical problems in the safety field of fog
computing is the protection of stored data. All data is
processed in this setting by third parties, which makes data
protection a major security issue. In this way, it is not possible
to quickly incorporate conventional security solutions. It is
recognized that fog computing is operated in a cooperative
manner via data centers, distributed protocols play a key role
in ensuring the security of Fog storage systems. Also, nobody
could be found when the attack happened. It is also not
possible to detect can files have been compromised. Most of
the security incidents associated with Fog Computing are
triggered by typical enemy attacks. In fog regions, where
gateways operating as fog devices can be compromised or
replaced with dummy devices, man-in-the-middle attacks
will become increasingly common.

Fig. 7. Computing Security Threat Model for Fog Computing

Furthermore, privacy is a key problem in fog computing
as the personal data of the users is included in the
compilation, transmission, retrieval and exchange of data.
Data owners are not prepared to disclose their information to
others, but the lack of privacy is insignificant. The privacy of
a user may include four elements, namely, privacy of identity,
privacy of data, privacy of usage, and privacy of place [46].

1)

2)

3)

4)

Identity Privacy: The user's identity contains the
name, address, telephone number, visa number,
license number and public key certificate that can
be connected to a single user through any details
[47]. User identities are vulnerable to being
revealed on the basis of information sent to fog
nodes for authentication.
Data Privacy: Data from users can be transmitted
to an untrusted entity when managing and
transferring fog nodes between two parties [48].
Different confidential data, such as consumer
interest, profession, address, health status, and
political orientation, can be retrieved by analyzing
these data. A medical record, for example, shows
the health status of the patient, and a vote indicates
the political intent of the electorate.
Usage Privacy: Use Privacy applies specifically to
the pattern of use used by the customer for the
services provided by fog nodes. For example, a
smart meter's readings can show a family's living
patterns, such as when residents go to sleep and
when they are not at home, which completely
breaches the privacy of residents [49].
Location Privacy: Large apps on mobile devices
are actually gathering location information for
consumers. It seems like location privacy is a kind
of privacy that we have to surrender to enjoy online
services, such as navigation and location-based
services [50]. However, the security of the location
of privacy is also important. From the location
information gathered, the intruder is able to
recognize the path, name, points of interest, etc. of
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VIII. CONLUSION & FUTURE WORK
An overview of the Fog Computing paradigm was
introduced in this paper with the aim of resolving some of the
confusion about Fog Computing and existing cloud-based
computing. The methodology used to conduct the survey was
also presented in this paper. The introduction of Fog
Computing improves its performance and increases the
efficiency of network resources. Fog Computing is a
decentralized computer architecture that processes and stores
data between source and cloud storage communicating via
wireless radio waves or by wired connection as in the case of
fiber optics. The concept of the potential of fog computing
currently attracts many researchers as it brings cloud services
closer to the end user. This paper presents some of the
previous work analyzing haze comparisons, Fog
characteristics, safety and architectural design of the Fog
network approach. As potential future work, the study of Fog
Computing is very promising as it encourages the
technological advancement as such Internet of Things (IoT),
data analytics and big data as well as wireless sensor
networking domain. Along the way, the aspect of security is
definitely crucial not only from technical and technological
side but also human perspective as users adopting the
technologies ahead in their daily life routine.
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Abstract— Online Game Addiction (OGA) signifies an issue
partnership with technology defined as compulsive, obsessed,
impulsive and hasty. Recent research identified cases where
digital usage shows symptoms of behavioral addiction especially
among the adolescent. Not only that, studies have found that this
online game addictive behavior also contributed to network
threats such as phishing, social engineering and spamming.
Most of the threats mentioned rooted from cybersecurity issues
that came from security vulnerability and social interaction risk.
This happens when users tend to act in an unethical way if they
are not allowed to proceed playing or being stopped from
playing due to any constraints or hurdles. In this paper, we
conduct a systematic literature review to gather the previous
research related to OGA in cybersecurity perspective. The goal
of this research is to identify the current research stage and open
challenges for future studies in OGA. The research extracted 25
papers from diverse scientific databases. The result
demonstrates that the issue of OGA that relates to cybersecurity
perspective has been addressed very limitedly and the related
research gap were found and well-presented and discussed in
this study.
Keywords—Addictive Behavior, Online Game
Cybersecurity, Systematic Literature Review

I.

categorized into various subtypes including Online Game
Addiction (OGA). Meanwhile, in particular with respect to
OGA, these issues were specifically established by
Hadlington 's main guide in his research on human factors in
the field of cybersecurity [9]. In contrast with study conducted
by Durak [10] which focus on academic performance among
students, Hadlington precisely aim to examine the connection
between Internet addiction with impulsivity and risky
behaviors among workers and employees. On top of that, both
of them are focusing on different perspectives and platform.
The existing literatures on OGA mostly are found to be
skewed towards its impact in line with medical and
psychological needs. Research findings from Hadlington [11]
and Durak [10] have noted some relationship according to
human factors and cybersecurity perspective and they also
found humongous practical-knowledge gap in theoretical
framework that relates to cybersecurity behavior that should
have given more attention. From the literatures, the findings
also mentioned that online game also prone to security threats
like phishing and social engineering in order to gain security
data and personal information among the attackers and
anonymous [12].There were also several researchers that
contribute to security behavior improvement like Leach [13]
and Whitty et al.[14], but the findings are related to influence
and effect of security behavior and risky practice of
authentication in different perspective. Li [15] and Nobles
[16] also investigated the impact of cybersecurity awareness
and human factors among employees and business
organizations. Similar result also reported by Samantha et
al.[17] and Arunesh et al. [18] which focus on security game
and cyber-attacks in the different view. Despite the
importance of the literatures, Hadlington [11] and Durak [10]
were identified as a prolific reference due to limited
publications regarding to online game addiction in
cybersecurity perspective. It has now becoming crucial that
this addictive behavior has high possibility of affecting the
cybersecurity awareness embodiment in an individual. This
happens when users tend to act in an unethical way if they are
not allowed to proceed playing or being stopped from playing
due to any constraints or hurdles [19]. More alarming,
Hadlington[20] has highlighted that the intention becomes the
most influenced factors that can affect ones behavior along
with attitude towards cybersecurity especially in the context
of online game addiction. This study argues that people who
are addicted to online gaming will hypothetically respond to
the point that they might jeopardise their personal information,
placing cybersecurity risk at stake which beyond the limits
impacted by addiction.

Addiction,

INTRODUCTION

Addictive behavior traditionally can be characterized as
any activities that features the main components of addiction
such as; Salience, Tolerance, Mood Modification, Conflict,
Relapse and Withdrawal [1]. In psychology, undermining
common sense is characterised as bravery which motivated by
social values and in medicine as impulsivity-led dependence
[2]. There are three levels of addiction according to Ng and
Wiemer [3] which relate to beginner, intermediate and
advance level that reflects the particular degree of self-control
and distinct behavioral attitudes. Griffith [4] also mentioned
that the subject of addiction will influence the decision making
and the individual can be directed by the level of change
contributing to the component addiction model within the
biopsychosocial framework including Internet Addiction
(IA). IA also refers to the Internet usage epidemic which
marked by compulsive, impulsive, repetitive and hasty
properties. It also has a correlation with unhealthy behaviours
such as fatigue, worry, sleep loss, distraction and a decline in
social skills [5]. Furthermore, IA also stresses the
uncontrollable degree of involvement with other interactions
of software products [6]. These content can compensate and
provide pleasure for the person who have paucity of social
skills but it could socially and psychologically damage a
person [7]. Young and de Abreu [8] reported that IA has been
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We also followed the guidelines and instruction on SLR
by Saltikov [22] and execute for most of the search process.
Four digital libraries and one large indexing scheme were
explored: IEEE Computer Society Digital Library; ACM;
Citeseer; SpringerLink; and Network of Science. In addition,
based on Kitchenham, we also tested the indexing method for
SCOPUS. The description, keywords and overview were
focused based on the subject of all queries. The searches were
carried out between 2015 and 2019 and we used a collection
of basic search strings for all sources except for SCOPUS and
aggregated the results from each of the searches for each
source:

II. METHOD
In this article, a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) was
conducted to identify the research topics that are important to
OGA and the related issues which well discussed by
prominent scholars especially from the cybersecurity
perspective that need to be addressed in future studies. SLR
was chosen as the technique to explore related articles in
scientific databases and to schedule a table of existing
research scope to achieve this aim. This SLR is carried out in
this study that specifically to identify the research topics in
relation to OGA. The related issues that prominent scholars
have well discussed particularly in the context of
cybersecurity will be address thoroughly in the related
studies. As defined by Kitchenham and Charters [19][20], we
used the simple SLR system. Compared to other approaches,
the key distinctions between the methods employed in this
analysis are listed below: ͒
x Instead of a restricted manual search process, we
used a broad and automatic search process.
x Three researchers obtained data on consistency and
classification. For the papers found during the same
time as the initial search, the median or mode value
was taken as the consensus value (as appropriate).
They used the process "consensus' and "minority
report" for the collection of papers which were
discovered during the initial search time.͒

1. ‘‘Digital Addiction” AND ‘‘Cybersecurity”.
2. ‘‘Internet Game Addiction” AND ‘‘Cybersecurity”.
3. ‘‘Online Game Addiction” AND ‘‘Cybersecurity”.
4. ‘‘Online Game Addiction” AND ‘‘Phishing”.
5. ‘‘Online Game Addiction” AND ‘‘Spamming”.
6. ‘‘Online Game Addiction” AND ‘‘Social Engineering”.
7. ‘‘Online Game Addiction” AND ‘‘Malicious Code”.
8. ‘‘Online Game Addiction” AND ‘‘Authentication”.
9. ‘‘Online Game Addiction” AND ‘‘Cybersecurity” AND
“Literature Review”.
10. ‘‘Online Game Addiction” AND ‘‘Cybersecurity” AND
“Literature Analysis”.
11. ‘‘Online Game Addiction” AND ‘‘Cybersecurity” AND
“In Depth Survey” .
12. ‘‘Online Game Addiction” AND ‘‘Cybersecurity” AND
“Literature Survey”.
13. ‘‘Online Game Addiction” AND ‘‘Cybersecurity” AND
“Meta-Analysis”.
14. ‘‘Online Game Addiction” AND ‘‘Cybersecurity” AND
“Past Studies”.
15. ‘‘Online Game Addiction” AND ‘‘Cybersecurity” AND
“Overview of Existing Research”.

A. Research Questions
The three research questions investigated in this study
were chosen: ͒
RQ1: How many researches and SLRs that related to OGA
were published between 2015 and 2019 in cybersecurity
perspective?
RQ2: What research topics are being addressed?
RQ3: What are the current gaps in OGA’s studies in
cybersecurity perspective?

C. Screening
Due to the fact that not all found papers are relevant in their
actual contents, screening process is compulsory to narrow
down the search into relevant papers only [23]. At the first
phase, papers were screened according to their titles and then
studies that were not relevant to the research topic were
excluded. For instance, the search engine shows papers
related to OGA and data security in other scientific fields,
which is not related to the cybersecurity issues. These articles
were clearly beyond the reach of this comprehensive analysis
of literature. Nevertheless, in some instances, the validity of
the research depending on the title has been difficult to
determine. In this case, papers were transferred for further
reading process through the following stage. In the second
step, we read each paper's abstracts which passed the
preceding process. In addition, each paper was screened using
a clear inclusion and exclusion criterion. Then, It was decided
to exclude the following types of papers: (1) papers without
full text availability, (2) papers where the main language was
not English (i.e. Turkish), (3) papers that had addresses OGA
from other aspects and (4) papers that were duplicates. When
a paper passed all four exclusion requirements and after
reading the abstract, it was deemed to concentrate on
cybersecurity OGA and we agreed to progress to the next
level.

B. Searching Process and Keywords
The search approach was focused on the move
implemented by Yli-Huumo [23] that compresses all the
processes as seen in Fig. 1 such as scanning, keywording and
data extraction. In this report, a total number of 37 papers
were collected. In order to select which of them intensely
analyze, we conducted two exclusion stages - one is based on
titles and the other is based on abstracts - and we included
articles regarding to other aspects that addressing security and
legal issues or purely technical aspects of OGA. Finally, a
total of 25 articles were finalized whereby knowledge
required in order to addressing the study.

Fig. 1. Systematic Literature Review Search Process by Yli-Huumo [21]
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III. DATA EXTRACTION RESULT͒

Other scholars such as Arunesh [18] also contributing to
the knowledge through the development of Stackelberg
security games (SSG) which looking beyond a decade of
success of selected games to mitigate phishing attack in
online game environment and proposed the technical advance
in SSG and sharing a future work in the study. The author
also revealed the technical advance related to this topic using
empirical research and combination of qualitative data. In
another study performed by Hayani [27] that focus on
cybersecurity element in OGA have enhance the
cybersecurity awareness program on personal data protection
among youngster in Malaysia. This effort was sustained from
awareness campaign in enhancing safety and procedure
according to the trend and current internet usage among
youngsters. This study also has beneficial in preliminary data
in order to emphasis on findings.

25 papers that have been written in the past five years
(2015-2019) have been listed in this section. This grouping
would include categorizing the findings depending on the
research approach (qualitative and quantitative) except
triangulation regarding to specific requirement. Based on this
result, it is a strong evident that research regarding to OGA
has continued to increase over the years of study. The results
extracted from the analyzed papers were reported and
organized to answer research question (RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3).
Discussion on the results will follow in the next section. The
results answering the research question were presented below
in a form of discussion and summary tables of articles. For
each study we discussed, we classified them according to the
author and year, scope of article, the area of research and
methodology used.
A. Qualitative Research
The first category in this classification is qualitative
analysis. The authors used the questionnaire and the focus
group in this category as a means to carry out their study. We
have finalizing 12 articles that most related to OGA in
cybersecurity perspective. Starting with a research conducted
by Aivazpour [24] investigated the sufficient basis and the
effect of impulsiveness on risky security behaviors in OGA
by conducting an inductive and investigative interviews
among the respondents in three separate categories to
determine the Impulsivity and risky cybersecurity behaviors.
Furthermore, Kerem Kilicer in his research [25] regarding to
cyber human values scale and the study of development,
validity and reliability have develop a scale to measure level
of cyber human values based on behavior of online game in
social media and cyberspace. The finding was derived on the
basis of chosen demographics from the cyber values system
for size, question item in the interview session and focus
group observation. On the other hand, Hadlington [26] also
highlighted in his article regarding to human factor in
cybersecurity based on OGA environment whereby 5 factors
model of personality from John and Srivastava 1999 were
reveiled according to mindspace framework which was used
to examine the impact of human factors to influence
cybersecurity practices and behaviors in online game
environment. Another research that focusing cybersecurity
behaviors in OGA by Monica [14] also revealed internal and
external control scale involving focus group interview.

A recent study was conducted by Neupane [28] regarding
to neural markers of cybersecurity involving fMRI also
contributing in the study of phishing and malware warnings.
The objective of this study is to introduce the neuroscience
based on study methodology in order to inform the design of
security systems in human brain. The marker on human brain
regarding to cybersecurity and impulsivity were recorded and
have a strong relationship with addictive behavior especially
OGA. This claim can be supported by Hadlington [29]
through his hand book regarding to cybercognition and
relationship between brain, behavior and digital world. This
book has emphasized on the definition of cybercognition and
the related topic to these cognitive activities. This prominent
author also has successfully exploring the concept of
cyberspace and the connection with OGA in cybersecurity
perspective.
Meanwhile, the researcher such as Hans de Bruijn [30]
also not been left behind in building security awareness
whereby he successfully develop the need for evidence-based
framing strategies in his study regarding the challenge in
framing policies in cybersecurity. The result from this study
can offer better communication and very useful in mitigating
policy makers paradoxes according to OGA. This study has
benefit on policy maker evidence-based framing strategies
using prediction equation based on qualitative data from
respondents. Interviews were carried out to investigate the
participants perceived toward these issues.

Similar result also reported by Calvin Nobles [16]
regarding to the article about botching human factors in
cybersecurity in business organizations. The researcher has
successfully disclosed the significance of human factors in
online games based on interview sessions between addicted
users. In terms of cybersecurity in particular, Samantha [17]
has also been one of the famous author reporting on cyberattacks and offering insight into contributing factors and
tackling strategies especially among teenagers in the online
gaming environment. The current status and future work also
reposted very well and need special focus if other scholars
want to continue the study. It also gives some alternative to
review existing literature that related to cybersecurity
especially involving the current issues using empirical
research and qualitative data such as focus group.
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Finally, as for future potential direction in network attack
such as phishing and social engineering, Arachchilage [31]
has create a simple solution through phishing threat
avoidance behavior research. He also recommends exploring
the materiality of the model and develop a game design
framework in order to thwart phishing attack and successfully
implement the phishing education among the respondents
based on interview and focus group. However, the research
can also allow a broader spectrum of participants of diverse
age, technical history and financial literacy. All the related
qualitative articles were compressed in Table I.
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TABLE I.

QUALITATIVE ARTICLES

No
1.

Author and Year
Monica Whitty, (2015)
[14]

Scope of Articles
Individual differences in
cybersecurity behaviors in sharing
password perspective.

Area of Research
Focus on risky practice of sharing
passwords.

Methodology Used
Focus group interview

2.

Ajaya Neupane,
(2016)
[28]

Cybersecurity Neural Markers:
Phishing and Malware Alerts fMRI
research.

Introducing a research approach
focused on neuroscience to guide
the design of protection systems.

Empirical study,
experimental based

3.

Arachchilage, (2016)
[31]

Phishing threat avoidance behavior
Game Design Framework to avoid
phishing.

Phishing Education.

Model
Interview

4.

Samantha Bordoff,
(2017)
[17]

Cyber-attack, reasons leading and
tactics tackling: present status.

To study current cybersecurity
relevant literature.

Empirical research
Interview

5.

Hans de Bruijn, (2017)
[30]

Building security awareness: The
need for evidence-based framing
strategies.

To discuss the challenge in
framing policies on cybersecurity
to offer better communication.

Document Summary
and focus group

6.

Kerem Kilicer,
(2017)
[25]

Cyber human values scale: the
study of development, validity and
reliability.

Establish a scale to assess the
extent of cyber-human principles
focused on social networking and
cyberspace actions.

Focus group interview

7.

Zahra Aivazpour
(2018)
[24]

Impulsivity and risky cybersecurity
behaviors: a replication.

To investigate sufficient basis the
effect of impulsiveness on risky
security behaviors.

Replication examination
and interview

8.

Lee Hadlington,
(2018)
[9]

The Human Factor in
cybersecurity.

To examine the impact of human
factors to influence cybersecurity
practices and behaviors.

Analysis papers and
focus group

9.

Calvin Nobles,
(2018)
[16]

Botching of human cybersecurity
variables of corporation
enterprises.

To analyze the important of
human factors in cybersecurity.

Interviews and expert
review

10.

Arunesh Sinha,
(2018)
[18]

Looking beyond a decade of
success in Stackelberg Security
Games (SSG).

To survey the technical advance
in SSG and future work.

Empirical research

11.

Lee Hadlington,
(2018)
[29]

Cybercognition: Brain, Behavior
and Digital World.

Definition of cybercognition and
related topic to these cognitive
activities.

Empirical study (book)
and interview

12

Hayani Rahim, (2019)
[27]

Improving the cybersecurity
awareness program for the safety
of personal data among young
people in Malaysia.

To enhance cybersecurity
awareness with current internet
usage among youngster.

Preliminary research
and focus group
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tolerance and mood modification). Instead of the study
among of workers and adults, Hadlington [38] also have a
contribution to research among adolescent. The article tittle
“I cannot live without my tablet” was launched in order to
examine children’s experience of using tablet technology at
home. This article has revealed the characteristic of
participant regarding to OGA in mobile environment. The
result obtained in this article was in line with Funk (1993),
Fisher (1994) including Griffith and Hunt (1995).

B. Quantitative Research
The second category in this section is quantitative
analysis. In this category, the authors used the survey as a tool
for their data collection mechanism. We have finalizing 13
articles that most related to OGA in cybersecurity perspective
between 2015 and 2019. Starting with Alrobai [32] in his
Ph.D thesis addressed the engineering social networks to
combat digital addiction especially OGA via survey of 657
participants. The findings indicate that student performance
expectancy and effort expectancy are considered as
significant factors influencing the OGA using online peer
groups. As for future work, the author recommended
extending the population of the study to design a persuasive
system in mitigating OGA among the youngsters.

Another prominent research by the author like Durak [10]
also addressed the human factors and cybersecurity in OGA.
This study related to an analysis of the relationship between
high school students which suspected as addicted user and the
state of providing personal cybersecurity and human values
which effecting by addictive behavior. The result was
obtained from high school students in Turkey related to
human factors, human values and cybersecurity manners in
online games. This research was based on Internet Addiction
Scale by Young (1996) and the result also indicates the strong
correlation within genre and tremendous curve on multiple
regressions. Osman Erol from Turkey [39] also performed the
personal cybersecurity provision scale development study
that related to IA in order to develop a scale to determine user
behavior that related to cybersecurity perspective. The result
consists of item in the scale using selected model including
Segmentation and classification of the item, demographic and
graph which relate to Rational Additional Model (RAT)
according to the respondent’s demographic in the study.

As we know, Lee Hadlington is one of the most prominent
authors that contribute many articles regarding to OGA in
cybersecurity perspective. One of the most influence articles
that were produced by the author is related to human factors
in cybersecurity emphasizing on examining the link between
Internet addiction, impulsivity and attitudes towards
cybersecurity and risky cybersecurity behaviors. This survey
was implemented among the workers [11] in selected region
in United Kingdom that contributing to human factors
analysis and related scale such as ABIS, OCS, RScB and
ATC-IB. Another study [20] which was demonstrate by
Hadlington [33] also involving employees side, like an
empirical assessment in United Kingdom according to
employees attitude towards cybersecurity and risky online
behaviors. This study was implemented between full time and
part-time workers and tends to explore whether if the size of
company and age towards cybersecurity affected the
frequency to engage risky online behaviors. This study was
pioneer basis and cited by Lemmens [34]. The third study
which was recorded under Hadlington’s supervision is related
to media multitasking whether is good for cybersecurity or
vice-versa [35]. The focus of the study is to explore the
relationship between media multitasking and everyday
cognitive failure on risky cybersecurity behaviors in order to
engage in media multitasking. The findings indicate four
main factors affecting media multitasking and Linear
regression. This study revealed peer group as a motivational
mechanism and tested with Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO)
algorithm. In the same vein, Hadlington [33] also propose a
study that exploring the role of work identity and work locus
of control in information security awareness in order to find
the difference between human factors and adherence to
organization. Cyberloafing also have been investigated by
Hadlington [36] and the relationship with Internet addiction
which affected the organizational security in general. This
article has exploring the survey among the workers in the side
of security practices. The result regarding to IA Standardized
estimated model were obtained including statistical
assessment. Additionally, Hadlington [37] also execute an
experiment regarding to segmentation analysis of
susceptibility to cybercrime which is affected by Internet
addiction. This study tends to explore if susceptibility to
cybercrime can be linked to information security awareness
and personal factors in cybersecurity domain. This process
was gone through 40 college students together with six
domains of addiction (salience, withdrawal, conflict, relapse,
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Abdulmajeed Alqhatani [40] also produced a quantitative
article that related to OGA in cybersecurity perspective when
performing an exploration of parent’s security and privacy
concerns and practices regarding to addictive behavior
among teenagers. This article provides a clear understanding
of security and privacy on parents and teenagers. This
research clearly revealed the research model together with
sample question and the prediction of multiple regressions.
On the same vein, Ling Li [15] also invested the impact of
cybersecurity policy awareness on employees cybersecurity
awareness in order To extend the published literature on
cybersecurity behavior among 579 business manager. This
study involves 21 items in game addiction scale,
sosiodemographic and awareness characteristic. Margaret
Gratian [41] have study the correlation between human traits
and cybersecurity behaviors intentions in order to relate the
human characteristic with cybersecurity human behavior
intentions among 369 students. This study was conducted
among homogenous sample according to the related
theoretical framework. And last but not least, David
Blackwell [42] has successfully explored the extraversion,
neuroticism, attachment style and fear of missing out
(FOMO) as predictors of social media use and Internet
addiction. This article investigating whether these factors can
affect the level of OGA among adolescent. The result was
obtained from 271 respondents according to playing time per
week statistic which relate to motives of gaming. All the
related quantitative articles that discussed in this section were
compressed in Table II.
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TABLE II.

No
1.
2.

Author and
Year
Osman
Erol,
(2015) [39]
Lee
Hadlington,
(2017)[36]

QUANTITATIVE ARTICLES

Scope of Articles

Area of Research

Methodology
Used
Survey

Personal cybersecurity provision
scale development study.

To develop a scale to determine user
behavior related to cybersecurity.

Can cyberloafing and internet
addiction affected organizational
security?

To investigate the link between
cyber-loafing, internet addiction and
knowledge of information security.

Questionnaire
based study

3.

David
Blackwell,
(2017) [42]

Extraversion, neuroticism, type of
commitment and risk of losing out
as predictors of usage and
addiction to social media.

To investigate if there were
predictors of extraversion,
neuroticism, attachment type and
fear of losing out.

Social media

4.

Lee
Hadlington,
(2017) [37]

Cybercrime susceptibility
segmentation study.

To investigate if cybercrime
vulnerability may be linked to
knowledge of computer protection
and personal variables.

Survey
Questionnaire

5.

Lee
Hadlington,
(2017)
[11]

Human cybersecurity factors; the
connection between internet
addiction, impulsivity,
cybersecurity attitudes, and
dangerous cybersecurity behaviors.

Human factors and cybersecurity.

Survey using
scale (ABIS,
OCS, RScB
and ATC-IB)

6.

Margaret
Gratian,
(2018)
[41]
Abdulmaje
ed
Alqhatani,
(2018)
[40]
Lee
Hadlington,
(2018)
[20]

Correlating human traits and
cybersecurity behaviors intentions.

To correlate human characteristic
with cybersecurity human behavior
intentions.

Survey

Exploring parent’s security and
privacy concerns and practices.

To provide clear understanding of
security and privacy on parents and
children.

Interview and
observation

Employee’s attitude towards
cybersecurity and risky online
behaviors: an empirical assessment
in UK.

To explore if the size of company
and age towards cybersecurity
affected freq. to engaged risky
online behaviors.

Survey (full
and part-time
employee)

9.

Lee
Hadlington,
(2018)
[35]

The effect of media multitasking in
cybersecurity.

To investigate the connection
between media multitasking and
daily cognitive failure with risky
cybersecurity behaviors.

Survey
Questionnaire

10.

Lee
Hadlington,
(2018)
[33]
Hatice
Yildiz
Durak,
(2019)
[10]

Exploring the role of job
identification and control locus of
job in understanding of information
protection.
Human Factors and Online Gaming
Addiction Cybersecurity: An
Overview of the interaction
between OGA high school students
and the status of OGA 's private
cybersecurity and human values.

To explore the distinction between
human influences and information
security conformity.

Survey
Questionnaire

Human factors, human values and
cybersecurity in online games.

Survey and
group
discussion

Lee
Hadlington,
(2019)
[38]
Ling Li,
(2019)
[15]

OGA in mobile environment
among the children.

To examine children’s experience of
using tablet tech at home.

Survey
Questionnaire

Investigating the effect of
understanding of cybersecurity
policies on the understanding of
cybersecurity among employees.

To extend the published literature on
cybersecurity behaviour.

Survey and
documentary
analysis

7.

8.

11

12

13.
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

IV. DISCUSSION AND RESEARCH GAP
We found the research gaps in the cybersecurity sense
of the OGA studies in this systematic literature review that
have the possibility to be checked for further analysis. The
methodologies employed to categorize those gaps are as
follows. First, we detecting the problems or limitations from
the research papers which included in this study and
secondly, we considering challenges that the authors have
highlighted as a potential future work.
The first gap is lack of study on significant factors
influencing the OGA among adolescent. Based on the
summary of article in Table 1 and Table 2, the literatures do
revealed some interesting highlights on human factors in
online game addiction, but mostly in a limited views and
perspectives. This indicates that there is lack of research
particularly in looking further into the context of
understanding the human factors in exhibiting the intention
of secure behavior particularly among adolescent who are
addicted to online games in cybersecurity perspective.
Hence, this research tends to explore this path further as it
is highly relevant with the current situation and requirement
in order to contribute to the new knowledge in this domain
area
The second gap is the lack of technology adoption
models used in addressing the issue of OGA in the side of
cybersecurity. It has now becoming crucial that this
addictive behavior (i.e.: online games) has high possibility
of affecting the cybersecurity awareness embodiment in an
individual. This happens when users tend to act in an
unethical way if they are not allowed to proceed playing or
being stopped from playing due to any constraints or
hurdles. More alarming, Hadlington [26] also has
highlighted that the intention becomes the most influenced
factors that can affect ones behavior along with attitude
towards cybersecurity especially in the context of online
game addiction. Unfortunately, the issue of online game
addiction that relates to cybersecurity perspective has been
addressed very limitedly. Moreover, the issue gets
complicated as not many behavioral studies have actually
focused on addictive behavior relating to cybersecurity
context. Therefore, this study found the gaps that the future
work should be preform and intending to propose a secure
intention behavior model of online game addiction from
cybersecurity perspective among adolescent. As mentioned
earlier, this research indicates that people who are addicted
to online gaming may hypothetically react outside the
boundaries of addiction to the point that they may
jeopardize their personal information by placing computer
protection at risk.
The final gap is the absence of a high-quality study
report on the relevant paradigm in order to mitigate the
OGA and cyber protection solutions. Most of the papers
identified were not detailed in terms of study in addressing
the problem of OGA among adolescents. The need for
extensive, high-quality publications on OGA matters
together with a significant commitment to cyber protection
should be performed in order to fulfill the gaps.
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In conclusion, as online gaming and other interactive
media have become an important part of everyday life,
recognizing and distinguishing the ways in which excessive
usage is linked to growth especially on mobile platforms is
become crucial and more important at this time. We concern
about OGA in cybersecurity perspective which also become
crucial issues among adolescent whereby they have
potentially exposed to network attack such as Phishing,
Social Engineering, Spamming and others when they
involved in OGA. The issue of online game addiction that
relates to cybersecurity perspective also has been addressed
very limitedly. Moreover, the issue gets complicated as not
many behavioral studies have actually focused on addictive
behavior relating to cybersecurity context. Thus, it is a vital
need for future research to disentangle this issue in order to
describe briefly the relationship between OGA and
cybersecurity perspective especially among adolescent.
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Abstract—IEEE 802.15.4 is the Body Sensor Networks (BSNs)
attached to or inside the human body These nodes attached to
de facto standard that defines the requirements of these
the patient’s clothes and accessories like a vest, shirt, wrist
networks’ implementations, protocols, and architecture. In
wearable, sunglasses, and belts, etc.
orchestrate sensor node connection, the MAC protocol is
The de facto set of requirements recommended for running
required in the wireless medium of communication. While IEEE
802.15.4 MAC is characterized by a collection of robustness that
BSNs is the IEEE 802.15.4 criterion. Together with the many
has led to its popularity in different BSNs, many limitations play
performance criteria of these applications, the wide range of
a significant part in deteriorating its performance. Also, the
applications motivated by the advent of BSNs have prompted
IEEE 802.15.4 based networks are commonly implemented in
the research community to concentrate on developing IEEE
the proximity of other wireless networks operating in the same
802.15.4 of MAC protocol to minimize its shortcomings.
ISM band from a realistic point of view. This implementation
Motivated by different goals, several research teams have
ensures the MAC layer for IEEE 802.15.4 should be enabled for
been working for more than a decade on maximizing the
other networks to cope with interference. These factors have
benefits of The IEEE 802.15.4. Researcher’s goals primarily
inspired efforts to improved MAC protocols of BSNs for IEEE
include reducing power usage, improving throughput/channel
802.15.4. In this paper, we highlight the advantages and
disadvantages of approaches to optimizing the IEEE 802.15.4 of
use, improving reliability/packet distribution ratio/reliability,
MAC protocols and we discuss two methods that are used in our
decreasing collision risk, and minimizing end-to-end delays.
proposed work.

In this paper, we provide simplified coverage of different
approaches available and explain two of them used in our
study. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section II describes BSN architecture. Section III describes
the IEEE 802.15.4 of MAC protocol. Section VI provides
approaches to optimize the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol.
Finally, Section V concludes this.

Keywords—Body Sensor Networks, IEEE 802.15.4, MAC,
Backoff, Duty-Cycle

I.

INTRODUCTION

The body sensor networks (BSN) and body area networks
as described in IEEE 802.15 are the communication standard
intended for low-power devices operating on or in the human
body and functioning for the benefits of the user [1]. A BSNs
is a separate and distinct form of sensor network consisting of
several sensor nodes that are typically referred to as
implantable medical devices (IMDs). These sensors calculate
various physiological signals from the body of a person.
Zimmerman first implemented a BSNs in 1996 as a precise
procedure for a personal area network [2], [3]. BSNs and their
implementations can enhance the quality of life of the user. It
can be characterized majorly concerning their use in the nonmedical and medical field [4], [5].

II.

The body sensor network architecture with various nodes
used as sensors in medical science for monitoring a patient’s
health is shown below in Fig. 1. Multiple tiers of BSN is
illustrated in Fig. 1 [6], [7]. The personal server collects data
generated and transmitted by the different sensors and devices
such as blood pressure sensors, ECG, and EMG sensors.
However, sending data to the medics for analysis is
accomplished through another network setting.
The data sending may use commonly available networks
such as wireless local area networks. If the range is not a
problem, then other communicative technologies like
Bluetooth or NFC may also be used. The biomedical data is
transmitted remotely to the medics for further testing, analysis
and diagnosis. These sensors can also work as emergency
lifesavers by sending the data in real-time to seek medical
assistance on time.

The non-Medical field is not only confined to the medical
area, as this field just has significant and life-saving
implementation results. Applications of the BSNs are vast and
can be implemented in various areas other than medical like
military, sports, and other entertainment activities. In medical
field, there is a need for consistent monitoring and observation
of the biological signals generated from human body. The
medics can observe, analyze and diagnose by tracking the
health record of the patient via the help of node sensors
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upon the architecture of Tier-2 communication. In case
WLAN is used the data from the PS is transmitted to the
gateway or access point which is part of Tier-2
communication and is technically and dynamically placed in
the environment to cope with the emergency situation. This
tier has the purpose of working as the communication agent
between BSN and other networks through a cellular network
or the Internet.

The architecture of communicating sensors with a local
server, and then local servers to the remote locations made up
a BSN and can be categorized into three different parts. The
first tier is intra-BSN communication, known as Tier-1. The
second tier (Tier-2) is called inter-BSN communication and
the third tier (Tier-3) is beyond-BSN communication. These
tiers are discussed in subsections A, B and C. Nodes and
communicative network architecture are shown in Fig. 1.

D. Tier-3: Beyond-BSN Communication
The remote location of medics where the data is to be sent
from the Tier-1 through Tier-2 architecture and devices may
be far enough to use the dedicated connection. Thus the use of
a metropolitan area network (MAN) is used. Different
available devices can be used to bridge the attachment
between Tier-2 and Tier-3 architecture, and then it can be
transmitted to the medical server at a distant location using the
Internet. Though beyond-BSN communication represents the
specific application used on the medical server; a database is
the most crucial part of the medical environment. This
database is essential because it holds and records the history
of the particular patient and their profile. Using these
architectures with the help of records in the database, the
doctors and the patient can be aware of the latest health
conditions and warned through SMS or the Internet.

Fig. 1. BSN architecture based on Three-tier for a communications system
[8].

A. Tier-1: Intra-BSN Communication
The intra-BSN communication connects between two
indistinct types of nodes, BSN nodes, and the master node also
called the coordinator node. Moreover, this communication is
among the nodes of the body sensor networks. BSN nodes are
small with significantly lower power depletion with a very less
range of communication. This communication is in direct
contact with the human body and it might necessitate
differently and dependence of data rate on the nature of the
sensor and its features, it has a range of almost from 1 to 5
meters. The Personal Server (PS) or on-site sink located in
Tier-1 receives data transmitted from the sensors attached to
the body. Here, the Tier-1 communication process is
completed, now this data is sent to the remote location. To do
this, the processed data and collected data are transmitted to
an arrival point in Tier-2.

III. OVERVIEW OF THE IEEE 802.15.4 MAC PROTOCOL
The IEEE 802.15.4 standard defines the PHY layer and the
Low Rate-Wireless Personal Area Network (LR-WPAN)
MAC sub-layer specifications [9]. The standard operates in
any of the two modes depending on the form of the CSMACA
mechanism used [9], [10]. The default will run in a nonbeacon mode, if un-slotted, the CSMA-CA is used. When
using the slotted CSMA-CA, the standard will operate in
beacon mode.
In this article, our focus is on the latter mode. In this mode,
to coordinate communication over the wireless medium, a
superframe structure has been used. The superframe is
delimited through beacons that are regularly sent to
synchronize the nodes by the Personal Area Network (PAN)
coordinator. The superframe duration (SD) and beacon
interval (BI) are used to describe the superframe fully. The
time among two consecutive beacons is referred to by BI and
consists of an active section and an optional inactive section.
The coordinator insides a low-power mode maintains its
power resources during the duration latter. However, the
active cycle fits the SD and split into 16 time slots. The active
portion comprises the contention access period (CAP) and the
optional contention-free period (CFP).
Two attributes define the configuration of the superframe,
namely the macSuperframeOrder (SO) and the
macBeaconOrder (BO). The BO determines the duration span
during which the coordinator should communicate using the
beacon frames. The SO specifies the active component length
plus the frame of the beacon. The configuration of the
superframe of the beacon- activated mode is shown in Fig. 2
[10].

B. Tier-1: Intra-BSN Communication
The intra-BSN communication connects between two
indistinct types of nodes, BSN nodes, and the master node also
called the coordinator node. Moreover, this communication is
among the nodes of the body sensor networks. BSN nodes are
small with significantly lower power depletion with a very less
range of communication. This communication is in direct
contact with the human body and it might necessitate
differently and dependence of data rate on the nature of the
sensor and its features, it has a range of almost from 1 to 5
meters. The Personal Server (PS) or on-site sink located in
Tier-1 receives data transmitted from the sensors attached to
the body. Here, the Tier-1 communication process is
completed, now this data is sent to the remote location. To do
this, the processed data and collected data are transmitted to
an arrival point in Tier-2.
C. Tier-2: Inter-BSN Communication
Now when the data is received in the Tier-2, at this stage
communication takes place among personal based server or
sink and other network starts. That other network depends
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If the macMaxFrameRetries file is crossed, it will reject
the packet. AUnitBackoffPeriod is the primary time unit used
by CSMA-CA. Fig. 3 shows the flow chart for the slotted
CSMA-CA process.
The contention-free period (CFP) is applied to support
QoS specifications (low latency, number of Guaranteed Time
Slots (GTSs) for particular data bandwidths) by the
coordinator. A set of Guaranteed Time Slots (GTSs) that the
coordinator dedicates to such nodes upon their request
constitute the CFP. In the active portion of the superframe,
GTSs begin immediately following the end CAP. Seven is the
highest amount of GTSs a coordinator can delegate. During its
GTS, a node having an allocated GTS has complete access to
the channel. The nodes operation at GTS should finish before
the start of the next GTS or the end of the CFP.

Fig. 2. Superframe structure [10].

BO’s value is correlated with the beacon interval (BI) as
follows:
BI = aBaseSuperframeDuration * 2BO symbols

(1)

0 ≤ BO ≤ 14

IV. APPROACHES TO OPTIMIZE BEACONENABLED IEEE 802.15.4 MAC PROTOCOLS

In
which
the
number
of
symbols
is
aBaseSuperframeDuration, and a superframe whenever the
SO is set to zero. The value of macSuperframeOrder is ignored
if BO is set to 15, and beacon frames will not be sent except
on request. The SO specifies the length of the active portion
plus the beacon frame. The SO value is attached to the length
of the superframe duration (SD), as follows:
SD = aBaseSuperframeDuration * 2SO symbols

To enhance the 802.15.4 MAC protocol, we can classify
the key proposed approaches into eight different categories as
follows: parameter tuning-based, QoS-based, duty cyclebased, priority-based, IEEE 802.11-based, hidden node
resolution-based, backoff-based and cross layer-based [14].
Table 1 highlights the advantages and drawbacks of the
various optimization methods dealing with the IEEE 802.15.4
slotted CSMA/CA

(2)

0 ≤ SO ≤ BO ≤14
The slotted CSMA-CA framework [11], [12], [13] is used
by nodes during the CAP to attempt for media access. The
slotted CSMA-CA uses the Binary Exponential Backoff
(BEB) algorithm as a way of reducing the likelihood of
collisions over the wireless channel. The Binary Exponential
Backoff acts on three parameters as follows, the number of
backoff stages (NB), the Contention Window (CW), and the
Backoff Exponent (BE), which are initialized before any
transmission attempt. These parameters are initialized with
zero, two, and macMinBE, respectively.
After that, for a random period chosen from the [0, 2BE −
1] range, the node backs off. The node carries out two Clear
Channel Tests (2CCA) until the back-off time expires. The
number of CCAs is regulated through the parameter CW, in
as much as the CW is not zero, CCAs are carried out. CW is
reset to two if each CCA indicates that the medium is busy.
Before starting a transmission, the CCAs are required to
verify if the wireless medium is free of any operation.
Transmission of packets begins only if during the two CCAs
the medium is found to be clear (as long as that the residual
time slots in the current limit are adequate to transmit the
packet and its ACK. Anything else, the node has to delay the
transmission of the packet to the next superframe).
However, suppose one of the CCAs indicates that the
medium is busy. In that case, the BE value increases by one
(up to the limit of macMaxBE) and the node backs off again
(i.e., NB increases by one and can reach the limit of
macMaxCSMABackoffs). Once a packet is successfully
transmitted, the receiver node sends back an ACK packet. If
the ACK packet is not received, the node attempts to
retransmit the packet (up to a limit of macMaxFrameRetries
attempts). The full BEB procedure is re-applied for each retry.
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.
The current IEEE 802.15.4 MAC optimization literature
can be classified into different methods, and two of them are
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networks, mainly where periodic schemes are in locations
such as wake-up time and sleeping time. The duty cycle
mechanisms provide low-power listening without using any
external device or hardware. The mechanisms discussed are
very efficient and attract attention at locations where data
traffic and the position of the nearest node are changing with
observance to time [16], [17].
The mechanisms based on the complete synchronization
given by the beacon mode are responsible for the efficient use
of energy sources. Shortage of dynamic adaptive capabilities,
unauthorized channel access in saturated environments, and
more extended periods of back-off could be observed in the
event of channel access failure, and all these problems are
experienced by the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. These challenges
generate low BSN efficiency, whereas these BSN applications
require a limited delay, defined throughput, reliability and
efficient use of energy at a given time.
However, some studies emphasize optimizing the
efficiency of the slotted mode concerning end-to-end delay
and the energy expended when changing the duty cycle. In
order to make the use of power-efficient and reliable, channel
access control during the cycles of operation and inactivity of
the superframe is addressed by these approaches. By
controlling the duty cycle duration, this approach increases the
network lifetime.
The MAC layer state index refers to the details used for
the queuing delay and the Duty Cycle Adoption (DCA) [18]
uses the occupancy of the buffers at the MAC. Changing the
length of the active time is the reason behind using the queuing
delay and buffer occupancy information in the MAC status
index (MSID). The frame structure’s reserved MAC control
field is used to send the buffer status and queuing information
using the node and algorithm. In this case, the active time of
the superframe can be modified using data extracted by the
coordinator. The queue occupation, which is inserted into all
frames during the active time, is computed by DCA.
In DSAA [19], the author suggested changing the service
cycle based on two factors: the occupancy rate of the
Superframe Order and the collision rate. The coordinator
computes the occupancy and collision rate at the end of each
active portion of the superframe. Then, the occupancy rate is
compared to the threshold for superframe occupancy. Next,
the collision rate is compared with the threshold of the
collision. Finally, in the next superframe, the coordinator
changed the SuperFrame Order length.
In addition , the author proposed the Adaptive Duty Cycle
Algorithm (ADCA) [20] to address the problems and
challenges of beacon-based energy consumption that enables
wireless sensor networks. The coordinator node collects the
network information, which includes the status of the queue
on the nodes and their idle time. Using this protocol, network
traffic estimation is improved as a trend prediction capability
and it also changes the network’s duty cycle. Also, the
coordinator node is selected and predicted by the next
superframe order.
Another protocol in [17] has proposed the usage of MAC
tuning parameters and service cycle-based tuning to form a
Tele-medicine Protocol. This protocol is appropriate for
patient monitoring applications that have minimal delay and
adequate reliability. The computing and functional methods
on which this protocol is built and based are the delay

used in our proposed approach in this paper. Duty cycle-based
approach discusses channel access control during the
superframe’s active and inactive times, intending to make
productive use of power. By controlling the service cycle
duration, the benefit of this approach is to maximize the
network lifespan. While backoff-based approach recommends
that minimum modification should be made to the standard so
that appropriate benefits can be achieved from the strengths of
the standard.
The advantages of this approach include making the
802.15.4 MAC more dynamic and adaptive, network
scalability support, and few performance trade-offs between
reliability, and latency, similarly between delay and energy
consumption.
TABLE III.
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF IEEE
802.15.4 MAC OPTIMIZATION APPROACHES
Class of
Parameter
Approaches
Parameter
Tuning-based

Hidden
Terminal
Resolutionbased

Backoffbased

Advantages

No explicit change to
IEEE 802.15.4.4 is
needed.
x A substantial decrease in
collisions.
x Eliminating needless
retransmission of
packets.
x Better use of energy
resources.
x Making the 802.15.4
MAC more dynamic and
adaptive.
x Network scalability
support.
x Adjust to various
topologies.
x No hardware upgrade
may be needed.

Cross Layerbased

Optimized performance
by including various
layers’ perspectives.

802.11-based

Proven technology reuse

QoS-based

Duty Cyclebased

Priority-based

x Improve IEEE
802.15.4’s GTS feature.
x Better time-sensitive
application support.
x Exploit the features of
IEEE 802.15.4 with
minimal modifications.
x Discover more ways to
save power using the
standard’s original
configuration.
Support QoS parameters
during the CAP

Disadvantages

x Application Specific
x Output limited by
MAC parameter
theoretical range.
The overhead of the
PAN coordinator to
enforce an effective
node grouping strategy
to prevent transmission
overlaps.
x May introduce major
changes to the
standard.
x Adaptive processing
comes at the cost of
additional processing
tasks at each sensor
node.
x Increments in latency.
x Control overhead to
facilitate inter-level
contact.
Built without special
power conservation
measures.
To solve complicated
optimization problems,
place extra tasks on
PAN coordinators.
Burden the coordinator
of the PAN with a
processing and analysis
overhead.
Extra power
consumption is
followed by overhead
of classifying nodes
and traffic

A. Duty Cycle Based Approaches
The solution for the overhearing and idle listening issue is
given as the duty cycle mechanism which is thought to be an
efficient solution. It usually does well in random-access
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background of the collision. A vast collision represents greater
competition in the wireless channel and based on this
situation, a large contention window is required. The authors
claimed to extend the access time to get rid of the competition.
However, when the traffic load is dense, this exponential rise
in speed may potentially lead to avoidable delays. This
protocol could also lead to a heavy traffic load that causes
latency.
However, the methods mentioned above chiefly focused
on adjust the backoff approach some of them Adaptive CW
selection algorithms are most commonly used in (CSMA/CA)
to improve throughput and fairness and to reduce the delay
and the collision probability. At the same time, a standard set
of QoS parameter optimization is essential for BSN medical
applications. Besides, decision information is obtained from
the node.

reliability factor, channel access, network traffic estimation
and collision probabilities.
However, considering the energy-saving benefits of the
duty-cycle protocols, certain limitations have been placed in
the sense of the provision of a consolidated collection of QoS.
Next to the superframe, all previous studies boost superframe
order and all information is determined by the coordinator.
Those methods can result in high collision rates, and the
excess of the allocation of coordinator slots is not captured
with the utmost optimal knowledge.
B. Backoff-Based Approaches
These approaches concentrate on improving the
performance of IEEE 802.15.4 MAC by designing new backoff algorithms that can more effectively control medium
access nodes. Many of these approaches manage to make the
method of back-off more adaptive and dynamic [21], [22],
[15].
Slotted CSMA / CA output is largely regulated by four
parameters: macMaxBE, macMinBE, CW and Maximum
Backoff Number (macMaxCSMAbackoffs). IEEE 802.15.4
showed a fixed number of backoffs where the real value of
macMaxBE = 5 and macMinBE= 3. Variations in these values
can influence the implementation of the network. Reducing
the values for macMaxBE and macMinBE would decrease the
waiting time of the node. On the other hand, where a node
attempts to enter the channel with less waiting time,
throughput would increase.
The authors in [23], suggested an efficient back-off
algorithm to decrease collisions and enhance energy
efficiency. In conjunction with the likelihood of a collision, it
updates the contention window size and uses temporary
backoff and the next temporary backoff during the actual
backoff duration. The likelihood of a collision, however, does
not accurately represent the degree of contention for channel
access.

V.

BSN is still a relatively young technology that influences
the development and advancement in healthcare applications
that to contributes to advances the future of health
applications. In this paper, we briefly explain several
implementations of BSN in the field of non-Medical and
Medical to monitors and observe the biological signals from
the human body. The medics can identify, detect, and
diagnose the human body by tracking the sensor nodes that are
connected to their bodies. Also, we deliberated on the network
architecture with many nodes that are working as sensors in
medical science to investigates patient health. And we
conducted a deep-rooted review on the set of necessities
suggested for processing BSNs as the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.
The research community is focusing on enhancing the IEEE
802.15.4 MAC and tries to mitigate its shortcomings. To
minimizes these issues, many beacon-enabled optimization
approaches have been developed together with MAC protocol
parameter tuning-based, duty cycle-based, cross layer-based,
QoS-based, backoff-based, and priority-based. But there is
still a need for an efficient technique to overcome these rising
issues related to the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol.

The authors in [24], suggested dynamic backoff
scheduling based on fuzzy logic for low data rate applications
in WBAN according to the input parameters such as node data
rate and history of previous tests carried out to back off
resolution in the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC sublayer make access
equal for channel access and make it possible for sensor nodes
in heterogeneous networks to zanalyze the isolated data rate
values and their channel access success rate during previous
tests. Owing to the contention-based process, this scheme is
not ideal for high data rate WBAN nodes.
The authors in [25] proposed a Backoff Counter
Reservation (BCR) scheme in BCR and the coordinator
forecasts the next MAC payload backoff value for each
transmission. Therefore, the coordinator knows each sensor’s
next back-off period and controls the transmission of data
since it avoids delays and collisions between the sensor nodes.
Subsequently, when the data frame does not arrive at the
expected transmission slot, the coordinator assigns a GTS to
every sensor node in the next superframe. The coordinator
node must check to send an acknowledgement packet to the
sensor node any time after receiving the future backoff value.
In ABM method [26], the author suggested an adaptive
contention window MAC protocol to provide better
performance under a heavy load. To represent the contact
status and wireless channel use, this protocol selects from the
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Abstract—Recently significant achievements have been taken
place with latest technologies in the field of transportation. Traffic
is increasing day by day and huge data is accumulating on
the other side. To utilize this data for future prediction and to
control increasing traffic problems, we need a system to handle
efficiently. This paper uses Artificial Intelligence technology along
with machine learning algorithms to manage the traffic based
on its previous situations (experiences). Reinforcement learning
algorithms is used to take intelligent action at intersection point.
The system is implemented in SUMO simulation environment
with three performance parameters. The results are show in the
form of graph.

Index TermsClass: Reinforcement learning, Artificial
Intelligence, Q-learning, traffic control.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Revolution of smart and intelligent transport systems com
munication technologies taking the world to a big challenge.Emerging technologies penetrating to different parts of
day
to-day life including transportation problems. There has been anoticeable increase in the number of vehicles utilizing
road
infrastructure. Everyday growing quantity has put lot of strain
on the government or provision of services. Due to this, several
problems are being faced by people, such as congestion,
air
and noise pollution, traffic offence, power deficiency and many
more. To solve such issues researcher along with government
are working hard to get efficient solution [1].
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is cutting edge technology and
wide area which include machine learning and it related
algorithms [2][3]. AI is the top technology to manage traffic
control system automatically. Figure 1 shows the relation
between AI and ML and learning algorithms of ML. Under the
big umbrella of Emerging technologies AI is the most popular
technique which can learn and mimic like humans. Mean
while, ML is subset of AI, has ability to learn without being
explicitly programmed to improve a task with experience.
Reinforcement learning (RL) is the one of the learning
methods in ML and is combination of an action, environment,
reward, and state [1], [4]. AI helps to identify the traffic
issues, guides the system especially traffic lights and helps
to improve safety too. In traffic management system AI works
by collecting raw data from the road environment which is
the huge input data for historical traffic behavior. In order to
handle this huge unstructured data, system uses ML techniques
2773-5966 ©2021 NETAPPS
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Fig. 1. Relation between Emerging Technologies, AI, ML, and RL

to process and analyze. This is known as learning about traffic
infrastructure. The AI uses these inputs to solve traffic issues.
There is a requirement of superhuman performance which
able to find solutions not thought before. When no prior
knowledge is given and only the present environment is given
to the system. System should adaptively learn the scenarios
not encountered before. Only AI with ML has the ability to
provide the solution for above said issues. RL is agent-based
method which takes the best action to control the situation
based on the history or experience. The paper is structured
as follows. Section one introduces the technical part and the
latest technologies used in the work, where as Section two
formulates the problem with reinforcement learning and some
mathematical equations. Section three describes the theory
behind this work and Section four is given with system model.
Results are discussed in Section five and the work is concluded
in Section six and future work of the research is mentioned in
the same section.
II. P ROBLEM FORMULATION
There has been a noticeable increase in the number of
vehicles utilizing traffic infrastructure all over the world. This
has put a strain on the provision of service, and issues already
being faced by urban areas. AI applications and machine
learning concepts contribute much more to traffic control

length, average queuing time and queue time with very less
speed at given state set St, action set At and reward function
R(St, At). The agent needs to learn a best action A at state ܵ
 ൌ  

Where the reward ܴ ݐis defined as,
ܴ௧ ൌ  

ஶ

ߛܴ݅ ݐ ݅  ͳ

୧ୀ



ୀଵ

ݍ௧ǡ

Where ୲ǡ୨ is queue length at୲୦ lane

Fig. 2. Reinforcement Learning Model for Traffic Control System

III.

system. AI enables to collect data from various sensors or
Internet of Things (IoT) devices. The combined technology
analyzes traffic data and generates efficient solutions.
The ongoing research work using cutting edge technologies
is still in experimental stage to improve traffic flow and its data
analysis. The aim is to find reliable and stable traffic control
system. The two categories of traffic control system are used;
one is primetime control and actuation control systems. The
pretimed control system presets the timings of green lights.
During peak hours, they set longer time duration during peak
hours. However, the system fails to handle dynamic traffic
condition. On the other hand, actuation control system handles
dynamic traffic. Yet, fails to serve efficiently during long term
scenarios.
During peak hours at certain intersection, traffic inflow is
more than outflow. And sometimes downstream is full, no
vehicles can cross despite green signal. There may be a situation, no vehicles at intersection and green signal is activated.
All the above issues point towards congestion, cross blocking,
and green signal idling. The challenges include inappropriate
traffic phase, traffic offences, accidents, air pollution and noise
pollution. This may spread over nearby intersection points too.
The current system optimizes the traffic signal scheduling by
extending green lights at right movement. All the system works
in cycle. Taking note of all above missioned issues we should
have an algorithm which takes care of all this. However, RL
handles the situation by shortening, lengthening, or by skipping
based on the situation. RL provides online adaptive approach
and is dynamic to current long-term traffic [2], [5].
In the Figure 2, environment describes the situation in
certain intersection. Here traffic light is the agent and current
situation at the intersection is the environment. Agent learns
from the previous experience without any pre-program or
human interaction. The agents learn themselves with three
components take action, remain in the same state or change
the state and get feedback, and same time agents explore the
environment. Along with this, they store in memory that what
actions perform reward and what actions perform penalty. Each
time agent will make a decision on whether to change action
At=1 or continue with the same action At=0. When the action At
is executed at environment, current state is now new state that
is At+1. The agents are rewarded by the environment Rt. The
equation for the same is defined as:
R(S t, A t)
Reward ܴ at state St with action ܣ௧ . Then we can formulate
simple problem
as we need to minimize the queue
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THEORY OF R EINFORCEMENT LEARNING

Reinforcement learning is type of machine learning where
an agent learns to behave in an environment by performing
actions and seeing the results. It learns from itself by two
components, agent and environment and get rewards (either
negative or positive). RL reduces the whole work of data
collection and preprocessing or data cleaning. In this work
RL algorithm is used to reduce queue length experimentally,
average waiting time and queue length of the vehicle. Here we
considered an intersection of four roads and each road having
four lanes, two lanes for incoming and two for outgoing
Here we can elaborate the situation with the pseudocode
Step1:
Step2:
Step3:
Step4:
Step5:

The RL agent, traffic light collects the state St,
from the road environment 1.
Based on the state St, the traffic light takes an
action At.
Environment now increments to next state, St.
Traffic light gets a reward Rt from the environment.
The loop executes till traffic light learns all the
policies.

List of parameters with definitions
•

Agent: Traffic lights are the agent in our work which
learns from each iteration.

•

Environment: Environment is the situation at intersection. The place through which agent travels.

•

Action: All the possible steps that the traffic light can
take to make its best.

•

State: Present situation updated by the environment.

•

Reward: Return from the environment either negative
or positive to appraise the last action.

•

Policy: The method or rule that agent uses to determine next action based on present situation or state

•

Value: The expected return with discount. Long-term
return is value and short-term return is reward.

•

Action value: Similar to value by taking an extra
parameter, current action.

Primary goal of the RL algorithm is to maximize the
reward. In other words, minimize the queue length and average
waiting time of the vehicle by minimizing the queue length.
So, traffic lights must be trained in such a way that, it takes the
best action to minimize the above said performance metrics.

IV.

S YSTEM M ODEL

The objective of the research is to design a traffic control
system which manages the traffic in efficient way. The work
should minimize total queue length, average waiting time and
queue length with less speed using RL algorithm. Q-learning
is model free RL algorithm based on Bellman theory [19].
This is the appropriate algorithm used in AI to manage the
heavy traffic. Aim of Q-learning is to learn a policy, or it can
be defined as value-based learning algorithm. This instructs
the agent to take best action to maximize the reward in given
environment. In other words, we can redefine it as maximize
the Q-values based on the action and state in given environment
[9, 10].

Fig. 3. Queue Length Including Speed less than 5 km/h

This paper uses Q-learning and the symbols used are given
in table 1.
TABLE I.

S Y MBO LS

USED IN THE WORK

Symbol

Description

A
S
R
ᴨ
v

Set of actions
The Set of States
The Reward
Policy
Value

The values of Q-learning are represented byܳሺܵǡ ܣሻ. and computed by Fig. 4. Queue Length in Meters
the formula,

V.
Q(S, A) = R(S, A) + γ כmax [Q (nextstate, allactions)] (1)
Where γ is the discount factor, the value of γ is between
(0 <= γ > 1)
If value of γ is closer to 0, the agent will get short-term
reward. If value of γ is closer to 1, the agent will get long-term
reward. All the computed ܳ values and ܴ values stored in the
form of tables or in the form of matrix. Commonly known
as Q-matrix. Row values represent state and column values
represent agent. So, it is action state pair ܵǡ ܣ
Q Represents the quality in Q-learning, quality of action
A at State S.

This section elaborates on simulation environment and
results from the obtained simulation. The work is performed
with Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO), a microscopic
traffic simulator. It is an open source package used to build a
road traffic network by assigning routes with an environment
[6], [7], [3], [8]. SUMO provides manual creation of network
with edge, route, node, and network files. It also allows to
import road network from external source. It provides the GUI
to check the performance of the agent handling in heavy traffic
intelligently [9], [10], [11].
Figure 3 explains the queue length of the vehicles which
are standing in the queue. This is measured in meters. Here the
vehicles with less than 5 km/h are also included because those
are also considered as standing vehicles, or which contribute
for queuing.
Figure 4 describes the queue length of the vehicles,
measured in meters. Length of the first vehicle from the
intersection till the last vehicle standing in the queue. Here
only zero speed vehicles are considered.

The algorithm is given as follows,
Algorithm 1 Reinforcement Learning Algorithm
Input: Set γ = 0.8
Q [ ] =0, R [ ] = 0
Method: Initial state =St
St = current state
Action for current state = St
If At is completed?
St= St+1
Qm=max[Q(next state,all actions)]
Update R matrix
Q(S,A)= R(S,A) +Y *Qm
Repeat until St=Goal State
Output: Updated Q table Updated R table
2773-5966 ©2021 NETAPPS

RESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

Figure 5 explains the queuing time of the vehicles. The
time is measured in seconds. This is given by total time of the
vehicle standing in the queue due to heavy traffic.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposed AI based reinforcement learning for
traffic control system. Firstly, we analyzed the existing difficulties which directly impact on road traffic performance.
Then we give some analysis about reinforcement learning and
Q-learning. The work is implemented using SUMO with three
performance metrics and the results are produced in the form
117

[10]

[11]

Fig. 5. Waiting Time at the Intersection

of graph. Although, the proposed work can be improved
by comparing the results with already proposed models.
We propose future plans for the same work.
•

Though the simulation works well with the traffic
environment produced by SUMO, we can consider
real world road scenarios and real traffic.

•

The same method can be connected to transportation
theory from Operational Research to prove the concept
more mathematically.

•

The results are available with three major metrics but
those can be compared with other models to show the
efficiency.

Since applying AI techniques in Road traffic is still ongoing research work, we can also implement the above said
shortcomings in our future paper.
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before analysis, have proven to save huge resources, reduce
human error, increase screening efficiency, and enhance
screening accuracy [1]. This process is known as
cervicography.
In developing countries, the lack of population-wide
screening programs and medical experts to carry out cervical
cancer screening exercises, has made cervical cancer endemic
[5]. This is due to lack of awareness, limited medical experts,
and lack of resources and access to health services [6]. As a
result of these limitations, the need for researches aimed at
extending the reach of cervical cancer screening to low
resource settings have been created. The use of smartphones
as a standalone screening tool has been suggested to increase
the reach of screening programs in low resource settings [5].
This is achieved by integrating an automatic cervical image
classification system with a smartphone, resulting in a less
expensive system that can be used not only by the medical
experts, but by non-physicians as well. Since the smartphone
does the image acquisition, it has to possess certain properties
to function as a cervical cancer image acquisition (CCIA)
tool. Therefore, based on certain suitability qualities, this
paper reviews the smartphones and digital cameras that have
been used so far as cervical cancer screening tools. Screening
the image acquisition device is the first step towards an
automated cervical cancer screening exercise. At the end of
the paper, the most suitable smartphone that has been used so
far as a CCIA tool is discussed based on CCIA system’s
suitability qualities. This could assist health care workers in
making prompt decisions as to which device is most suitable
for a specific screening exercise, especially in cases where
resources are limited.
The methods of cervical cancer screening are discussed in
Section 2. Section 3 reviews the CCIA systems and features
considered when using a digital camera for cervicography.
Section 4, reviews smartphones that have been used in CCIA
based on properties that deems it acceptable as a CCIA tool
and their limitations. The need for a low-end CCIA system
and its limitation is also discussed alongside the reason why
the smartphones are ideal as a CC screening device in low
resource settings. Additional features are also suggested here
to maximize the functionalities of the smartphone as a CCIA
tool, thereby extending the reach of CC screening.

Abstract— Cervical cancer (CC) is a disease which can be
avoided or detected by undergoing regular screening tests to
observe for abnormalities in the cervix. Research shows that
there is a lack of population-wide screening program and
limited medical experts to carry out screening exercises,
especially in low resource settings. This is due to the lack of
awareness and limited access to health services. The use of
smartphones as a screening tool has been suggested to increase
the reach of screening programs to low resource settings. The
reason is that as compared to other cervical cancer image
acquisition (CCIA) tools, the smartphone is less expensive and
can be used by physicians and non-physicians as well. To
function as a CCIA tool, the smartphone has to possess certain
specifications and properties. This paper reviews CCIA systems,
highlighting how they were used, and features considered in
choosing them. It exposes why the CCD cameras are mostly
employed in image acquisition during cervicography. The need
for a low-end CCIA system and its limitation is also discussed
alongside reasons why the smartphones are ideal as a CC
screening device in low resource settings. The paper goes further
to review smartphones that have been used in CCIA based on
properties that deems it acceptable as a CCIA tool and their
limitations. Some additional features/properties have been
considered to maximize the functionalities of the smartphone as
a CCIA tool, thereby extending the reach of CC screening. It has
been deduced from this paper that Samsung Galaxy S5 is more
suitable for low-end CC screening based on properties that have
been carefully considered.
Keywords—: Smart systems, Cervical Cancer, Medical Image
Acquisition, Smartphones

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cervical cancer is the fourth most predominant type of cancer
affecting women worldwide, with over 85% of the cases
occurring in less developed countries [1]. The disease is
found to be the second most prevalent type of cancer in
Nigeria [2]. It is caused by the Human Papilloma Virus
(HPV), which if it lingers for years in the cervix, could cause
some cells to become cancerous. It takes about 15 years for
the HPV to develop into cancer [3]. This disease could be
avoided or detected by undergoing regular cervical screening
tests to observe for abnormalities in the cervix. The three
methods of screening are cytology, colposcopy, and Visual
Inspection with Acetic acid (VIA) or Lugol Iodine solution
(VILI). During the screening process, the cervix or images
taken from the cervix are analysed for colour, cell, or textural
changes. Obtaining the image with the help of a camera
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In most cases, cervicography requires a microscope which
is specially adapted with a camera port, an adapter for the
attachment of the camera to the port, and a camera [8]. Almost
any combination of a digital camera (including phone
cameras) and a microscope can be used for cervical image
acquisition. The use of microscopes such as the Olympus BX
43 [1] [9], Olympus BX 53F [10], Olympus CX 41 [11],
Olympus BX 41 [12], Olympus BX 40 [13], Olympus BX 51
[14], and other brands of microscopes such as the Leica ICC50
[15] [16], Leica DM300 [4], Keyence BZ – X700 [17], and
the Nikon Biophot [18], has been reported in previous studies.

VI. METHODS OF CERVICAL CANCER SCREENING
The methods of cervical cancer screening are colposcopy,
cytology, and Visual Inspection with Acetic acid (VIA) or
Lugol Iodine solution (VILI). A brief explanation of the
various screening methods is as follows.
A. Colposcopy
Colposcopy is a diagnostic procedure in which the cervix
is examined using an instrument called the colposcope [2].
The colposcope illuminates and magnifies the view of the
cervix, giving the pathologist a proper view of the cervix. A
colposcopic examination is performed to identify the severity
of the dysplasia to enable the effectiveness of necessary
measures. The examination is subjective to a physician’s
interpretation which affects the accuracy of the result.
Shrivastav et al reported that Colposcopy suffers from low
specificity which results in unnecessary biopsies [3]. A biopsy
involves taking an affected area of the cervix and performing
more tests on it. Also, the use of a colposcope is not feasible
in low resource settings.

In most cases, the microscopes were combined with digital
cameras that use either the Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) or
the Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS)
image sensors. While the CMOS image sensor camera
consumes less power and are less expensive than the CCDs,
the CCD cameras produce higher quality images and are more
tolerant to noise as compare to the CMOS. Also, the CCD
tends to have more pixels than the CMOS.
As a result of these differences, the CCD cameras are
mostly employed in image acquisition where the focus is to
produce high quality images with high resolution and
excellent light sensitivity. Hence, most researches on cervical
image acquisition [4][10-15] and other medical image
acquisition [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] that use a combination
of digital camera and microscope, utilize the CCD image
sensor camera.

B. Cytology
The cytological screening can be performed in one of two
ways: the Papanicolaou test known as the Pap smear test [4],
and the Liquid based cytological screening. During the Pap
smear test, cell samples are collected with a brush and
transferred to a slide for microscopic examination of
abnormalities. In the case of the liquid-based cytology, the
brush is washed in a liquid preservative and then taken for
further testing in the laboratory.

Examples of such cameras are the Infinity I Lumenera
[10], Olympus SP 350 [11], Jenoptik Optical [12], QImaging
G03 [13], and the Hamamatsu ORCA-05G [14]. Table 1 list
the image acquisition devices as used in various studies.

C. Visual Inspection with Acetic Test (VIA Screening
Test)
The VIA screening test is mostly used in low resource
settings. It is performed by applying Acetic acid or Lugol’s
iodine to the cervix. A change in the colour of the cervix could
in some cases, be translated as cervical cancer [5, 6]. Hence,
the decision or diagnosis obtained from VIA tests is not
always accurate. Being a test, which is based on the expertise
of a pathologist or trained medical personnel, its result is
always subjective. Also, the number of the trained medical
personnel versus the growing population of patients is really
low. In the light of this, researches on automated detection of
cervical cancer came to birth. The VIA or VILI is the most
regular screening method used in low-resource setting.

TABLE I. A list of the image acquisition systems
Author/Ye
ar

[1]

[10]

II.

CERVICAL IMAGE ACQUISITION

[15]

The first stage of every screening exercise is the
observation of the cervix. The cervix is viewed in two ways;
by using a colposcope to magnify and illuminate the cervix for
a proper view of its anatomy, and by cervicography.
Cervicography entails obtaining images of the cervix and
analysing them for abnormalities. This method has proven to
save huge resources, reduce human error, increase screening
efficiency, and enhance screening accuracy [4]. Cervical
images are usually acquired using cameras, microscopes, or
slide scanners [7]. Several kinds of digital cameras, microscopes, and phone cameras have been used for this purpose.
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[11]

[23]
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Image Acquisition
Device
Configuration

Camera IDS UI3370CP-C-HQ on
microscope/ 300 x
300 resolution
images/jpg/8 bit
gray depth
Camera Infinity I
Lumenera on
microscope
Leica high
resolution camera
on
microscope/2560 x
1920 image
resolution/jpg/24
bits color depth
Digital camera
Olympus SP 350
on
microscope/image
size 132 x 158
pixels/jpg/

Camera
(CCD/CMO
S)

CMOS

Mounting
Device
Microscope/Sli
de Scanner
Olympus BX 43

CCD

Olympus BX
53F

CCD

Leica
ICC50/40x
resolution

CCD

Olympus CX
41/resolution 80
megapixel

Whole-slide
scanner KFPRO-120

[4]

Digital camera on a
microscope

[17]

Initial Image
resolution 640 x
480 sq. pixels/ final
image resolution
160 x160 sq. pixels
CCD camera on a
microscope/image
resolution 491 x
652 x 128
pixels/jpg
A CCD camera
Hyperspectral
imaging system
Nuance FX system

[18]

[19]
[20]
[21]

CCD camera on
microscope/128 x
128 image
resolution/jpg

[22]

CCD camera on
microscope

CCD

CCD

Microscope
Nikon
Biophot/40x
magnification

CCD

Cri imaging
system (Caliper
Hopkinton)
Fluorescent
microscope/20x
objective
Classical
microscope

CCD with a
Liquid
Crystal
Tunable
Filter
(LCTF)
multispectral
image sensor
filter/LCTF
bandwidth
5nm
CCD with
LCTF
filter/LCTF
bandwidth
5nm

[24]

[25]

[12]

[13]

Camera Jenoptik
optical system 1.4
megapixel/image
resolution 1360 x
1024 pixels/jpg/24
bit RGB
Camera QImaging
G03 on
microscope/jpg/ima
ge resolution 1024
x 768

CCD

CCD

[9]

[14]

Digital camera
Hamamatsu
ORCA-05G/jpg/8
bit grey depth

Leica
DM300/40x
objective lens
Microscope
Keyence BZX700

CCD

cameras are available. The use of a smartphone with an
application to capture images during VILI or VIA, may be a
low-cost screening approach [36] [38]. This allows for lowcost diagnosis.
Another advantage of using smartphones as reported by
Kudva et al [42] is the potential of assisting health care
workers who are not physician in the translation of VIA
results, consequently extending resources to get to more
patients [5]. This is very important because the success of a
VIA program relies on the training and experience of the
health care workers involved. Hence, a strategy is required to
assist non-physicians and novice health care staff [34].
The progress in smartphone imaging devices and the ease
of use has encouraged the use of smartphone cameras in
cervical cancer screening. However, the smartphone has to
possess certain properties for it to be acceptable as a CCIA
tool. The study by Louis Auguste et al[33] tested the iPhone
4, iPhone 5s, Sony Z2 and the Samsung Galaxy S3 for image
resolution and camera definition and resolved in using the
iPhone 5s as a result of its full resolution image capture and
high definition camera. Another study by Holmen et al[27]
simulated several low quality images, specifically less than or
equal to 5MP camera. The result from the study shows that the
higher the camera definition, the better the quality of images
produced. Yeates et al[30] tested different smart phones for
resolution and selected the iPhone 5S for its high image
resolution and clarity. A few other researchers have listed the
properties associated with the choice of smartphone used in
their research and why the property is important in cervical
cancer image acquisition. In this paper, we sum the most
important properties as follows:

Classical
microscope

Scanner: Mylab
twice
ultrasound
system
Microscope
Leica
ICC50HD/400x
resolution
Olympus BX 41
microscope/20x
objective

a. A Light-Emitting Diode (LED) to illuminate cervix
(Squamous epithelium) tissue [5] [26] [31][36] [37] [39].
b. A higher resolution phone camera: A higher
resolution phone camera is required to obtain high image
resolutions. This is important as it helps in displaying all the
intricate details such as the shape of cells, vascular patterns,
and lesion margin on the cervix [30] [31] [33].

Microscope
Olympus BX 40

c. A high definition camera or a high camera sensor
produces better quality images [27] [33] [35].
Also, we propose that the battery and memory capacity of
the smartphones be considered as an important feature or
property for assessment of CCIA devices in low-resource
settings. The reason is that a higher battery capacity is
essential to provide enough power during image acquisition
and through the process of cervical cancer detection. This is
important especially in areas where the power supply is short
or absent. In respect to this, smartphones with Universal Serial
Bus (USB) cable supports will ensure additional power supply
when a power bank is connected to it.

Microscope
Olympus BX
43/40 x
magnification
Microscope
Olympus BX
51/40x
magnification

III. THE SMARTPHONE AS A CCIA TOOL
A number of researches made use of smartphone cameras
for cervicography. In the last few years, an exponential
increase has been documented in the use of smartphones as a
stand-alone cervix image acquisitions device as presented in
[5],[26-39]. According to cisco [41], by 2021, more people
will have smartphones than running water. The major
advantage of using smartphones for cervicography is the
availability of camera equipped cell phones all over the world.
Currently, inexpensive smartphones with good quality
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Also, the USB slot will serve as a medium through which
the images can be transferred to other devices such as a
computer, external hard drive, or flash drive for storage.
We also propose that the memory capacity be considered
as well. A higher memory capacity is essential to provide
sufficient memory to store the images during the cervix image
acquisition. Appendix-I lists the device models used by
previous researchers and their specifications.
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been deduced from this review that the Samsung Galaxy S5
will be more suitable as a low-cost CCIA device and screening
tool for low resource settings.

IV. SUMMARY OF LITERATURE
Table 2 summarizes the literature reviewed in this paper.

Also, as we can see from Table 2, most of the research
used colposcopes and microscope-based CCIA devices and a
few used whole slide scanners and other related imaging
systems. From the results obtained [1-44], both cases
produced higher screening and classification accuracies than
the smartphone-based CCIA devices. Yet, the smartphonebased devices are more feasible as low-cost screening devices
due to ease of use and financial implications. As a result of
this, there is a need for researches that focus on improving the
accuracy of smartphone based cervical cancer screening tools.

Table 2. Summary of Literatures
CCIA Device
Digital camera on
microscope/colposcope

Ref.
[1] [10] [15] [11]
[4] [17] [18] [20]
[21] [22] [25] [12]
[13] [9] [14]

Whole slide
scanner/Imaging
system

[23] [19] [24]

Smartphone-based

[26] [28] [39] [27]
[33] [31] [37] [39]
[30] [34]

Comment
High screening
accuracies achieved.
Sophisticated devices
involved including
CCD/ CMOS
enabled digital
cameras,
microscopes, and
colposcopes. Not
feasible as a low-cost
CCIA system.
Not applicable in a
VIA screening
setting. Not feasible
as a low-cost CCIA
system.
May or may not
involve the use of
microscopes and
colposcopes. Lower
screening accuracies
achieved. Can be
used during VIA
screening exercises.
Can standalone as a
CCIA/classification
device. Most feasible
as a low-cost CCIA
system.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The lack of awareness and limited access to health services
has created a need for researches aimed at extending the reach
of cervical cancer screening to low resource settings. Being a
deadly disease that is most prevalent in low resource settings,
it requires a low-cost means of screening. The use of digital
cameras and smartphones have been implored in low cost
cervical cancer screening exercises. So far, the smartphone is
the cheapest image acquisition tool that could be used during
cervical cancer screening. Based on certain suitability
properties that have been considered to be the most important
factors for choosing a CCIA tool, the review proves that the
Samsung galaxy S5 can be considered to be the most suitable
cervical cancer image acquisition tool to be used during lowcost screening. It is hoped that other smartphones, especially
more recent (current year) smartphones could be tested in
cervical cancer image acquisition as future work. The ultimate
aim is to replace the colposcope-based examination and the
CMOS/CCD digital cameras (used in cervical cancer
screening) with a smartphone-based one (low cost screening
tool), thus extending Cervical cancer screening to those
resource-constrained areas who have no access to a standard
colposcope and who are likely to suffer the most from the
consequence of reduced access to health care.

V. DISCUSSION
From Appendix-I, all the devices have USB cable supports
and used LED flashlights during the image acquisition. This
emphasizes the importance of these features during cervical
cancer screening. Considering the memory capacity as an
important feature, the iPhones and other iOS devices (such as
the Apple iPod touch) will not be considered as a low cost
CCIA device because based on a checklist of the most
important features identified, they have no provision for
external memory. Also, the financial cost of developing an
application on iOS, makes Android operating system-based
devices a more suitable low-cost option.
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Appendix-I: The device models and specifications.

Device Display
Camera Operating LED Battery
USB
Model Resolution Sensors
System Enabled duration Cable
(Pixel) (MegaPixel) (OS)
in
Support
hours(h)/
Capacity
in
milliamp
Hour
(mAh)
Samsung 1080x1920 16MP
Android
Yes
Up to
Yes
Galaxy S5
OS
390hours
[26] [28]

Internal External
Memory Memory
Capacity

16/32GB, Up to
2GB RAM 256GB

Samsung 1080x1920
Galaxy
Note 3
[39]
Samsung 1080x1920
Galaxy S4
[27]

13MP

Android
OS

Yes

Up to
Yes 16/32/64GB, Up to
420hours
3GB RAM 64GB
(3200mAh)

13MP

Android
OS

Yes

Up to
Yes 16/32/64GB, Up to
370hours
2 RAM
64GB
(2600mAh)

Samsung 720x1280
Galaxy S3
[33]
Sony 720x1280
Xperia
[31]

8MP

Android
OS

Yes

12MP

Android
OS

Motorola, 720x1280
Moto G,
Second
generation
[37]
HTC, One 720x1280
X+ [39]

8MP

Android
OS

Yes

8MP

Android
OS

Yes

iPhone 5s 640x1136
[30] [33]

8MP

iOS

Apple 640x1136
Ipod
touch [31]

8MP

iOS

Yes

iPhone 4s 640x960
[27]

8MP

iOS

Yes

Samsung 480x800
Galaxy S2
[27]
Samsung 240x320
SGHU900 [34]

8MP

Android
OS

Yes

5MP

Android
OS

iPhone 4 640x960
[27] [33]

5MP

Sony
ericsson
w900i
[27]

2MP

240x320
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Up to
Yes 16/32/64GB, Up to
590hours
1GB RAM 64GB
(2100mAh)
Yes
Up to
Yes 32GB, 1GB
No
450hours
RAM
(1750mAh)
2070mAh

Yes

8GB, 1GB
RAM

Up to
Yes
32/64GB,
360hours
1GB RAM
(2100mAh)
Yes
Up to
Yes 16/32/64GB,
250hours
1GB RAM
(1560mAh)

No

No

Yes

128GB,
1GB RAM

No

Up to
Yes
200hours
(1432mAh)

8/16/32GB,
512MB
RAM

No

Up to
Yes
710hours
(2100mAh)
Yes Up to 407 Yes
(880mAh)

16/32GB,
1GB RAM

Up to
32GB

128MB

microSD
dedicated
slot

iOS

Yes

Up to
Yes
300hours
(1420mAh)

8/16/32GB,
512MB
RAM

No

Android
OS

Yes

Up to
370hours
(900mAh)

470MB

Up to
4GB
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1043mAh

Up to
32GB

Yes
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within the frequency spectrum to avoid channels that have
high interference from other devices. As the result, the nodes’
energy efficiency can be improved as multichannel can ensure
minimal packet retransmissions, thus reducing energy
consumption if it is done properly.

Abstract— Wireless Sensor Networks are ad-hoc networks
that consist of low-power sensor nodes connecting to the
Internet through a sink or low power border router. The
channels that these low-power radios used often suffer from
interference from the other devices sharing the same frequency.
Multichannel protocol in wireless networks is one of the most
studied solutions to mitigate the effects of interference to enable
the network to operate reliably. However, the process of
selecting a suitable channel could lead to higher energy
consumption which is not ideal for sensor nodes. This paper
shows the estimation of the energy consumption computation
and its implementation in Multichannel Cross-Layer Routing
Protocol (MCRP). MCRP helps to minimise the number of
packet retransmissions, thus improves the node's energy
efficiency as less energy is consumed. The energy consumption
in MCRP is evaluated based on the packet transmission and
packet forwarding energy. It can be concluded from the results
that MCRP, which is a multichannel protocol, consumes less
energy compared to a single-channel protocol in the situation
where there is high interference present.

Multichannel Cross-Layer Routing Protocol (MCRP) is a
decentralised cross-layer protocol with a centralised controller
that can mitigate the effect of interference. MCRP does not
require any knowledge of the channels’ occupancy at any
location. This generality enables the sensor nodes to select the
most suitable channel based on the current channel condition
at the specific location where the nodes are deployed. The
initial version of MCRP can be referred to in the conference
paper [1] that presented the simulation results. It showed that
MCRP reduced the loss rate at approximately 99%. This paper
describes the implementation of energy consumption
computation using Contiki's existing energy estimation
module in MCRP to evaluate the effectiveness of multichannels in terms of energy usage.

Keywords—Wireless Sensor Networks, WSN, multichannel
protocol, energy estimation

I.

II. REAL TIME ENERGY ESTIMATION

INTRODUCTION

MCRP is implemented in Contiki [2], which is an opensource operating system for WSNs. Contiki provides an
energy estimation module called energest. The way
that energest works is by keeping track of the radio start and
stops time (duty-cycle) for per-component energy or power
consumption in real-time during transmit, receive, low power,
and full power modes. Energest measures the estimated
energy in a particular state. The Powertrace system [3] is a
software-based power state tracking system at the network
level in WSNs. It profiles the power behaviour and computes
the estimation of the power consumption at run time peractivity power cost, such as the different states for wakeups,
transmissions, and receptions of a node. Compared to the
oscilloscope energy measurements, Powertrace has an
accuracy of 94%. Energest is used by Powertrace to reduce
the period of radio activity in the specific state to calculate the
average energy or power consumption.

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) consists of sensor
nodes that typically use low-power radios and are mainly
powered by batteries. While sensor nodes have the advantage
of the ability to be deployed in various locations and
situations, the energy consumption and lifetime of the nodes
is one of the concerns that need to be addressed. There have
been various studies to estimate the node’s energy
consumption in real-time through MAC and routing protocols
to reduce the energy waste, thus making it more energy
efficient. In MAC protocols, the radio duty cycle is exploited
to find the optimal value for the nodes to be awake efficiently,
for transmission or reception without wasting energy idling.
In terms of the routing protocols, fairly distributed nodes’ load
among the nodes and routes helps to balance out the
communication from overloading certain nodes. Normally,
nodes that are closer to the sink are the most constrained as
they have more traffic to forward, thus, more bandwidth and
energy are consumed compared to the other nodes. Another
important factor that affects the energy consumption that has
been extensively studied is the condition of the radio link.
Multichannel protocol considers the use of different channels
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Powertrace uses the software-based on-line energy
estimation mechanism [4] that is also implemented in Contiki,
to estimate the node’s current energy consumption in realtime. The energy estimation module uses time measurements
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that can be directly obtained from the microprocessor on-chip
timer when the component is switched on to produce a time
stamp. The time difference from when the component was on
and when it was later switched off is computed to estimate the
energy consumed when the node is transmitting, receiving or
in idle mode.
ா

 ൌ ܫ ݐ  ܫ ݐ  ܫ௧௫ ݐ௧௫  σ ܫ ݐ
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(1)
ଷ
ଷଶ଼

ቁ

(2)

changed, the end-to-end route information will be updated.
The sender node checks the next hop node to keep track of the
forwarding energy, fwdE as part of the packet’s energy
consumption. If the next hop node is the LPBR, there is no
forwarding energy. Otherwise, the next hops are included until
the packet reaches LPBR and the total energy consumption of
the packet, totalE can be computed. It includes the
transmission energy txE and the forwarding energy fwdE from
the intermediate nodes.

Equation (1) shows the energy consumption model [4], E,
supply voltage V, current draw I, and active time t, computed
in Powertrace for microprocessor m, microprocessor in low
power mode l, communication device in transmit mode tx,
communication device in receive mode r, and other
components ci, such as sensors and LEDs. Im, Il, Itx and Ir
values are device dependent. Throughout this paper, (2) is
used where the total energy E is calculated in mJ, the current
in mA and the on-chip timer default value is 32768Hz for one
second runtime on a 3V sensor. TelosB datasheet [5] is
referred to obtain the values of the components used in the
equation.
III. MCRP ENERGY ESTIMATION IMPLEMENTATION
In WSNs, the nodes typically do not have enough
capability to compute their energy consumption as the nodes
are battery powered. To estimate the energy consumption of
the node, each node sends their energest values of the packet
transmission, packet forwarding, and total time value that the
radio has been on from the beginning, to the Low Power
Border Router (LPBR) regularly. LPBR is the centralised
controller for MCRP, that has more RAM and better
processing capabilities than sensor nodes. The nodes'
knowledge of their energy level is kept at a minimum as the
information is known by the LPBR to compute and predict the
energy drain for all nodes if the routes have high interference
or packet losses. Based on the energest values provided by the
nodes, LPBR can compute the energy consumption on each
route and the nodes’ estimated battery level.

Fig. 1. Pseudo-code of energy consumption in MCRP

IV. ENERGY ESTIMATION EVALUATION
MCRP is evaluated in the Cooja [6] simulated
environment with emulation of TelosB nodes that feature the
CC2420 transceiver, a 802.15.4 radio. The nodes run on IPv6,
using UDP with standard RPL and 6LoWPAN protocols. Fig.
2 shows the network layout of the simulation nodes. The
network consists of 31 nodes; 1 border router (LPBR) node,
16 interference nodes, and 14 UDP clients of duty-cycled
nodes that send packets to the LPBR. These nodes spanned
over 20-30 metres between the closest node. The border
router, which is a PC is used as the LPBR to allow most
processing decisions to be done without limitation, as it has
more RAM and better processing capabilities than a sensor. A
TelosB sensor has limited RAM and ROM of 10K bytes and
48K bytes of flash memory [5]. By using a border router,
MCRP’s decisions on channel switching can be moved to the
LPBR instead of on the sensors. This allows real-time channel
switching decisions, without draining the memory and battery
on a sensor. The border router also acts as the root of the tree.

To accurately calculate the energy consumption of the
transmitted packets, the unicast packet type is separated into
two; normal unicast and control messages unicast. A normal
unicast packet that is received from the application layer is set
as unicastMsg = 1,
while
the
default
value
of
0, unicastMsg = 0 represents the control messages unicast. By
doing this, periodic control messages energy can be excluded
from the total transmission energy, as the main concern of
energy consumption is in terms of the transmission and
retransmissions of the normal packets. This will alert the
LPBR of any peak in the energy consumption that might
happen due to retransmissions, not because control messages
are being sent periodically. The unicastMsg value is reset
when the link-layer acknowledgement is received or the
maximum number of retransmissions is reached.
Fig. 1 shows the implemented energy consumption
pseudo-code in MCRP to compute the transmission energy,
forwarding energy and the packet’s total energy. Before the
energy consumption of the sender to the receiver is calculated,
the end-to-end routes taken by the node are checked each time
to ensure that the routes have not changed. If the routes have
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Fig. 2. Layout of the simulation nodes

MCRP performance is tested in various conditions of
degraded channels to better understand the performance of the
protocol, through the use of controlled interference nodes. The
interference nodes generate semi-periodic bursty interference
that is simulated to resemble a simplified Wi-Fi or Bluetooth
transmitter on several channels at random. The interference
model proposed in [7] is used in the simulation to generate a
similar packet loss rate to the values of the theoretical and real
nodes given in [8]. The interference model does not fully
mimic the real-world interference behaviour; however, it can
be used to predict the performance of MCRP in worse case
scenarios. In the extreme interference case, the interference
happens between 0.14 to 0.23 seconds, with a clear time of
between 0.18 to 0.31 seconds for transmissions while the
moderate interference is 0.28 to 0.47 seconds with a clear time
of 0.38 to 0.63 seconds.

Fig. 3. Energy consumption per packet for one-hop nodes

The energy consumption in MCRP which is a
multichannel protocol and single-channel protocol, are
computed and compared in terms of the transmission per
packet, the forwarding packet and the total energy used, to
prove that multichannel protocol can prolong the network
lifetime as it uses the energy more efficiently. In the
simulation, 350 packets are sent throughout the simulation
period, where each node sends one packet per minute. The
nodes’ energy consumption is calculated using Equation (2).
As the nodes are battery powered and have limited energy,
LPBR computes the energy consumption of each node based
on the information contained in the transmitted packet. Node
with the ID 2, 5 and 15 energy usages are selected for
comparisons as other nodes show a similar result. Node 2 is
one-hop to the LPBR while node 5 is two-hop and node 15 is
three-hop away. The maximum number of hops in the
simulation is three hops. The result of a single channel
protocol with no interference is used as the base case as it is
the ideal energy consumption value. The results of MCRP as
the multichannel protocol are compared to the energy of a
single-channel protocol with moderate and extreme
interference.

Fig. 4. Energy consumption per packet for two-hop nodes

A. Energy Per Packet Performance
Fig. 3-5 shows the transmission energy per packet for one,
two and three-hop nodes. Based on the Fig.s, it can be seen
that the transmission energy per packet for nodes that are
further away from the LPBR is higher as it requires more hops.
One-hop nodes consume the least transmission energy as the
nodes are in direct access to the LPBR. In this simulation, the
maximum number of hops is three. In a large-scale network,
the number of hops cannot be reduced as not all nodes would
be in the range or directly connected to the destination node.
Thus, the node’s next hop should be selected carefully to avoid
nodes that are on the higher interference channel.
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Fig. 5. Energy consumption per packet for three-hop nodes

In Fig. 3, the one-hop node’s energy consumption for the
5th, 10th, 15th, 20th and 25th packet is approximately similar
in all cases. As it is one-hop to the destination (LPBR), the
nodes were not badly affected by the interference as the nodes
are able to send the packets when their channels are clear as
LPBR is always listening for any incoming packets. There is
a slight variation in the single-channel protocol with extreme
interference case for packet 25. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show higher
packet transmission energy consumption from the senders to
the LPBR through two and three-hop. This is because of the
interference that occurs on the nodes’ channels. The nodes are
unable to detect the exact wake-up time to sync with the
intermediate nodes, thus, the nodes have to transmit in a
longer period to ensure the packet gets transmitted. In the onehop graph, the energy can be kept at a minimum because the
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LPBR is always awake to accept the packet as it is fully
powered unlike the other nodes that are battery-powered.
Those nodes have to save energy by switching the radio off
when there are no transmissions and receptions taking place.
In both graphs, MCRP shows approximately similar
transmission energy consumption to the single channel
without interference case. The transmission energy for a
single-channel protocol with moderate and extreme
interference is slightly higher compared to MCRP in two-hop.
In three-hop, the energy per packet in the single channel
protocol with moderate and extreme interference are much
higher than the energy used by the single-channel no
interference case and MCRP. This shows that the energy per
packet depends on the number of hops and the interference
that affects the routes. The multichannel protocol helps to
mitigate the effect of interference, thus reducing the
transmission energy taken to send a packet.

Fig. 8. Total energy consumption per packet for three-hop nodes

B. Energy Over Time Performance
Fig. 6-8 shows the graphs of the one, two and three-hop
nodes’ total energy consumption in approximately 40 minutes
to send 25 packets that include the retransmissions and control
packets’ energy. This improvement can be seen in Fig. 7
where even though the transmission energy increases over
time due to interference which resulted in more
retransmissions, compared to a single-channel with extreme
interference, MCRP managed to minimise the total energy
consumption to match the energy used by single-channel with
moderate interference. If the retransmissions fail, the packet is
dropped, and the energy used during the retransmissions is
wasted. The total energy consumption graphs show all energy
from the packet transmission including the failed packet’s
energy.
Fig. 6 shows the one-hop node’s energy consumption. The
total energy taken is approximately similar in MCRP and
single channel with no and moderate interference, with a small
increase over time. The single-channel protocol with extreme
interference cases, however, consumed higher total
transmission energy than in other cases. This is because packet
transmission and retransmissions can only occur within a
limited time frame as the channel is normally busy. This could
overload and risk the packets to get dropped even though
LPBR’s radio is always on and ready to receive the packets.
Fig. 7 shows a higher increase in energy usage over time in all
cases. The reason for this is because two-hop nodes have two
other nodes that are using it as a forwarder. The forwarding
energy is included within the total transmission energy of the
node. Two-hop nodes use higher energy when forwarding
packets to the LPBR compared to the one-hop node. Fig. 8 has
lower energy consumption as three-hop nodes do not act as a
forwarder, unlike the two-hop nodes.

Fig. 6. Total energy consumption per packet for one-hop nodes

Fig. 7. Total energy consumption per packet for two-hop nodes
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penetrated constitutes a problem for users of this system
[3][4].
Therefore, a need emerged to search for innovative
technology to deal with healthcare data. Consequently, most
of the recent research focuses on using the newest
technologies such as artificial intelligence [5], virtual reality
in healthcare [6], chatbots in healthcare [7], aadvanced
social media [8], ppersonalized mobile applications [9], and
blockchain technology to protect healthcare data [10].

Abstract—After successful research into the use of
blockchain technology outside of financial matters, healthcare
researchers have gained wide interest in using this technology
for security purposes. Although research in this area is fairly
recent, it is growing rapidly which leads to the introduction of
many survey studies that deal with this context. However,
more investigation is required in order to help and motivate
researchers to propose new work in this field. In this study,
the Blockchain-based healthcare is explored in detail, based
on its models and architecture. They can be classified into two
main aspects models of healthcare research that rely on
blockchain technology, which include the Electronic Health
Record (EHR) and Remote Patient Monitoring (RPM))
systems. This study aims to present a brief, critical report
concerning systems and applications used to leverage
blockchain technology with these two platforms.
Furthermore, it provides a comprehensive comparison of
these systems and techniques used in a concise manner. It then
highlights the benefit of developing blockchain-based
healthcare applications and its limitations, and underlines the
necessary requirements for better improvement as well as the
fields for future research.

Blockchain applications within the health sector
improves the general security of patients' electronic medical
records, protects data from Internet devices, and objects
related to the remote patient monitoring system. As stated in
a report presented by the IDC, one out of five
medical/health-related organizations intend to use
blockchain in managing important information and identity
by the year 2020. IT is expected that by 2025, more than
half of the healthcare applications (55%) will have adopted
blockchain for commercial purposes. By the same year, the
healthcare blockchain value will jump to $5.61 billion from
the current $170 million [11].
Although many good review papers already exist for
research on Blockchain-based healthcare applications, as
found in [2][12][13][14], due to the extensive coverage they
handle in this domain and related research efforts either
incompletely. In this survey, the main focus will be on
research that relies on the use of blockchain technology in
two basic health care systems, namely the electronic health
record and the remote patient monitoring system, as these
two systems are believed to be the core of electronic health
care that uses Blockchain technology. Therefore, no
researches on secondary studies on using blockchain in the
health sector will be addressed. For this purpose, the study
is built according to:
i.
Describing the implementation related to
blockchain-based
healthcare
systems
or
applications;
ii.
Describing the advantages, as well as security and
performance limitations of each application; and
iii.
Listing a set of research challenges related to using
healthcare systems according to the blockchain
technology.
On this basis, the present study organized in the
following way: Section 2 explains blockchain technology.
Section 3 introduces the benefits of using this technology in
Healthcare applications. The blockchain-based healthcare
applications are classified in Section 4. Section 5 highlights
the main challenges of healthcare applications according to

Keywords— Healthcare Systems, Blockchain Technology,
Literature Review.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In an effort to create advanced healthcare systems,
researchers attempt to apply the latest technologies to
develop the health care sector and meet its requirements,
such as artificial intelligence, electronic health record,
remote patient monitoring system, robotics, or
nanotechnology. Therefore, it is important to know the latest
developments to enable individuals of controlling
technology instead of vice versa. Future healthcare concepts
are mainly determined by technological factors, which is
why healthcare workers must embrace emerging healthcare
technologies so as to remain relevant throughout the years
that follow [1][2].
Although integrating modern technology with
healthcare has many benefits, it may also contain risks. For
example, developing the creation of an electronic health
care record has many benefits represented by the possibility
of rapid access to data and the insurance that it will not be
lost. It also reduces costs, since all examinations will be
available to doctors. However, storing information
electronically makes it vulnerable to hacking and
manipulation. The same is applicable to the use of remote
patient monitoring technology, although it enables doctors
to monitor their patients even if they are in their homes, the
risks of data transmission and ensuring that it is not
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provide the computing power. The contract that provides
computing power for a particular resource is paid in form of
Ether tokens. They are called smart contracts because the
written contracts will automatically execute whenever
requirements of the blockchain technology, it has taken
wide attention to its application in various fields until it
extended to the health sector. Taking into consideration the
importance of blockchain in healthcare, the Office of the
National Coordinator for Health Information Technology
organized a contemplation challenge in 2016 to obtain white
papers on the possible applications of blockchain
technology within healthcare, which led to multiple
proposals for using blockchain in the health sector. Despite
that the storage of health records in blockchain can be
considered as a case of healthcare use, yet there are a
number of issues in implementing it, such as privacy issues,
compliance with regulatory requirements, and technical
obstacles to storing and distributing data [13].

the Blockchain technology. Finally, the conclusion of this
study are presented in Section 6.
II.

BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

Briefly, blockchain technology is a decentralized
distributed ledger that first appeared as part of the Bitcoin
infrastructure in 2008. Thus, this technology is a major
innovation for information technology, as the inherited
features of the technology improve confidence by means of
transparency and traceability in any transaction of data,
commodities and financial resources [15].
Blockchain technology works according to three
important concepts including blocks, miners, and nodes.
Each blockchain contains a group of blocks, while these
blocks have:
9 A number called the first block;
9 Genesis;
9 A link to another through the hash of the previous
block; and
9 Data User.
These blocks are created by miners during a mining
procedure. Miners apply a particular software in solving the
math problem of incredible complexity, namely, to find an
unprecedented value that creates an acceptable hash. Since
the nonce has only 32 bits and the hash value has 256, nearly
four billion indivisible combinations are possible and need
to be extracted before finding the correct combination. The
node in the blockchain has its own version. Blockchain
chains are constantly updated after verifying that each node
is registered within in the chain [16]. There are several types
of blockchain technology, the most important of which are
[17]:
x Public Blockchain: They are chains that are open to the
public in which any individual could become a member
and can participate in decision-making. No participant
has a ledger, as they are available to everyone in this
type of blockchain. The instructors use a distributed
consensus mechanism in decision-making to keep a
copy of the ledger on their contract.
x Private Blockchain: This type is not available to the
public, as it is only open to a group of people and the
ledger is shared with participating members only.
x Semi-Private Blockchain: In this type of network, some
parts of the network are organized and managed by a
group, and other parts are available for the public to
participate in.
Currently, Ethereum is considered to be among the most
influential platforms that use blockchain in healthcare
research. Similar to Bitcoin, Ethereum is a blockchain
network of public distribution. Among the many ways in
which these two differ technically, the most significant one
to consider is that Bitcoin and Ethereum do not share the
same purpose or capacity. Ethereum tends to the
programming code for any decentralized application,
miners work to earn Ether, a type of token that feeds the
network, rather than Bitcoin. Beside the gradable
cryptography, app developers used Ether for paying
transaction costs and services within Ethereum networks.
This platform shows a computer code called a smart
contract that runs on the Ethereum virtual machine. Such a
decentralized "global computer" has Ethereum nodes which
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III. BENEFITS OF BLOCKCHAIN TO HEALTHCARE
APPLICATIONS
This section presents the major benefits of using
blockchain in healthcare applications, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Benefits of Using Blockchain in Healthcare Applications

A. Transparency
Transparency is one of the reasons why many argue
that the blockchain can be used as a new standard of
transparency. Advances in cryptography have allowed for
much greater verification of the technology behind the
blockchain, which means that more users are starting to
trust the network [18]. As healthcare is an important
industry, ensuring a well-structured methodology and
transparent processes is crucial. Furthermore, several
advanced security measures and a total accuracy are of
equal importance. Blockchain technology provides both the
integration of healthcare information and the maintenance
of traceable records of distributed and business data. In
addition, accessing the public/private key protects public
security in a strong way through the elimination of data
leaking chances. Blockchain also makes it easier to track
drug movement from product to patient. Aside from
ensuring timely supply, it also eliminates chances of fraud
[19].
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IV.

B. Decentralization
In Blockchain, decentralization refers to the transfer of
control and decision-making from a centralized entity (i.e.,
individual, organization, or group thereof) to a distributed
network. In a decentralized blockchain network, no one has
to know or trust anyone else. Each member of the network
has a copy of the exact same data in the form of a
distributed ledger. If a member’s ledger is altered or
corrupted in any way, it will be rejected by the majority of
the members in the network [20] Blockchain technology
makes storage of medical data more secure and reduces risk
of data fraud. The decentral and immutable characteristics
of blockchain technology, together with smart contracts
and custom transactions, provide the perfect foundation for
developing a blockchain-based solution to store data that
cannot be changed or tampered with, and which malicious
hackers cannot threaten to delete [10].

CLASSIFICATION OF BLOCKCHAIN-BASED
HEALTHCARE APPLICATIONS

The most important studies related to either in the
electronic health record system and the remote patient
monitoring system that using blockchain technology are
introduced as shown in Fig. 2.

C. Security & Privacy
The definition of blockchain could be described as
protecting the transaction information and data in a block
(regardless of its type) against internal, peripheral,
malevolent, or unintentional threats. Such a protection
usually involves detecting and preventing threats, as well
as a suitable response to the threat by means of security
policies, tools, and IT services. The privacy of blockchains
can be stated as the extent to which a single person or a
group cis capable of secluding themselves or data, and thus
express themselves in a discerned way. It includes the
ability of performing transactions with no leakage of
identification information. It also allows users to remain
compliant through discerning self-divulgence with no
showcase of actions to the whole network [21].

Fig. 2. Classification of Blockchain-Based Healthcare
Applications

A. Electroinc Health Record

x Using Blockchain for Electronic Health Records
Aisha Shahnaz et al., [24] presented a conceptual model
to use blockchain technology in solving security and
integrity issues of health record data, as well as to manage
it. This system uses a smart contract and the Ethereum
platform for storing the health record data in the
blockchain. As for the blockchain algorithms, the system
used the Proof of Work (PoW) algorithm that relies on
consensus between nodes to complete the transaction. For
the user layer, the system depends on the use of the browser
that contains the graphic user interface (GUI) for
decentralized applications. To evaluate the system, the
researchers used the treatment execution time, throughput
and latency. The purpose of this scenario is to safely store
health records through the definition of precise access rules
for the users of the proposed framework.

D. Robustness
In fact, blockchain is built-in robustness and durability
functionality. There is no aspect of failure because of its
distributed nature. It is beyond failure from the part of
humans or the system. The only form of failure has been
caused by hacking or human error; meanwhile underlying
technology still holds strong. It operates in the following
way: there is the main register that records a transaction,
and a connected and distributed system of registers also
records this transaction. The connected registers are
secured and validated [22]. Blockchain technology
guarantees robustness especially in detecting system for
counterfeit drug in the pharmaceutical supply chain [19].

x Secure Electronic Medical Records Storage and
Sharing Using Blockchain Technology
Othman and Qamar [25] presented a mechanism for
using the permissive blockchain technology (Hyperledger)
for solving the issue of data manipulation in electronic
records. The system proposes to use the Ethereum platform
and smart contract to manage the electronic health record,
as there will be management of the process of registering
users (patients or doctors) in the system by the health
administrator. Each user is given an identification number
and a secret key for the purpose of entering the system. The
system allows patients to control who can see their data.
The system was evaluated on the basis of using
permissioned blockchain technology compared to using
permissionless blockchain, as the author states that the
problems related to the entry of unidentified persons, the
possibility of data being visible to all, and other problems
in the use of permissionless blockchain as a reason to
replace it with the permissioned blockchain technology and

E. Availability
The availability of blockchain systems indicates their
ability to withstand interruptions and attacks. The
information must be available in all participating nodes
without any failure. This is rooted in the distributed nature
of blockchain technologies. The system must have the
ability to handle high loads in its working condition.
Blockchain ensures continuous availability and access to
real-time data, where the latter improves coordination and
thus enhances clinical care in cases of medical
emergencies. It also helps researchers and public health
resources in fast detecting, isolating, and driving changes
to environmental conditions which influence the public
health [23].
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evaluate performance on the basis of the comparison
between these two systems.

outline of the framework, internal workings and protocols
for dealing with heterogeneous healthcare data is provided.

x MedRec: Using Blockchain for Medical Data
Access and Permission Management

B. Remote Paithant Monirering

A model for implementing the concept of
decentralization in electronic health record data
management according to using smart contracts on the
Ethereum platform was introduced by Azaria et al., [26].
The model was applied to record the relationships between
patients, doctor and healthcare providers on the blockchain.
The proposed model demonstrates a new approach for
handling medical records, which provide auditing,
interoperability and accessibility across a comprehensive
registry. The model enables sharing patient data and
incentives to medical researchers for maintaining the
system. The proposed model relies on a set of smart
contracts related to user registration, linking the
relationship between them, and keeping backup copies of
records in case the patient leaves the system and then goes
back to it. Thus, it allows patient data to be shared with
service providers. MedRec will be responsible for granting
authorized access to the system.

Dwivedi et al., [29] introduced the concept of using
symmetric and asymmetric key cryptography with
lightweight encryption algorithms that include a digital
signature to protect data, as well as using blockchain
technology to transfer data for Internet of Things (IoT) in
form of a transaction using smart contract provided by
Ethereum and associated to the blockchain. The researchers
suggest storing data in the cloud for easy access. The
proposed system is protected by blockchain technology.
The system was evaluated on the basis of confidentiality,
integrity, availability, as well as authorization. The
researchers in this system aim to create a new framework
for a modified Blockchain model to suit the nature IoT
devices that make the data of these devices secure and
anonymous according to the blockchain network.

x A Decentralized Privacy-Preserving Healthcare
Blockchain for IoT

x Healthcare Blockchain System Using Smart
Contracts for Secure Automated Remote Patient
Monitoring

x Blockchain-based Electronic Healthcare Record
System for Healthcare 4.0 Applications

Griggs et al.,[30] presented a model for creating a system
to link medical sensors with smart devices that would be
linked to smart contracts to compare the threshold to the
data sent to it, and then write the events into the blockchain.
The smart contract enables real-time patient monitoring.
The purpose of the proposed system is to make sure that the
data security is provided according to the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). The authors
propose integrating wireless body area networks (WBANs)
with a smart contract on a blockchain managed by a
consortium to process and store data created between
WPANs and healthcare providers. The system was
evaluated on the basis of the blockchain characteristics of
confidentiality, integrity, immutability and transparency.

Tanwar, Parekha, and Evans [27] introduced a
mechanism for using the distributed ledger technology
provided by the blockchain to implement a system for
sharing e-health records based on giving permission to use
the concept of the serial code. The system proposes
building an algorithm for access control policies with
symmetric key encryption for achieving privacy of patient
data in electronic records. These records will be updated
and can be seen by any user within the blockchain network.
Service providers, such as physicians and laboratory
personnel, could request any needed data over the network.
Whenever a patient is granted access to see and update their
records in the larger network of electronic health records,
then the doctor or laboratory participant could access and
update it in case the need for patient permission records
arises. Researchers compare the blockchain-based system
to traditional systems that rely on a client-server system
with regards to throughput and latency.

x Softwarization of Internet of Things Infrastructure
for Secure and Smart Healthcare
Salahuddin, Al-Fuqaha, and Guizani [31] proposed a model
to build an agile software infrastructure that relies on
Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Network
Function Virtualization (NFV) for spreading the Internet of
Things (IoT) to smart healthcare applications and services
flexibly and securely, while being cost efficient and
preserving privacy. It integrates the latest network and
virtualization technologies over the Internet of Things,
hazy domains and the cloud, using Blockchain, Tor and
message brokers for providing a secure and private
environment to patients and healthcare providers. Also, the
authors proposed a new platform through the use of
machine-to-machine messages (M2M) and rule-based
beacons to seamlessly manage data and elaborate the role
of data integration and decision in cloud and fog,
respectively, in smart health applications and services.

x A Proposed Solution and Future Direction for
Blockchain-Based Heterogeneous Medicare Data
in Cloud Environment
Harleen Kau et al., [28] presented a conceptualization of
a building mechanism that integrates blockchain
technology with the cloud in order to quickly and securely
access user data in the electronic health record and manage
heterogeneous data. The system suggests that the user
submits a request for conducting transactions. The request
is sent to the blockchain-based cloud and verifies the user's
identity with crypto credentials. The verification is
followed by the system processing the request to store,
process, transfer or retrieve medical data from the network.
The verification of a granted request adds a new block to
the existing blockchain which includes the information of
the particular transaction as well as the new state of data.
The user is provided with the requested information or data,
and the transaction is thereby completed. In this form, an
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x Internet of Things Based Blockchain for
Temperature
Monitoring
and
Counterfeit
Pharmaceutical Prevention
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proposes to merge the electronic health record and the
remote patient monitoring system into a single system
linked to Blockchain technology.

Singh, Dwivedi and Srivastava [32] presented a mechanism
to create a system that adopts cryptographic algorithms and
blockchain technology to monitor temperature so as to
ensure that medicines are not damaged. They use the
sensors of Internet of Things devices to measure the
temperature. The authors suggested using a blockchainbased system to monitor the drug supply chain to prevent
the entry of counterfeit drugs, as the blockchain only stores
the supply chain event when the actual data is stored on the
distributed cloud. The latter is found in form of identical
blocks that are linked to a unique block number. Such
clouds are linked to both the peer network and the
bloXroute servers. The calculation of hash of data is
performed by meand of the Merkle Tree structure, where
each Merkle root block is unique. This structure is stored
upon the blockchain. Any data alteration can be easily
tracked using the blockchain, and thus the suggested
framework requires no full trust from a third party.

Cost: As is known, technologies of Blockchain charge
the amount of fee for transactions and utilize it to
compensate the nodes included in the agreement process.
The healthcare records somehow cannot store all the patient
data to such a Blockchain, because putting the data to a
Blockchain contract requires a transaction fee. So, in case of
requiring placing data of a particular patient record as well
as the data gathered from IoT devices on such a blockchain,
then it may be required to aggregate it, so as to decrease the
transaction fee. For that purpose, it will be important to
ensure that the compilation process does not exclude basic
information.
Data Management: In the references for example
[25][26], the entity responsible for managing and entering
data is an organization or person. The important question to
be raised is regarding the difference between these systems
and the traditional centralized systems, as there are people
who control both data entry and the system. As the purpose
of using blockchain technology is to create decentralized
systems that people or organizations have no control over,
therefore in the case of thinking about building a
decentralized system based on blockchain technology, there
should be no control of individuals or organizations over it.

x Continuous Patient Monitoring with a Patient
Centric Agent: A Block Architecture
Uddin et al. [33] represented a model for a patient-based
healthcare structure. It consists of a BSN, smartphone
(sensor data provider), central patient agent, blockchain,
and healthcare provider interface. A number of
communicating channels are found from one end of the
structure, like BSN to Smartphone, Smartphone to PCA,
and PCA to Blockchain. The proposed structure consists of
two levels; the lower level will provide the data flow as well
as storage solutions, while the upper level will manage the
healthcare provider switches, also known as Healthcare
Console Unit (HCU). The lower level consists of six
systems, including Body Area Sensor Network (BSN),
Sensor Data Provider (SDP) like smartphones, Central
Patient Agent (PCA), Blockchain, Healthcare Provider
Agent (HPA) and Healthcare Provider Wallet (HPW). The
BSN will be linked to the PCA by means of a sensor data
provider like a smartphone. A connection is created
between the PCA and each of the Blockchain, Cloud, and
Healthcare Console network. The HPA provides a
connection between Blockchain, HCU, and Healthcare
Wallet at healthcare provider end. The structure has been
designed to accommodate large numbers of patients. The
system was evaluated based on the analysis of proposed
attacks, including man in the middle attack, replay attack,
and denial of service attack.
V.

Globally and Locally: It is expected that ubiquitously
IoT-based healthcare data generated from patients will in
turn generate large quantities of data. This data of IoT could
exhibit strong locality and heterogeneity and would be
useful to local places (hospital or clinic) only. On the other
hand, may require sharing Blockchain-based healthcare for
IoT networks between various sectors for allowing
transactions to be treated in parallel. This serves as the
opportunity to develop sharing Blockchain-based healthcare
for IoT networks. So, a primary Blockchain could be
developed for capturing significant yet limited frequent
global transactions of interest across large Blockchainbased healthcare for IoT networks. Furthermore,
Blockchain could be developed for recording frequent local
transactions of interest only to local networks.
Security and Privacy: In the references for example
[30][29][33] the research focuses on protecting the network
rather than individual nodes. In the event that there is an
adversary within the network, this will cause problems
concerning how secure and private the remainder of the
nodes are within the network. Therefore, considering the
establishment of a system that adopts blockchain
technology, it is important to think about protecting the
nodes in addition to the network.

CHALLENGES OF BLOCKCHAIN-BASED
HEALTHCARE APPLICATIONS

In this section, many challenges faced in applying
Blockchain-based healthcare are highlighted.
Comprehensiveness: In reviewing previous research
related to the use of blockchain technology in health care,
most of them talk about either electronic health record
systems or a remote patient monitoring system. In other
words, research suggests building health care systems using
blockchain technology for a part of health care and is thus
not comprehensive for all parts of health care. This may
cause trouble for users as they just have to use different
applications to access the two systems. Therefore, in future
research, there is a need for proposed systems to be
comprehensive for health care, that is, there is a system that
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Delay: Healthcare applications based on IoT depend on
a collection of data on patients that record according to the
patient case and data consumers that are represented by
doctors. So, in some cases, data consumers respond to action
and perform an actuation. In such a case, the initiation of
Blockchain technology may decrease the responsiveness
when the data consumer requires set for the completion of
the consensus operation before replying to an action.
Modern technologies are not suitable for time sensitive IoT
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applications, for example patients monitoring (heart rate and
blood pressure) by IoT devices that require fully confirmed
transactions.

[11]

Confidentiality: In reference for example [28], the
patient data is visible to every user on the blockchain
network. Since health data is very sensitive, this procedure
may lose the confidence of some users who do not want to
disclose their data. Therefore, when choosing to use
blockchain technology in healthcare, the private blockchain
networks must be chosen instead of the public one.
VI.

[12]
[13]

[14]

CONCLUSION

Healthcare research concerning the application of
blockchain technology has been increasing over recent
years. This gave rise to becoming a very interesting field of
researchers. Although there were many good reviews that
had been presented; still more investigation is needed in this
domain. This study focuses on using blockchain technology
either in the electronic health record system or the remote
patient monitoring system as a new study classified the
methods regarding these issues. In this survey, the most
important studies have been chosen, which are related to
these two systems, and an explanation of the processes of
the proposed methods, strengths, and weaknesses of each
one has been provided, too. Moreover, various challenges
related to this topic were introduced, which may assist
researchers, healthcare providers, and developers to point
and address them in the future. Also, the future works will
be extended to cover more Blockchain-based healthcare
techniques deeply.

[15]
[16]

[17]
[18]

[19]
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Abstract— Software-defined networking (SDN) is able to
control and monitor the network through softwarization. This
new emerging paradigm makes the process of placing
controllers decisive to its scalability and performance. Many
valuable studies have found that the Controller Placement
Problem (CPP) in the infancy stage of the research is a
significant aspect of the WAN SDN with respect to splitting
strategy. However, these studies have overlooked the network
size of domains and network balance splitting. This article
critically reviews the state-of-the-art solutions and
systematically classifies the multi-controller placement
strategies in WAN SDN.

When the SDN appeared, the main initiative was to have
a single controller that manages the whole network. However,
due to day-to-day increasing network requests, the
centralized single controller has encountered some problems
and challenges more obviously in the Wide Area Network
(WAN) [8] [9]. In addition, if the centralized single controller
fails, the switches will lose their ability to transmit the arrived
new packets, which damage the entire network. To overcome
those issues, multiple controllers is proposed as a new
controller approach which helped solve the problem of a
single controller [10]. But this approach, however, poses a set
of challenges missed. One of the challenges faced by multiple
SDN controllers is how to deal with the scalability problem
[11]. As a result, the researchers have introduced the concept
of placement multiple controller in WAN SDN, and this
problem is known as Controller Placement Problem (CPP)
[12] that has become an interesting topic in the area of SDN
research. In addition, finding the controllers’ locations in the
WAN SDN to solve the scalability is still a prominent
challenge. Further, some open and challenging questions
arise in the process of the placement controllers in the WAN
SDN [13] [14]. Such questions are: i) What are the minimum
numbers of controllers required to handle the entire network?
ii) Where in the network will the controller(s) be placed, and,
iii) How many networking devices can a controller be
attached to them? Moreover, when there are multiple
controllers in WAN, the desired outcomes present challenges
for the optimization objectives. Hence, the primary focus of
the discussion is on multi-controller placement techniques in
relation to optimization objectives, such as latency [15],
balanced partition [16] or a combination of these objectives.

INTRODUCTION

The wide applicability of Software-defined networking
(SDN) [1] [2] technology has made it a better choice over all
other architectures of the Future Internet, such as
Information-centric networking (ICN) and Named Data
Networking (NDN). The main idea behind SDN is the
separation of the control plane from the data planes, and
migration of the control function of network devices to one
external entity, the so-called SDN controller [3]. This
emerging technology gives the network the ability to be
directly programmed which offers another dimension,
thereby improving the network utilization efficiency [4] and
simplifying the network management [5]. The SDN
architecture consists of three planes: data plane, control
plane, and application plane as shown in Fig. 1. First, the data
plane majorly comprises of network equipment like routers
and switches which become simple forwarding devices that
transmit packets by a decision made from the control plane.
Second, the control plane is also known as the network
intelligence, which runs a network operating system. It acts
like an overpass between the application plane and the data
plane. The communication between the data plane and the
control plane is achieved through the Application
Programming Interface (API) such as OpenFlow protocol [6].
Third, the application plane consists of the end-user business
applications which use the SDN communications and
network and is located on the top of the control plane.
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transmits the package, it first checks the identical flow entry
of its own flow table. If the switch cannot find the identical
flow entry, it will request from its controller a new flow table.
Based on the process of transmitting data, the controllers'
locations are mainly determined by the propagation latency
between the switches and its controller. Accordingly, the
propagation latency is a large part of the latency and it is
undoubtedly an important design metric in long-propagationdelay WAN.

This study elucidates the various controller placement
techniques in WAN SDN. Each solution focuses on specific
metrics and objectives can be envisaged when selecting the
best controller placement in a WAN.
VII. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The multi-controller placement can be categorized based
on the view of propagation latency and load balancing
optimized objectives. This drives us to broaden the focus to
survey and summarize the current development of those
solutions from their objectives, techniques, and detailed
strategies. After the analysis, the research progress is
classified into two categories according to their objectives and
summarize them in Table 1. First, the controller placement
concentrates on determining the controllers' locations for
improving the scalability. Second, the graph partition focuses
on splitting the whole network into small sub-domains.
VIII.

In the following section, the switches to controller
propagation latency will be reviewed in detail. After a careful
analysis, there are two main metrics in propagation latency
used for solving the problems CPP: (1) the switch to controller
average latency (SC-avg latency), (2) the switch to controller
worst latency (SC-worst latency) as discussed below.
i.
Switch to controller
average latency (SC-avg latency).
SC-avg latency indicates the average value of the switch
to forward the packet to the controller, which reflects the
essential efficiency of propagation latency in SDN. Equation
1 shows the mathematical representation of SC-avg latency.

MULTI-C ONTROLLER P LACEMENT

The basic idea behind the multi-controller network
architecture such as Opendaylight [17] and HyperFlow [18] is
to monitor the whole network and eliminate the limitation of
a single controller failure. In scalability [11] [19] which
majorly causes constraints with WAN, the implementation of
multi-controller network architecture in WAN can solve the
scalability issue introduced by the single controller principle
[18] [20] [21]. If the controllers are randomly distributed in
WAN, it might lead to assigning unbalanced load on
controllers, as well as it might lead to reducing the overall
performance of WAN SDN.

ଵ
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ii.
Worst Latency between
Switch and Controller (SC-worst
latency).
SC-worst latency indicates the greatest value of the packet
transference latency among the switch and the controller and
represents an essential metric in a high-performance
environment. Equation 2 shows the mathematical expression
of SC-worst latency.

a.

Controller Placement Problem based on
Propagation Latency
The locations of the controllers and the minimum number
of controllers that can be placed in a network have been in
existence since 2012. The past years have witnessed extensive
studies and proposed solutions for the CPP by numerous
researchers and have been proven to be non-deterministic
polynomial-time hard (NP-hard) problems.

ܮௌି௪௦௧ ሺܵ ሻ ൌ    ݀ሺݒǡ ݏሻ
ሺ௩אሻ ሺ௦אௌ ሻ

(2)

The first use for the SC-avg latency as a metric for CPP to
minimize the maximum propagation latency between the
switch to the controller was by Heller et al. [12]. By using the
K-center algorithm, Heller et al. compared different methods
of placement with various numbers of controllers in order to
reduce the average latency from switches to controllers. They
selected 100 real networks from the Internet Topology Zoo
[23] and Internet2 [24] to conduct their study. Unsurprisingly,
their results showed that in nearly all topologies with mediumsized, a single controller is adequate to achieve “existing
reaction-time requirements”, meanwhile if the number of
controllers increased, the average latency will be reduced
significantly. However, Heller et al. did not find a theoretical
analysis for their proposed algorithm.

In order to review the solutions that describe the current
research status of CPP in WAN, the general formula of CPP
is provided firstly. For a network with specific nodes and
links, the network elements are considered an undirected
graph G = (V, E,S), whereby V refers to the set of switches, E
represents the physical links that linked those switches, and S
refers to the set of controllers. Clearly, n = |V| denotes the
number of switches and k = |S| denotes to the number of
controllers. Generally, the studies on the CPP have utilized
techniques to solve two primary issues: 1) finding the k's
value; 2) S → V mapping relation, wherein the pre-selected
objective function is optimized.

Under the polynomial approximation approach, Li et al.
[25] initialized the study of CPP in WAN SDNs by taking the
latency and controllers installation cost into consideration.
The first effort is to develop the approximation algorithms
such as the average latency or the maximum latency is
bounded. They proposed the Bounded Maximum Latency
Placement (BMLP) and Bounded Average Latency Placement
(BALP) in order to find both lower and upper boundaries for
identifying the minimal number of controllers. The second
one is Balanced Cost Latency Placement (BCLP) by

Latency is a particularly crucial performance metric in
measuring the networking performance as it impacts the
quality of service in rising real-time applications. The time
needed for arrival and managing each switch within the
network is referred to as latency. The fundamental principle
beyond SDN is the decoupled network's control logic from
forwarded devices and all of the functions of the network are
executed through a secure channel by message exchanging
between the controllers and the switches. When a switch
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addressing both the latency and the cost of installing and
maintaining the controllers. They introduced a trade-off
function to minimize both the latency and the cost of the
controllers. However, they simulated their algorithm on real
network topologies and the results confirmed their theoretical
analyses.
Zhang, Wang, and Huang [26] formulated a MultiObjective Optimization Controller Placement (MOCP)
problem and established the mathematical model to address
the cooperation among multiple CPP to achieve the network
reliability, controllers load balancing and reducing the
propagation delay among switches and controllers. The
authors used the Adaptive Bacterial Foraging Optimization
(ABFO) algorithm and redefined its heuristic rules and
bioinspired computing to find a solution to MOCP problem.
They simulated their algorithm in MATLAB and the results
showed the improvement of the multiple controllers'
performance by minimizing the control path worst-case
latency between the switch to its associated controller and
other optimized objectives.

Graph
Partition
based on
Propagation
Latency

Geographically, with WAN SDN, the time-lag between
the controller and its associated nodes is always increasing,
thus leading to a poor network performance or QoS. In their
study, Alowa and Fevens [28] proposed a technique called
High Degree with Independent Dominating Set (HDIDS) to
address the CPP to reduce the worst and average response
times among the controllers and its switches. The algorithm is
composed of twofold. (1) the node with the highest degree was
selected as an available controller, (2) dividing the network
into subdomains, assigning one controller for each
subdomain, and utilizing the technique of independent
dominating set to guarantee that the controllers are distributed
with minimal response times. The experimental results of the
proposed algorithm revealed a better performance from the
perspective of reducing the maximal response time among
controllers and its associated switches, as well as minimizing
the average response time.
TABLE I.
Objective

Controller
Placement
Problem
based on
Propagation
Latency

Details
Study the impact
of propagation
delay on multicontroller
placement.

Polynomial
Approximation
Algorithm [25]

Investigate
WAN SDN from
latency and
controller’s
installation cost.

MOCP [26]

Balance the load
between
controllers and
reduce the
worst-case
latency.
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To reduce the
controller-toswitch worst and
average response
times.

K*-means
algorithm [31]

Introduced graph
partitioning
technique to
reduce latency
and balance the
load.
Defining two
weighted cost
functions to
address the load
balancing in
SDWAN.

SAPKM [33]

DBCP [15]

Proposed speedto-response
algorithm that
can be easily
implemented.

Cooperative
Game [35]

Split the network
into balanced
subdomains and
reduce the
maximum delay.

The algorithm
offers a better
performance to
reduce the
maximal response
time.
The proposed
solution produced
more balance
compared to the
optimized Kmeans algorithm.
The proposed
solution showed
SAPKM's efficacy
in minimizing the
average load by
considering the
topology structure
and the distribution
of the flow traffic.
DBCP can run the
algorithm once to
get a solution for
the controller
layout, and it can
implement
multiple
applications and be
easily extended.
Cooperative Kmeans outperforms
the standard Kmeans and
produces nearoptimal solutions.

b.

Graph Partition based on Propagation
Latency
Studies announced in early efforts that the controller's
reaction time relies on the latency of propagation between the
controller and its related switches. The controller reaction time
depends heavily on the latency between switch-to-controller
and the controller load, as laid down in recent claims.
Tootoonchian et al. [29] tested the controller performance and
found that there are a limited number of service applications
handled by the controller. Once the controller is overloaded,
and a big propagation latency occurs, the network partitioning
technique is introduced as a solution for CCP. The objective
of partitioning WAN is to allocate nodes into small domains
having strong internal connections with weak connections
between domains. On the other hand, different network factors
greatly improve the network manageability, scalability, and
privacy, because fewer network nodes will be served by each
domain controller. Hence, the domain partitioning problem
can be classified into two groups, including balanced
partitioning in which domains of the partition are
approximately equal in size and unbalanced partitioning in
which domains of the partition are different in size as
discussed below.

CLASSIFICATION OF THE CONTROLLER PLACEMENT
APPROACHES
Technique
K-center [12]

HDIDS [28]

Evaluation
Distributing multicontrollers among
the network may
minimize the
propagation delay
effectively.
The approximation
algorithm
Balanced CostLatency Placement
has a high
performance in
balancing the
network latency
and controllers
cost.
The proposed
solution showed
the improvement
of the multiple
controllers'
performance by
minimizing
switch-controller
worst latency.

The number of the subdomains is given by K, namely Ni
(I = 1, 2,.., K). Therefore, the subdomains denote as:
Gi = (Vi, Ei, Si)

(3)

Which subject to:

ڂୀଵ ܸ i = V ; ڂୀଵ ܧi = E, ڂୀଵ ܵi = S
Gi  Gj =   i,j  {1,2,…,3} i z j
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(4)
(5)

Gi is a connected sub graph  i  K

Yang et al. [33], integrated the centroid-based clustering
algorithm [34] and proposed a hybridized efficient algorithm
known as Simulated Annealing Partition-based K-Means
(SAPKM) algorithm. The whole network is split into several
subdomains, whereby each domain is managed by one
controller. The proposed model, however, is formulated as a
mixed-integer linear program (MILP) and mathematically
formulated objective metrics including controller load
reduction, propagation delay, and network reliability. In their
study, the authors defined two different cost functions from
the point of view of topology structure and the distribution of
traffic flow to estimate the load balancing efficiency. The
experimental results have shown SAPKM's efficiency by
reducing the load balancing and the average load and
minimizing the propagation latency, as well as improving the
performance of network reliability. Unlike previous efforts on
CPP which decided in advance the number of controllers
required in a large-scale network, a study by Liao et al. [15]
presents a technique known as Density-Based Controller
Placement (DBCP), that utilizes dense-based clustering to
determine the number of controllers. The authors simplified
the problem of placing multiple controllers as the problem of
placing a single controller by analyzing the topology
structures and partitioning the topology into several domains.
Since the different domains have fewer connections and
within the domains have tight connections, it is adequate to
place one controller in each domain. In their study, they
assessed DBCP's performance on 262 publicly available
topologies in the network. As a result, DBCP delivers a better
performance with regard to the average propagation latency
and other optimized goals.

(6)

Equation (4) implies that the set of the subnetworks
should cover the original network. Equation (5) indicates that
one link or node can only be assigned to one subnetwork. In
addition, equation (6) implies that all the nodes in one subnetwork are linked via links.
The problem of network partitions that is similar to the
problem of clustering and solutions may be taken from
clustering algorithm contexts. Hence, different techniques are
used for network partitioning such as spectral clustering,
multilevel partitioning, local search, and densityǦbased
clustering through which networks can be partitioned [30].
By partitioning the large networks into unbalanced
subdomains, the switches will be distributed asymmetrically,
whereby the more switches are connected to a controller, the
heavier will be the load on that controller as shown in Fig.s 2
and 3 [23]. These Fig.s illustrate the switches assignment to
controllers based on the propagation latency that is used for
the assignment process. Based on the Fig.s, an imbalanced
distribution of switches among controller 2 and 3 can be
noticed. In the former case, the partitioning of networks and
an imbalanced distribution of switches among controllers
may make an infeasible placement.

A study by Killi et al. [35] proposed a network partition
algorithm by making use of K-means algorithm with a
cooperative game theory initialization. The network graph is
divided into domains as a set of cooperative games, whereby
the nodes are regarded as players of the game and each node
attempts to maximize its value by building alliances with other
nodes. The authors applied their study on the Internet2 OS3E
topology. As a result, the analysis indicates that the solutions
of the proposed algorithms are nearly optimal regarding the
worst-case propagation delay between the controller and its
associated nodes. In addition to that, the proposed algorithm
produces balanced domains.

Fig. 11. Splitting depending on average-case latency

The previous studies showed that CPP in the infancy
stage of the research is a significant factor of WAN SDN. The
effective positioning of the controllers within the large-scale
networks is intended to increase the network performance by
distributing the load among controllers, minimizing the
propagation latency, and maximizing the reliability, etc.
Hence, a future research effort towards this end could provide
a genuinely dependable solution for the problem of SDN
controller positioning and open opportunities for
academicians, businesses, and suppliers. However, studies on
the controller utilization are insufficient; therefore, it needs
further studying and examining.

Fig. 12. Splitting depending on worst-case latency

Kuang et al. [31] introduced the network partition
approach to solve the CPP. The authors partitioned an WAN
into multi-domains by the algorithm based on K*-means
suggested by Qi et al. [32]. That is, an WAN is partitioned
into multi-domains to reduce the maximum latency and
achieve the load balance for each controller. The K*-means
algorithm increases the initial clustering points in order to
obtain small clusters and each cluster contains one or more
initial centers. Therefore, the more are K initial centers, the
more will obtain the K clusters. Hence, the simulation results
demonstrate that the proposed partition technique obtained
more balanced results compared to the optimized K-means
algorithm [27].
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IX. CONCLUSIONS
The basic idea behind the multi-controller network
architecture is to monitor the entire network to eradicate the
single controller failure limitations. The implementation of
multi-controller network architecture in WAN can solve the
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scalability issue introduced by the single controller principle.
Therefore, several literary works have addressed the problem
of multi-controller placement with different optimization
objectives. The multi-controller scalability can be evaluated
in terms of controller placement and graph partition. On the
one hand, the controller placement concentrates on
determining the appropriate locations of controllers to
increase the scalability. On the other hand, the graph partition
in WAN SDN illustrates partitioning the whole network into
small SDN subdomains and distributes the load among
controllers. Consequently, this study systematically classified
the current controller placement techniques that have the
potential to increase the scalability and network performance.
Therefore, this survey focuses on the controller placement
approaches to two main factors, namely propagation latency
and balanced partition as a significant optimized objective.
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Abstract—Blockchain is decentralized data management
technology developed for financial and non-financial smart
contracts. Its evolved as an enabling transformational technology
adopted across industry vertical domains. Meanwhile, 5G is
mobile network that promises to be 20x more faster than current
technology. Its low latency, more coverage and high data rate add
more benefits to the technology. However, it comes with its own
technical issues related to authentication and resource
management. Integration of 5G with Blockchain technology give
solutions to many such challenges. This paper provides potentials
of Blockchain technology for 5G technology. We present working
of blockchain and its applications in various fields. We also
summarize potentials opportunities with integration of
blockchain and 5G technologies. Finally, we discuss research
challenges of combined technology.

Index TermsClass: Blockchain; 5G technology; Healthcare;
Internet of Things.
I.

I NTRODUCTION

A blockchain is a distributed database, designed to maintain
continuous growing list of ordered records. The records are
commonly known as blocks. All the blocks comprise of link to
previous block and a timestamp, which are resistant to
modification of data, cannot be altered or modified. They are
protected from tampering, revision, and deletion [1]. The
technical definition of blockchain is a collection of records,
transaction of a particular type or contracts between two
parties known as ledger, which can be programmed to trigger
transactions automatically. These contracts are embedded in
digital code and stored in a shared database. All the agreements
are digitally recorded and signature of which in turn identified,
validated, shared and stored to replace intermediates such as
banks, lawyers, and brokers.
The blockchain technology can be successfully applied to
financial as well as non-financial applications. Non-financial
applications include healthcare [2], utilities [3], real estate [4],
Internet of Things, Agriculture, Supply chain management and
government sector [3].
The technology is exploited to replace the trusted intermediator third parties such as banks for financial transactions,
email service providers or it can be social networks which
can be hacked, compromised or manipulated anytime. In the
mean time, the technology operates in decentralized fashion
2773-5966 ©2021 NETAPPS
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gives a provision to verify its digital assets anytime without
compromising the privacy of the data.
One more cutting-edge technology is 5th Generation wireless cellular network. Commonly known as 5G technology. It
is faster, reliable, and able to handle maximum connected
devices than any other existing technology, 20x faster than
current technology. It shows huge impact on accessibility via
connected latest remote applications. Its potential speed and
usage capacity make new future for the world. 5G technology
support various applications of heterogeneous networks and
machines with high quality of services, huge system
throughput and high network capacity. It supports new business
opportunities in several fields such as enterprise, government
regulators, mobile operators, and infrastructure providers. 5G
is known for low latency, more coverage, high data rates and
high processing speed which will be standardized soon.
Meanwhile, technology lacks in resource management,
security challenges, decentralization, and risk of data
interoperability and authentication handover [5], [6]. However,
blockchain is used to authenticate, register, validate transaction
and assets, manage identification in a trusted decentralized
network. The main contribution of this work is:
•

Brief introduction of blockchain technology, its
working, and applications in various fields.

•

Brief introduction of 5G technology.

•

Potential opportunities with integration of blockchain
with 5G networks.

•

Research challenges and opportunities of blockchain
with 5G technology.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II focuses on working of blockchain by exploring creating a
valid signature and calculating difficulty value. Section III
gives potential applications of blockchain in the field of
Healthcare, Agriculture, Internet of Things and Supply Chain
Management. Section IV discusses requirements of 5G and
how blockchain technology fulfils it. Section V briefs on
research directions and challenges. Finally, paper is concluded
in Section VI with future work.
II. WORKING OF BLOCKCHAIN
Blockchain is chain of blocks, or distributed data structure
where data is shared and replicated among the members of the

to Bobs account. 1 2
Identification of Alice and Bob accounts are through
public/ private-key pair. Receivers account is identified by
public key and senders account must be signed with private
key [8]. However, transactions are identified by their double
SHA-256 hash key. Usually, miners gather all the transactions
together, calculate their hashes with current header number
of the blockchain for cryptographic problem. They solve the
problem and create mined block which contains group of all
the transactions present in the calculation. The process of
mining and calculating Merkle root is shown in the Figure
1. Merkle tree is a binary tree in which every leaf node is
a hash of the transaction and the main root node is known
as Merkle root. Let miner M calculates the Merkle root for
the transactions in the block by using block header values.
Suppose S is the Merkle hash (double SHA256 hash) which is
given by,

Fig. 1. Blocks connected in the form of chains

ܵ ൌ ܵʹܣܪͷሺ݊  ݄  ݆ݏሻ

(1)

Where݄ the block header and ݊ is is the random nonce
value or time stamp, ‘+’ symbol in the equation denotes
string concatenation. The final value of ܵ is specified with
approximately 64 leading zeros. If it is not 64 leading zeros,
then the value of ܵ is recomputed by updating random nonce
value ݊. Once the mining process is completed, block is
included to the blockchain network. The common steps to
upload a new transaction block into blockchain are:
Fig. 2. Working of Blockchain technology

network. The blocks in the chain follow the singly linked list
structure by storing the hash of the previous block and all the
blocks are connected to each other in the form of chain [7]. The
first block of the chain is called genesis block and has no parent
node.
Each block in blockchain comprises of four major fields as
shown in the Figure 1, a hash of the previous block, Merkle
hash, timestamp, and transactions (smart contracts). Hash
establishes a link between blocks by creating chain of blocks.
As the hash field contains hash of the previous records, change
of an entry leads to change of all subsequent records which is
very difficult to change.
Figure 2 shows working of blockchain in financial transactions. Let Alice and Bob are two entities in the blockchain.
Alice wants to send currency to Bob. The transaction is
represented online as a block. This block is broadcasted to
every node in the network and is recorded in public ledger.
The new block of transaction need to be validated, verified
and approved by miners. Miners are network members who
perform mining process . The valid signature is required to
link the block into chain of previous blocks. Process needs to
ensure two things, Alice owns cryptocurrency required digital
signature verification on the block and Alice has sufficient
cryptocurrency in her account which is verified by checking
Alices personal account by her public key. Now the transaction
is successful and currency is transferred from Alices account
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Step1:
Step2:
Step3:
Step4:
Step5:

Generate a public/private key pair.
Hash the new transaction. .
Encrypt the new transaction with private key for
digital signature.
Append the signature with new transaction block.
Place new transaction into blockchain network.

The difficulty is defined as a measurement of how difficult
to find a hash of a given target, where target is a 256-bit
number, leading 32 bits are zeros and remaining are the ones.
The difficulty is calculated by,

 ݈ܾ݂݇ܿܽݕݐ݈ݑ݂݂ܿ݅݅ܦൌ 

௨௧௬௧௧
௨௧௧௧

(2)

The value of difficulty will increase or decrease depending
on how much time it is taking to find 2016 blocks, which
is directly proportional to network hash rate. When more
computing power is added to the network, more tries are
performed per second, leading to the faster block finding. As
the mining power increases in the network, the blocks would
get faster and faster. Then it is said that difficulty readjusts
automatically for every 2016 blocks.
1Timestamp

is the current time of event, tells the time of the transaction.
is the process of collecting the valid transactions into blocks and
are later added to the network by linking them to the blocks which are accepted
previously through hash signature.
2Mining

Fig. 3. Taxonomy for Blockchain and 5G Technology

III.

B LOCKCHAIN ’ S A PPLICATIONS AND C HALLENGES

There are several applications of blockchain technology. In
this paper some of the typical applications of the blockchain
are summarized in the areas such as Healthcare, Agriculture,
Internet of Things and Supply Chain Management. Applications are shown in the Figure 3.
A. Blockchain in Healthcare
Electronic health records were never designed and maintained in a distributed network as a life time record. Usually
patients leave their medical data across various health centers
or individual providers. Time to time the medical records are
shifted manually from one health center provider to other,
leading to data lose and ease of access as data is stored with
separate providers. Blockchain provides best deployment plans
in healthcare and data science. The most exciting project is
MedRec, to store medical records of the patients [9]. This
is a MIT-Forde project created on blockchain to serve as a
digital history and family medical records. The block (on
blockchain) of family medical record history is created that
can be passed from one generation to other. Researchers,
doctors and public healthcare authorities are the in the system.
The system enables MedRec data economics by supplying big
data to researchers to release metadata. This is the big gift
from network industry to health information technology and
research Integrated Blockchain learning model for health- care
data users provides provisioning of parallel computing.
Medical dataset from various healthcare centers is trained and
smart contract is used for international collaboration using 5G
networks. Blockchain with 5G technology provides security,
privacy, decentralization, lower operational costs, and service
efficiency. The technologies incorporate with Software Defined
Network, cloud and edge computing for better healthcare
facilities.
B. Blockchain in Agriculture
Feng Tian worked on Agri-based supply chain traceability
system [10]. The system is based on blockchain and RFID
technology. The system gathers the data and information from
agri-food supply chain. This system monitors and traces the
safety and quality of agri-food from source to destination. The
trust of the products and logistic industry with the application
cost. The conceptual design of the system is designed as shown
in the Figure 4.
2773-5966 ©2021 NETAPPS
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Fig. 4. Framework for agri-food supply using RFID and blockchain

C. Blockchain in Internet of Things
Recently people are monetizing their things by many
applications with the implementation of distributed application
using Internet of Things and blockchain technology [11], [12],
[13]. This facilitates the sharing of electronic devices, buildings
and vehicles with the help of network connectivity and sensors.
These embedded things enable interchange of data among
themselves with the help of Internet. The data can be shared
without the trusted third party. The applications are shared in a
decentralized peer-to-peer (P2P) network to embed a
blockchain technology in IoT industry [14]. Stock.it is a
combined application of IoT and blockchain, where Ethereum
system is the IoT device that grants access to the code, acts
as an interface between universal sharing network and the
physical world. 3 4 Integration of Blockchain with 5G has
lots of applications in Internet of Things technology. In fact,
IoT devices are predicted exponentially more connections by
2025. In such situation 5G networks provide link connection
with low latency and high data rates.
D. Blockchain in supply chain management system
Blockchain ensures security, trust and transparency in supply chain management with global facilities such as tracking,
transfer and payment. The main goal is end-to-end tracking
solution. Blockfreight is supply chain management with
blockchain technology, which gives solution for international
trade while sea shipping and national trade while truckload
shipping. The three major fields that include blockchain technology in supply chain are traceability, smart contracts and safe
transactions. In food sector, origin of goods and ingredients are
the essential factors for trustworthy business.
The main challenge process of traceability is automated
and accelerated by blockchain technology with tracking system
3Ethereum system is the Internet of Things device that grants access to the
lock. The work is conducted on the agri-food such as fruits and vegetables,
and meat. RFID technology helps in data acquisition and processing, warehousing, logistics and marketing. The system enables food safety and quality
supervision.
4
USN is the universal decentralized autonomous application that runs on
the Ethereum platform to unlock the smart lock.

Fig. 6. Requirements of 5G

Fig. 5. Areas across which Blockchain enables IoT

such as RFID. Potential applications are tracking of quantity
and transfer of materials from manufactures to customers, the
technique is smart tendering. Electronic contracts on automated
actions are the added advantage for supply chain management.
These smart contracts automatically execute payment system
in case of on time delivery by executing fully automated order
calls in multi stakeholder contracts. The existing technology is
ERP based private clouds. With a valid timestamp, blockchain
technology tracks the journey of data such as shipping documents, confidential business documents and order confirmations. The main objective is for getting reliable and transparent
documentation of transactions, communication between manufactures to customers (end-to-end communication). In fact,
best role is by focusing specifically on payments and invoice
IV.

BLOCKCHAIN

FOR

5G

TECHNOLOGY

Currently, 5G data traffic is showing rapid growth in dayto-day activities, such as increased usage of smart phone
devices, laptops with embedded SIM cards, YouTube down
streaming, NetFlix usage, social cloud platforms, 5G targets
to support enhanced mobile broadband low latency, massive
machine type communication, high quality of service, system
throughput and network capacity. 5G cellular networks provide
immediate impacts on business stake holders and customers.
It promises for revolutionizing global industries by providing
advanced and customized user centric values. The main objective is meeting the rapidly growing demands of emerging
services by enabling human/machine interconnections.
However, rapid growth of 5G networks face security issues and conventional methods are not sufficient to handle
security challenges. It has its own technical issues in repeated authentication handover, resource management which
leads to increased latency and delay. Meanwhile, Blockchain
technology enables transformational and disruptive technology
by adopting industry domains. Main features of blockchain
include registration, validating transactions and assets, interaction governing, managing identification by recording data.
Blockchain combined with Software defined networks remove
reauthentication of repeated handover in heterogenous networks by accessing minimum delay [15].
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In this section we explain the integration of blockchain and
5G network. Figure 6 Shows the components involved in fulfilling the requirements of 5G using blockchain. It has evolved
as a boon to 5G technology by proving efficient service to users
as well as network. The most powerful mobile resources such
as computation, bandwidth, memory, and storage are growing
rapidly by increasing network complexity in terms of resource
management. Handling such issues in mobile service is critical challenge. However, blockchain is efficient technology to
solve these issues by enabling distributed resource allocation
schemes.
Strong data sharing capacity of 5G to cope up with high
user demands is still under research. Blockchain provides
features such as traceability, transparency and immutability to
improve efficiency of data sharing. Added requirement of 5G
is network virtualization of wireless network. This provides
coverage, energy efficiency and capability of network.
Blockchain providing immutability secures wireless networks.
In 5G, edge computing, parallel computing, cloud computing
and fog computing play significant role to improve quality of
service and increased computing capabilities. 5G is suffering
from security and privacy issues such as data sharing privacy,
end to end data privacy, and trust issues. Blockchain with
decentralization and trust capability solves such issues [16].
V.

RESEARCH DIRECTIONS AND OPEN ISSUES

Due to emerging technology block has multiple challenges
in scalability. Day by day there is a rapid growth in number of
transactions, by making the blockchain heavy. Current Bitcoin
storage is more than 100 GB [17]. Number of transactions
processed per second is nearly 7 transactions which indicates
the time of processing of millions of transactions is far more to
imagine. One more scalability problem is capacity of the block
is very small. The delay in processing leads to high minor fee.
The problems are proposed with two type of solutions which
are storage optimization of blockchain [18] and redesigning
the architecture of blockchain [19], [20].
Blockchain transactions cannot guarantee security and privacy since value of all transactions (public key) is publicly
visible. In the network node trust over 51% computing power
is accepted, but it is not 100% sure that the node is blocked
in the blockchain, miners may delay it for private charging.
Integration of 5G with blockchain technology is still its
infant stage. Many researchers are working to overcome the
challenges of 5G by integrating blockchain technology research with new features such as decentralization and security.

However, there are still several critical issues that need to be
resolved. There is lack of infrastructure, standardization, and
regulations in current 5G blockchain system. It is difficult to
adopt 5G with blockchain with any standardization. One of the
major promises of 5G is high throughput. And blockchain has
lower throughput and long queuing time.
On the other hand, if 5G network using Internet of Things
devices, they generate huge data with that ultra-dense network
of 5G have limited resource. This leads to issues such as data
storage, resource management and data sharing by increasing
computation burden. Blockchain requires high computation
cost, high bandwidth, high mining power but current network
is computationally expensive because maximum computation
power is used by miners (When new block is created, miners
run mining puzzles on it to approve the block. This utilizes
maximum computation power). Still network is suffering from
latency, bandwidth demands, energy consumption and network
congestion [16]. The combined technology has opened various
challenges to both academicians as well as industrialist and
motivates them to work on several issues like this. The research
is still in its early stage and has provided wide scope for
research.
VI.

CONCLUSION

AND

FUTURE
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Abstract— Energy saving, and clock synchronization is
critical to Internet of Things (IoT). In recent time, several
energy efficient clock synchronization techniques have been
proposed by different authors with the aim of finding solution
to energy saving in IoT network. However, some of this
technique (R-sync) utilizes a lot of energy with unsynchronized
nodes, thereby making the algorithm not suitable for IoT
Network. The technique obtains higher precision without
considering the energy utilization. Unnecessary expenditure of
energy leads to collision of sensor nodes. In our research, we
proposed a Network Node ID (NN-I) technique for energy
efficiency by applying the network node ID to avoid collision,
achieve clock synchronization and energy saving. MATLAB was
used for the simulation and the evaluation parameters for the
simulation were the number of broadcast messages, the level of
energy consumption and collision count. All experiment in the
base work where used. The result of our research indicates a
more improved clock synchronization and energy saving for IoT
Network against the existing technique.

Sink

Figure 1: Wireless Sensor Network (WSN)
II. RELATED WORK
Serious research and contributions are being made; ideas
are suggested by researchers on how clocks can be
synchronized efficiently in order to get a better system
performance in IoT. Some of these related contributions are
highlighted. Although, most of the contributions have their
limitations as they have suggested future work and
enhancements which forms the basis of this research. To deal
with issues of unsynchronized nodes, and to provide a robust
time synchronization scheme for IoT and IIoT, [10] proposed
R-Sync which uses a pulling timer to pull isolated nodes into
synchronized network. After their experiment conducted
using simulation tool NS-2, the result shows that their
approach make all nodes get synchronized in terms of
accuracy and energy consumption compared with TPSN as
proposed by [8] , GPA and STETS algorithm [5]. However,
R-Sync algorithm fails to reduce the routing overhead of the
network.

Keywords— Internet of Things (IoT), Distributed System,
Wireless Communication, Computer Networks

I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet advancement in
software and
telecommunication services which further help in connecting
the objects with other potentially capable objects for providing
the accomplishment of various services is provided within the
IoT. The idea or service to be provided can be of a small
computer with a microchip present in it for functional and
operation purposes.Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) are
known to be the key factor for IoT Model [2]. The idea behind
the network is its ability to sense, process data and initiates
wireless communication with large number of nodes. The
network is faced with energy and other challenges due to its
constrained nature, and it makes its management more
challenging than the wired network. Clock synchronization is
also an important factor to distributed system. It offers the
correct function and swift communication of many computer
application. Clock synchronization is seen as a procedure
offering a common time for distributed system [3]. Utilizing
network node ID (NN-I) to organize sending message between
network nodes is considered a smart solution as it uses
network node ID sequence to organize sending messages
without need for additional protocol to set the order of
network node to send messages. The motivation for this
research is to propose an energy efficient clock
synchronization technique that can reduce the energy
consumption in IoT network.
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There are few methods which can be used to get accurate
clock synchronization, namely the Network Time Protocol
(NTP); In NTP with the use of Global Positioning System
(GPS) a proper synchronized time can be attained. The biggest
advantages of using NTP system are that it provides high level
accuracy and reliability in terms of clock synchronization.
Another method is the Precision Time Control (PTP); PTP is
a protocol which is used to synchronize a clock throughout a
computer network. On a local area network, it can achieve
time and clock accuracy in sub-microsecond range which
makes it a good match for measurement and control systems.
It is basically designed for applications which cannot afford a
GPS tracker at each node [8].
Another researcher [6] proposed a clock synchronization
algorithm which is based on the non-coherent timing
detection. The coherent timing detectors work on the Rayleigh
fading channel technique for the clock synchronization in the
IoT. The Rayleigh fading channel technique is very light
weight due to which complexity of the system reduced to
greater extent. The performance of the proposed technique
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was analysed in terms of Mean Square Errors (MSE) and it
had been analysed that it performs batter than Non-Data Aided
(NDA) Coherent technique for clock synchronization.
However, another researcher [4] proposed a clock
synchronization technique for the Internet of things. It is being
analysed that IoT is the highly dynamic network to which time
synchronization is the major problem in the network. The
optimal solution to this type of problem is to reconfigure the
devices for serving different applications. The proposed
algorithm for clock synchronization is based on the reconfiguring devices based on the reference’s clocks. In the
proposed technique three modules are used which are
application interface, time reference unit and synchronization
unit. The application unit maintains communication between
low level and high-level modules. The time reference unit
gains the access of the local clocks and synchronization unit
will adjust the clocks of the device according to application.
The performance of proposed scheme was tested in terms of
accuracy in comparison to existing techniques.

[9]

[8]

[5]

In [7] argued that there is a need to minimize the energy
used in the network and improvement in the synchronization
of the sensor’s nodes. Due to the weak synchronization of the
sensor network clocks, packet loss may occur within the
network. This further might result in minimizing the lifetime
of the network. This leads the need to enhance the working of
the TDMA protocol as TDMA protocol is used to assign the
time to various sensor nodes for efficient working of sensor
nodes. In this paper, authors use NS2 simulation tool which
involve the presence of finite number of sensor nodes and
LEACH protocol is used for executing clustering and
choosing cluster heads. In this paper authors proposed a Timelay technique so that Radio Frequency Identification protocol
can be improved, and sensor nodes can be synchronized with
the help of base station. As per the simulation results achieved
the proposed scheme performs well in terms of various
parameters.

Achieved a
satisfactory
level of
accuracy with
little
consideration
to energy
consumption
It reduces
various noise
level to
minimal and
achieved a high
accuracy of
clock
synchronization
Uses a
probability
model to select
cluster heads
based on level

Does not
support energy
efficient clock
synchronization
scheme for IoT

It fails to
support large
numbers of
clients
eﬃciently

Focused mainly
on the routing
overhead

Wireless Sensor Network has no central controller, due to
which energy consumption is the major issue. By using bully
algorithm, greater probability of becoming Cluster Head is
given to node with higher energy for better distribution of
energy and more reliable message transmission. In this paper,
author had used the diffusion-based technique to synchronize
cluster head clock. As per the simulation results achieved
energy consumption has been reduced in terms of energy,
packet loss and delay. It is also discussed that for large scale
Internet of Things, the security of time synchronization is a
critical and challenging issue. The malicious sensor nodes
could decrease the accuracy of the whole network by
broadcasting fake timestamp messages. In this paper, authors
proposed a Secure Time Synchronization model for large
scale IoT. Then this Secure Time Synchronization Protocol
(STSP) was evaluated and compared with the previous
protocols (TSPN) and (STETS) using NS2 simulator tool. As
per the simulation results achieved proposed protocol is
effective to prevent attack from malicious nodes. In summary,
for effective performance and efficiency in IoT network,
energy should be reduced more to provide more adequate and
need services in IoT.

TABLE 1: ANALYSIS AND TAXONOMY OF RELATED WORKS
Author/Year
Method
Strength
Weakness
[4]
Introduced a
The analysis of
Does not define
other
mathematical
the effect of
model for a
hidden nodes
parameters or
hidden node
and collision
methods hidden
collision
probability
nodes that can
cause collision
could be
prevented.
[1]
Introduced a
The model
Communication
new linear
computes
between nodes
approximation
conditional
are restricted
model for the
collision
when the
reduction
probability
probability is
of the
not met
complexity in
nonlinear
analytical
model
[10]
It presented
It maintained
Energy saving
Spanning Treehigh accuracy
in (STETS) is
based Energyand reduced
still very high
efficient Time
communication
Synchronization overhead
(STETS)
[7]
Proposed a
The model
It does not
hierarchical
performs
support
network design
effectively in
constrained IoT
and a model for
complex IoT
devices and
energy
WSNs
efficiency
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Proposed Rsync Algorithm.
The author used
a pulling timer
to pull isolated
nodes into
synchronized
network
Proposed a
lightweight
client, and a
packet
exchange
protocol (SPot)
for clock
synchronization
Proposed a HyTop energy
aware
clustering
communication
protocol

III. PROPOSED WORK
The proposed algorithm in this research, is designed with
emphasis to providing high-performance. The algorithm is
aimed at decreasing energy consumption in IoT clock
synchronization. In this stage, an algorithm is designed for the
efficient clock synchronization in IoT. The blueprint is
defined to implement the proposed approach. When the
approach is designed with the pseudo code and flowchart the
development process will be started. The process of design
will be the iterative process until the approach will be
designed according to research questions. In the last stage, the
algorithm which is proposed so far is implemented in
MATLAB. The proposed technique from the base station take
initial step for the clock synchronization. The base station
floods the control messages in the network and when sensor
nodes receive control message it will adjust its clocks
according to the clock of base station. The proposed scheme
is implemented and compared with the previous work. The
parameters metrics are decided for the comparison like time
and nodes.
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Network Node ID (NN-I) Algorithm: In this algorithm, it
utilizes the network node ID (NN-I) to organize sending
message between network nodes and we consider it a smart
solution as it uses network node ID sequence to organize
sending messages without need for additional protocol to set
the order of network node to send messages. Using this
approach, it ensures that it reduces collision with ensures that
clocks are synchronized, and energy is saved.

in this case become passive node PN and waiting for
synchronization between parent BN and child BN to
synchronize their time using RRP protocol.
TABLE 2: COLLISION REDUCTION RESULT
Nodes
R-Sync
NN-I
50
2
2
100
5
4
150
17
14
200
40
33
250
54
43
300
77
65
350
80
71
400
96
83
450
110
92

In our research, we proposed modified algorithm based on
network node ID to prevent any collision can occurs due to
race of children nodes to be BN node. R-sync algorithm
proposed “Preparation for Time Synchronization”, all node
send message to declare its ID and parent ID to all other nodes.
Then all nodes try to be BN node by synchronize with parent
BN node and this may lead to collision. We can select only
max ID or min ID BN children nodes to be the upcoming BN
nodes in the next level for children nodes as all children nodes
receive a message from this node with its ID and can compare
its ID with its ID to decide to leave it as representor for this
level as BN or not.
B. Pseudo code for NN-I Algorithm
From the simulation process described in Figure 1 the NN-I
algorithm was written. The pseudo code that was used for the
NN-I algorithm is described below. The pseudo code starts
with the deployment of sensor nodes, then it divided them into
clusters and the parameters are defined. If all the conditions
are met, as specified for all the cluster heads to get selected in
each cluster. At the event all conditions are met in the level
discovery phase, the synchronization phase exchanges its
clock and makes adjustment to determine the result.

Figure 2: NN-I process stages
In Figure 2a, the first state of time synchronization is done
by assigning relationship between root node and level 1 nodes.
After that all level 1 nodes try to collect it children by
broadcast message to all neighbour node which contains also
the nodes in level 1 as in Figure 2b, dashed arrow shows the
messages transfer from node B to C, D which is in the same
level. As seen in the previous work Figure 2c, the collection
can be done in initial time synchronization stage where all
nodes try to synchronize with its parent node and only one
node can synchronize with the parent using SRP protocol and
the other will synchronize using RRP protocol but collision
may happen because all nodes try to synchronize with parent
node randomly and that can lead to collision. In Figure 2d, we
proposed the prevention of collision by letting all node in the
same level listen to each other and delegate one node only with
lower node ID to use SRP and the other nodes with high node
ID uses RRP.
A.

Reducing Collision with NN-I algorithm
In R-sync, there are three nodes state as seen in Figure 2
The system can change node from one state to another based
on a protocol messages and algorithms to synchronize time.
During the process of changing from one state to another,
there is tendency for collision because one node will try to
represent a group of nodes. R-sync has a protocol with two
way to synchronize time between nodes first one by SRP or
RRP, in the first SRP protocol all BN children node try to
synchronize with parent BN node to become BN node and
when a node success to become BN it block children to be BN
when other nodes receive notification from parent BN for
acceptance for one node to be BN node. The other child nodes
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In Figure 4.1 the consumption level of proposed algorithm
reduced to 0.015 compared to the R-sync algorithm. R-sync is
implemented to determine the level of energy consumption for
the clock synchronization in IoT against NN-I algorithm. The
scenario and the processes are explained. The sensor nodes
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sense information and transmit it to base station over the
wireless channels. The scheme is applied in the network which
gives access to the sensor nodes to the wireless channels. Due
to the decentralized nature of the IoT, collision may occur
when messages are broadcasted in the network. R-sync
algorithm allows for large amount of information to be fetched
from the server which tense to consume more energy and
causes collision. The analysis of our result showed that the
NN-I algorithm reduced energy consumption and increase
efficiency by using the network ID to reduce collision in the
network and prioritize the levels of the sensor nodes during
resources sharing.

own pros and cons. In this research work, we re-implemented
and enhanced the R-sync technique for clock
synchronization. In the improved technique we used network
node ID to reduce collision thereby enhances energy saving
in the network. NN-I algorithm is implemented using
MATLAB and results are validated in terms of broadcast
messages, energy consumption and time error. From the
results, we can see that the NN-I technique has efficient
energy saving for IoT.

A. NN-I Energy Saving by Avoiding Collision
The objective of this research is to the enhance energy

Following are the various areas that can be explored and
future possibilities to further improve the performance of
clock synchronization in IoT networks. The IoT system
generally requires a reduced energy for it to perform very
well in its deployed facilities. NN-I algorithm can be further
compared with the other algorithms with intentions to further
reduce energy consumption of IoT especially the constrained
(class 0) IoT devices. Other ways, techniques and solutions
should be considered. It is challenging to secure data
communication in resource constrained IoT devices because
of its limited resources available to support security
technologies. Class-0 IoT devices, has a resource threshold
less than 100kb ROM and/or less than 10Kb RAM. The NNI scheme can be further improved to ensure efficiency in the
network. More enhancement to reduce collision using
network node ID approach is needed. As all nodes in the
network almost knows the nodes IDs and status of the
spanning tree, we can utilize the information to give slots for
each node to start sending new message on time and prevent
any collision that may occur between two network nodes that
start sending messages the same time.

VI. FUTURE WORKS AND RECOMMENDATION

Average Energy Consumption (j)

Energy Saving
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450

NumberComparison
of Nodes
Figure 3: Energy Consumption
R-sync
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IT and telecom companies as well as professional services [8],
[9].

Abstract—Many organisations nowadays give attention to
person-organisation fit, to recruit and to keep talents who are
really fit to organisation’s vision and goals. Having right talents
is crucial to sustain the organisation’s existence in a long run, as
such studies in human resource management and organisational
behaviour have discussed various strategies on how to
implement person-organisation recruitment. Despite of
strategies to recognise the right talents that fit to organisations,
opportunity from the advancement of technology should not be
ignored. This article devotes the idea of developing a new gamebased profiler called Task-Manager Profiler that offers a new
strategy on matching individuals’ characteristics, skills and
behaviour with organisation’s needs. The game was designed
like a teambuilding game project, combines with technology for
assessing individual via psychometric and performance
assessments. Investigation on validity and reliability of the
developed game reveals the possibility of using the game for new
staff recruitment, staff placement, and identifying next in line.
Keywords—human
resource
management;
organisation fit; profiling; organisation sustainability

I.

The conventional recruitment model emphasises on
matching people with positions where an individual
compatibility( i.e. knowledge, skills, and ability) is a weight
to specific job requirements. This model is known as personposition fit and has been implemented in many years for staff
recruitment. However, the model is too job-centric, ignores
other organisational factors that have some impact on
organisational development. In fact, the new era of knowledge
economy, human resources is deemed to improve the wellbeing of every individual so they can reach their full potential
in a career. Therefore, a new recruitment model that can
address changes in human resources should be devoted.
Person-organisation fit recruitment model seeks for talents
that could show some corporation with an organisation, where
individual’s characteristics could be aligned to meet
organisation’s characteristics such as culture, value, target,
and specification [1], [10],. The advantage of personorganisation fit compared to the convention model has been
identified as follows: First, choose the talents that line with
organisation influence their work performance. Second, the
recruited talents’ work attitude could be improved especially
in sense of responsibility and belonging. Last, the particular
recruitment process helps to reduce the turnover rate [1].

person-

INTRODUCTION

Recognising right talents to fit into some predetermined
jobs at an organisation is challenging and becoming a hot topic
in human resource management and organisational behaviour
[1]. Nowadays, the process of identifying the right talents has
changed due to the rapid development of science and
technology, application of new technologies, boundary-less of
knowledge, accelerating the shift to high-skilled, economic
globalisation, and knowledge economy [2], [3], [4].
Researchers from Universiti Utara Malaysia developed a
socioscientific board game called “TaskManager” that can
motivate students to make judgements on issues of science
and society using Project Management tasks [5].

This article illustrates the idea of person-organisation fit
recruitment strategy using technology game-based profiling.
This strategy combines technology as a driver of efficiency
and accuracy and gamifying as a tool aiming in getting the
right talent on board. Gamification does not work in silos [11].
The designated game includes assessment of skills,
psychometric evaluation, and acts as a platform of early
communication between employer-candidate. The developed
game-based profiler was tested on two different groups of
community namely university students and school
counsellors. The obtained results give some promising

Companies are competing among each other, not only in
the business market but also in getting the pool of talents [6],
[7]. Therefore, the knowledge on how to recruit and retain the
talents who fit the line of an organisation has become a focus
to some hectic businesses like architecture and engineering,
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remarks on implementing the developed game for personorganisation fit recruitment.

needs to be built, submitted, and project postmortem activity
should be performed to assess the team’s performance. Like
in a real case, sometimes the submission is rejected due to
certain failures, for example, the project team fails to obey to
the rules or deals with the clients, incompletion of tasks,
unfulfilled of specification and much more. Also, a team could
face some penalties if there are evidence of cheating or
misconduct.

The paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 gives the
theoretical background of person-organisation fit and
gamifying. Section 3 outlines the set-up of the game and
evaluation strategy. Section 4 presents the results gathered
from two different projects and finally, Section 5 gives the
conclusion of all discussion.

All these exercises are recorded and critically addressed in
Task Manager Profiler.

X. GAMIFICATION IN RECRUITMENT
Organisations invest significant resources in the
development and career management processes for recruiting
the right personnel, especially among graduates [12]. Most
large organisations invest on finding the right people and tools
to support such mission. Organisations expect high potential
employees to achieve superior performance and to
demonstrate flexibility, loyalty, and commitment to the
organisation. Hence, the potential employees are expected to
integrate quickly into the organisation’s structure and culture.
Some studies use personality and level of initial degree as
key points for recruitment. There are studies that show
evidence of the relationship between personality and personorganisation fit. Siebert and Kraimer (2001) suggest that
personality characteristics such as adaptability, flexibility,
emotional maturity, and need for achievement may impact on
graduate’s ability to adjust his/her behaviour to match the
requirements of the organisation [13].

Fig. 1. Game flow in Task Manager Profiler

Fig. 2 to Fig. 4 display the developed interfaces of a system
in Task Manager Profiler. All players need to sign-in into the
system so that evaluation of each player as well as a team can
be performed in real time during the gameplay. At the end of
each round of the game, each player’s performance is
computed and summarised for further actions.

Recruiters and talent acquisition professionals are gearing
up their game to win the war for talent. They are constantly on
the lookout for new and innovative ways to better attract,
engage, and assess potential candidates. One such skill that
they must learn is to integrate the latest technologies with the
hiring process. Technology is the driver of efficiency and
accuracy, and recruiters must not only be efficient but also
highly effective at getting the right talent on board. An
interesting proposition that recruiters are playing around with
is the application of gaming to the recruitment pipeline. Barcelos (2018) elucidates that modern-day recruiters aware that
gamification is one of the best approaches to tap millennial
candidates who have grown up playing virtual reality games
and easily relate to this kind of hiring dynamic [14].
Therefore, the recruiters should consider the idea of assessing
a candidate by making him or her play a game on the
smartphone.

Fig. 2. Task Manager Profiler login form

Gamification in hiring and selection is the next big
innovation [1]. Recruiters can easily spot the best candidates
for the offered position by shortlisting those who achieve the
highest points in the hiring game [14], [15].

XI. GAME-BASED PROFILES
a. Task Manager Profiler
The game called Task Manager Profiler was designed to
assist an organisation in creating a comprehensive recruitment
process as depicted in Fig. 1. The recruitment process mimic
to real team project activity where CEO or team leader needs
to be clear with the ultimate goal of a project to be handled.
Then the CEO needs to strategize on how to execute the
project and perform delegation of tasks. In a team, the project
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developed using an online platform in order to accelerate the
generation of results. The developed rubric is essentially a
psychometric assessment, commonly used in human resource
with some modifications.
All results obtained through game-play were analysed
using descriptive statistics and summarised by each individual
player using a scorecard. The scorecard acts as a tool of
communication that details out each individual player’s
strength and weaknesses and would recommend some plans
for enhancing himself/herself.
Meanwhile, the team’s performance was computed based
on the quadrant of completion time distribution. Given that a
starting time as ݐ ൌ Ͳ and the fastest completion time as ݐ ,
then the ith time quadrant is explained by

Fig. 4. Team’s performance report

b. The Game Structure
The game was structured to deal with teams of candidates,
each team consists of 4 to 5 people assigned with some
common positions and responsibilities - CEO, manager, and
workers. In each round of the game, each team is given with
some capital to buy some resources in order to complete the
assigned development project. All transaction of purchasing
resources need to be done using an online application, but a
team may increase their financial state by completing another
extra project offered by the game instructor.

ܳ ൌ ሺݐ  ሺ݅ െ ͳሻݐ௦ ǡ ݐ  ሺ݅ ൈ ݐ௦ ሻ െ ͲǤͷሻ

for ݅ ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡͶ and ݐ௦ ൌ ݐ ΤͶ. Each quadrant represents the
effectiveness of a team which can be described as Table 1.
Any score falls below than quadrant 4 is considered very
weak.

During the gameplay, each player needs to do their
assigned job while ensuring that the given project can be
submitted to a client at the best delivering time, adhere to
specifications, and fit a certain standard. However, some
challenges are imposed on each team which could distract
them from completing the job. All challenges were designed
to test individual’s adaptability, flexibility, emotional
maturity, communication, and risk-taking at three different
levels namely easy, moderate, and difficult. This level of
difficulty is determined earlier by game instructor depending
on the level of education of players and the ultimate goal of
the game. Besides, each player will keep on receiving some
notifications during the game. Some notifications need them
to assess their own teammates, leader, and sometimes
opponents.

TABLE I.

QUADRANTS OF PERFORMANCE IN TASK MANAGER
PROFILER

Quadrant

Rank

1

Very Good

2

Good

3

Moderate

4

Weak

d. The Pilot Projects
The developed project was tested on two different settings,
selecting a group of students for leading in university
entrepreneurship funded project and identifying counsellors
for next in line.
i. Leaders for entrepreneurship
funded program

Since most communication between game instructor and
players are using through the application, the data are
available throughout the game. This would enable the game
instructor to identify each player’s characteristic and
sometimes could fine tune the game accordingly.

The best talents to fit for leaders in the entrepreneurship
funded program should be the one who possesses the
following set of criteria; the ability to perform risk
assessment and analysis, inspiring group members to achieve
goals, perform social engagement, and perform effective
strategy to achieve goals. As all candidates have been
exposed to entrepreneurship training, the game was run on
four rounds ranging from easy to complex difficulties.

c. The Assesments on Talents
There are two major assessments in the designed game.
The first assessment is to measure the team’s ability to achieve
the core objective of their business. The measurements are
objective including the project completion time, the quality of
the final submission project, and the number of submission
trial. Note that only submission that fulfils the given
specification will be accepted, otherwise the team needs to
improve the project several times.

ii. Next in line head of counsellor
The mission of this program is to recognise the potential
for the next in line leader among counsellors. Most of the
counsellors are psychologists and familiar with psychometric
assessments. Therefore, the game was set with a time of
project completion and limited resources to induce mental
and physical pressure among the counsellors. The criteria of
next in line are: visionary, personality and emotional

The second assessment is concern towards an individual’s
social development skill sets. Each individual player is
assessed both by the team’s leader as well as team-mates on
some skill sets such as problem-solving, leadership, emotional
intelligence, teamwork, risk approach, communication, and
project commitment. A rubric of skill sets assessment was
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Fig. 5. Score on 6 characteristics for university students before and after the
game

intelligence, accuracy in decision making, risk approach, and
communication.
Initially, in both pilot projects, the choice of talents namely
leaders of students and next in line counsellor, have been
recognised based on experts’ judgment. Therefore, it is
interesting to know whether the proposed game – Task
Manager Profiler, could identify the same individuals.
XII. RESULTS
The funded entrepreneurship program was attended by 54
university students, age between 19 to 25 years old from
almost 29 different academic courses. Due to administrative
constraints, the game-based profiling on these students was
executed in four rounds within four (4) hours. Meanwhile, the
next in line counsellor program was handled in seven (7)
hours, attended by 52 counsellors from different schools, age
between 28 to 59 years old.

Fig. 6. Score on 6 characteristics for counsellors before and after the game

XIII.

The developed game-based profiler has created a new
dimension for recruiting new talents to fit the organisation.
The game blends psychometric assessment and technology in
getting the right talents for multitasking jobs. The game
setting, at the very best, attempts to show the true colours of
each individual player by increasing the tense in every step of
the game. In the end, the recruiter has broad information of the
candidates and may judge them accordingly across
personality, skills set, knowledge, and many other criteria.

Table 2 summarises the background of the game and
statistics of achievements recorded from both programs using
Task Manager Profiler. The time recorded to complete the
task in each round fluctuates as the players need additional
time to adjust themselves to the game. Both programs
recorded almost half an hour to end the game in round 1, as
they attempted to learn the game scenario. Overall, each round
ended about half an hour.
TABLE II.

STATISTICS OF ACHIEVEMENT FOR TWO PROGRAMS UNDER

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

THE PILOT STUDY

Indicator
Number of
characteristics
measured
Number of game
rounds / hours
Best time of
completion (average in
minutes)
Number of
unsuccessful teams

Program
University Students

Next in Line
Counsellor

6

6
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Abstract— This paper presents the development of an
android mobile app, bus tracker application, to enhance the bus
management system for students in Universiti Utara Malaysia
(UUM). This is to reduce the students’ waiting time, thereby to
inspire for sharing updated information between the bus drivers
and students. It would inform the students about the estimated
arrival time and the coordinate of buses. It will reduce the
traffic, especially during peak time by estimating the arrival
time. With the most accurate coordinate of buses, it will reduce
the anxious and impatient of students. This application would
let the bus driver know the number of students that waiting for
a bus at each bus stop. This proposed bus tracker application
would specifically be used by students and bus drivers of
Universiti Utara Malaysia (UUM). The objective is to identify
the requirements of bus tracker application and to develop a bus
tracker application prototype. The main users of this bus
tracker application are administrator, bus driver and students.
The administrator has the most privilege to add, update, delete
or view data, the bus driver can view the number of students
waiting for a bus at each bus stop and students can track the
estimated arrival time and coordinate of the bus. GPS is
implemented in the system in the form of a GPS receiver which
is used to track bus location in real-time by latest Latitude and
Longitude position. This project uses the prototype development
to complete all the system and was developed using Android
Studio IDE and Java programming language. The design and
development of the app followed the Software Development Life
Cycle (SDLC) methodology. The prototype of Bus Tracker
Application was developed based on the requirements and later
a field study was done to evaluate the usability of the prototype.
The outcome of the evaluation demonstrated that the Bus
Tracker Application is functional and user-friendly. Further,
the respondents outlined they were satisfied with the features of
the app that helps them to track buses easily. The study
contributes towards an understanding the system requirements
and user interface of a mobile app for tracking buses. It can be
a reference model for developers and researchers in the area to
develop similar apps or enhancing the capabilities in tracking
buses.

Technology is expanding at a fast pace; bus tracker application
can be used to track, show estimated arrival time and number
of students that waiting at the bus stop.

Keywords—Bus Tracker Application, arrival time, number of
students, GPS, Android

This section describes the background of bus
transportation services and related studies of other public
transportation application from the perspective of users and
researchers. A good bus management system plays a key role
nowadays [5]. Bus transportation services are highly
demanded, and with less flexible services, it may lead to
partially utilize.

I.

Bus arrival time and prediction are very vital to students.
The problem derives if the arrival times or departures time of
the buses at the bus stop cannot be predicted by students. This
interconnection leads to the bus arrival time at a different stop
on a route. Inaccurate arrival time will affect the schedule
outlined by the bus management. This paper focuses on the
primary development of optimum arrival time by tracking and
estimate the arrival time based on the number of students
waiting at the bus stop.
Public transportation (such as university shuttle bus
service) [2] that satisfied the demand of people (students) to
travel from one place to another. A university shuttle bus can
normally fit up to 80 students which makes it one of the most
preferred vehicles for university students go to class. By
taking the university shuttle bus can reduce the traffic jams
that happened on the road.
In Malaysia, there are many universities already have
implemented similar bus tracker application [3]. University
students used the application to track bus scheduled and this
makes students do not have to worry about late to class [4]. To
further understand the bus tracker application, observation has
been done on bus service at Universiti Utara Malaysia (UUM).
With this Bus Tracker Application, outstanding bus
services provide to the users; students and bus drivers in
UUM. This paper well defined on basic development of most
accurate arrival time that predicted based on user current
position. The arrival time also takes into consideration other
unpredictable factors such as the number of students at the bus
stop, traffic jam, and harsh weather condition.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED STUDIES

INTRODUCTION

Public transportation in Malaysia is broadening and
expanding [1] to satisfy the demand of people to travel. Public
transportation assumes a major part of the transportation
industry. The public transportation provides transport services
to Institute of Higher Learning (IHL) students. Public
transport mainly buses have been used all over the world.
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A bus tracking app shown is currently being implemented
by Universiti Malaya (UM). This system was developed to
provide logistic assistance to their students while reducing
traffic problem within the UM campus. The app allows
students to browse by route, browse by start/destination
stops, and check the route and stops information. This system
enables the student to know the bus current location and the
start point with the next destination of the bus.

III. METHODOLOGY

2)

The study was done using the Software Development Life
Cycle (SDLC) to obtain more user responses and able to
produce a successful system based on user assumption. The
accuracy of estimated arrival time determines how effective is
the system. Hence, this methodology will be suitable for
testing the satisfaction of final system from users. It consists
of five main phases namely planning, analysis, design, the
implementation for prototype and implementation for the final
system. The flow of the phases is demonstrated in Fig. 1.

3)

Fig. 1. Software Development Life Cycle.

Singapore Bus (Singabus) – Bus Timing + MRT
This bus-tracking app called Singabus is currently
implemented in Singapore that uses data directly from the
Land Transport Authority of Singapore (LTA).
This app is suitable and convenient for the fast-paced
Singaporeans. It also supports all public transport operators
in Singapore like Tower Transit, Go-Ahead, SBS and SMRT.
This app tracks the bus in real-time including type of bus
(Single deck, double deck, blendy, etc). It displays the bus
route, view nearest stops, search for bus stops using by bus
stop number or bus name, set a reminder when reaching your
destination and so on.
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia
The bus tracking app shown in Fig. 3 is implemented by
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM). Information
technology (IT) is growing rapidly and can be seen
everywhere now especially tracking app. It is a combination
of automatic vehicle location and software for data collection
of the current location. Further, GPS can help to locate the
vehicle in the tracking system [7].

The planning phase is to determine and reach a decision of
the system with the supervisor. This system will implement
for bus drivers and students to track the bus stop or bus driver
location, estimated distance and duration, arrival time and the
number of students waiting at the bus stop. In the analysis
phase, the requirements of a mobile app are obtained for
tracking buses and analyze the existing system. A reflection
of the real system is done to further understanding about the
existing bus tracking app. UML diagrams is used to present
the requirements of a system in this design phase and this
phase considered a looping stage due to the prototype that
evaluated by users; students and bus drivers in UUM came out
with new requirements. The implementation phase is to
transmute the design into a real system by applying the coding.
GPS is implemented to get the coordinate of the bus to get the
estimated arrival time. Android Studio is used to design the
mobile platform used by bus drivers and students to track
buses location and number of students at the bus stop.

UTM has been designed and developed a tracking app
which the main aim to enable student gets to know estimated
bus arrival time within the campus. In this app, student able to
choose a bus, share to social media and show the details of the
distance and estimated arrival time between the user and bus
coordinate [8].
B. Studies On Technology Involved
1) GPS
Global Positioning System (GPS) and an Android mobile
app platform are needed to build a tracking system. GPS is a
satellite-based radio navigation system which is operated by
the United States Space Force. It was used for navigation to
receive data from satellite and needed GPS receiver and every
smartphone owned with GPS receiver [4].

IV. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF BUS TRACKER
This section illustrated the design and development of a
mobile app for tracking buses following the first three phases
of SDLC. The section is then split up into two sub-sections.
The first sub-sessions are the functional requirements and
non-functional requirements of Bus Tracker Application and
the second is the prototype development of Bus Tracker
Mobile Application used to validate the requirements.

2) Android Platform
Android is a mobile operating based on a modified version
of the Linux and other open-source software. It was initially
developed for mobile devices that uses touchscreen. With the
upgrading technology revolution of smartphone and AI-based
Android, development cut the limits of smartness to make the
best of the utility for the user. Well talking about the full form
of Android there was nothing mentioned about it. Android was
the company started in 2003 by Palo Alto and his team.

The requirements gathering process was done by referring
from experts and reviewing articles about similar apps. The
results of the discussion came out by the real-life experience
in UUM and the harassment of lecturer. In secondary
requirements, articles were searched using Google searching
engine by entering keywords “bus tracking”, “real-time
tracking system”, “bus management services”, and
“transportation app”. The articles were studied to extract the
requirements for a mobile app that can track bus and driver
and check the number of students. There are seven significant

It also applicable for multiple devices [5] and GPS features
can undeniably design by the developer due to the useful tools
contributed by Google. Google has contributed a convenient
tool for developers to implement an application with GPS
feature.
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functional requirements and three non-functional
requirements generated from the process. The functional
requirements include login to the app, show bus driver and bus
stop location, forgot password, track bus and bus stop location,
check the number of students, logout from the app, get
distance and duration between two points, and manage bus
stop and bus driver details. The non-functional requirements
are security, usability, and reliability.
V. THE BUS TRACKER PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT
In this phase, the prototype of the mobile app for tracking
buses was developed as mentioned under sub-section 2.
Software prototyping was used to demonstrate the software
requirements. The users can suggest improvements based on
their experience in interacting with the prototype. The main
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) tool used was
Android Studio and the JOMHosting platform. They were
used to enable vital functions like for example user
authentication and database. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the
selected interface of Bus Tracker Application for driver and
student user while Fig. 4 - 7 are the selected webpage for
admin.

Fig. 5. Webpage of Add Driver Details for admin.

Fig. 6. Webpage of View Driver Details for admin.

Fig. 2. Interface of Bus Tracker Application for driver app.

Fig. 7. Webpage for Edit Driver Details for admin.

VI. EVALUATION OF BUS TRACKER
A. The Evaluation Setting
A usability evaluation was conducted on 34 participants,
consist of students and person who drive a car. The
respondents were picked among student who studies in
university. The instruments used for the evaluation were the
Bus Tracker Application and a questionnaire. This post-task
questionnaire consists of 24 items in five sections. Section A
focusses on the respondents’ demographic and background
information. Section B, C, D and E asked the respondents
opinion about Bus Tracker Application using a five-point
Likert scale answers. The respondents carried out the
following systematic procedure for evaluation: (1) read the
instruction listed in google form, (2) interacted with Tracker
Application and (3) answered the post-task questionnaire.

Fig. 3. Interface of Bus Tracker Application for student app.

B. Demographic and Background Information
Analysis of the demographic and background information
revealed that 75% of the respondents are female and 29% is
male. 76% of them aged between 21 and 25. A total of 9% was
aged over 46, 6% was between 26 and 35, and between 16 and
20. 3% of them aged between 36 and 45. Regarding how
frequent to take a bus, 53% of them occasionally which is 18
out of 34 respondents and 32% take daily. 3% of them never

Fig. 4. Webpage of Driver Details for admin.
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take for a bus, 3% take a bus monthly and 9% of them take a
bus weekly. The respondents also reported that 50% of the
track bus online (Bus Official Page), 38% using bus
information board to track a bus and 12% using the
application. Regarding the condition prompt them to take a
bus, most of the respondents (i.e., 82%) track a bus every
single time, 12% track the bus only when emergency and 6%
of them never track the bus. All the respondents have heard
about Uber, Waze, Google Maps and Grab, and 6% of them
did not use these apps before.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper described the design and development of a
mobile app for tracking buses. There are still many aspects
that can be studied. In the future work, the developer plan to
expand the bus tracking system and some of the function can
be improved to be better than what had been done. The
limitation of this application is that the user needs to have
internet access to this application. Besides that, multiple to
multiple connections is recommended to be developed in this
application. Even then, the one to one connection does not
affect its own function.

C. The Usability of Bus Tracker Application
A respondent’s feedback analysis was conducted in
Section B, C, D and E of the post-task questionnaire.
These sections measure the perception towards Bus
Tracker Application usefulness, ease of use and
functionality. It also measured the respondents’
satisfaction towards Bus Tracker Application. Tables 1 - 4
demonstrated the frequency of the feedback. The
respondents rated 3, 4 or 5 of the post-task scales for the
four aspects of the usability. Only three respondents rated
two and none of the respondents rated one.
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